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Chapter 1
Introduction
Since the advent of our modern information society, gathering and organizing
digital information has been an important task. Over the last few decades, an
increasing amount of information and activity has been digitized. Examples in-
clude the management of customer accounts at a bank, processing of e-commerce
transactions by a web shop, collection of geographic and other sensor data from
our surroundings, and human interaction through social networks. This has re-
sulted in an exponential growth in the volume of data that needs to be managed
by companies and organizations.
Luckily, this data explosion has been accompanied by gradual advances in
computer hardware. The capacities of primary and secondary storage devices
have grown along with data volumes exponentially, as has the computational
power of general purpose processors. However, the development of data transfer
speeds between the layers of a hierarchical memory system has been lagging
behind. For (random) access latency, the situation is even worse, showing only
marginal improvements over the years. The result is a widening gap between
raw computational power and the rate at which data can be retrieved from
storage. For large bodies of data, typically stored on secondary storage, this
is a growing problem. Therefore, satisfying the general desire from both end-
users and owners of information systems to have fast access to rapidly increasing
amounts of data, is becoming more and more of a challenge, to be solved through
clever software design.
1.1 Database Management Systems
Since the 1970s, database management systems (DBMS) have been used to orga-
nize data on a computer system in a structured fashion, providing standardized
mechanisms to query and manipulate the underlying data. The prevalent model
to represent information in a DBMS has been the relational model [Cod70],
which organizes data into relations, containing tuples built from a set of related
attributes. For example, to represent information about customers of an orga-
nization, a customer relation might hold tuples with five attributes of the form
(customer-id, name, street, zip-code, city). In a DBMS, a relation is typically
modeled as a two-dimensional table, where each row, or “record”, represents a
single tuple, and each column represents a single attribute.
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1.1.1 On-line Transaction Processing (OLTP)
The long history of relational technology has left behind a legacy of systems
that are geared towards on-line transaction processing (OLTP), one of the early
application domains for DBMSs. OLTP focuses on efficient retrieval and ma-
nipulation of a limited amount of records within the database, for example to
implement a banking transaction that transfers funds from one account to an-
other. To deal with such tuple level operations conveniently, traditional DBMSs
employ a record-oriented storage model, where attribute values of a single tu-
ple are stored contiguously within a disk page (the minimum fixed-size unit for
data transfers to and from secondary storage). Auxiliary disk-resident indexing
structures are used to speed up access to the pages containing records of inter-
est. The result is a write-optimized “row store” architecture, where each record
can be easily updated in-place, using a single write to disk. Today, this is still
the prevalent architecture for systems geared towards OLTP, where sustaining
a high throughput on workloads consisting of fine-grained transactional changes
is the top priority.
1.1.2 Analytic Query Processing
Since the 1990s, a desire to gain more high-level insight into the data gathered
in a DBMS has led to the advent of application domains that are more analytic
in nature. Under the common umbrella of “business intelligence” (BI), fields like
on-line analytic processing (OLAP), reporting, analytics and data mining share
a common goal of extracting meaningful information from large amounts of
data, to provide, for example, historical, current, or predictive views of business
operations. In the academic world, similar interests can be found within the
field of “data science”, where research domains like astronomy, biology, health
care and social sciences all use information technology to extract knowledge
from gathered data. From a database perspective, this calls for an ad-hoc,
exploratory and “read-mostly” type of query processing, often over large, i.e.
gigabytes to petabytes, volumes of data.
Until the early 2000s, “one size fits all” used to be the leading philosophy
among DBMS vendors. This resulted in separate instances of a traditional
DBMS being used independently of each other, an on-line one for day-to-day
business, and an off-line data warehouse for analytics. The idea being that
heavy analytic queries should not interfere with traditional business transaction
processing, and vice versa. One problem with this approach, is that the analytic
DBMS typically operates on outdated tables, as the data warehouse is not being
updated in real-time, but rather only “refreshed” by batches of updates at chosen
intervals, for example outside office hours.
A second problem lies in the use of traditional row store DBMSs for analytics.
Analytic queries tend to be compute- and data-intensive, typically involving the
computation of aggregates over many tuples, but only a subset of attributes. A
traditional record-oriented page layout therefore wastes precious I/O bandwidth
by always reading all attribute values from storage, rather than only the ones
of interest to a query. This results in suboptimal performance on data-intensive
workloads. Furthermore, research has shown that the traditional systems per-
form poorly in terms of CPU utilization [ADHW99, PMAJ01], making them
score badly on compute-intensive workloads as well.
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For those reasons, the “one size fits all” philosophy has come to an end
[SC05], with DBMSs that use columnar storage (DSM [CK85]), or column stores,
holding the future for performance critical analytics [SR13].
1.1.3 Column Stores
Over the last decade, column-store DBMSs have regained significant inter-
est, with C-store [Sto05] and Sybase IQ [Syb] being two well known exam-
ples from research and industry, respectively. C-store eventually got com-
mercialized as Vertica [Ver], while other systems, like IBM’s DB2 with BLU
acceleration [RAB+13], Microsoft’s SQL Server [LCF+13], Infobright [SE09],
Paraccel [Par], and Exasol [Exa] entered the column-store market. The Mon-
etDB/X100 [BZN05] research column-store, and its commercial descendant,
Vectorwise [ZvdWB12], provide the context for this thesis, and are introduced
in the next section.
In a column-oriented DBMS, attribute values from a single column are stored
consecutively within a page on disk, filling as many pages as needed to store
all values that make up the column. The columns of a table are therefore
represented as disjoint sets of column pages. The main advantage of this layout
is that scans involving only a subset of attributes can be restricted to read
relevant column pages only, potentially leading to a significant reduction in
scanned data volume compared to traditional row-stores. Furthermore, pages
with attribute values lend themselves well to data compression, as all values are
of equal data type and originate from the same domain. Compressibility and
scan locality can often be improved even further by keeping tables sorted in one
or more interesting sort orders.
The resulting table layout is well suited for scan- and data-intensive read-
only workloads, but notoriously unfriendly towards in-place updates. For ex-
ample, insertion of a new tuple into a table with N attributes would require
N writes to disk, as each attribute value goes to a different page. In a row-
store system, for comparison, a single write suffices, irrespective the number of
attributes. In case of compressed and/or sorted tables, in-place column-store up-
dates become even more problematic, as pages would have to be decompressed,
updated, and recompressed, while sort orders might call for expensive shifting
of tuples.
Therefore, most column-store systems employ a differential approach to up-
dates [SL76], where delta changes with respect to an immutable “master” image
of a table are maintained separately, like the errata to a book. In general, this
results in an architecture with a column-oriented read-store, and an update-
friendly write-store [HLAM06], which is often implemented as an (indexed)
row-store. During a scan, updates from the write-store can then be merged
into a scan of the read-store to produce an up-to-date table image.
1.1.4 MonetDB/X100 and Vectorwise
The research described in this thesis takes place within the context of Mon-
etDB/X100 [BZN05], a prototype column-store system from the database group
of CWI, the Dutch research institute for mathematics and computer science.
MonetDB/X100 was designed from scratch for high performance analytics on
modern hardware. Besides scientific publications, work on MonetDB/X100 has
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resulted in the Ph.D. thesis of Marcin Żukowski [Żuk09] and a spin-off com-
pany called Vectorwise. Vectorwise was acquired by Ingres (now Actian) in
2011 [IZB11], where research, development and sales of the system continue.
For the remainder of this thesis, we stick with the name Vectorwise, even when
referring to the pre-acquisition MonetDB/X100 research prototype.
Vectorwise has its roots in MonetDB [Bon02], one of the pioneers within the
field of column-oriented database systems, which is still being actively main-
tained and available for download under an open-source license1. MonetDB
differs from “conventional” column-stores in its focus on main-memory query
execution rather than the potential I/O benefits discussed in the previous sec-
tion. Its column-oriented memory layout allows an attribute to be represented
by a contiguous memory region, or “array”, which can be computed upon us-
ing compiler-friendly and CPU-efficient loops. This column-at-a-time execution
model makes heavy use of sequential memory access patterns, which is beneficial
in terms of transfer bandwidth when reading cache-lines from memory into the
CPU, due to the combination of spatial and temporal locality of access. The
main drawback, however, is that intermediate results are also written back to
memory column-at-a-time, only to be read back into the CPU on subsequent
computational steps. Therefore, this execution model is still susceptible to the
danger of memory bandwidth becoming a bottleneck.
Vectorwise improves upon MonetDB by employing a vectorized execution
model, where computational loops restrict themselves to fragments, or vectors,
of columnar data, both as input and output. By picking a vector size that allows
vectors to fit the hardware cache(s) of a CPU, materialization of intermediate
results to main memory can be avoided, while still retaining the benefits of a
sequential memory access pattern. Furthermore, Vectorwise adds the ability to
scale beyond main-memory, by employing a column-oriented buffer manager,
responsible for arbitrating access to database tables of “unlimited” size. This
way, Vectorwise aims to benefit from both the I/O and CPU advantages asso-
ciated with a columnar table layout. And not without success, as illustrated
by entering the official TPC-H rankings2 in top position on the 100GB, 300GB,
and 1000GB benchmarks (including innovations presented in this thesis).
1.2 Research Questions
A vectorized, column-oriented query engine, like Vectorwise, is capable of expos-
ing large amounts of computational power, which makes the engine extremely
“data hungry”. Given the growing discrepancy between the computational power
of CPUs and available I/O bandwidth from secondary storage, delivery of data
to the CPU can be challenging, even in a scan-optimized column-store. The
first research question addressed by this thesis is therefore:
Question 1: Can light-weight data compression be used to alleviate I/O bot-
tlenecks in a column-oriented DBMS?
Storing attribute values in a compressed format makes column-stores even
more update-unfriendly. The second research question therefore becomes:
1www.monetdb.org
2www.tpc.org/tpch/results/tpch_perf_results.asp
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Question 2: How can we add real-time, transactional update support to a
compressed column-store, in such a way that any negative impact on the
performance of read-only queries is minimized?
1.3 Thesis Outline and Contributions
This thesis is organized in three parts: background (Chapters 2- 4), column
compression (Chapter 5) and column-store updates (Chapters 6-7).
Background and introduction to Vectorwise. Chapter 2 provides an
overview of concepts and trends in computer hardware architecture that are
relevant to later chapters, and the design philosophy of Vectorwise in general.
A recap of relational database theory and execution engine architecture is given
in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 then describes the design of Vectorwise, the DBMS
used for experimental evaluation in the remainder of the chapters. Here, we
combine knowledge from the first two background chapters to motivate and
describe the vectorized in-cache execution model [BZN05] of the Vectorwise
engine. Besides, this chapter describes the storage layout, buffer management
policies and indexing mechanisms specific to Vectorwise.
Light-weight column compression.3. Chapter 5 addresses research question
1, and was published in ICDE’06 [ZHNB06].
Here we present several light-weight column compression methods, together with
on-demand into-cache decompression, that can be used to improve execution
times of I/O bound queries. The idea is to read compressed pages from disk, and
decompress them with minimal CPU overhead, so that perceived I/O bandwidth
can be improved. To minimize CPU overhead of decompression, we observe
that pages in a column-store contain data from the same domain and of a
single, known data type. We use this knowledge to design simple, but very
fast, compression schemes, capable of decompressing gigabytes of raw data per
second. Furthermore, to avoid materialization of entire decompressed pages in
main memory, we decompress each page in small fragments, i.e. “vectors”, that
fit the CPU cache, in an on-demand fashion, only when data is consumed.
Positional differential updates for column-stores. Chapter 6 addresses
research question 2, and was published at SIGMOD’10 [HZN+10] and patented
by Actian Corp [HBZN10, HBZN13b, HBZN13a].
To add transactional update support to a column-store DBMS, we consider
in-place updates to be out of question, due to I/O costs that are proportional
to the number of table attributes. Rather, we focus on differential update
techniques [SL76], where delta updates against the immutable tables in a scan-
optimized read-store are maintained in an update-friendly write-store. During
a scan, write-store updates are merged with the base read-store data to produce
an up-to-date table image.
We propose to organize delta updates against a read-store table by update
position, or tuple offset, in a novel index structure called positional delta tree
(PDT). Alternatively, one could organize update tuples by their (sort) key at-
tribute values, for example in a B+-tree-like structure. We show that positional
3Joint work with Marcin Żukowski, also appeared in his PhD thesis [Żuk09]
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update maintenance has several advantages over a value-based approach, most
notably in the area of merging efficiency during a table scan. Furthermore,
PDTs allow efficient encoding of attribute level modifications (i.e. SQL UP-
DATE), and can be stacked on top of each other, which allows for a clean
implementation of snapshot isolation to support transactions.
Finally, Chapter 7 addresses the topic of index maintenance. Most notably,
we contribute a compressed, positional representation of the original join in-
dex [Val87], which can be maintained efficiently under updates. Furthermore,
we provide solutions to several subtle concurrency issues that surfaced during
the integration of PDTs into the Vectorwise system.
Chapter 2
Hardware overview
This chapter is intended as a quick review of computer hardware architecture.
It only touches upon technologies briefly, and is aimed at making the reader
familiar with the concepts needed to understand the research presented in this
thesis. The text focuses on standalone desktop/server-style computer systems.
Networked, embedded or mobile devices are considered out of scope. For a
more in-depth introduction to computer architecture, the reader is referred to
textbooks like [HP11, HP12].
2.1 Introduction
When using the term computer, we usually do not refer to a single, clearly
defined object, but rather to a collection of hardware components resembling
those depicted in Figure 2.1. The most important components are the processor,
main memory, and disk. The remaining components are input/output (I/O)
devices that are intended to communicate with the outside world, making the
computer a more useful device that is able to receive input from users and display
graphical output on a screen. A logic board is typically used to connect all the
components together, and provides the necessary communication infrastructure
like main-memory and I/O buses and controllers.
This hardware is managed by a collection of software called an operating
system, or OS [Sta09]. The OS is responsible for controlling hardware resources,
handling I/O requests, and providing services to user programs and scheduling
those. A running (i.e. “active”) program, often called a process, can issue a
request for an OS service by means of a system call.
The processor, or more formally central processing unit (CPU), is responsible
for execution of the stream of instructions that make up a computer program.
CPUs are discussed in detail in Section 2.4. Main memory, also called primary
storage, random access memory (RAM), or simply memory, holds both running
programs and the data these operate on during their execution. Memory is the
topic of Section 2.5. Primary storage can only hold data while the computer
is running, i.e. it needs electrical current to maintain its state and is therefore
volatile. To store programs and data permanently, a second layer of storage is
introduced: secondary storage. This layer includes several hard drive or “disk”
technologies that are outlined in Section 2.6.
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Figure 2.1: General purpose computer with connected I/O devices.
2.2 Latency and Bandwidth
Two important concepts when evaluating the performance of computer hardware
are latency and bandwidth.
latency is a measure of time. It is defined as the amount of time a certain
system component has to wait for the response to a certain request. Such
waiting time is wasted time, and is therefore undesirable.
bandwidth is a measure of throughput. In computing it typically denotes the
bit-rate at which two system components can communicate. It can be
expressed in either bits or bytes per second, or multiples thereof.
These definitions are not hard, as both terms tend to be used more freely, making
their interpretation context dependent. For example, in the context of a CPU,
latency can refer to the time that is needed to execute a single instruction, and
bandwidth, or throughput, would be used to indicate the number of instructions
being completed per second. When dealing with disk drives, however, latency
refers to the time needed to locate and retrieve a certain piece of data on the
hard drive. Bandwidth and throughput then refer to the amount of data per
second that the drive is capable of providing to the consumer.
2.3 Data Representation
A computer stores data in binary representation, as a sequence of bits, which
can hold a value of either zero or one. Handling of bits can be implemented con-
veniently in digital electronic circuitry through logic gates that use, for example,
a low and high voltage level to represent zero and one respectively.
Using bits, any number, and therefore any encodable piece of data, can be
represented as a binary number, a number in base two. An n-bit binary number
represents
∑n
i=0 bi2
i, where bi is the value of the i’th bit, counting from right to
left, with the least significant bit on the right. For example, the 8-bit number
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of stored program computer.
10010110 represents 1×27+0×26+0×25+1×24+0×23+1×22+1×21+0×20,
which equals 150 in decimal.
The smallest addressable unit of data in a computers memory is typically a
byte (B), which equals eight bits. Bytes are used as building blocks for larger
data types, for example four bytes for a 32-bit floating point number, eight bytes
to hold a 64-bit integer, or an arbitrary number of bytes to represent objects
of variable size. Each processor has a “natural” unit of data that it uses for its
computations, which is called a word. I.e. 32- and 64-bit processors use a word
size of 32 and 64 bits respectively. The word size of a CPU typically equals
the maximum size of a memory address, which, in case the minimal addressable
unit is a byte, limits the maximum size of addressable memory in bytes. For
example, the maximum 32-bit number is 232 − 1 = 4294967295, which means
that a 32-bit machine can not address more than that number of bytes.
For large multiples of bytes we use the Kilobyte (KB) to mean 210 = 1024
bytes. Along the same lines, a Megabyte (MB) is 220 = 10242 = 1024KB, a
Gigabyte (GB) is 230 = 10243 = 1024MB, a Terabyte (TB) which is 240 =
10244 = 1024GB and a Petabyte (PB) is 250 = 10245 = 1024TB.
2.4 CPU Architecture
A central processing unit (CPU) is the core computational unit in a computer. It
consists of an integrated circuit (IC) on a piece of semiconductor material, typi-
cally silicon, which is also known as a “chip”. A chip contains many transistors,
which are used to switch electronic currents on or off, allowing implementation
of more complex components like an arithmetic and logic unit (ALU) for integer
arithmetic or a floating point unit (FPU) for floating point arithmetic.
Figure 2.2 shows a simplified model of a CPU that implements the popular
stored program computer. In this model both a computer program and the data
it operates on are stored outside the CPU, in main memory. A program consists
of a stream of instructions that process the programs data. These instructions
are decoded and executed by the CPU, thereby controlling the operations it
performs.
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2.4.1 Instructions and Clock Cycles
The instructions that a CPU understands are defined by its instruction set
architecture (ISA). A programmer is responsible for writing such programs,
either directly in a textual representation of machine code instructions, called
assembly language, or by having a compiler translate a program from a higher
level programming language, like C or C++, into machine readable instructions.
Execution of a program boils down to a sequential walk through the instruc-
tions that make up the program, executing each instruction that comes along,
in lock-step with the CPUs hardware clock, which runs at some constant rate.
The interval between two subsequent ticks of this clock is called a clock cycle.
Often, an instruction will modify some piece of data. In most modern archi-
tectures this can only be done if the data resides in special memory locations
inside the CPU, called registers. For example, in the MIPS instruction set [MIP],
we can add the contents of two source operand registers, R1 and R2, writing the
result into destination register R3 using an instruction of the form:
ADD R3, R1, R2
We can broadly categorize instructions into three classes:
load/store instructions are responsible for moving data back and forth be-
tween RAM and CPU registers.
arithmetic instructions perform mathematical or logical operations on data
loaded into registers.
branch instructions influence the next instruction to be executed by introduc-
ing jumps in the flow of instructions.
Two major differing instruction set architecture paradigms exist, RISC and
CISC. Reduced instruction set computing (RISC) adheres to a philosophy where
small instructions that perform simple tasks are considered desirable, as these
can be executed at higher speeds. Also, RISC systems employ a load/store ar-
chitecture, where data needs to be explicitly loaded into registers, by means of
designated instructions, before it can be used by arithmetic and logic instruc-
tions. The MIPS [MIP] instruction set used throughout the code listings is a
popular example of a RISC instruction set.
The opposite of RISC is complex instruction set computing CISC. In this
paradigm, a single instruction can execute multiple low-level operations. For
example, loading a piece of data from memory, performing arithmetic on it, and
writing back the result can be expressed in a single instruction. Also, CISC sup-
ports more complex memory addressing modes. The most common desktop and
server instruction set of today, Intel’s x86 [Int13], belongs to the CISC family.
Both Intel and AMD processors implement this instruction set. Although mod-
ern x86 CPUs still expose the traditional CISC interface to the outside world
for backwards compatibility, it is common for actual implementations to split
complex CISC instructions into RISC-like micro-ops during execution.
In its simplest form, a CPU can execute one instruction per clock cycle. Such
a design is not built for performance, however, as all logic has to be performed in
a single clock cycle, which limits the CPUs clock rate. A couple of architectural
changes were introduced to boost processor performance. This was mainly done
by allowing for more parallelism during program execution.
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Figure 2.3: Pipelined (bottom) versus non-pipelined (top) approach to load
three array elements into three distinct registers using a load word (LW) in-
struction.
2.4.2 Pipelining
First of all pipelining was introduced to let multiple instructions execute con-
currently, thereby increasing instruction throughput. To this end, execution
of a single instruction was split up into a sequence of distinct stages, such as:
instruction fetch (IF), instruction decode/dispatch (ID) to interpret the instruc-
tion and fetch the operands, instruction execution (EX),memory access (MEM),
andwrite back (WB) of a result to a destination register. The reason that mem-
ory access comes separately, after execution, is because often a memory address
needs to be computed first, which is done in the EX stage.
Each instruction executes one stage per clock cycle, with one instruction
executing per stage, so that subsequent instructions can overlap, as illustrated
in Figure 2.3. This means the maximum number of instructions that can be
executed concurrently, often referred to as a processors window, is equal to the
number of pipeline stages, or pipeline length. By allowing parallel computation
of instruction stages, we utilize CPU resources more effectively and allow for
higher clock speeds due to shortened and simplified pipeline stages. This can
significantly increase instruction throughput (bandwidth) of a CPU, as a faster
clock means that more instructions can finish per second.
2.4.3 Super-scalar Execution
The restriction to one instruction per pipeline stage is not strictly necessary. As
long as sequential program execution semantics are not violated there is noth-
ing against executing more than one instruction per stage. To handle multiple
instructions per stage we need at least two parallel pipelines. The related mea-
sure is the pipeline width, or issue width, which represents the number of such
parallel execution paths. An often used term for this kind of architecture is
super-scalar.
2.4.4 Hazards
Both pipelining and super-scalar execution increase peak instruction through-
put. Assuming that the maximum number of concurrently executing instruc-
tions per pipeline stage is constant across stages, a processor can theoretically
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Figure 2.4: Adding two variables, with (right), and without forwarding (left).
Note that the left figure assumes the registers can be written and read correctly
within the same cycle.
have a window of pipeline length× issue width in-flight instructions at an ar-
bitrary moment in time. In practice, that maximum is hardly ever achieved
however. This has two main reasons, being the dangers of data hazards, and
control hazards.
Data Hazards
A data hazard, or data dependency, occurs if an instruction needs a data item
that still has to be produced by some preceding instruction that did not finish
execution yet. This can be partially solved by forwarding results to earlier
pipeline stages as soon as they become available, thereby saving the additional
cycles needed to communicate the result through a register. But even using
forwarding it can happen that an instruction has to wait for a result to become
available. In these cases the pipeline needs to be stalled by introducing so
called pipeline bubbles, instructions that simply do nothing, until the hazard is
resolved. To illustrate this, let us compute the sum of two variables, a and b:
Which can be compiled into:
LW R1 a # load variable a from memory into register R1
LW R2 b # load variable b from memory into register R2
ADD R3 R1 R2 # compute sum into R3
The result of executing this code can be found in Figure 2.4, which illustrates the
needed pipeline stalls, both with and without forwarding. Even when forwarding
the result from the end of the MEM stage to the beginning of the additions EX
stage, we need to insert a bubble.
Control Hazards
Control hazards, or control dependencies, are even more severe than data haz-
ards. They are introduced by if-then-else branches in a programs execution. If
a branch relies on the outcome of some computation, the branch condition, to
decide which instruction needs to be executed next, and if this outcome is not
yet known, it is also unknown which instruction to issue next. Forwarding will
not work here, as there is simply no instruction to issue, and thus no instruction
to forward to. The address of the branch target instruction is known after EX.
But then that instruction still needs to be retrieved from memory during the
MEM stage. This introduces three bubbles in our five stage pipeline, as shown
in Figure 2.5.
To illustrate the effect of control hazards, let us look at the following if-
-then-else statement, which copies a into b if a is smaller than 255, and sets
b to 255 otherwise:
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Figure 2.5: Left: three bubbles after a branch instruction. Right: simplified
dynamic pipeline with one load-store unit (LSU), and two parallel arithmetic-
logic units (ALU).
BGEQ R1 256 if-else-label # branch to else if a >= 256
NOP # wait for branch condition
NOP # wait for branch condition
NOP # wait for instruction to be loaded
ADDI R2 255 # assign immediate value of 255 to b
...
Figure 2.6: Stalls due to a control hazard, represented as no-operations (NOP).
if (a < 255)
b = a ;
else
b = 255 ;
Assuming that a and b are assigned to registers R1 and R2 respectively, this
would compile into the following MIPS code:
BGEQ R1 256 if-else-label # branch to else if a >= 256
ADD R2 R1 0 # copy a into b
B if-end-label # branch to end of if-then-else construct
if-else-label: # symbolic address label (not an instruction)
ADDI R2 255 # assign immediate value of 255 to b
if-end-label: # symbolic address label (not an instruction)
...
Furthermore, let us assume that R1 is already loaded with a value of a = 512, so
we can ignore any data dependencies. If we try to run this code on our five-stage
pipeline, we will need to wait three cycles after executing the first instruction,
just to load the instruction at address if-else-label as the next instruction.
This is illustrated in Figure 2.6.
If a would have been smaller than 255, the unconditional branch, B if-
-end-label, would introduce such a delay as well, as it also needs to load the
corresponding instruction.
To reduce the impact of control hazards, modern processors try to predict
the outcome of a branch instruction using so called branch predictors, which
keep statistics on past branch behavior, and try to predict the outcomes of
current branches based on those statistics. The CPU then speculatively executes
instructions from the predicted path, just to keep the pipeline filled. If the
prediction turns out to be wrong, the speculatively executed instructions need
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to be rolled back by flushing the pipeline. However, depending on the execution
history of a branch, and on the nature of the branch prediction mechanism, in
the worst case, we could still have a situation where all branch outcomes get
predicted incorrectly. As with pipeline bubbles, this results in wasted cycles
and is thus undesired.
Furthermore, indirect jumps in program flow are harder to predict. This
happens, for example, with dynamic function calls, which are subject to so-
called late binding. Here, the address of the function code is stored in some
variable. This means that, first, the value of the variable needs to be loaded from
memory. Next, we can retrieve the instruction at the corresponding address.
After this, we are finally ready to start executing the instruction at the target
address. This can easily result in lots of unused CPU cycles. Modern CPUs
from Intel and AMD are already trying to hide this by speculating on the jump
destination (i.e. the pointer value).
2.4.5 IPC and ILP
By now it should be clear that due to hazards it will often be hard to keep the
full window of pipeline length × issue width instructions entirely filled. To see
how well a CPU performs in this respect, an often used metric is instructions
per clock-cycle (IPC), which represents the average number of instructions that
actually commit per clock-cycle, during the execution of some piece of code.
The IPC should ideally be as close to a processors issue width as possible.
A related metric is instruction level parallelism (ILP), which measures the
potential overlap between instructions, i.e. the average number of operations
that can be performed in parallel within a given program. Data and control de-
pendencies are a major threat to such ILP. Another threat comes from structural
hazards, where instructions are competing for a finite amount of CPU resources,
like a single load/store unit.
Finally, it should be mentioned that the discussion of hazards was somewhat
simplified. In reality pipelines are often longer than five stages, varying some-
where between seven and thirty-one stages. This will often increase the number
of bubbles that need to be inserted on stalls due to data and control hazards.
Also, memory loads were assumed to be instantaneous, which, as will become
clear in Section 2.5, is not the case in reality either.
2.4.6 Out-of-Order Execution
In search for higher IPC scores, dynamic pipelining, or out-of-order execution
(OoO), was introduced. It means that the CPU tries to hide pipeline stalls by
scheduling instructions that come after a stalling instruction. In fact, this way
the CPU tries to exploit instruction level parallelism by reordering independent
instructions at run-time.
Figure 2.5 shows a schematic of a dynamic pipeline with three major units:
1. An instruction fetch and issue unit responsible for fetching and decoding
instructions in program order, and dispatching them to a corresponding
functional unit.
2. The functional units execute instructions in parallel and in arbitrary order,
assuming their operands are available. The reservation stations buffer in-
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coming instructions and their operands, and keep track of which operands
are available and which not.
3. The commit unit is responsible for ensuring that sequential program exe-
cution semantics are maintained, and is able to decide when it is actually
save to write a result to a register or to memory. In fact it reorders in-
structions into sequential program order.
This example pipeline can potentially execute two arithmetic operations and
one memory transfer in parallel. Of course, whether this does actually happen
depends on whether the instruction fetch and decode unit is able to issue three
instructions per cycle, and in what proportion and order the different type of
instructions appear. If it can only issue two per clock, this limits the parallelism
during the execution stage to a maximum of two instructions, unless we can
combine it with a buffered instruction from one of the reservation stations.
Furthermore, if these two instructions happen to be memory operations, we can
only execute one of them, the second one being buffered in a reservation station.
2.4.7 Role of Compilers
Compilers can increase instruction throughput by hiding, and sometimes even
entirely removing data and control dependencies. Hiding can be done by re-
ordering instructions, which is known as static scheduling, as opposed to the
dynamic, run-time scheduling performed by out-of-order processors. By re-
ordering instructions, a compiler can sometimes fill slots that would otherwise
contain a pipeline bubble with independent instructions from other locations in
the program, for example by moving memory load and branch instructions to
an earlier slot.
Loop Unrolling
To reduce the overhead of loops, such as incrementing loop counters and testing
the loop condition, a compiler can unroll loops. Logically, it will rewrite a loop
of the form:
for (i = 0; i < n; i++)
a[i] = a[i] * x + y;
into:
for (i = 0; i < n - 4; i = i + 4) {
a[i] = a[i] * x + y;
a[i+1] = a[i+1] * x + y;
a[i+2] = a[i+2] * x + y;
a[i+3] = a[i+3] * x + y;
}
while(i < n)
a[i] = a[i] * x + y;
Loop Pipelining
Another compile-time optimization on loops is loop pipelining, which transforms
an operation consisting of multiple dependent operations, f() and g(), on all n
independent elements of an array a from:
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f(a[0]), g(a[0]), f(a[1]), g(a[1]),..., f(a[n]), g(a[n])
into:
f(a[0]), f(a[1]), f(a[2]), g(a[0]), g(a[1]), g(a[2]), f(a[3]),...
This way, the compiler can make sure that the modified value of a[0], after
f(a[0]), is available by the time g(a[0]) needs it, and so on, potentially re-
moving all data hazards entirely. For example, we could further optimize the
core loop from our loop unrolling example into:
for (i = 0; i < n - 4; i = i + 4) {
a[i] = a[i] * x;
a[i+1] = a[i+1] * x;
a[i+2] = a[i+2] * x;
a[i+3] = a[i+3] * x;
a[i] = a[i] + y;
a[i+1] = a[i+1] + y;
a[i+2] = a[i+2] + y;
a[i+3] = a[i+3] + y;
}
Thereby hiding a data dependency stall where we have to wait for the result of
the multiplication to become available before being able to apply the addition.
2.4.8 Coding Techniques
Loop unrolling and pipelining are examples of static scheduling optimization
techniques that can be detected and introduced automatically by a compiler. To
explicitly expose more “hidden” forms of instruction- or data-level parallelism,
a programmer can employ several coding techniques. By rewriting code into
logically equivalent alternatives with higher ILP, a CPU can be pushed towards
more aggressive speculative execution. This section describes two such dynamic
scheduling techniques, predication and multiple cursors.
Predication
In general, the negative performance impact of control hazards can be considered
worse than that of data hazards. The reason for this is that data dependencies
can be resolved earlier by means of register forwarding, where the result of a
given instruction is fed directly into a dependent instruction in some earlier
pipeline stage, thereby shortcutting communication of the result through the
register file. The result is that data dependency stalls typically consume less
cycles than stalls due to branch misprediction, as those need to flush and restart
the entire pipeline. Because of this, it can sometimes be beneficial to transform
a control hazard into a data hazard by a technique called predication [Ros02].
Predication rewrites selective conditions on a collection of values from a naive
implementation, with an if statement in the loop body, into a more optimal
form, which increments a loop counter with a boolean, defined to be either 0
(false) or 1 (true).
For example, to find the positions of all values bigger than 255 in array a
and store those positions in array b, we could write
for (i = 0, j = 0; i < n; i++)
if (a[i] > 255)
b[j++] = i ;
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Using predication we can remove the if statement by rewriting this code into:
for (i = 0, j = 0; i < n; i++) {
b[j] = i ; /* always store index i as an exception position */
j += (a[i] > 255) ; /* increment exception index j with a boolean */
}
Now, the current loop index, i, is always written to position b[j], but j is
incremented by one only if a[i] > 255.
Multiple Cursors
A compiler can only extract instruction level parallelism if it exists logically at
the source code level. This means that in loops with control or data hazards,
where loop unrolling is not effective, it might pay off to extend the loop body
with more independent code that the compiler or CPU can use to fill up pipeline
stalls. A technique to extract this kind of concurrency in case of array iteration,
is to split up the array into two or more distinct regions, and use a single loop
to iterate those regions in parallel by maintaining multiple array indices, or
cursors.
For example, to hide the remaining data dependency after applying predi-
cation in our example from the previous section, we could split up the array in
two equally sized halves, and process them independently, as in:
int m = n/2;
for (i = 0, j_0 = 0, j_m = 0; i < m; i++) {
b_0[j_0] = i ;
b_m[j_m] = i + m ;
j_0 += (a[i] > 255) ;
j_m += (a[i+m] > 255) ;
}
This type of concurrency is not detectable by the compiler but can often help to
fill up all the parallel pipelines in a modern CPU. Theoretically, one can extend
this technique to an arbitrary number of cursors, but eventually this will lead
to register spills, meaning that a lack of CPU registers causes additional cache
traffic, due to the inevitable introduction of new variables.
2.4.9 Advanced Architectures
SIMD
In single instruction multiple data (SIMD) [Fly72] computing, simple data level
parallelism is exploited by means of specialized hardware. The idea is to allow
for a single operation, e.g. an addition or division instruction, to be executed
on several data items in parallel. To achieve this, SIMD instructions operate
on large, special purpose registers that can hold multiple instances of a regular
machine addressable data type. For example a 128-bit register that holds four
32-bit floating point numbers. Multiple independent processing units are then
able to operate on each data element in parallel.
SIMD only works well on code with little or no branch instructions. It is
aimed at processing large streams of consecutive and aligned data of a fixed
width type. Typical application areas include scientific computing (matrix mul-
tiplication), multimedia and digital signal processing (DSP). Many CPU vendors
provide specialized SIMD units on their commodity processors. On popular x86
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CPUs we have, in chronological order, MMX (64-bit), SSE (128-bit) and AVX
(256-bit) from Intel, and 3DNow! from AMD. On PowerPC, SIMD extensions
are called AltiVec.
Usage of SIMD still requires considerable programming effort. Although
compilers are able to generate SIMD code for simple computational loops, more
advanced automatic “vectorization” of high-level code is still an area of ongoing
research. To prevent having to write assembly code for utilizing SIMD, develop-
ers are typically aided by the availability of intrinsic functions, basically macros
whose implementation is handled by the compiler.
Looking at an example, the “daxpy” routine from the basic linear algebra
subprograms (BLAS) library [LHKK79], computes y = ax+ y. A regular imple-
mentation (which an optimizing compiler might still be able to vectorize) could
be:
for (i = 0; i < n; i++)
y[i] = a * x[i] + y[i];
In a SIMD implementation using intrinsics, this would become 1:
for (i = 0; i < num_samples; i += 4) {
vector_float tmp; /* hold intermediate */
simd_mul_const_vector(tmp, a, x + i); /* tmp = ax */
simd_add_vector_vector(y + i, y + i, tmp); /* y = y + tmp */
}
Although the latter looks longer, it does produces faster code, as it translates
to a more compact assembly representation, and performs four computations in
parallel per iteration.
VLIW
Out-of-order dynamic scheduling as implemented by most modern, high per-
formance CPUs requires a lot of hardware resources to detect parallelism and
reorder instructions at run-time. A different approach to achieving such paral-
lelism is taken by very long instruction word (VLIW) designs. Just as with
super-scalar processors, a VLIW architecture has multiple functional units.
However, the hardware is freed entirely from dynamic dependency detection
and reordering of instructions. To fill the parallel functional units, a VLIW
architecture packages multiple, independent instructions into one very long in-
struction, often called a bundle, of which it dispatches a single instance each and
every clock cycle. Once dispatched, a bundle is executed in order. VLIW CPUs
belong to the category of multiple instruction multiple data (MIMD) processors.
The responsibility of detecting the needed parallelism to create the static
instruction bundles is put entirely with the compiler. Because of this dependence
on the compiler, it becomes even more important to implement programs in a
way that exposes as much instruction and data-level parallelism as possible.
Because the hardware needed for out-of-order execution does not scale well
with issue width, VLIW processors start to become especially beneficial when
more than four parallel execution pipelines are employed. For example, Intel’s
Itanium 2 VLIW processor [Int10] uses bundles of six instructions, which is
twice the issue width of Intel’s out-of-order Pentium 4. One advantage of such
an amount of parallelism, is that branch misprediction penalties can often be
1For brevity, we assume that num_samples is a multiple of four
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Processor Product Year Clock
rate
(MHz)
Latency
(clocks)
Latency
(nsec)
Tran-
sistors
(thou-
sands)
Band-
width
(MIPS)
Issue
width
Cores
16-bit address,
micro-coded
80286 1982 12.5 6 320 134 2 1 1
32-bit address,
micro-coded,
80386 1985 16 5 313 275 6 1 1
5-stage pipeline,
on-chip I&D
caches, FPU
80486 1989 25 5 200 1200 25 1 1
2-way
super-scalar,
64-bit bus
Pentium 1993 66 5 76 3100 132 2 1
Out-of-order,
3-way
super-scalar
Pentium-
Pro
1997 200 10 50 5500 600 3 1
super-pipelined,
on-chip L2 cache
Pentium4 2001 1500 22 15 42K 4500 3 1
Dual-core
Merom
CoreDuo 2006 2333 14 6 151K 21000 4 2
Quad-core
Nehalem
Core-i7
920
2008 2667 14 5 731K 82300 4 4
Hexa-core
Westmere
Core-i7
980X
2010 3333 14 4 1170K 147600 4 6
Hexa-core
Sandy-Bridge
Core-i7
3960X
2011 3333 14 4 2270K 177730 6 6
Table 2.1: Milestones in CPU technology, looking at Intel product line (extended
from [Pat04]).
eliminated entirely by executing both the if part and the else part in parallel
and discarding one of them as soon as the branch condition is known.
2.4.10 Further CPU Trends
We conclude this section with an analysis of CPU trends in practice. Table 2.1
shows the evolution of Intel brand CPUs over the last decades. A few observa-
tions can be made: Most notable is the enormous increase in both the number
of transistors and the CPU bandwidth (i.e. throughput). CPU latency shows
a steady decrease, while clock rates are going up. However, the latency and
clock speed trends evolve at a much slower rate than transistor count and CPU
throughput. This implies that most of the bandwidth gains do not come from
improvements in sequential instruction throughput, but rather from an ever
increasing amount of parallelism.
Back in 1965, Gordon Moore already predicted that the number of transistors
per CPU would double every 2 years [Moo65]. These added transistors led to
more and more complex cores, with all kinds of infrastructure being added to
keep pipelines filled (i.e. wide-issue CPUs with reorder buffers and Out-of-Order
execution), resulting in higher and higher sequential CPU throughput.
When parallelization techniques for processing pipelines started running dry,
CPU vendors shifted focus towards increasing thread-level parallelism, by repli-
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cating partial or entire CPU cores. The consequence is that, besides exposing
instruction level parallelism, application programmers now also become respon-
sible for writing explicitly parallelized programs, to benefit from the added CPU
power. In general we can claim that, the more complexity CPU vendors are
adding over time, the higher the parallelism becomes. And consequently, the
more difficult it becomes for programmers to utilize available CPU resources to
their (near) theoretical maximum.
The following subsections provide a brief chronological overview of tech-
niques introduced by CPU vendors to increase potential performance, together
with some notes about their impact on application programmers.
Aggressive Pipelining
Table 2.1 shows a clear trend towards deeper (i.e. latency in clock cycles) and
wider (i.e. issue width) pipelines. Increases in clock-speed are tightly related to
the initial rise in the number of pipeline stages (“super-pipelining”). By splitting
the processing of instructions into ever smaller stages, CPU vendors were able
to keep increasing CPU frequencies. As a marketing strategy, this worked very
well, with customers buying into ever increasing clock speeds. A notable peak in
this trend was Intel’s Pentium4 Prescott architecture (not shown in the table).
It had a 31-stage pipeline, accompanied by a maximum frequency of 3.8GHz.
The boosting of CPU speeds through deeper pipelines does not necessarily
lead to equal speedups in program execution-times though. This only holds
for “CPU-friendly” code. With deeper pipelines, the relative cost of pipelin-
ing hazards increases as well, as more and more bubbles have to be inserted.
Eventually, CPU vendors realized this, which is marked by a shift back towards
shorter pipelines after Intel’s Pentium4. These 14-16 stage pipelines still incur
a significant penalty for pipeline bubbles though, stressing the importance to
write code that is free of hazards.
While Table2.1 shows a stabilizing trend with respect to pipeline length
(i.e. number of stages), the issue width, or pipeline width (i.e. number of
parallel pipelines), keeps increasing. Intel’s forthcoming Haswell architecture
even pushes the number to eight parallel pipelines. For programs that exhibit
high data- and instruction level parallelism, wider pipelines can contribute to
improved instruction throughput (IPC). Furthermore, it enables more aggressive
speculative execution. For example, the parallel pipelines could be utilized
to execute both the if and else paths of an if-then-else construct, and then
committing only that branch which turns out to have its condition satisfied.
This way we utilize abundant CPU resources to avoid pipeline bubbles.
Given these trends of deeper and wider pipelines, application programmers
and compiler writers are becoming more and more responsible to come up with
clever ways to expose sufficient data- and instruction-level parallelism. Several
such techniques were discussed earlier in this chapter.
Improved Lithography
Even though CPU vendors have moved back to shorter pipelines, clock speeds
keep increasing. Stock Intel i7 CPUs currently ship at speeds up to 3.9GHz [Int].
Recently, chip-vendor AMD even announced breaking the 5GHz barrier with
their FX-9590 chip [Adv]. These gains in CPU speed can be attributed mostly
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Figure 2.7: Visualization of trends in processor evolution (logarithmic scales).
to improvements in photo-lithography (CPU manufacturing technology). Due to
increasingly smaller transistor sizes (current Intel i7’s having 22nm wide circuit
lines [Int]), the physical sizes of CPU cores keep decreasing. Smaller transistors
and cores means less heat dissipation and lower power consumption. Also, the
smaller a core becomes, the shorter the distances that electrical currents have
to travel while flowing through the instruction pipeline. This makes it possible
for clock frequencies to be incremented further [DGR+74].
However, as the left graph in Figure 2.7 shows us, the trend of exponential
growth in clock frequencies is tapering off. This trend is likely to continue, as it
is becoming increasingly difficult (and expensive) to scale manufacturing tech-
nologies further down [AHKB00, FDN+01]. Although single-atom transistors
have been shown to be feasible [FMM+12], such technologies will be difficult to
make cost-effective for mainstream use. A recent estimate based on economic
factors expects a minimum lithographic process of around 7nm [Col13].
On the other hand, comparing the CPU latency in the left graph of Fig-
ure 2.7 with the bandwidth line on the right (measured in million instructions
per second, or MIPS), we notice that bandwidth does not show any flatten-
ing, increasing at a steady exponential rate. We can also see that bandwidth
correlates nicely with the amount of transistors per chip. How CPU vendors
utilize these transistors to keep improving CPU throughput is discussed in the
following sections.
Simultaneous Multithreading
With the advent of simultaneous multithreading (SMT) [TEL95] in later models
of Intel’s Pentium4, we see the start of a new trend in transistor utilization:
rather than adding constructs that try to exploit instruction level parallelism
(ILP) within a single thread of execution, entire parts of the CPU, are replicated
to improve CPU utilization by allowing multiple threads of execution to run
simultaneously on a single CPU, thereby increasing thread level parallelism
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(TLP). The most notable hardware changes required for SMT are the ability to
fetch instructions from multiple streams within a single cycle, and larger register
files to allow each thread to store its own program state.
To benefit from SMT, a software developer can not simply rely on smart
compiler and hardware techniques to utilize the added processing power. There
is some automatic benefit, in that other processes or the OS itself can now run on
the additional “virtual” core, potentially leaving more resources available for the
program being optimized. But in general, programmers now have to introduce
explicit parallelism into their code, for example by using multiple threads of
execution (i.e. multi-threading).
Multi-core CPUs
Initial multiprocessing systems were built as symmetric multiprocessing (SMP)
systems, where two or more identical but discrete CPUs share the same main
memory. Reduced transistor sizes, combined with a move towards smaller cores
that allow for faster clock rates, has eventually led vendors to spend the ever
growing amount of transistors on replication of entire processing cores on a single
chip, leading to what we call multi-core CPUs, or chip multi-processors (CMP).
Note that it is perfectly viable to combine SMP and CMP to build a system
consisting of multiple multi-core CPUs, with each core often supporting SMT as
well. CMP went mainstream in 2006 with Intel’s Core Duo, containing two cores,
and varies between 2-6 cores in current Intel CPUs. In 2014, Intel is expected
to release an 8-core Core i7 CPU based on its latest Haswell architecture. The
corresponding server line, named Xeon, is expected to go as far as 15 cores.
For computation intensive tasks, we can even detect a shift towards many-
core processors, which have an order of magnitude more cores than the typical
2-8 found in regular desktop and server CPUs. These CPUs are aimed at the
“super-computer ” market, where a lot of computational power is needed to solve
various simulation, modeling and forecasting style problems. Intel recently re-
leased its Xeon Phi processor line, with up to 62 cores, 244 hardware threads
and 1.2 teraFLOPS of computing power [Int12b]. An alternative can be found
in Tilera’s TILE processor line [Til13], where op to 72 identical, general purpose
64-bit cores can be found on a single die.
With CPU latency crawling towards its physical limits, it can be expected
that chip vendors will keep focusing on “innovation through increased CPU
bandwidth”, by putting more and more cores on a single chip. This will put an
increasing responsibility on developers to build software in ways that explicitly
exposes such thread level parallelism. Such parallel programs are not only harder
to write, they are also harder to optimize, as one needs to be able to solve
problems like how to distribute work over (a varying number of) cores in such
a way that potential contention points like communication buses and caches
are utilized most efficiently. This topic is revisited in more detail Section 2.5.4,
where this so called non-uniform memory access (NUMA), topology is discussed.
Heterogeneous Architectures
Increasing the number of cores by simple copying of existing cores is not the
only approach taken by vendors. With hardware becoming more and more
complex, common processing tasks are being delegated to specialized hardware.
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Figure 2.8: Cell Broadband Engine Architecture.
We already saw SIMD in Section 2.4.9 for processing of large data streams as
found in scientific, multimedia and DSP applications. But specialized network,
cryptographic and even entire graphics processing unit (GPU) cores have been
added to desktop CPUs as well.
An example of a heterogeneous CPU is the Cell Broadband Engine (CBE),
or simply “Cell”, by IBM, Sony and Toshiba [IBM07]. It tries to bridge the gap
between general purpose processors and more specialized stream based computa-
tional cores. The CBE consists of a single chip, with one 64-bit general purpose
PowerPC CPU core, called Power Processing Element (PPE), and eight syn-
ergistic processing elements (SPE), as illustrated in Figure 2.8. The SPE’s are
optimized for processing stream data, and are built for a 128-bit SIMD organi-
zation, with a preference for single precision (32-bit) floating point arithmetic.
They are equipped with 256KB of fast SRAM memory, called local store, and
cannot access main memory directly. Communication between local and main
memory needs to be programmed explicitly by means of direct memory access
(DMA). PPE, SPE’s and RAM are connected by a high speed memory bus,
called the element interconnect bus (EIB). This architecture makes the Cell
well suited for computation intensive tasks, like scientific computing, multime-
dia and gaming. The Cell CPU can be found in IBM blade servers and in Sony’s
PlayStation 3 gaming console.
Heterogeneous parallel architectures again put an increasing burden on the
programmer, who is now responsible for not only writing parallel code, but to
write code for multiple CPU architectures. This often involves programming in
low-level SIMD instructions and “micro-managing” data placement over memory.
Given the big differences between distinct heterogeneous architectures, writing
generic code that runs well on all of them is an even bigger challenge.
The OpenCL project [Khr13] aims to provide a standardized programming
environment to ease transparent programming of heterogeneous architectures.
It allows for the CPU, GPU and various DSP style (co-)processors to be pro-
grammed in a unified way, by exposing data- and task-based parallelism through
an application programming interface (API).
2.5 Hierarchical Memories
The discussion of CPU internals assumed some form of addressable main mem-
ory to be available. Technical details and properties like memory size and access
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Memory Module Year Latency
(nsec)
Module width
(bits)
Mbits per
DRAM chip
Bandwidth
MB/sec
DRAM 1980 225 16 0.06 13
Page mode
DRAM
1983 170 16 0.25 40
Fast page mode
DRAM
1986 125 32 1 160
Fast page mode
DRAM
1993 75 64 16 267
Synchronous
DRAM
1997 62 64 64 640
Double Data
Rate-200 SDRAM
2000 52 64 256 1600
DDR2-533
SDRAM
2004 38 64 1024 4264
DDR3-1066
SDRAM
2006 33 64 8096 8528
DDR4-2133
SDRAM
2013 26 64 16192 17064
Table 2.2: Milestones in DRAM technology (based on [Pat04], with 2003 and
2007 milestones added).
time have been ignored. This section briefly reviews memory technologies and
discusses why and how these can be combined to form a hierarchical memory
organization.
2.5.1 The “Memory Wall”
Main memory, or random access memory (RAM), provides storage of computer
data. By “random access” we mean that data is accessible directly, by means
of a unique memory address. A memory address represents an offset into a
sequential address space, typically providing access at the granularity of a byte.
As with CPUs, main memory is built as an integrated circuit on a “memory
chip”. We can broadly categorize memory chips into two groups: dynamic and
static random access memory, DRAM and SRAM respectively. Both are volatile,
in the sense that they need electrical current to retain their state.
Main memory is typically built using DRAM, built onto dual in-line memory
module (DIMM) chips. DRAM stores a memory bit in a single transistor-
capacitor pair, which allows for high density and cost-effective mass production.
The capacitor holds a high or low voltage, i.e. a 1 or 0 bit. The transistor acts
as a switch to allow for reading or changing the capacitor. DRAM needs to be
refreshed periodically to avoid the capacitors from loosing their charge. It is
called “dynamic” because of this refreshing requirement.
Static RAM, on the contrary, does not have such a refreshing requirement.
It is built using a fast but relatively complex state storing circuit called a flip-
flop, which needs four to six transistors. Therefore, it is less dense and more
expensive than DRAM, and is not used for high-capacity, low-cost main memory
in commodity desktop and server systems. The register file on a CPU die is
typically implemented using static RAM.
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Table 2.2 summarizes the technical evolution of DRAM technology used for
commodity main memory chips. The table refers to SDRAM, or synchronous
dynamic random access memory, which has nothing to do with SRAM, and
is just a synchronized, or “clocked” DRAM variant. When looking at memory
latency, which represent the time after which the first bit of a given requested
memory address becomes available for reading, we can clearly see that improve-
ments are relatively slow. Once the requested data has become available for
reading, it can be transferred at exponentially improving data transfer rates
(i.e. bandwidth) though. This means that, with time, larger sequential data
accesses are becoming more and more favorable, as these help amortizing access
latency. A trend that is supported by a correlated growth in memory storage
capacities.
One technological advance that Table 2.2 does not show, is that of multi-
channel memory. It effectively multiplies the bandwidth of a memory bus, by
allowing multiple memory modules to be attached to that bus, each with their
own 64 data lines (but shared address and control lines). This allows a single
memory controller to access multiple memory modules in parallel, thereby effec-
tively doubling, tripling, or even quadrupling the theoretical maximum band-
width. With a trend towards memory controllers on the CPU, multi-channel
memory has become the de facto standard, with dual-channel being used in
desktop systems, and triple- or quadruple-channel being available in memory
controllers of high-end desktop and server processors only.
With DDR4, which will be supported by Intel’s 2014 high-end Haswell CPUs,
a point-to-point topology will be used, where each memory channel is connected
to a single module only, and parallel access is regulated by the memory con-
troller. The goal being to simplify timing of the memory bus by moving paral-
lelism from the memory interface to the controller, thereby allowing for faster
bus timings and therefore transfer rates. The disadvantage, however, is that
for maximum performance, each memory slot will need to be occupied by a
DIMM. Contrast this with, for example, a four slot dual-channel setup, where
only two DIMMs need to be inserted to benefit from the maximum (two times)
bandwidth increase.
Not only are improvements in memory latency lagging behind those in band-
width, but an even stronger discrepancy can be found in Figure 2.9, where the
left side shows relative improvement (compared to 1980 as a baseline) in both
CPU and memory latency (the figure actually shows normalized inverses of
the latency, to signify an improving trend). We see that (the inverse of) CPU
latency, i.e. the number of nanoseconds to execute an instruction, has been
improving at much higher rates than memory access latency. This has resulted
in a roughly hundred-fold improvement of CPU latency versus a meager six-
fold improvement of memory access times, over the same period of time. From
the processors perspective, i.e. measured in clock-cycles, a memory access is
becoming more and more expensive.
The growing discrepancy between CPU and memory speeds is not only
present at the latency level. When looking at relative improvements of both
CPU and memory bandwidth, as shown in the right-hand side of Figure 2.9,
we see a growing gap as well. The relatively poor memory bandwidth has been
termed the von Neumann bottleneck [Bac78], and is attributed to the word-sized
bus between CPU and memory, which is responsible for transferring all memory
reads, both data and instructions, and writes.
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Figure 2.9: Relative improvements in DRAM technology over time (logarithmic
scales).
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Figure 2.10: Schematic representation of a memory hierarchy.
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The disparity between latency and bandwidth within CPUs and memory was
already detected and predicted to grow in [WM95], where the term “memory
wall” was coined. Its existence can largely be attributed to the usage of DRAM
memory chips. Not only is DRAM a slower technology than SRAM, but the
fact that memory is sold as separate chips, i.e. “modules”, implies that it is
placed outside the CPU die. Such off-chip communication is both limited in
bandwidth, as the CPU and memory modules have to interface with a memory
bus, and limited in latency, due to the physical distance between CPU and
memory that currents have to cover.
2.5.2 Hardware Caches
To hide the negative performance implications of the memory wall, CPU vendors
introduced the hardware cache, or simply cache. Caches are smaller but faster
memories that are positioned between the CPU and main memory, typically
on the CPU die. Their goal is to provide rapid access to the most frequently
accessed memory locations, by maintaining local copies of the data at those
addresses. With the memory wall worsening, more caching layers are being
added to keep hiding degrading latencies. This is illustrated in Figure 2.10.
We can see that for every layer, the closer we get to the CPU, the smaller
and faster (but also more expensive) the memory technologies become. Such
an organization is called a memory hierarchy, and is aimed at making memory
look infinitely large, while being as fast and affordable as possible. A summary
of some core properties of each layer follows.
register Closest to CPU, and the only memory the CPU can perform compu-
tations on. Per core there are typically 4 to 256 registers that hold 32,
64 or even 128-512 bits (for SIMD) each. Registers use SRAM, and have
access times of 1-3 CPU cycles.
L1 Cache Fastest (2-10 cycles) on-chip cache, holding 16-64KB of data, often
divided into I-cache and D-cache, for instructions and data respectively.
L2 Cache Larger (128KB-8MB) but slower (10-30 cycles). Usually on-chip,
one per core or pair of cores, shared between instructions and data.
L3 Cache A large (1-32MB) on-chip cache that has become common since
the advent of multi-core CPUs, where we typically see a single L3 cache
that is shared between instructions and data of all cores. Access times
are dynamic, depending on sharing state of a cache line, ranging between
40-100 cycles.
main memory Large (1-1000GB) and slow (100-400 cycles) general purpose
DRAM storage. Off-chip, so can be configured and replaced indepen-
dently.
solid-state disk A novel permanent storage technology that can replace or
coexist with the slower magnetic disk. It is faster (tens to hundreds of
thousands cycles) but also much more expensive and smaller sized.
magnetic disk Large (terabytes) but very slow (millions of cycles) permanent
storage.
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The rationale behind hierarchical memory organizations is based on the as-
sumptions that a computer system rarely needs to process all the data that is
stored on disk at the same time and that only a limited amount of processes is
running at a certain moment [Den68]. More specifically, caching relies on the
concepts of spatial- and temporal locality.
Spatial locality : memory addresses near the last referenced one, in terms of
physical location, have a higher likelihood of being referenced next.
Temporal locality : a memory address that has recently been referenced has
a higher likelihood of being referenced again in the near future than some
other arbitrary address.
If we can manage to keep as much of the data that has a high likelihood of
being referenced soon as close to the CPU as possible, we have succeeded in
hiding much of the performance bottlenecks present in the lower layers of the
hierarchy.
CPU caches are fully transparent from a program perspective, as look-ups
are handled entirely by hardware. When the processor reads or writes to a
memory location, it first checks whether a copy of the data is present in the
L1 cache. If it exists, we call this a cache hit, and the processor reads from or
writes to the cache directly, which is much faster than reading from or writing to
main memory. If the given memory address is not cached, we have a cache miss,
and we need to search the lower layers of the hierarchy until we find the data
belonging to given address, so that we can copy it into a cache entry and satisfy
the CPU request from there. The fraction of memory accesses that results in a
cache hit is called the hit rate.
When transferring data to and from main memory, or between cache layers,
the minimum transfer unit is a cache line, which is typically 32-64 bytes for L1,
and 64-128 bytes for L2, but these numbers can vary per architecture. The use
of cache lines relates to spatial locality, as for every byte or word that we try to
access, we are automatically transferring its surrounding bytes as well.
In order to make room for a new cache entry, the cache may need to evict
an existing entry. To do this, the cache replacement policy applies heuristics
that try to predict the entry which is least likely to be accessed again. Often,
such heuristics are based on a least recently used (LRU) policy, which evicts the
cache entry that was accessed least recently. This relates to temporal locality,
as the result of LRU replacement is that we keep the most recently accessed
cache entries in place.
2.5.3 Virtual Memory
Until now, we treated memory as a large, directly addressable storage space,
that can hold all the programs and data that we need. In reality, most of this
does not hold. Indeed, memory chips provide a sequential space of uniquely
addressable, contiguous storage locations, typically the size of a byte. However,
it is undesirable to expose either the finite size of RAM or direct access into it
to the program and its writer. Also, providing a more flexible addressing mech-
anism makes it easier to securely share memory between multiple concurrently
running programs.
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Figure 2.11: Simplified operation of virtual memory.
Such flexible and secure addressing is provided by virtual memory. It pro-
vides addressing by means of a logical virtual address, which is mapped to an
actual physical address in memory at run time. It allows programs and their
data to be located anywhere in main memory, and even for those locations to
change over time. Furthermore, program code and data do not even need to
appear contiguously in memory, and not all pieces need to be present all the
time during execution. The latter implies that programs can have access to a
memory space that is larger than the actual physically present RAM.
Virtual memory can be implemented using either paging or segmentation.
Paging partitions the virtual address space as seen by a program into fixed pages
of consecutive addresses. When a memory piece is allowed to have variable size,
we call it a segment. A combination of paging and segmentation can also be
used.
Virtual memory is a memory management technique that uses a combination
of hardware and software. On the hardware side, the CPU provides for dynamic
and fast translations of virtual addresses into physical ones, and generates an
interrupt in case a referenced page or segment is not in main memory. Software
in the operating system is then responsible for processing such an interrupt,
usually by bringing in the missing segment or page from disk.
A simplified virtual memory scheme is illustrated in Figure 2.11. When
the CPU encounters a request for a certain virtual memory address (VMA), it
first checks the translation lookaside buffer (TLB) for the presence of this VMA
and its corresponding physical memory address (PMA). The TLB is an on-chip
cache, which provides fast translation of the most frequently or recently used
VMA’s into PMA’s. In case of a TLB hit, we are done, and the CPU generates
the PMA. If the TLB misses, we check the complete page table, which resides
in memory. The page table either gives us a frame number, which maps to the
physical location of our page in memory, or it generates a page fault, in which
case the operating system loads the page from secondary storage. In the latter
case, the OS might also have to evict a page from memory in case it’s full. As
with hardware caches, this is typically done using some form of least recently
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used (LRU) policy.
In a typical configuration, the page size is 4KB or 8KB. Most processor
architectures and operating systems allow a “large” or “huge” page size to be
configured. Such pages can range from 1MB to 1GB on modern x86_64 archi-
tectures or even 2GB on Sun Sparc.
Virtual memory can be used to implement memory mapped files, where a
piece of the memory space is mapped directly, byte-by-byte onto a disk resident
file or some other block based I/O device. Rather than having to perform
explicit system calls to issue I/O requests through the operating system, memory
mapped files allow access to a file as if it were primary storage. The virtual
memory manager then automatically brings in pages as they are needed, which
tends to be more efficient than I/O through system calls.
For many applications, both program code and the data they modify are
small enough to fit at least in main memory, thereby already partly satisfying
the locality conditions. For software that needs to analyze or modify large
amounts of disk resident data, however, it is important to be aware of the
workings and limitations of a hierarchical memory systems. In Section 2.6,
we see that disk I/O performance is orders of magnitude worse than memory
performance, stressing the need for careful software design.
2.5.4 Memory Access in Multi-processors
To take advantage of the performance potential of today’s CPUs, programmers
need to write multi-threaded applications that utilize the available CPUs and
cores. When multiple CPUs or cores share a single main memory, several com-
plications and architectural properties have to be dealt with.
To ensure program correctness, access to shared data is typically guarded by
synchronization mechanisms, which ensure that concurrent accesses get serial-
ized. Such mutual exclusion synchronization mechanisms often come with high
overheads, and, even worse, have to be overly conservative. Section 2.5.4 intro-
duces transactional memory, which has the potential of alleviating this software
bottleneck by means of novel hardware mechanisms.
Also at the hardware level, we have to deal with problems like how to scale
shared memory accesses, or how to correctly maintain multiple copies of a single
piece of data, where each CPU might be modifying it independently in a local
memory or cache. These are the topics of Section 2.5.4, where we discuss the
prevalent NUMA architecture.
Transactional Memory
Traditional thread synchronization mechanisms have two major disadvantages.
First of all, synchronization limits parallelism by serializing access to critical
sections in memory. Typically, it holds that the coarser grained the critical
sections, the higher the penalty to parallelism. While introduction of a larger
number of more fine-grained locks results in additional code complexity, making
it harder to write correct programs. The second problem with synchronization
is that it has to be applied “statically” (i.e. at development time) and there-
fore extremely conservatively. Static synchronization is required every time a
potential conflict might arise, even in case the likelihood of a conflict is low.
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Transactional memory, recently introduced by Intel in its Haswell architec-
ture under the name transactional synchronization extensions (TSX) [Int12a],
tries to work around these issues by letting programmers mark transactional
sections in code, and letting the hardware detect “dynamically” (i.e. at run-
time) whether threads need to serialize due to a conflict. This lets the processor
expose and exploit concurrency in an application that would otherwise be hid-
den due to overly conservative static synchronization that would turn out to be
unnecessary at run-time.
The processor executes each transactional region optimistically, without any
synchronization. If a transactional region finishes, or commits, successfully, all
memory operations performed within that region of code will occur to have
appeared atomically (i.e. instantaneously) from the perspective of other logical
processors. In case the atomic commit mechanism of the hardware detects that
a conflict occurred, the optimistic execution fails, and the processor will roll
back execution of the transactional region, a process called abort. On abort,
the CPU discards all updates performed in the transactional region, reverting
to a state as if optimistic execution never occurred, and resume execution in a
serialized way.
Several types of conflicts may arise during a commit. Most common are
conflicting memory accesses between a transactionally executing processor core
and another core. Intel’s TSX maintains the read-set and write-set for each
transactional region. The read-set is defined by all memory addresses read, while
the write-set incorporates all memory addresses written. A conflict then occurs
in case some other processor reads a location that is part of the transactions
write-set or writes a location that is either in the read- or write-set of the
transaction.
The read- and write-set are maintained at the granularity of a cache line,
meaning that we can end up with false positives. Also, a transaction may be
aborted when reaching certain implementation dependent capacity limits, like
the number of accesses in a region. Obviously, aborts lead to wasted CPU cycles
and should be kept to a minimum.
NUMA
Traditional symmetric multi-processing (SMP) systems are built using a single
main memory, connected to and managed by a single memory controller, which,
in turn, is shared by all CPUs. Each CPU is typically equipped with a private
cache, which replicates the most recently and frequently used parts of main
memory. To tune cache utilization, it is important to try and “bind” software
threads to a certain CPU, a concept called CPU affinity, support for which is
typically provided by the OS.
With multiple copies and versions of data being present at the same time, the
need for cache coherence protocols, which guarantee correct program semantics
under concurrent reads and writes, arises. In early SMP systems, such synchro-
nization had to go through main memory, over the single shared bus, which is
already a bottleneck in an environment where multiple CPUs are competing for
the scarce memory bandwidth.
To improve scalability, the non-uniform memory access NUMA architec-
ture was invented, where the limitation of a single, shared main memory is
abandoned, allowing each CPU (node), multi-core or not, to have its own local
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Figure 2.12: NUMA Architecture using Intel Quick Path Interconnect.
Data source Latency
L3 cache hit, line unshared 40 cycles
L3 cache hit, shared line in another core 65 cycles
L3 cache hit, modified in another core 75 cycles
remote L3 cache 100-300 cycles
Local DRAM 60 ns
Remote DRAM 100 ns
Table 2.3: Memory access latency for Intel Core i7 Nehalem [Lev09].
memory controller and attached RAM. Memory of all nodes is aggregated into
a logically unified memory, of which the actual access times can vary, depending
on the physical location of the data being accessed. To support memory accesses
on remote nodes, CPUs need to be connected by means of a high speed com-
munication channel, together with protocols that support transparent remote
memory accesses.
An example NUMA system is depicted in Figure 2.12, where we see two
multi-core CPUs, each connected to a local main memory through an on-chip
memory controller. The CPUs are also connected to each other by means of
a point to point link, in this example Intel’s QuickPath Interconnect (QPI)
[Int09]. These high speed links operate independently from the main memory
bus, and are managed by a separate component. Such a setup allows for better
scalability than the traditional shared memory systems.
Besides varying memory access latency, a NUMA architecture as depicted
in Figure 2.12 suffers from non-uniform cache access (NUCA) as well [Lev09].
The reason for this is that access times to the shared L3 cache depend on the
current state of cache-coherence, i.e. whether a cache line being accessed is
shared or not, and if so, whether it is modified in the local cache of some other
core. Table 2.3 highlights some memory access performance numbers for our
two node NUMA example. Note that these are measurements on a single CPU,
that depend on things like clock rate and speed of memory used.
As with main memory in SMP systems, the shared last level cache (LLC)
(i.e. L3 in our example), will become more and more of a bottleneck as the
number of cores per chip increases. As the last level cache needs to grow along,
even physical wire delays between cores and the large cache area become an
issue [KBK02]. Several hardware and hardware aided software techniques are
being researched to alleviate problems around shared cache scaling [BS13].
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Figure 2.13: Schematic of a hard disk drive.
2.6 Disk technology
A CPU and main memory, which we discussed in the previous sections, are the
bare minimum to run a computer program. Typically, users have a need for more
permanent, or non-volatile, storage for their data and programs. Furthermore,
the data one wishes to manage might exceed the size of main memory. In both
scenarios, disk technology is the answer, as it provides permanent and affordable
storage for large amounts of data. Traditionally, the magnetic hard disk drive
(HDD), discussed in Section 2.6.1, used to be the only option. Recently however,
the solid state drive (SSD), discussed in Section 2.6.2 has become an alternative
with distinguishing and attractive properties.
2.6.1 Hard Disk Drives (HDD)
The hard disk drive (HDD) provides for storage and retrieval of digital informa-
tion, using rotating magnetic disks to store the data. It does this in a random-
access manner, meaning that blocks of data can be read or written at arbitrary
locations on the drive. A schematic representation of a HDD can be found in
Figure 2.13, where we see a spindle, responsible for holding and rotating one
or more platters. The platters contain a magnetic coating, on which data can
be encoded using changes in the direction of magnetization. Each platter is
organized as a collection of disjoint circular tracks, with each track being split
into several sectors. Matching tracks over multiple platters make up a cylinder.
To provide random access to the sectors on disk, the platters are rotated
rapidly by the spindle, while a moving arm is used to position the disk head
over the track containing the sector of interest. The time needed to position the
head over a track is called the seek time. Once there, on average, the head has to
wait for half a rotation of the platters until the given sector moves past the head,
something called the latency of the drive. This rotational latency depends on the
number of rotations per minute (rpm) of a drive. For example, a drive that spins
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Product Year Capacity
(GB)
RPM Bandwidth
(MB/s)
Latency
(msec)
CDC Wrenl
94145-36
1983 0.03 3600 0.6 48.3
Seagate
ST41600
1990 1.4 5400 4 17.1
Seagate
ST15150
1994 4.3 7200 9 12.7
Seagate
ST39102
1998 9.1 10000 24 8.8
Seagate
ST373453
2003 73.4 15000 86 5.7
Seagate
ST3450856
2008 450 15000 166 5.4
Seagate
ST3600057
2010 600 15000 204 5.4
Table 2.4: Milestones in hard-drive technology (based on [Pat04], with 2008 and
2010 milestones added).
at 7200rpm, has an average rotational latency of 0.5×1000/(7200/60) = 4.1ms,
and for a high-end drive of 15000rpm we have 2ms.
From a user perspective, what matters is the average access time, defined as
the sum of average seek time and rotational latency. Table 2.4 lists performance
numbers for hard drives over time. Here, the latency column refers to access
time, i.e. “real” latency from the end users perspective (but still ignoring data
transfer time, which depends on the size of the read and the available disk
bandwidth).
Table 2.4 clearly shows a trend where improvements in latency of disk ac-
cess are stagnating. Only capacity and bandwidth, which both depend on the
number of platters and density with which data can be stored on those, keep
improving at a steady speed. Still, when we compare the bandwidth numbers
with those of main memory in Table 2.2, we easily end up with a factor 50-100
difference.
What is even worse, is that the disk bandwidths from Table 2.4 represent the
most optimal scenario: sequential disk access, where no movement of the disk
head is involved. When accessing data on disk randomly, bandwidth goes down
the drain due to the high latency. For example, reading 4KB pages randomly
from disk, the effective bandwidth, assuming a latency of 5ms (i.e. 200 pages
per second), is reduced to 800KB per second!
With latencies stagnating, their negative impact on random I/O throughput
becomes increasingly worse. One way to alleviate this random I/O bottleneck
is to try and amortize the access latency by transferring larger amounts of
sequential data, i.e. reading data in large, multi-block sequences For example,
at 200MB/s, the transfer times for sequential I/Os of 64KB, 256KB, 1MB and
2MB are 0.312, 1.25, 5 and 10ms respectively, which is still in the order of
the 5ms latency. However, the increased transfer granularity would increase
effective I/O throughput to 12, 41, 100, 133 MB/s respectively, which is much
better than the 0.8MB/s we saw earlier for 4KB blocks.
At the hardware side, several performance improving techniques have been
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Product Year Capacity BW (MB/s) IOPS (x1000) Latency (ms)
(GB) Read Write Read Write Read Write
Intel X25-M 50nm 2008 160 250 70 35 3.3 0.085 0.115
Intel X25-M 34nm 2009 160 250 100 35 8.6 0.065 0.085
Intel SSD 510 2011 250 500 315 20 8 0.065 0.080
Intel SSD 520 2012 480 550 520 50 42 0.080 0.085
Fusion-io ioDrive 2008 320 770 750 140 135 0.026 0.026
Fusion-io ioDrive II 2011 600 1.5K 1.3K 365 800 0.047 0.015
Table 2.5: Milestones in commodity and high-end SSD technology.
introduced as well. We already saw how virtual memory can be used to let main
memory act as a cache for the most frequently accessed data on disk. However,
most HDDs have hardware caches of 16-64MB themselves, to hide access latency
for the most frequently requested pages. Furthermore, a hard disk controller
may buffer incoming read and write requests, and process them in an order that
results in minimal disk head movement, thereby increasing I/O throughput. A
technique known as request scheduling.
To increase parallelism, rather than adding multiple disk arms within a single
HDD, multiple hard drives can be hooked up into a RAID configuration, as
discussed in Section 2.6.3 Also, hard disk drives can be combined with, or even
fully replaced by, solid state drives (SSD), which do not use any moving parts
at all.
2.6.2 Solid State Drives (SSD)
With latency and throughput of the traditional electromechanical hard drive
becoming increasingly problematic with respect to the more rapidly improving
CPU and memory performance, the need for a better solution arises. Especially
with the advent of multi-core CPUs, where each core typically executes an
application or thread that has its own I/O needs, the need for solid random-
I/O performance arises, as the I/O patterns of each core are likely to differ
and therefore interfere. An answer can be found in semiconductor memory
that does not lose state when power is turned off: non-volatile memory (NVM).
Such memory has been around since the 1970s, in the form of EPROM (erasable
programmable read only memory), and even DRAM chips that were backed up
by batteries. However, none of these technologies ever became a reliable and
cost-effective alternative to magnetic disk.
Only with the advent of NAND flash [Ass95] did the viability of a new mass
storage device, capable of replacing the magnetic hard drive, arise. By incor-
porating NAND flash storage behind a traditional hard disk interface, the solid
state drive came into existence. Since roughly 2005, when NAND flash process
technology surpassed DRAM’s 90nm, the technology has become mature and
economical enough for mainstream adaptation, delivering what is arguably the
biggest boost to commodity hardware performance of the 21st century. Ta-
ble 2.5 lists some milestones in both commodity and high-end SSDs. A brief
overview of SSDs and the underlying NAND flash technology follows. An in-
depth treatment of the topic can be found in [MME13].
The most important conclusion from Table 2.5 is that, indeed, flash succeeds
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Figure 2.14: NAND Floating gate (left) and NAND Flash SSD (right).
at significantly reducing access latency compared to a traditional HDD (see the
earlier Table 2.4). However, we also see that this latency has not been improving.
So the novel technology does bring a performance boost, but again it seems
hard to improve the latency, while we clearly see improvements in capacity and
bandwidth. Besides latency, there is one more advantage of SSDs over HDDs
though: SSDs, which use semiconductor technology, are easier to parallelize.
The result is that not only has read/write bandwidth been increasing, but also
random I/O throughput, i.e. the IOPS column, which represents the number
of fixed size I/Os (typically 4-8KB pages) per second. So there is an increasing
trend in the number of I/O requests that SSDs can service concurrently, without
suffering from random seek latency as seen in HDDs. Random I/O bandwidth
is still worse then the optimal (sequential) bandwidth numbers as found in the
table, i.e. 50000 4KB IOPS is roughly 195MB/s for the Intel 520, compared to
550MB/s peak sequential bandwidth, but the difference is significantly better
than for HDDs.
Looking at other factors than performance, SSDs have two main disadvan-
tages compared to HDDs: their price per GB and their smaller capacity, with
SSDs being around 5-10 times more expensive per GB, and HDDs typically
having 4-8 times the storage capacity. In many other areas, like mean time
before failure (MTBF), power consumption, shock resistance, noise, weight and
physical size SSDs beat HDDs, positioning them as a solid alternative to HDDs.
To maximize the benefits from this new technology, it helps to understand some
of its workings and peculiarities, which are discussed in the following sections.
Flash Storage
To retain digital information, NAND flash relies on a floating gate transistor
(FGMOS) [KS67] with two overlapping gates rather than one, as depicted in
Figure 2.14 (left). The floating gate (FG) is entirely surrounded by oxide,
thereby isolating it and providing a “trap” where electrons can be stored for
years, even when disconnected from power. These trapped electrons influence
the conductivity of the tunnel oxide between source and drain, which can then
be used to read the state by applying a voltage to the source and sensing either a
low or high voltage on the bit line. To program the floating gate, the control gate
can be used in conjunction with the source line to either charge (i.e. program)
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the FG by drawing electrons up from the tunnel oxide, or releasing them to
discharge the FG (i.e. erase).
We can distinguish two types of NAND flash. In single level cell (SLC)
NAND each floating gate has only one threshold voltage, thereby being able
to represent only one bit of information. In multi level cell (MLC) NAND,
more than two voltage levels are differentiated, representing more bits of infor-
mation. For example, four levels to represent two bits of information is very
common, but even triple level cell (TLC), which differentiates between eight
different levels to store three bits per cell, is becoming popular. The advantage
of MLC is that it requires the same amount of transistors, while providing sev-
eral times the storage capacity of SLC, thereby reducing the cost per gigabyte.
The biggest disadvantages are that both programming and reading of an MLC
takes more time than an SLC. Furthermore, floating gates have the property
that they becomes unreliable after a certain number of program/erase cycles,
as the insulating material around the gates wears off, reducing its capability to
hold a charge. For MLC NAND, this number is much lower (roughly 5000-10000
cycles) than for SLC NAND, which lasts for around 100000 cycles.
Floating gate cells are replicated to build larger memory chips, which can
then be used to build an SSD like in Figure 2.14. A bus connects each memory
chip to the controller, which is responsible for processing and scheduling incom-
ing read and write requests. As with DRAM, each channel uses a double data
rate (DDR) interface, and typically multiple channels are employed to boost
performance by increasing parallelism.
A flash chip is composed of one or more sub-chips, or dies, each of which
might have multiple planes. Each plane is organized as a collection of blocks
(typically 128KB-512KB), which is the basic unit of operation for the erase op-
eration. Each individual block can only endure a limited amount of erase cycles.
A block consists of several pages (4-8KB), which are the units of operation for
read and write operations. Each page consists of a user area, used for data stor-
age, and a spare area, used for status information and error correction codes
(ECC), which allow for the correction of minor errors during reading. The page
size depends on the number of NAND chips on the SSD (i.e. storage capacity)
and the number of channels (i.e. parallelism). If these are increased, both page
size and throughput increase along. As flash densities increase due to shrink-
ing process technology, we can expect to see a related growth in page sizes. A
negative side-effect is that the durability of smaller cells gets worse as well.
Flash Controller
The flash controller is a simple CPU with its own DRAM. It provides the inter-
face to the host for reading and writing data. It is also responsible for interfacing
with the NAND storage and performing error correction during reads. One of its
most important components is the flash translation layer (FTL), which provides
a mapping between logical blocks, as seen by the host, and physical blocks, con-
taining the actual data. This is illustrated in Figure 2.15. The FTL has three
main responsibilities, each of which is discussed below: garbage collection, bad
block management and wear leveling.
Due to the nature of flash chips, bits can not be changed arbitrarily at the
individual level. This implies that a page, once written, can not be written to
again until it is erased (all bits set to 1, in case of NAND flash). Therefore,
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Figure 2.15: Flash Translation Layer (FTL) block mapping.
small writes result in a page to be fully rewritten into a fresh empty page. When
this happens, the old page is marked invalid and ready to be garbage collected
by the FTL. If no empty page can be found within the original parent block, an
overflow block needs to be allocated.
Garbage collection is responsible for reclaiming free space, selecting candi-
date blocks to be rewritten and erased. To do this, it copies any valid pages in
the target block into an already erased block, after which it can erase the target
block. This reclaims the space of the non-valid pages in the block being erased.
Garbage collection can be performed in the background at times when the drive
is idle, or at write time, which is better for write-intense environments where
the drive is rarely idle.
A complicating factor for the FTL is the wear of the floating gates in a
block with each erase. To improve durability and reliability, the FTL tries to
select destination blocks intelligently, aiming to distribute writes evenly among
the available blocks, to avoid skew in the wear of blocks. This implies that
blocks with a low write count (i.e. those containing read-mostly data) might
end up being moved around to allow data that are changed more frequently to
be written to those blocks.
Both garbage collection and wear leveling involve moving around data, in-
troducing extra writes that are unrelated to the actual data that the host is
trying to write. This phenomenon is called write amplification, defined as
WriteAmplification =
DataWrittenToF lashMemory
DataWrittenByHost
(2.1)
Write amplification is undesirable, as it consumes extra bandwidth towards the
storage layer, reducing effective random write throughput. Sequential writes do
not suffer from write amplification.
No matter how smart the wear leveling is, an intrinsic limitation of NAND
flash is the presence of bad blocks, i.e. blocks containing one or more locations
whose reliability can not be guaranteed. These can exist either from factory
production errors or due to wear. Bad block management is responsible for
identifying these physical blocks and remapping their logical block to a spare
physical one. Bad blocks are remapped to reserved spare blocks on the drive,
which are made available by over-provisioning, i.e. a difference between the
physical capacity of a drive and the logical capacity presented to the OS and
the user. Over-provisioning is not only used to accommodate for bad blocks,
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but also to provide sufficient free space to minimize the negative impact of write
amplification during garbage collection and wear leveling.
Above complications put a lot of responsibility and complexity in the FTL,
which can become somewhat of a black box to SSD performance, especially if
writes are involved. However, in general it is safe to state that writes, especially
small ones, should be kept to a minimum whenever possible, with rewrites of
large sequential regions presenting the most ideal scenario. Big rewrites also
ensure a significant amount of empty space, minimizing negative impact of write
amplification. These properties are inherently present in a log structured file
system [RO92], like Linux’ LogFS or the flash specific JFFS. Journaling file
systems, like Linux’ often used ext3 and ext4 are actually especially ill-suited
for flash, as the journaling introduces many small writes.
2.6.3 RAID
To improve capacity, performance and reliability, multiple physical disk drives
can be combined into a logical unit called a redundant array of independent disks
(RAID) (originally redundant array of inexpensive disks [PGK88]). In a RAID,
data is distributed over multiple physical disks in one of several ways, identified
by the RAID level, using a combination of mirroring, striping and parity (i.e
error correction). RAID’s can be built from any disk technology, like HDDs or
SSDs, and can be built in hardware or in software at the OS level. Three of the
more common performance oriented levels are [CLG+94]:
RAID 0: block level striping without parity or mirroring, stores each block of
data on one of the available drives only, i.e. block N goes to drive N modulo
the number of drives. This provides improved performance and additional
storage but no fault tolerance. Any drive failure destroys the array, and
the likelihood of failure increases with more drives in the array. It has
the best write performance since it does not need to update redundant
information.
RAID 1: mirroring without parity or striping, writes data identically to two
drives, producing a “mirrored set”. The array continues to operate as long
as at least one drive is functioning. It has improved read performance as
data can be retrieved from the disk with the shortest access latency at
any given moment. Write performance, on the other hand, is governed by
the drive with the highest latency at any given time, as redundant copies
need to be maintained.
RAID 5: block level striping with distributed parity, stripes blocks over N-1
of N available drives. For each N-1 blocks, a parity block is maintained
which allows data to be restored in case of a single disk failure. Typically
the parity is simply a XOR of the bits in the N-1 aligned blocks. The
parity blocks are distributed evenly over the available drives to avoid the
overhead of a single parity drive (i.e. RAID 4). RAID 5 requires at least
three drives, and can be used to increase disk I/O bandwidth. If HDDs are
used, access latency degrades with an increasing number of drives, unless
the angular orientation of the HDDs is kept synchronized.
RAID levels can be nested as well, i.e. in RAID0+1 a mirror of stripes is
built by adding RAID1 mirroring on top of two pairs of RAID0 striped disks. In
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RAID1+0, also called RAID10, the reverse is being done: two pairs of RAID1
mirrored drives are used to stripe blocks using RAID0.
A consequence of distributing data over disks in blocks (typically 32-64KB),
is that, to benefit from the increased bandwidth, all disks need to be employed,
meaning that large granularity reads have to be performed that read at least N
subsequent blocks, with N being the number of disks. Furthermore, an increase
in bandwidth and little or no improvement in latency implies that, to achieve
optimal performance, larger sequential chunks have to be read to amortize ran-
dom access latency. So, in general, RAID also benefits from increasingly large,
sequential disk access.
2.7 Conclusion
This chapter provided an overview of recent technological trends in CPU, mem-
ory and disk performance. In general, we can claim that in each of them per-
formance is typically improved by adding an ever increasing amount of paral-
lelism. As a consequence, bandwidth improves more rapidly than latency, and
the performance gaps between the various layers in the memory hierarchy keep
growing, especially in terms of latency. Such latency problems tend to be solved
by adding yet another layer to the memory hierarchy, trying to hide as much
latency as possible by means of caching.
From a performance engineering perspective, it is important to focus on the
general trends, and try to optimize conceptually, with those hardware trends
in mind. For example, one should always aim to expose parallelism, both at
the single-core and multi-core level, and bear locality of data access and typical
caching and synchronization policies in mind.
At the CPU level, developing for performance becomes ever more challeng-
ing. Single threaded code should try to expose sufficient data- and instruction-
level parallelism to help compilers optimize code and keep modern super-pipelined
cores busy. Memory stalls should be minimized by making optimal use of caches
on the CPU. The advent of multi-core CPUs with their NUMA style memory ac-
cess makes this an increasingly challenging. Not to mention the multi-threaded
parallelism and synchronization requirements that come with multi-core pro-
cessing.
At the memory hierarchy level, one should aim to maximize cache utilization
in all available layers. Typically, these rely on similar caching strategies, mostly
varying in terms of bandwidth and latency, and therefore also in access gran-
ularity. In general, random access should be avoided by all means, especially
random disk I/O, optimizing for sequential algorithms that amortize latency,
transferring only useful data where possible, at appropriate granularity. SSDs
are an interesting newcomer in the memory hierarchy, that could act as either
a transparent additional layer above magnetic disk, or an explicitly controlled
high-speed storage besides the hard disk.
Chapter 3
Relational Database
Management Systems
A database is a collection of interrelated data. A program used to manage such a
database is a database management system (DBMS). The main goal of a DBMS
is to provide its end-users with a convenient and efficient way to retrieve and
manipulate the underlying data. This involves both the definition of structures
for the storage of information and the provision of mechanisms that allow the
information to be manipulated.
Database systems are used in many application areas. Examples include,
banking (customer information, accounts, transactions), airlines (reservations,
schedule information), universities (student information, course registrations,
grades), telecommunication (call logs, billing), sales (customer, product, pur-
chase information), science (genome, astronomy, pharmaceutical), manufactur-
ing (production, inventories and orders of items in warehouses/stores), and
many more.
Nowadays, most mainstream database systems implement the relational model,
using relational algebra as a language to define queries over the data. What fol-
lows is an overview of relational database management systems (RDBMS), which
implement this model. This chapter is intended to introduce or refresh the con-
cepts used in this thesis. It can be safely skipped by someone familiar with
database architecture. For a more elaborate overview of the topic the reader is
referred to a textbook like [SKS01].
3.1 Relational Model
The relational model is due to Edgar F. Codd [Cod70]. Under this model, a
database consists of a number of tables, built from rows that define a relationship
between a set of values. The table itself is often called a relation, i.e. a set of
relationships, and referred to as r. A table row representing a relationship is
called a tuple or record, ti = (a1, a2, ..., an). Each distinct value ai within a tuple
is called an attribute, i.e. a column in a table. The set of permitted attribute
values defines its domain.
A relational database consists of a collection of relations. A relation schema
R = (A1, A2, ..., An) defines the layout of each relation r as a list of attributes.
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custkey name address nationkey
1 Johnson Main 31, New York 1
2 Smit Dam 2, Amsterdam 2
3 Jansen Plein 23, Den Haag 2
nationkey name continent
1 USA North America
2 Netherlands Europe
Figure 3.1: Sample relational database consisting of two tables, customer (top)
and nation (bottom).
A collection of relation schemata defines a database schema. A snapshot of its
contents at a given point in time is called a database instance.
A simple example of a database instance consisting of two tables can be
found in Figure 3.1. The topmost table, customer, contains three tuples, each
representing information about a single customer. The bottom table, nation,
contains two tuples with country information. Note that this example is sim-
plified for brevity. In reality, one would probably split the relation into more
attributes, like first and last instead of name, and split address into street,
number, city.
Besides regular attributes like name and address, we also observe two special
integer “key” attributes in the customer table. The custkey attribute defines
the primary key of the customer relation. A primary key is a minimal subset of
attributes that uniquely identifies any tuple of possible relation instances. For
simplicity and guaranteed uniqueness, an automatically generated incremental
integer ID, like custkey, can be used.
The last column in the customer table is also a key attribute, but not for
the customer relation itself. This nationkey attribute is a so called foreign key,
which references a key of some other table. In this example, customer.nationkey
refers to nation.nationkey, which is the primary key of the nation table at
the bottom. In general, a foreign key of a referencing or child relation, can only
contain values that exist in the related key of the referenced or parent relation,
a property that is called referential integrity.
The relational model makes a clear distinction between the logical and phys-
ical levels. At the logical level, the model only deals with mathematical sets,
where each relation consists of unique attributes and tuples, for which order is
irrelevant. At the physical level, however, some form of tuple ordering has to be
chosen, either arbitrarily or not. Also, the way in which attributes are stored
can vary, and impacts the way we access the database. Physical database design
decisions are discussed later in Section 3.3.
3.2 Relational Algebra
3.2.1 Overview
To be able to access, or read, the data in a relational database instance, we need
a query language. In case of the relational model, this language is called rela-
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tional algebra, also due to Codd [Cod70]. It defines several relational operators,
which operate on either one or two input relations and produce a relation as a
result. A database query then becomes a relational algebra expression. Where a
relational expression can be either a base relation from the database, a constant
expression, or recursively defined by combining one or two subexpressions using
the following relational operators.
Select σp(r) = {t|t ∈ r ∧ p(t)} results in a relation containing all tuples from r
that satisfy Boolean predicate p.
Project ΠA1,A2,...,Am(r) results in a relation containing only the listed subset
of the attributes Ai of r. As the result relation is a set as well, potential
duplicates are eliminated from the result.
Rename ρx(E) Renames the result of expression E to x. ρx(A1,A2,...,An)(E)
renames the result of expression E to x and the attributes to A1, A2, ..., An.
As relations are sets of tuples, relational algebra furthermore borrows the
fundamental set operations, union, difference and Cartesian product. These
operate on two relations, r and s, both of which need to share the same schema
(i.e. same number of attributes, with compatible types). The result adheres to
this schema as well.
Union r ∪ s = {t|t ∈ r ∨ t ∈ s} results in a relation containing all tuples from
r, s or both.
Difference r − s = {t|t ∈ r ∧ t /∈ s} results in a relation containing all tuples
from r that do not occur in s.
Cartesian Product r × s = {tu|t ∈ r ∧ u ∈ s} results in a relation with a
schema which is the concatenation of the schemata R and S. It contains
all possible tuples which can be generated by concatenating each tuple
from r with every tuple from s. Attributes with the same name have to
be renamed using the rename operator.
On top of above fundamental operators, several convenience operators have
been added: set intersection (∩), natural join (⊲⊳), theta join/equijoin (⊲⊳θ),
semijoin (⋉), division (÷) and assignment (←). These do not add additional
power to the language. We do, however, discuss two of them that are relevant
for the remainder of this thesis: natural join and assignment. Natural join is
one of the most common operations in practice, and assignment is relevant for
our discussion of database modifications in Section 3.2.3.
Join r ⊲⊳ s = ΠR∪S(σr.A1=s.A1∧r.A2=s.A2∧···∧r.An=s.An(r × s)), where
{A1, A2, · · · , An} = R ∩ S is the set of shared attributes in the schemata
of r and s. The result of a join is equal to the Cartesian product r × s
but only contains those (unique) tuples that satisfy equality on all shared
attributes A1, A2, · · ·An. Attribute name collisions can be avoided by
prefixing the names with the source relation.
Assignment variable← E assigns the result of any relational expression E to
a temporary relation variable.
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We summarize this section with an example relational algebra query.
Πcustomer.name(σnation.name=“Netherlands′′(nation) ⊲⊳ customer) (3.1)
Selects the names of all customers that live in the Netherlands from our sample
database in Figure 3.1 by first performing the selection on tuples matching
“Netherlands” in the nation relation, joining the result with customer (on the
shared custkey attribute), and finally projecting the attribute we are interested
in, customer.name.
3.2.2 Extended Operations
The base relational algebra operators have been extended with several powerful
extra operators [Cod79]. The generalized projection allows arithmetic operations
in its attribute list. And outer join accommodates for missing attribute values,
so called null values, in either one of the join relations.
A third powerful extension allows for aggregation operations [Klu82]. Aggre-
gation takes a collection of attribute values as input and returns a single value,
using one of the aggregation functions: min, max, sum, count or avg. More
formally:
Aggregation G1,G2,··· ,GnGF1(A1),F2(A2),··· ,Fm(Am)(E) where G1, G2, · · · , Gn is
a list of attributes to group on, and each Fi is an aggregate function over
corresponding attribute Ai. Aggregation partitions the tuples in relation
E into groups such that all tuples within a group have equal values for
G1, G2, · · · , Gn. For each group, it then evaluates function Fi on the
multi-set of attribute values Ai within that group.
3.2.3 Database Manipulation
The query language operators we discussed so far can only analyze (i.e. read)
data. If one wishes to make changes to the database, a data manipulation
language (DML) is required. A DML language typically defines three operations:
insert, delete and update. With the latter being a convenience operator, which
is actually redundant in terms of functionality, as it can be emulated using
deletion plus insert. All three are defined using the assignment operator:
Insert r ← r ∪ E where E can either express the result of a query or de-
scribe new data to be inserted using a constant expression (e.g. nation←
nation ∪ {(4, “Brown′′, “Market 4, San Francisco′′, 1)} to add a new
entry to our customer relation in Figure 3.1).
Delete r ← r − E removes all tuples in expression E from base relation r.
Note that we can not delete single attributes, only full tuples. To delete
the customer named “Smit” one would perform customer ← customer −
σname=“Smit′′(customer).
Update (Modify) r ← ΠF1,F2,··· ,Fn(r) updates specific attribute values in
relation r, where Fi is either the old value of a tuple in r or a new
value if the attribute has to be updated. As an example, customer ←
Πcustkey,name,“Shore Dr. Miami 7′′,1(σname=“Smit′′(customer))∪(customer−
σname=“Smit′′(customer)) would relocate customer “Smit” to a US address
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in Miami. In practice, “database updates” is regularly used to refer to all
types of database manipulations, i.e. all of insert, delete and update.
Therefore, in this thesis, we use modify to refer to tuple alterations at the
attribute level.
Some database manipulations are illegal, as typically a database has to ad-
here to certain consistency constraints. For example, a primary key attribute
has to stay unique, so an attempt to insert a tuple with duplicate key attributes
violates the uniqueness constraint. Furthermore, tables are often related by
means of a foreign key, as in our example from Figure 3.1. This introduces
referential integrity constraints, which enforce that we do not insert tuples into
a referencing table if they refer to a tuple that does not exist in the referenced
table. Similarly, we can not delete tuples from a referenced table if there are
still any referencing tuples referring to it.
3.2.4 Structured Query Language (SQL)
Relational algebra lay the foundation for what is nowadays the most widely
adopted query language by DBMS vendors, the structured query language (SQL).
The original language was called SEQUEL [CB74], but the versions that were
standardized by both ANSI and ISO refer to it as SQL. There are some differ-
ences, but most relational algebra constructs can be found back in queries of
the form
SELECT expr1, expr2, ... FROM table1, table2, ...
WHERE condition
GROUP BY col1, col2, ...
where SELECT is (confusingly) relational projection, projecting one or more at-
tribute expressions from one or more input tables. Each relation tablei can be
either a base table or a subquery, and results in a relational join if more than
one input relation is provided. The optional WHERE clause implements relational
selection, allowing specification of arbitrary Boolean predicates. Finally, the
optional GROUP BY clause specifies one or more attributes to group on, imple-
menting relational aggregation. For aggregation, the expri must be aggregate
functions over attributes.
We also have matching data manipulation language (DML) constructs that
are self explanatory
INSERT INTO table (col1, col2, ...) VALUES (expr1, expr2, ...)
DELETE FROM table WHERE condition
UPDATE TABLE SET col1 = expr1, col2 = expr2, ... WHERE condition
Note that compared to their relational algebra counterparts, DELETE and UPDATE
implicitly operate on the table they assign to, and have a selection mechanism
built-in. Compared to their relational counterparts, this is more restrictive.
Finally, besides query and data manipulation language constructs, SQL also
provides mechanisms to define or change a relational schema (i.e. the base
tables) itself. This subset of the language is often being referred to as data
definition language (DDL). It involves operations like creation and deletion of
schema definitions, and their alteration, i.e. renaming them or adding/removing
attributes.
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Figure 3.2: NSM storage layout for customer relation.
3.3 Storage Management
Relational algebra does not mandate anything about a practical implementation
on a computer system. To be able to evaluate queries on a computer, however,
one needs to make several design decisions. Two important ones that we discuss
briefly are storage management, which deals with the actual representation of,
and access to, data on disk, and query processing, the process of extracting
answers to queries from that data. Query processing is introduced briefly in
Section 3.4, with more modern techniques being the topic op Chapter 4.
3.3.1 Storage Models
A relational database is typically stored on disk, distributed over several files. A
file is an abstraction provided by the operating system to identify a list of related
disk blocks that is used to store objects of arbitrary size. Data is transferred
between disk and RAM at the granularity of a fixed size page, which represents
some constant number of consecutive blocks on disk. For an RDBMS, this
means that we need to be able to represent relations in terms of files and pages.
NSM
Traditionally, database vendors have been representing relations on disk using
the n-ary storage model (NSM, a.k.a. slotted pages) [SKS01]. NSM stores n-
attribute records contiguously, starting from the beginning of a disk page, and
associating an offset with each record in a backward-growing “slot table” at the
end of each page. Figure 3.2 illustrates this approach for the customer table
from our running example relations in Figure 3.1.
NSM performs well when fine-grained access to (almost) entire tuples is
desired, as each tuple can be fully retrieved in a single I/O. For this reason,
NSM is also a natural choice for update intensive workloads, as insert and delete
operate at the tuple granularity. Besides, NSM allows for relatively easy to
implement fine-grained locking policies (i.e. page or tuple level), and the slotted
page layout can easily leave some unused space in the middle to accommodate
for to-be-inserted tuples.
The major disadvantages of NSM are that it wastes both bandwidth and
memory space and that it is not particularly CPU friendly. The waste stems
from the fact that we transfer and buffer data in RAM at page granularity,
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oid custkey
1 1
2 2
3 3
oid name
1 Johnson
2 Smit
3 Jansen
oid address
1 Main 31, New York
2 Dam 2, Amsterdam
3 Plein 23, Den Haag
oid nationkey
1 1
2 2
3 2
Figure 3.3: DSM representation of example customer relation.
meaning that we always read and buffer pages containing full attribute data
from disk, even though we might only be interested in a subset of those at-
tributes. Furthermore, pages frequently contain unused space in each slotted
page, resulting in additional overheads.
Similar inefficiencies can be found higher up in the memory hierarchy, at
the level of the CPU and its hardware cache. As small regions of a RAM-
resident page (i.e. cache-lines) are loaded into the CPU cache, we again ex-
perience potential waste of both bandwidth (from memory) and space (CPU
cache capacity). In case we are only interested in partial tuples (i.e. a subset of
attributes), spatial locality of the data is compromised, resulting in suboptimal
memory bandwidth and additional traffic due to capacity misses in the cache
[ADHW99].
DSM
An alternative storage layout is presented by the decomposed storage model
(DSM) [CK85]. DSM partitions a relation with n attributes vertically into n
binary relations, as illustrated in Figure 3.3 for the customer relation from our
example database in Figure 3.1. This results in binary relations consisting of a
single attribute column, taken from the original relation, paired with a unique
object-id (oid) that allows us to reconstruct each tuple, thereby maintaining
the original relational schema semantics.
Contrary to NSM, each DSM disk page contains only values from a single
attribute. Note that, as long as we keep the attribute columns of a table hori-
zontally aligned, there is no need to physically store the object-id. For variable
length attributes we still need to store tuple offsets though (or store a var-size
attribute in two columns, one containing offsets into the other, containing a
sequential data heap). The DSM storage layout of our decomposed customer
relation can be found in Figure 3.4.
The partitioned nature of DSM allows for fine-grained control over what data
is being read from disk and buffered in memory. We can now restrict ourselves
to only read pages of those attributes we are really interested in. Similar rea-
soning can be applied to memory bandwidth and CPU cache utilization, where
DSM exposes good spatial locality, which benefits the block-oriented nature of
memory transfers and CPU caches.
On the other hand, DSM is not particularly well suited for fine-grained
access to (partial) tuples. I.e. in a worst case scenario, where we are accessing
all n attributes of a single tuple, DSM requires O(n) page I/Os (compared to 1
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Figure 3.4: DSM storage layout for customer relation.
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Figure 3.5: PAX storage layout for customer relation.
for NSM). As we extend our scan range to include multiple contiguous tuples,
eventually the disadvantage compared to NSM will amortize (i.e. after reading
the equivalent n pages of NSM data).
The properties of DSM make it particularly well suited for large scans over
a subset of attributes columns. However, it is notoriously unfriendly to (naive
implementations of) insert and delete operations, as these both require I/O
proportional to the number of attributes, i.e. O(n) reads and O(n) writes to
insert or delete a single tuple, rather than O(1) in case of NSM.
PAX
The partition attributes across (PAX) [ADH02] storage layout can be seen as a
hybrid between NSM and DSM. As in NSM, PAX stores the attribute values of
a record in the same disk page. However, within a page, PAX applies vertical
decomposition into so-called mini pages, as illustrated in Figure 3.5.
PAX tries to borrow from DSM in terms of memory bandwidth and CPU/CPU
cache utilization, exploiting the spatial locality of attribute values within cache
lines that make up a mini-page. However, with all attribute data still resid-
ing in a single page, PAX does suffer from suboptimal disk bandwidth and
memory buffer utilization in scenarios where we are only interested in a subset
of attributes. Between RAM and disk, therefore, PAX performs comparably
to NSM. The upside of this is that tuple reconstruction cost is equal to that
of NSM, i.e. one I/O rather than n I/Os in case of DSM. In terms of CPU
efficiency, however, tuple reconstruction using PAX beats NSM [ADH02].
Other, more dynamic, hybrid storage layouts and their trade-offs are ana-
lyzed in [ZR03b, ZNB08].
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File Organization
The previous sections dealt with ways to represent records in a file structure.
Another consideration is how to organize a set of records (i.e. the tuples in a
single relation) in a file. Some prevalent ones relevant for this text are:
Heap organization: a record can be placed anywhere in the file of the table it
belongs to, with no particular ordering among records. A simple example
is to always append new records at the end of a file. Optionally, one might
first try to fill up slots that have been freed by earlier deletions. For DSM
this approach becomes more laborious, as each file holds values of a single
attribute only, i.e. we need to append or alter in n files, with n the number
of attributes.
Sequential organization: records are stored in some sequential order, i.e. the
table is kept sorted. For this to work, a non-empty subset of table at-
tributes needs to be declared as a sort key, or search key, according to
which the table is kept sorted. Inserts into this file organization need to
maintain the invariant that the table is sorted. This means that, in gen-
eral, we can not simply append at the tail, but need to insert at some
fixed position, as governed by the sort key attribute ordering. A major
advantage of a sorted layout is that many algorithms that operate on the
data can be sped up (i.e. searching, evaluating a range predicate and
aggregation).
Clustered organization: this is somewhat of a hybrid between a heap and
a sequential organization. As with sorting, a set of clustering attributes
is chosen. The table is stored in such a way that all tuples with equal
values on those attributes are stored physically together, i.e. clustered,
in a subsequence of file pages. Contrary to a sequential file, there is no
sequential ordering among distinct clusters though. This organization
provides for efficient single-tuple lookups and updates (i.e. point queries),
but complicates queries involving range predicates, as clustering looses
ordering information.
Hash organization: a hash function is computed over a subset of record at-
tributes. The result of this hash function is used to determine in which
pages a record is stored. The properties of this organization are compa-
rable to a clustering organization, i.e. good for point-queries and bad for
range queries.
Nothing prevents a database system from storing a file multiple times, each
according to a different file organization. A technique called replication. For ex-
ample, a table might be stored sorted on two distinct sets of sort key attributes.
3.3.2 Buffer Manager
Since page I/O to and from disk is expensive, database systems try to minimize
its occurrence. One way to reduce disk I/Os is to keep as many pages as possible
in main memory, trying to maximize the chance that a page we try to access is
already available in memory, so that no disk access is required.
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Figure 3.6: A clustered (primary) index on custkey and a non-clustered (sec-
ondary) index on name.
Keeping all database pages in memory is usually not feasible. Therefore,
the main memory space for database pages, the buffer, needs to be managed
intelligently. This is the task of the buffer manager (BM), which, in a sense, is
similar to that of a virtual memory manager, as discussed in Section 2.5.3.
Besides trying to keep “interesting” pages cached in memory, the buffer man-
ager has to evict a certain page in case a page needs to be loaded while the buffer
is full. Rather than evicting some random page, a buffer replacement strategy
tries to do something smarter, like evicting the least recently used (LRU), or
most recently used (MRU) page.
Furthermore, the buffer manager should be able to control the writing of
pages that have changed (so called dirty pages) to disk. The BM can flush a
page from volatile RAM to disk, making its changes permanent. However, a
page that is currently being modified or read from should be pinned in memory
to avoid it from being evicted.
3.3.3 Indexing
Many queries reference only a small portion of the records in a file. An index
is an auxiliary data structure that helps retrieving desired records from a table
quickly, without examining all records. The primary input of an index is the
search key, which is a subset of table attributes for which the index speeds up
access. The idea is similar to that of an index in the back a textbook, where a
list of pointers to relevant pages is printed for each keyword of interest. From
a DBMS perspective, the main goal is to minimize the number of I/Os, aiming
to only read relevant pages from disk.
Concepts
An ordered index maintains index entries in search key order, with an index
entry being the combination of a specific search key value, together with pointers
to each record (or its containing page) with matching search key attributes. A
major benefit of ordered indices is that, besides allowing efficient lookup of a
single search key (i.e. a point query), it also allows for efficient retrieval of
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all records with their search key within a certain value range, so called range
queries.
Orthogonal to the ordering of the index, the table being indexed may also be
organized as a sequential file. If the sort attributes of the table match the search
key of the index, the index is called a primary index (or clustered index ). If
the sort attributes do not match the index key, or the table is simply not stored
in a sequential file, the index is a secondary index (or non-clustered index ).
Both are illustrated with an example in Figure 3.6, where we see three pages of
customer data (only showing the indexed attributes). The table is stored in a
sequential file organization, ordered on custkey. Therefore, the ordered index
on the left, custkey_index is the primary index. The name_index is ordered
on name, which does not match the sort order of the file. Therefore, this is a
secondary index. A table can only have a single primary index, while it can
have multiple secondary indices.
A primary index has the advantage that, in general, range queries can be
evaluated much more efficiently than for secondary indices. The fact that oc-
currences of each search key value appear clustered together, and in sequential
order, allows each value range to be mapped directly to a set of consecutive
pages on disk. Each page in this range (except the two boundary pages) is
guaranteed to contain relevant data. On the contrary, for a secondary index,
we need to inspect every index entry within our range of interest, and follow its
pointers into arbitrary pages, which, due to the incompatible sort orders, may
be scattered all over the file. This often results in large amounts of random I/O,
into pages that might contain only a single relevant tuple.
Another advantage of a primary index is that we do not need to store
an index entry for every possible search key value. This is the case for the
custkey_index in Figure 3.6, where we only index the minimum custkey value
within each page. An index with missing entries is called a sparse index. Each
index entry that does appear in the sparse index should always point to the first
appearance of its search key value in the file. For every value not found in the
index, we can always infer the two index entries that enclose it, which, given
the matching sort order of the indexed file, allows us to pinpoint the relevant
pages.
A dense index stores an index entry for every search key value. If each index
entry can occur multiple times in the indexed file, a list of pointers to each
occurrence needs to be maintained, as in our example name_index, where names
are not unique and may occur in multiple pages. Each index entry therefore
may need to store more than one pointer, which is typically implemented by
adding another layer of indirection, where each index entry points to a bucket
of pointers to the actual data.
Note that a secondary index must always be dense, but that the inverse does
not hold necessarily, i.e. a dense index may also function as a primary index. In
general, a sparse layout fits primary indices, while a dense layout fits secondary
indices more naturally. Compared to a dense index, a sparse index is smaller,
and also cheaper to maintain under insertion and deletion.
A sequential index organization, as found in our simplified examples in Fig-
ure 3.6, might be sufficient in case we are indexing static data. If database
manipulations, like insertion and deletion, are involved, the indices of a modi-
fied table need to be updated as well. In that case, one can employ specialized
data structures that perform better than the linear complexity of maintaining a
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Figure 3.7: Example B+-tree on customer names. This tree has a single root
node, with three leaf nodes as children. The middle leaf node is only half full.
flat sequential index. The two most common index structures in RDBMSs are
the B+-tree, discussed next, and the hash index, discussed after that. We also
discuss two more specialized indices, the join index and inverted index, which
are relevant in the context of this thesis.
B
+-tree
The B+-tree is the most prevalent ordered index in DBMSs, where it aims
to speed up both point and range queries, at the cost of storage space and
maintenance overhead under insertion and deletion. The B+-tree is a balanced
n-ary tree, with a varying, but often quite large number of children per node.
It has a root node, internal nodes and leaf nodes. The root may be either a leaf
node or an internal node with two or more children. Each node stores n − 1
search key values and n pointers. The specific value of n represents the order,
or branching factor, of an n-ary B+-tree. The n pointers of an internal node
point to child nodes. For each leaf node, there are n − 1 pointers that point
to the relevant data for n − 1 search key values. The data pointed to may be
either the record or page itself, or a bucket with indirection pointers. The n-th
pointer in a leaf is used to connect leaf nodes in a linked list, allowing rapid
in-order traversal. It is also possible that the leaves do not store data pointers
at all, but rather full records themselves. In this case we speak of a B+-tree file
organization.
An example B+-tree layout is depicted in Figure 3.7. In reality, a B+-tree
has a much higher branching factor than the n = 3 in our example. The primary
aim of the B+-tree is to provide efficient retrieval of data from block-oriented
devices, like a disk drive. Therefore, the size of a node is typically a constant
multiple of the devices block size. In practice, this means that each B+-tree
node can have hundreds or thousands of children, with the actual count of a
single node being called its fan-out. The fan-out is constrained to stay within
⌈n/2⌉ and n, except for the root node, which has 2 as the lower bound.
A lookup of value V in a B+-tree is a matter of finding the pointer corre-
sponding to the smallest search key value greater than V , starting at the root
node, and following that pointer, repeating the process until a leaf node is found.
If the final leaf node has a pointer Ki = V , the value was found, with data at
matching pointer Pi. This results in a logarithmic upper bound on the lookup
complexity of ⌈logn/2(K)⌉, where K is the number of search keys in the index.
To maintain this logarithmic upper-bound, the B+-tree is kept balanced,
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meaning that it is automatically reorganized on insertion and deletion to ensure
that every possible path from root to leaf has the same length. Whenever an
insert would cause a B+-tree node to exceed n, the node is split into two nodes,
potentially recursing up till the root, as long as a parent node overflows due
the split in one of its children. Similarly, when a deletion causes a node to
drop below ⌈n/2⌉ entries, a node is coalesced with one of its siblings. Again,
such coalescing may have to recurse up till the root. Both operations perform
constant work per level of the tree, so that all of insert, delete and lookup end
up being O(log n(K)).
Hash Index
An alternative to the sequential file organization can be found in the hash index.
A hash index maps search key values K to a bucket, identified by a number B,
using a hash function, h, such that B = h(K). Each bucket is a unit of storage,
i.e. a page, and is used to store either index entries (search keys with associated
pointers) or the actual tuple data. To perform lookup, insertion or deletion on
search key Ki, we simply compute B = h(Ki) and either search, insert or delete
in bucket B. Note that multiple keys might map to the same bucket, a collision,
and that searching a bucket in general requires a sequential scan through it.
A proper hash index only keeps index entries in its buckets, with pointers to
matching tuples in the indexed table. This non-clustering nature makes it well
suited as a secondary index. The term hash index is, however, also often used
for a hashing file organization, where the buckets hold full tuple data. Because
this groups tuples with equal key values together, the hashing file organization is
clustered by definition. Although it is clustered, it is not ordered, which makes
it ill-suited for range queries. For point queries, inserts and deletions, however,
the O(1) performance of hash table operations makes it an attractive indexing
structure.
Join Index
A join index [Val87] is an auxiliary data structure aimed at speeding up joins
between two or more tables. It is motivated by the observation that regular join
algorithms were designed and analyzed in isolation, neglecting complexities that
arise when multiple joins are combined in a single query. Such multi-way joins
are common in, for example, knowledge bases where a DBMS is used to store
facts about the world, and an inference engine needs to compute the transitive
closure of related facts, distributed over multiple relations. Another example
area is that of graph data, where an arc between nodes is represented as the
join of two tuples, and long paths need to be analyzed.
A join index is a simple and compact structure that effectively material-
izes a precomputed join, and can ideally be kept in main memory. It relies on
automatically generated integer tuple identifiers, or surrogates, to identify and
relate tuples. An example is shown in Figure 3.8, where two tables, CUSTOMER
and PRODUCT, are shown, together with two join indices, JIcsur and JIpsur.
The common join attribute is cname, and both tables are extended with a sur-
rogate column, csur and psur, which is unique per relation. Each join index
has both a csur and a psur column. A record in a join index represents a pair
of surrogates that link the corresponding CUSTOMER tuple with given csur and
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Figure 3.8: Two tables (CUSTOMER and PRODUCT), connected by two join indices,
JIcsur, clustered on csur, and JIpsur, clustered on psur.
PRODUCT tuple with given psur, for every pair of tuples that match on the join
attribute cname. Both join indices encode exactly the same matching pairs, the
difference being that JIcsur is clustered on csur and JIpsur on psur, to allow
efficient access (through the clustered indices) when navigating in either direc-
tion. For example, if we wish to find all the products purchased by “Johnson”,
having a csur of 1, we can quickly find the psur values of the products bought
using JIcsur. If, on the other hand, we wish to find customers that bought
shorts, we first find the psur of shorts, and then efficiently retrieve csur values
of the relevant customers from JIpsur.
One could argue that the information in a join index could be represented
by extending the tables with a “foreign surrogate” column. However, the power
of the join index lies in the fact that it is a small and standalone structure, that
only needs to store pairs for actual matches. It allows us to efficiently follow join
paths over multiple relations, without touching the actual base tables. With the
join indices much more likely to fit in RAM than the base relations, this can
provide a significant performance gain when evaluating joins.
In Section 4.4.4, we propose a variant of the join index, that does not rely
on surrogates, but rather on a static tuple position (offset) for each tuple that
does not need to be stored. Furthermore, our alternate representation can be
compressed effectively.
Inverted Index
An inverted index, also called inverted file or postings file [ZM06], is an index
structure that most closely resembles the index in the back of a book. It stores
a mapping from terms (or possibly other forms of content) to their locations in
a database file or document collection. It is one of the core indexing structures
in most information retrieval systems, like search engines and other types of
systems that provide keyword search [WMB99, BYRN+99].
An inverted index consists of a lexicon, which is a list of all the distinct strings
that appear in a collection of documents or database file, typically stemmed and
case folded. For every term in the lexicon, the index further maintains a list
of pointers, i.e. the “postings list”, to locations where the term appears. The
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Πname,street
σstatus=“open′′
⊲⊳
orders customer
Πname,stree
⊲⊳
σstatus=“open′′
orders customer
Figure 3.9: Two possible query plans for Πname,street(σstatus=“open′′(orders ⊲⊳
customer)).
granularity of each pointer is system dependent. A coarse index might only
point to the document containing a term, while a more fine-grained index could
point to either line-, word- or byte numbers of each occurrence of that term.
The system can answer a single term query by simply returning the docu-
ments that contain that term. Conjunctive Boolean queries of the form term1
AND term2 . . . AND termN can be answered by intersecting the posting lists of
all query terms. Similarly, disjunctive (OR) queries can be answered taking the
union. Often, the matching documents are ranked according to some similarity
measure that tries to quantify the relevance of each document to the end user.
Postings lists for each term are often queried and stored sequentially, which
makes them good candidates for compression, as the differences, or d-gaps, be-
tween subsequent postings are usually numerically much smaller than the raw
postings data. Therefore, d-gaps can typically be stored in less bits than the
postings [WMB99, BYRN+99, AM05b, Tro03].
3.4 Query Processing
So far we have introduced the relational algebra query language and some of the
mechanisms to store and access relational data on disk. The topic of query pro-
cessing fills in the void between algebra and physical data on disk by describing
a generic architecture to support automatic evaluation of arbitrary user queries.
Query processing can be subdivided into three core components: a query com-
piler, a query optimizer and a query execution engine.
3.4.1 Overview
The query compiler front-end is responsible for transforming a textual query,
as entered by an end user in a language like SQL, into a query plan. This
involves parsing, syntax checking, and verifying that all relations in the query
plan exist and are accessible. A query plan is typically based on an operator tree
representation of a relational algebra expression, as shown on the left side of Fig-
ure 3.9 for SQL query SELECT name, street FROM orders, customer WHERE
orders.custkey = customer.custkey AND status = ’open’;. This tree is
a straightforward translation of the corresponding relational algebra expression.
On the right side of Figure 3.9 we see a second query plan, which is logically
equivalent to the one on the left, but has the selection pushed down below
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the join operator. Generating and analyzing alternate query plans is the task
of the query optimizer, which is supposed to pick the “best” of all possible
plans that can be analyzed in reasonable time. This involves searching not
only for reorganizations of the operator tree, like selection push-down and join
reordering, but also choosing among multiple concrete implementations for each
relational operator, such as hash-join versus merge-join or table-scan versus
index-scan (see below).
The optimizer is supposed to pick the plan that minimizes query cost, defined
as the estimated time to execute a query. Such cost estimates rely heavily on
the algorithmic complexity of each operator and the cardinality, or number of
tuples, that flows in and out of each. These are then combined with concrete
estimates for things like disk access time (i.e. “I/O cost”), average CPU cost
per tuple and available memory. The result of the query optimization phase
is a query execution plan, or execution tree, which is an optimized query plan,
annotated with the operator implementations picked by the optimizer. Such a
query execution plan is ready for execution by the query execution engine.
A common technique for evaluating execution trees is pipelining. Pipelining
evaluates multiple operators simultaneously, feeding the output of one operator,
the producer, directly as input to its parent operator, the consumer, without
storing intermediate output relations on disk. In a demand driven pipeline,
which is the most common, data is being pulled up through the operator tree
using a Volcano [Gra94] style iterator interface. To implement this interface,
each operator needs to provide three calls, open(), next() and close(). Open()
and close() are only used for initialization and cleanup respectively. The core
functionality is implemented by the next() call, which returns the next output
tuple from the operator it is called on. This means that each operator maintains
its state between subsequent next() calls. This allows one to pull results “up”
through the operator tree in a piecemeal fashion by performing next() calls on
the root of an execution tree. Each operator performs recursive next() calls
on its children to satisfy its demand for input data, until input is exhausted.
Figure 3.10 shows a pipelined execution plan for our earlier optimized query
plan in Figure 3.9, but now with concrete operator implementations.
3.4.2 Operator Selection
An extensive overview of query evaluation is out of scope for this thesis. What
follows is a walk through several of the choices involved in generation of a final
query execution plan, with the query from Figure 3.9 (and its resulting execution
plan in Figure 3.10) as a guiding example.
At the lowest level, the leaves of the query plan, we have the relations them-
selves. This is where raw tuple data is pulled from disk into the operator
pipeline. The most basic operator to perform this task is the table scan, which
outputs all tuples in the table file, in order of appearance. When a selection can
be pushed down, it allows us to filter the output of a scan to only contain tuples
matching the selection predicate. Note that, in general, this does not decrease
the number of I/Os performed by a scan, as we still scan all pages. It can, how-
ever, significantly decrease the number of tuples being output. The reduction
in tuple volume is proportional to the selectivity of a selection predicate, with
selectivity being the number of tuples that match the predicate (output) divided
by the total number of (input) tuples. If a table is sorted (i.e. a sequential file
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Figure 3.10: Query execution plan for Πname,street(σstatus=“open′′(orders ⊲⊳
customer)).
organization), we might be able to retrieve relevant data using binary search,
thereby reducing the search complexity from a linear (in the number of disk
I/Os) to logarithmic.
If a table has an index on a selection attribute, it can be used to reduce
tuple and/or I/O volumes as well. Note, however, that the presence of a usable
index is not guaranteed to deliver a performance improvement, and that index
access itself adds some cost as well. In general, point queries benefit most
from an index, significantly reducing page I/Os and output tuple count. Range
queries benefit from an index as long as it is clustered. In the non-clustered
case, a so called index scan iterates over index entries in sequential order, but
the actual records being pointed to by each index entry are often scattered all
over the table, resulting in a random disk access pattern (i.e. “random I/O”).
Furthermore, each page might contain only a small number of relevant tuples,
with a single tuple per page being the worst case. Therefore, already for small
selectivity, a table scan may outperform a non-clustered index scan.
Getting back to our example, we see that there is only a selection on status
= "open". Assuming there is no index on the status attribute, both orders and
customer can only be accessed using a table scan. The selection is pushed down
by the optimizer, resulting in a so-called scan-select combination. Decisions to
push down are typically made based on the estimated selectivity of a selection
predicate, which can be calculated with the help of a histogram of attribute
values. Assuming that the number of open orders is generally much less than
the total number of historical orders, the choice to push down the selection to
reduce tuple volume as soon as possible makes sense.
The (filtered) outputs of both scans are then fed into the join operator.
Without going into too much detail, the three main approaches to implement a
join operator are nested-loop join, hash join and merge join. Nested-loop join
basically iterates over tuples in one of the relations, the outer relation, and for
each tuple iterates over all tuples in the other, inner relation to check for a
match. In practice block nested-loop join and index nested-loop join improve
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considerably on this inherently slow (quadratic) algorithm. The advantage of
nested-loop joins is that they are always available, and have a small memory
utilization of two pages at any time.
Hash join is a fast and generic join algorithm that can operate on arbitrary
streams of input tuples, as long as the join involves an equality predicate (i.e.
no ranges) and a hash function exists on the join attributes. A hash join first
builds a hash table over the tuples in one of its input relations, indexed by the
join attributes. This relation is typically taken to be the smaller one, the aim
being to keep the hash table small, and is called the build relation. Hash join
then proceeds by iterating over the other relation, the probe relation, and for
each tuple checks for a match on the join attributes by performing a (constant
time) lookup on the hash table. The advantage of hash join is that both build
and probe phases are linear in the input size. The main disadvantages are that
the hash table can consume a lot of memory, and that its generation is blocking,
i.e. it blocks the operator pipeline in the sense that hash join can only start
generating output in the probe phase, which follows the build phase.
The third kind of join, merge join, combines the linear complexity of hash
join with the low-memory pipelined execution of nested loop join. The caveat
being that merge join requires both inputs to be sorted. The join operator can
than proceed by consuming and joining input tuples using a merge algorithm,
where one of the inputs (depending on ascending or descending ordering) is
advanced until a match is found. If both inputs can be scanned from disk in
sorted fashion, merge join is usually the join operator of choice. In case one
or both inputs are not sorted, however, an explicit sort operator would need
to be inserted between the merge join operator and any unsorted input. Such
an operation, typically quick sort in memory or external merge sort for large
inputs, is blocking and expensive (O(n log n)).
What remains in our example is the project operator on top, which outputs
only the desired attributes of each tuple. As with selection, it can be advan-
tageous to push projections down, thereby reducing the size of each tuple, and
thereby the volume of data flowing through the operator pipeline. This is es-
pecially true for systems that store relations in DSM, so called column stores,
where we can limit scans to only those columns that are relevant to a given
query.
There are many relational operator implementations that we did not discuss.
The distinction between ordered and unordered implementations is, in general,
a recurring theme, with ordered variants of, for example, aggregation, differ-
ence and duplicate elimination allowing for small memory footprints compared
to their (often hash based) counterparts. For the interested reader, indexing
and access path selection are discussed in [SAC+79], while traditional query op-
timization is presented in [Cha98]. A thorough survey concerning trade-offs in
query evaluation, especially regarding hashing versus sort-merge, can be found
in [Gra93].
3.5 Transaction Management
Transaction management is the area that deals with correct and reliable execu-
tion of updates to a database. A transaction is a sequence of read and write
operations to named data items, that, taken together, represent a single unit
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read(A)
A := A - 100
write(A)
read(B)
B := B + 100
write(B)
Figure 3.11: Example money transfer transaction.
of work. The data items could be of arbitrary granularity, for example a row
in a table, a disk page, or even an entire table. A single transaction Ti should
transform a consistent database state into another consistent database state.
To accomplish this, each transaction is marked by a start, and either ends in
a commit indicating that all its operations completed successfully, or an abort,
if something went wrong. In case of an abort, all operations performed by the
transaction need to be rolled back.
An example of a simple transaction would be the transfer of some funds from
account A to account B. We assume that account A holds $600, and account
B $400, so their sum is equal to $1000. First, the current balance of A needs to
be read. Next (if the balance allows it) the transfer amount is subtracted from
A, and added to B. As a sequence of read and write operations, a transfer of
$100 dollars would look like the listing in Figure 3.11.
3.5.1 ACID
To maintain a correct database state under concurrent transaction workloads
and the danger of hardware failures, a DBMS has to satisfy the four properties
known collectively as the ACID properties, an acronym for atomicity, consis-
tency, isolation and durability.
Atomicity of a transaction ensures that either all operations that make up
the transaction are reflected in the database or none at all (i.e. an “all or
nothing” commit policy). From a users perspective, a committed transac-
tion appears to be indivisible (“atomic”), and a failed transaction appears
to have never happened. If our example transaction would fail before
write(B), but after write(A) has completed, the write on A needs to be
rolled back, so we end up in the same state as before the transaction
started.
Consistency ensures that execution of a single transaction leaves the database
in a consistent state, i.e. no invariant is violated before and after execu-
tion of the transaction. For example, our earlier funds transfer transac-
tion should not be able to “create” or “leak” money arbitrarily: the sum
of accounts A and B should be equal before and after execution of the
transaction. Ensuring consistency is considered the responsibility of the
application programmer, so we do not discuss it any further here.
Isolation ensures that the concurrent execution of several transactions results
in a system state that would be obtained if all those transactions would
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be executed one after another (“serially”). Concurrent execution of trans-
actions can provide significant performance benefits over serial execution.
Therefore, a concurrency controller is responsible for ensuring that each
transaction is unaware of any concurrently executing transactions. Con-
currency control is discussed in more detail in Section 3.5.2.
Durability means that every committed transaction will remain so, no matter
what. This means that even after power loss, hardware defects, or system
crashes the DBMS is able to return to a consistent state. To defend against
power loss, the changes, start, and completion of each transaction have
to be written to persistent storage, for example in an append-only file,
called the write-ahead log (WAL). Furthermore, it is important to store
persistent data with sufficient redundancy, for example by using RAID
storage or remote replicas of a DBMS. A persistent WAL file should be
sufficient to either redo any changes that were written to the log but failed
to commit to table storage, or undo the partial changes of a transaction
that failed to commit in its entirety.
3.5.2 Concurrency Control
Conflicts
When two or more transactions are executed concurrently, their individual op-
erations are interleaved. A history models this interleaved execution as a linear
ordering of reads and writes to data items. Two operations in such a history are
said to conflict if they involve the same data item but originate from distinct
transactions and at least one of the operations is a write. A history is said
to be serializable if the committed transactions and their effects are equivalent
to those of a “serial history”, where all the transactions are executed one after
another. In general, a history is serializable if we can rewrite it into a serial
history by swapping conflict-free operations (i.e concurrent reads or writes to
distinct data items).
If we use ri(x) and wi(x) to indicate a read and a write of data item x
from within transaction i, we can represent the history of our funds transfer
transaction from Figure 3.11 running in isolation as r1(A), w1(A), r1(B), w1(B).
Running two such transactions concurrently, many histories are possible, for
example r1(A), r2(A), w1(A), w2(A), r1(B), w1(B), r2(B), w2(B), which has two
conflicts. With w2(A) coming after w1(A), we have a write-write conflict, as the
result of w1(A) is immediately overwritten and thereby lost. In the updates to
B we see a read-write conflict, or dirty read, as r2(B) reads uncommitted data
written by w1(B).
Isolation Levels
To maintain correct operation of a DBMS under concurrent workloads, a con-
currency controller is responsible for detecting and dealing with conflicts. This
is typically done by guarding the access to a data item with a lock, and enforcing
a certain execution order that guarantees (partial) serializability. A transaction
can request either a shared lock, used for read access, or an exclusive lock, which
can be used for either read or write access. If a data item is already locked by
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some other transaction, the requesting transaction has to wait until the lock is
released, unless both require shared access.
Constraining the execution of database access operations typically means re-
duced performance, as concurrency is hampered. Therefore, most vendors allow
the isolation requirements of their DBMS to be relaxed, compromising serializ-
ability for better performance. This has resulted in the standardization of the
four ANSI/ISO isolation levels, allowing for increasing levels of “read anomalies”:
serializable, repeatable reads, read committed, and read uncommitted.
Serializable This is the highest isolation level, were all reads and writes are
locked until the end of a transaction.
Repeatable reads is similar to full serializability, except it does not manage
range-locks, which allows so-called phantom reads to occur. This means
that a single transaction, which selects a range of tuples matching a certain
predicate, may see different results in the event that a second transaction
inserts new rows satisfying that predicate between the first and second
evaluation of the selection.
Read committed keeps write locks till transaction end, but lets go of read
locks as soon as a read has completed. This provides the guarantee that
any data read is at least committed. However, if a transaction reads a
single data item multiple times, no promise is made that it will find the
same data.
Read uncommitted is the lowest isolation level, which allows for dirty reads,
i.e. reads of data items that are not yet committed.
Multiversion Concurrency Control
An alternative to lock-based serialization protocols can be found in multiversion
concurrency control (MVCC). MVCC tries to avoid a scenario where readers of
a data item have to wait for writers of that data item to release a lock. This is
achieved by allowing multiple versions of a data item to coexist at the same time,
so that concurrency and performance can be increased by simply generating a
new version of a data item each time it is written. Reads are then allowed access
to any of the last relevant versions without the need to lock. Such a strategy
can significantly boost the performance of read-heavy workloads.
A particularly popular implementation of MVCC can be found in snap-
shot isolation (SI) [BBG+95], or “optimistic concurrency control”. Under snap-
shot isolation, each transaction appears to operate on a private snapshot of the
database, taken at the start of the transaction. It is allowed to freely change
this snapshot under the “optimistic” assumption that it operates in full isolation.
The transaction is only allowed to commit if none of the data items it wrote,
i.e. its write-set, has been changed externally since the transactions snapshot
was taken. This policy is called first-committer-wins, as transactions trying to
commit a conflicting write have to be aborted.
Several vendors have migrated away from lock-based protocols in favor of
snapshot isolation. Examples including Oracle, PostgreSQL and Microsoft SQL
Server (version 2005 and later). Some of them even refer to snapshot isolation as
“serializable” mode, which is not entirely correct. Although snapshot isolation
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does not suffer from any of the read anomalies discussed in Section 3.5.2, most
implementations do suffer from an anomaly called write skew. Recent research
has shown, however, that workarounds exist that make snapshot isolation fully
serializable [CRF08].
Write skew can only occur in case two data items, A and B, are consistent
with a constraint C(). Suppose T1 reads both A and B, then T2 reads both A
and B, writes A, and then commits. Next T1 writes B and commits. We now
have a danger of violating constraint C(). This is most easily illustrated with
an example. Assume that we are again dealing with two accounts, A and B,
this time satisfying the constraint that one of them is allowed to have a negative
balance, but the sum of their balances needs to be non-negative, i.e. A+B ≥ 0
If both accounts start out with $100 dollar, and T1 deducts $200 from A while
T2 deducts $200 from B, both transactions see a consistent state and will not
fail to commit due to a write-write conflict. However, after both transactions
have committed, the database is left in an inconsistent state.
3.6 Application Domains
Broadly speaking, database systems are used by two classes of applications, ones
that are transaction-heavy, i.e. online transaction processing (OLTP) and those
that are more analytic and data-intensive in nature, i.e. online analytic process-
ing (OLAP) systems. OLTP systems focus on achieving good throughput on
highly concurrent workloads involving many database updates. Typical example
areas include banks executing financial transactions and web shops processing
customer orders. Analytic systems, on the other hand, analyze large quantities
of data (“data warehouse”), with the intent of discovering new insights from
that data. Application areas include business intelligence, decision support, and
knowledge discovery. These areas call for efficient support of complex, ad-hoc
queries that are often long-running due to the amount of data analyzed. Data
is usually not updated in real time, but “refreshed” in bulk at routine intervals.
In the past, both OLTP and analytic workloads were conducted on tradi-
tional business oriented database systems, designed under the “one size fits all”
philosophy. These systems provide row-based storage (NSM), B+-tree indexing
and ACID support for transactions. Given that, on one hand, data volumes
are ever increasing, while, on the other hand, performance gaps in hierarchical
memory systems keep worsening (see Chapter 2), support for a one-size-fits-
all paradigm starts to fall apart [SC05]. In Chapter 4 we therefore introduce
Vectorwise, a column-oriented DBMS that aims to maximize performance on
data-intensive workloads. In Chapter 6 we then show how to add transactional
update support to such a read-optimized system.
Chapter 4
Vectorwise: a DBMS on
Modern Hardware
4.1 Introduction
Vectorwise started out as an experimental database engine, under the name
MonetDB/X100 [BZN05, ZBNH05], within the Dutch scientific institute CWI
(Centrum voor Wiskunde and Informatica). This research project was moti-
vated by an observation that traditional database management systems (DBMS)
perform poorly in terms of CPU utilization [ADHW99, PMAJ01, ADHS01].
The aim of MonetDB/X100 was therefore to build a novel database engine,
from scratch, capable of achieving excellent performance on data-intensive work-
loads by taking advantage of modern hardware. Building on the lessons learned
from its predecessor, the columnar main memory DBMSMonetDB/MIL [Bon02,
Man02, Mon], X100 aims not only to improve in terms of CPU and cache uti-
lization, by means of a vectorized execution model, but also to scale out of
memory by employing efficient compressed column storage. Furthermore, to
support efficient updates and transactions against compressed columnar data,
X100 makes use of positional differential update techniques that aim to
provide transactional update support with minimal negative impact on the per-
formance of read-only analytic queries.
Since its introduction in 2005, research around MonetDB/X100 has not only
resulted in a multitude of publications and the Ph.D. dissertation of Marcin
Żukowski [Żuk09], but also in commercial successes through a CWI spin-off
called Vectorwise, which was acquired by Ingres Corp. in 2011. Shortly after
this acquisition, Ingres was rebranded to Actian Corp, which initially sold the
descendant of MonetDB/X100 under the name Vectorwise, but changed the
naming to Actian Vector recently. In the remainder of this thesis, we stick with
the name Vectorwise, even when referring to the pre-acquisition MonetDB/X100
research prototype. Under the Actian umbrella, Vectorwise has consistently
been able to deliver top scores on the industry standard TPC-H benchmark
[Tra02].
This chapter is intended as an overview of the Vectorwise architecture and
the research around it, some of which is presented in more detail in following
chapters. We start with a motivation and introduce the vectorized execution
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DBMS “X” MySQL 4.1 MonetDB/MIL Vectorwise hand-coded
28.1s 26.6s 3.7s 0.60s 0.22s
Table 4.1: TPC-H Query 1 performance on several systems (scale-factor 1).
model in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 respectively. In Section 4.4 we then introduce
ColumnBM, Vectorwise’s columnar buffer manager, together with storage and
indexing techniques. Section 4.6 briefly touches upon the integration of Mon-
etDB/X100 into the Ingres SQL front-end and summarizes further research con-
ducted in the context of Vectorwise. In general, Vectorwise focuses on improving
performance of scan-heavy queries. In Section 4.5, however, we give a short in-
troduction to one of the core contributions of this thesis: positional update
handling in Vectorwise. We end this chapter with related work, from both
industry and research, in Section 4.7.
4.2 Motivation
Research has shown that the computational power of traditional database sys-
tems on data-intensive workloads is relatively poor [ADHW99, Ros02]. We
illustrate this observation with experimental results from earlier work around
Vectorwise [BZN05, ZBNH05]. Table 4.1 shows execution times of TPC-H query
1 on two traditional database systems, “X” and MySQL 4.1, compared against
MonetDB/MIL, Vectorwise and a hand-coded C implementation as a baseline.
TPC-H is a standardized benchmark for analytic database systems, which, due
to its artificial nature can be scaled to arbitrary sizes. The results from Table 4.1
are for scale-factor (SF) 1, which boils down to roughly 1GB of raw data. The
query itself can be found in Figure 4.1, where we see a simple scan-select style
plan with an aggregation on top. The plan contains no joins, is not hard to
optimize and is CPU-bound on all systems, so that it measures raw expression
evaluation performance. The selection selects almost all tuples, 5.9M out of
6M, and the final grouping for the eight aggregations results in only four dis-
tinct groups, which can be managed in a cache-resident hash table that does
not introduce any disk-spilling I/O.
The execution times in Table 4.1 clearly confirm that traditional DBMSs
perform poorly in terms of computational power. MonetDB/MIL does a much
better job, but is still roughly 6 times slower than Vectorwise, which gets close
to the ideal baseline of a hand-coded plan.
A more in-depth analysis of the traditional DBMSs shows that only about
10% of the execution time is spent on “useful” work, i.e. computations related
to evaluating the expressions present in the query plan. Most of the remaining
time can be attributed to overheads introduced by a tuple-at-a-time evaluation
of the Volcano [Gra94] iterator pipeline [BZN05]. First of all, much time is
spent in function calls that navigate a single NSM record to copy out relevant
attributes. Similarly, per-tuple hash table insertion adds another significant
function call overhead component. And finally, it is not only the function call
overheads themselves, but the fact that per-tuple calls hide data parallelism
from the compiler, which results in inefficient sequential code that can not be
loop-pipelined.
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SELECT
l_returnflag,
l_linestatus,
sum(l_quantity) as sum_qty,
sum(l_extendedprice) as sum_base_price,
sum(l_extendedprice*(1-l_discount)) as sum_disc_price,
sum(l_extendedprice*(1-l_discount)*(1+l_tax)) as sum_charge,
avg(l_quantity) as avg_qty,
avg(l_extendedprice) as avg_price,
avg(l_discount) as avg_disc,
count(*) as count_order
FROM lineitem
WHERE l_shipdate <= date ’1998-09-02’
GROUP BY l_returnflag, l_linestatus;
Figure 4.1: TPC-H Query 1.
All in all, these design decisions, often made long ago (i.e. 70s-80s) and
based on outdated assumptions about computer hardware, are causing tradi-
tional DBMS systems to perform poorly in utilizing the computational power
of modern CPUs. For example, it has been shown that most of these sys-
tems score badly in terms of completed CPU instructions per clock (IPC)
[ADHW99, PMAJ01], suffering heavily from data- and control-dependencies
[Ros02]. The negative effects of such dependencies are further inflated by poor
cache utilization, often failing to exploit locality in both instruction and data
access-patterns [ADHS01].
MonetDB/MIL, or simply MonetDB, which is still being developed at CWI
as open-source DBMS [Mon], uses a different approach to query execution.
Its MIL algebra [BK99] minimizes interpretation overhead by providing exe-
cution primitives that process data column-at-a-time rather than tuple-at-a-
time. MonetDB stores relations in a vertically decomposed way (DSM), where
columns of attribute values end up as linear arrays in memory. Algebra opera-
tors are then implemented by primitives that iterate over such an array, applying
a fixed operation to it. Such loops expose good instruction code locality, and
allow modern compilers to make use of SIMD instructions and loop-pipelining,
allowing high IPC scores to be achieved. However, full materialization of inter-
mediate results from each primitive effectively constrains this column-at-a-time
execution model to main memory scenarios, limiting its scalability. Even mate-
rialization into memory introduces a significant performance bottleneck, which
is illustrated by the factor six performance difference in Table 4.1 between Mon-
etDB/MIL and Vectorwise, which, as we will see in the following section, does
not suffer from a full materialization bottleneck.
4.3 Vectorized Execution
The main goal of Vectorwise is to obtain the low overhead, column-wise query
execution of MonetDB, but without the overheads associated with full mate-
rialization. To achieve this, it employs a vectorized execution engine, which
modifies the traditional Volcano iterator pipeline to pass around vectors of at-
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Figure 4.2: Vectorwise architecture overview and execution plan example.
tribute values rather than single tuples. These vectors should be large enough to
effectively amortize function call overheads, but small enough to be able to keep
intermediate results in-cache, so that only cache resident data is passed between
operators, effectively avoiding costs of materializing into memory. Besides, Vec-
torwise aims to design operator algorithms so that they restrict random memory
access patterns to regions that fit the CPU cache as much as possible. For ex-
ample, in the context of hashing, an important operation in operators like join
and aggregation, vectorized and cache-friendly techniques are investigated in
[ZHB06].
The vectorized architecture is illustrated in Figure 4.2, where on the left
we see vectors of DSM data being fed from (compressed) buffer manager pages
into the execution engine, which interprets a set of horizontally aligned column
vectors to represent a collection of tuples. On the right we see an example
vectorized execution plan for our TPC-H Query 1 from Figure 4.1. The scan,
select, project and aggregation are organized in a pipeline where each operator
consumes and produces column vectors. High level operator logic is shared for
all data types, predicates and arithmetic functions. The specifics are handled
by execution primitives, simple iterative computational kernels built from CPU
efficient code, like the following loop that multiplies two input vectors containing
floating point values, and stores the result in an output vector res:
int map_mul_flt_col_flt_col(int n, flt* res, flt* col1, flt* col2, int *sel)
{
for(int i=0; i<n; i++)
res[sel[i]] = col1[sel[i]] * col2[sel[i]];
return n;
}
Here, sel is a selection vector that contains the pivots of those input tu-
ples that match some (earlier evaluated) selection predicate, avoiding the need
for expensive vector compacting. For each tuple, this code requires three load
instructions, a multiplication, and a write, for a total of 5 instructions. Com-
bining this with a measured average time of 2.1 cycles per tuple, as found in
Table 4.2, we can conclude that this primitive achieves a decent IPC of 2.4.
As a comparison, MySQL consumes an average of 49 cycles per multiplication,
almost a factor hundred worse.
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input time avg. Vectorwise primitive
count (us) cycles
6M 13307 3.0 select_lt_usht_col_usht_val
5.9M 10039 2.3 map_sub_flt_val_flt_col
5.9M 9385 2.2 map_mul_flt_col_flt_col
5.9M 9248 2.1 map_mul_flt_col_flt_col
5.9M 10254 2.4 map_add_flt_val_flt_col
5.9M 13052 3.0 map_uidx_uchr_col
5.9M 14712 3.4 map_directgrp_uidx_col_uchr_col
5.9M 28058 6.5 aggr_sum_flt_col_uidx_col
5.9M 28598 6.6 aggr_sum_flt_col_uidx_col
5.9M 27243 6.3 aggr_sum_flt_col_uidx_col
5.9M 26603 6.1 aggr_sum_flt_col_uidx_col
5.9M 27404 6.3 aggr_sum_flt_col_uidx_col
5.9M 18738 4.3 aggr_count_uidx_col
Table 4.2: Vectorwise performance trace during TPC-H Query 1 (primitives).
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Figure 4.3: Vectorwise TPC-H Q1 performance as a function of vector size.
Figure 4.3 shows the impact of vector size on the performance of TPC-H
Query 1. In this experiment, the vector size is varied from 1, emulating tuple-
at-a-time execution, to six million (the size of the lineitem table), emulating a
column-at-a-time execution model. The results are in line with our timings from
Table 4.1. At vector size one, the performance of Vectorwise is comparable to
the traditional DBMSs, with interpretation overhead in the iterator pipeline be-
ing the main bottleneck. As the vector size is increased, performance improves
by two orders of magnitude, reaching a “sweet spot” between 1-4K. Further in-
creases in vector size hurt the performance, as vectors grow too large to fit the
cache, resulting in an increase in the number of cache misses. At a vector size of
six million, the performance approaches that of the column-at-a-time execution
of MonetDB/MIL, with each primitive materializing its full output. The 1.3 sec-
ond difference is due to the fact that Vectorwise uses selection vectors, thereby
avoiding full materialization within the select operator, while MonetDB/MIL
simply materializes the 99% selected tuples.
For simple sequential computations, column vectors in DSM provide optimal
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performance. However, for algorithms that require random lookups, like hash-
ing, it can pay off to convert rapidly back and forth between DSM and NSM
tuple layouts, as NSM is more friendly to random access patterns. In [ZNB08],
it is shown that converting from DSM to NSM right before the final aggregation
in query 1, its performance can be improved slightly, reducing execution time by
9%. In [HNZB07] we show further performance improvements by mapping the
vectorized query execution model to the heterogeneous multi-core architecture
of the Cell Broadband Engine [IBM07].
4.4 Storage Management
The vectorized execution engine of Vectorwise is capable of achieving excellent
performance in main memory scenarios. However, many analytic workloads an-
alyze data volumes that do not fit in main memory, often relying heavily on
full table scans or range scans, which are sequential in nature. Scaling Vector-
wise’s in-memory performance to disk based secondary storage is a significant
challenge, as queries can easily consume data at rates of gigabytes per second.
To be able to sustain such throughput rates using commodity RAID systems,
Vectorwise’s storage and buffer manager, ColumnBM, uses three techniques:
columnar storage (DSM), compression and intelligent buffer management.
4.4.1 DSM
To optimize for sequential scans, ColumnBM stores relations in columnar fash-
ion, one attribute per file, a storage format also known as decomposition storage
model (DSM) [CK85]. Such a layout saves disk bandwidth when queries scan
only a subset of table attributes. Furthermore, a sequential array organization
in RAM is efficient in terms of memory bandwidth and cache utilization, and
integrates nicely with vectorized execution, enabling compilers to produce CPU
efficient code.
Due to these benefits, since 2005, column-stores have gained enormous mo-
mentum, both in research and industry. This was the year in which both
MonetDB/X100 [BZN05] and Stonebreaker’s’ C-store [Sto05], an open-source
research column-store, were introduced. Earlier, the only relevant column-
stores were the open-source MonetDB [Mon], X100’s predecessor, and the com-
mercial Sybase-IQ [Syb]. Both X100 and C-store have since then been com-
mercialized, resulting in Vectorwise [Act] and Vertica [Ver] respectively, with
Stonebreaker still claiming column-stores to be the future for analytic DBMSs
[SMA+07, SR13].
4.4.2 Compression
To further improve I/O performance of individual queries, Vectorwise employs
ultra lightweight compression and into-cache decompression [ZHNB06] tech-
niques that aim at increasing the data output rate of scan operators by reading
compressed data from disk and decompressing it on-demand, in a vectorized
fashion, directly into the operator pipeline, as illustrated in Figure 4.2. The
main goal being a speedup in query execution, even on RAID systems, rather
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Figure 4.4: Performance of various compression algorithms on TPC-H ex-
tended_price column.
than maximization of the compression ratio, the traditional goal of data com-
pression. This focus on decompression speed sets compression in Vectorwise
apart from earlier research into database compression [GS91, RvH93].
However, a focus on speed does not imply that compression ratios can not be
competitive, as shown in Figure 4.4, where we see both compression ratio and
(de)compression speeds of Vectorwise being compared against traditional algo-
rithms (bzip2 [BW94], zlib [ZL77], and its speed optimized derivatives LZRW
[Wil91] and LZO [Mar]) on a single column from TPC-H. By compressing on a
per-column basis, Vectorwise can exploit domain and type specific knowledge of
each attribute to combine fast (de)compression with good compression ratios,
using algorithms that can be implemented as simple, CPU-efficient loops over
column-vectors. Figure 4.4 confirms that Vectorwise is able to deliver superior
(de)compression speeds in the order of gigabytes per second, without compro-
mising compression ratio. Such speeds allow Vectorwise to decompress data at
a faster rate than typical commodity RAID systems can deliver, allowing for
speedup of I/O-bound queries that is comparable to the compression ratio, as
illustrated in Figure 4.5.
Most database systems employ decompression right after reading data from
disk, storing buffer pages in uncompressed form. This requires data to cross the
boundary between memory and CPU-cache three times: for decompression in
the CPU, writing the uncompressed data back to memory, and finally when it
is read by a query. Since such approach would make Vectorwise decompression
routines memory-bound, ColumnBM stores disk pages in a compressed form
and decompresses them just before execution, on a per-vector granularity. Thus
(de)compression is performed on the boundary between CPU cache and main
memory, rather than between main memory and disk.
Compression in Vectorwise is discussed in detail in Chapter 5, with appli-
cations in the field of information retrieval in Appendix A, where we use it to
compress inverted files. Under certain conditions, decompression is not even
needed at all, as database operators can be extended to operate on compressed
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data directly. This is investigated in [Lus11].
4.4.3 Buffer Management
To avoid waste of precious disk bandwidth, ColumnBM employs buffer manager
(BM) policies that aim to maximize sharing of cached I/O pages among queries
that concurrently scan the same columns. Traditionally, database systems have
used buffer manager policies like LRU or MRU, trying to optimize for access
patterns that are prevalent in point-queries. In scenarios with mostly concurrent
scans, however, these policies perform poorly, as scans end up competing for disk
access. Besides increasing the latency of individual queries, which take turns in
accessing the I/O subsystem, such policies also decrease overall I/O throughput,
as competing scans break locality of access, which may lead to thrashing.
To remedy this situation, several database systems incorporated use of cir-
cular scans [Coo01], where incoming queries attach to an already ongoing scan,
limiting thrashing. By throttling fast scans to the speed of an overlapping but
slower scan, sharing opportunities, and thus overall throughput, can be further
improved [LBM+07]. Within the context of Vectorwise, two distinct approaches
to scan sharing have been investigated: cooperative scans, or CScans, and pre-
dictive buffer management (PBM). We briefly discuss both of them below.
Cooperative Scans
Cooperative scans [ZHNB07] rely on a global active buffer manager (ABM)
component, with which each scan has to register its page demands before it
starts execution. This gives ABM an overview of all scans that are running,
together with their I/O demands. Using this knowledge, ABM can adaptively
decide which pages to load and to which scans these pages should be passed,
trying to keep as many scans busy as possible. The major consequence of this is
that individual scans will typically receive pages in a seemingly arbitrary order
that does not correspond to the physical table layout. We label such out-of-order
scans CScan, to differentiate them from traditional scans.
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Figure 4.6: Traditional BM. Figure 4.7: Cooperative Scans.
Figure 4.7 contrasts ABM’s behavior with traditional buffer management,
Figure 4.6, where individual scans govern the order of page requests. The tra-
ditional buffer manager always returns the requested page, and also acts as a
cache, trying to keep relevant pages buffered using an eviction algorithm like
LRU or MRU. In ABM, on the other hand, after registering its I/O needs
through RegisterCScan(ranges), each CScan performs an unparameterized
getChunk() request, which returns a relatively large, sequential range of tuples
(i.e. “chunk”) that still needs to be processed by the requesting scan. To decide
which CScan to service, and which chunks to load, evict and return ABM makes
use of four relevance functions, which aim to optimize both the latency and
throughput of queries.
In short, QueryRelevance() is computed over all active CScans to decide
which one most urgently needs data. It tries to prioritize starved queries, which
have (almost) none of their remaining data available in the buffer pool. After a
CScan has been picked, LoadRelevance() is computed on its remaining chunks,
prioritizing chunks that many other CScans are interested in, thereby maximiz-
ing buffer reuse. In case a CScan has multiple chunks available in memory, ABM
computes useRelevance() on those to decide which one to return to the scan.
This process prioritized chunks with the fewest number of interested CScans,
thereby making them available for eviction as soon as possible. These are also
the chunks that score low on KeepRelevance(), and are therefore selected as
the chunk to evict in case we have to free up buffer space.
To shed some light on the benefits that active buffer management could
bring, Figure 4.8 shows TPC-H SF30 throughput numbers for a varying number
of concurrent streams, each of which runs all the 22 read-only queries from the
benchmark (no update streams). In the top figure, we see that for an increasing
number of streams, average stream time goes up, as streams are competing for
resources. However, timings for the CScan policy deteriorate less rapidly than
for a traditional LRU policy, especially in highly concurrent scenarios, where
the sharing potential is larger. The bottom figure shows the benefits in terms
of I/O volume reduction, which is the main cause of the improved execution
times.
Although CScans can provide a significant benefit, it has remained a research
project in Vectorwise. During efforts to integrate CScans into the industrial
Vectorwise system, a few practical complexities were found, most notably in the
areas of parallelism, transactional updates, and support for coexistence with
regular (i.e. sequential) scans, something that is desirable to support efficient
operators that rely on physically ordered data. While investigating solutions to
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Figure 4.9: Predictive Buffer Manager.
these problems, an alternative was found in predictive buffer management.
Predictive Buffer Management
Predictive buffer management (PBM) [ŚBZ12, Ś11], borrows from a well known
and proven optimal algorithm for cache replacement, OPT [Bel66]. In OPT,
when a page needs to be evicted, the system selects the page whose next use
will occur farthest in the future. Clearly, this algorithm has limited practical use,
as it relies on full knowledge about the order of future page requests, knowledge
that is generally not available on systems with ad-hoc workloads. However,
in an analytic DBMS, with long running scans, predictions about future page
requests can be made quite reliably. PBM exploits this observation to estimate
the time of next consumption for pages that are subject of a table scan, by
monitoring the speed at which each scan progresses through the physical data.
Like CScans, predictive buffer management (PBM) relies on knowledge about
currently running queries. In contrast, it does not rely on a global object where
all decisions regarding loading and evicting pages are made. Similar to tradi-
tional scan handling, PBM lets each scan initiate I/O requests and does not
change the order of those requests, as can be seen by comparing Figure 4.9 to
Figure 4.6. This allows PBM to be easily integrated into an existing DBMS,
without a need to change operator implementations or physical storage organi-
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zation. As we can see in the TPC-H results from Figure 4.8, PBM is able to
perform comparably to CScan in terms of average stream time, even though it
scans a larger volume of data compared to CScan and the ideal OPT [ŚBZ12].
Due to its considerably lower software complexity compared to CScans, the
slightly worse performance of PBM over the line was taken for granted, making
PBM the buffer manager of choice in Vectorwise.
4.4.4 Indexing
To avoid scanning irrelevant data, scans should target the physical regions on
disk that contain data relevant to a query. This calls for some form of indexing.
Traditional database indexing of tuples at disk page granularity does not work
well for a compressed column-store like Vectorwise. Vertical partitioning of
tuples into columns implies that a page on disk stores values from a single
attribute only. As long as the index is on a single attribute, page-level indexing
could still work. However, it becomes complicated as either the number of
indexed attributes or the number of attribute values retrieved by a query grows
beyond that single indexed attribute. The former scenario requires maintenance
of multiple page pointers (i.e. one per indexed attribute), while the latter calls
for an easy and efficient way to reconstruct any randomly picked tuple.
To avoid these complications, Vectorwise employs positional indexing, which
allows for fast positional tuple reconstruction. Value-based indexing, which can
be used to reduce scan volume by pushing down selections, is made available on
top of this by means of a MinMax index, which provides summary information
for logical horizontal partitions (i.e. position ranges) of a table. Furthermore,
Vectorwise allows propagation of positional ranges between two tables that par-
ticipate in a foreign-key constraint through a join index. These indexing strate-
gies are discussed in the following sections.
Position Index
At the lowest level, Vectorwise employs a page-level position index, as depicted
in Figure 4.10, where we see the storage layout of a three attribute table rep-
resenting bank accounts with their holders and balances. Each page holds data
from a single attribute, often in compressed form. Because of such compression,
and variable width data types in general, each densely packed page contains a
varying number of values. I.e. the first page with account numbers contains
eight values, while the first page of the name column only holds three. This
means that we cannot easily reconstruct an arbitrary tuple, which requires us
to fetch the i’th attribute value from each column to reconstruct the i’th tuple
of the table. To solve this, we maintain a position index for every storage col-
umn, which is a sorted, in-memory array containing the positional offset of the
first attribute value in each page, together with a (logical) pointer to the actual
page data. Using binary search on this position array, we can quickly pinpoint
the pages containing the relevant attribute values for each attribute of a tuple.
Both the densely packed compressed storage and the position index are struc-
tures that are costly to update. Therefore, we consider those storage structures
immutable, never updating them in-place, as discussed further in Chapter 7.
This immutable version of a database we call its stable image, and the fixed
position (i.e. offset) of each tuple stable ID (SID).
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Figure 4.10: Positional page-level indexing.
Other indices in Vectorwise use such SID positions, rather than page point-
ers, as a way to refer to horizontal ranges of vertically decomposed tuples. I.e.
each index returns one or more SIDs, which can then be mapped to the relevant
pages through the position index, resulting in a two-level indexing architecture
that allows us to reconstruct (partial) tuples relatively efficiently.
The position index is also used heavily during parallel query execution. Each
scan that gets parallelized results in several disjoint horizontal partitions, or
positional tuple ranges, which need to be mapped to physical pages using the
position index.
MinMax index
In an effort to reduce I/O during scan-select operations, Vectorwise correlates
positional indexing with actual attribute values in a min-max index. To achieve
this, the min-max index logically partitions a table into M buckets, each with
an equal number of consecutive tuples. A special overflow bucket at the tail
can hold an arbitrary remainder of tuples. The value of M is a constant, and
is determined at database creation time, so larger tables contain more tuples
per partition. For each partition (or bucket), the index maintains the starting
position (SID) and minimum and maximum values for all or select attributes.
Figure 4.11 shows an example partitioning (forM = 4) of our example accounts
table, together with starting positions and min-max values for each attribute
within the resulting buckets. In practice, the value for M is greater than four,
but still small, so that the entire min-max index easily fits in RAM. A typical
value of M = 1024 divides the table into buckets containing roughly 0.1% of
the data, with the index usually consuming less than a megabyte.
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Accounts
SID acctno name balance
00 019 Isabella 269.38
01 038 Jackson 914.11
02 072 Lucas 346.61
03 153 Sophia 266.55
04 156 Mason 850.90
05 282 Ethan 521.60
06 302 Emily 647.38
07 314 Lily 119.40
08 332 Chloe 526.08
09 389 Emma 497.19
10 533 Aiden 22.03
11 592 Ava 140.67
12 808 Mia 383.69
13 896 Jacob 899.41
Accounts.MinMax
bucket SID
acctno name balance
min max min max min max
0 00 019 153 Isabella Sophia 266.55 914.11
1 04 156 314 Emily Mason 119.40 850.90
2 08 332 592 Aiden Emma 22.03 526.08
3 12 808 896 Mia Jacob 383.69 899.41
Figure 4.11: Example MinMax index for accounts table.
To illustrate the usage of the min-max index, consider the following scan-
select query:
SELECT * FROM accounts WHERE name > ’Lara’ AND balance < 200
From the selection on name, we know that all buckets except bucket 2 contain
relevant data. This would allow us to restrict the scan to the union of tuples in
the ranges [0, 8) and [12, 14) (note that upper bounds are exclusive). We can,
however, further reduce the ranges by intersecting with the buckets matched by
the selection on balance, which matches both buckets 1 and 2. Bucket 1 is the
only bucket that satisfies both clauses, meaning that we can restrict our scan to
SIDs [4, 8). This final range can be mapped to the page-level position index, as
found in Figure 4.10, where we find that for the name attribute we need to scan
two out of four pages (the second and third one), and for balance only one out
of three pages (the second one). In this example, the min-max index allows us
to reduce scanned I/O volume by 57% compared to a full scan of both columns.
A min-max index is most effective on (nearly) sorted columns, as the range
of relevant tuples will be highly localized. An imperfect ordering may occur for
attributes that are correlated with the main sort attribute of a table, for example
a time stamp field that is correlated with an automatically incremented tuple
ID. In general it holds that the more uniform the distribution of attribute values,
the less useful min-max becomes.
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Figure 4.12: A (clustered) join index between parent table P and child table C.
Join index
To propagate scan ranges, as introduced by selection push-down or range parti-
tioning for parallelism, over joins, Vectorwise supports a simplified form of join
index. The original join index [Val87], as summarized in Section 3.3.3, corre-
lates matching tuples in a parent and child table by storing a pair of unique
integer tuple IDs, one for the parent and one for the child. Efficient lookups
and updatability are then provided by means of an index on those tuple IDs (or
surrogates), which are assumed to be physically stored and indexed in both the
index and the base relations.
Given the static nature of Vectorwise’s column storage and its positional
indexing, we adjust the join index to this design philosophy. We do this by
correlating tuple offsets (SIDs) rather than surrogates, as these do not need to
be stored in the base relations. This layout is illustrated in Figure 4.12, where
we see two tables, a parent, or referenced, table, P, and a child, or referencing,
table, C. Table P is stored sorted on sort-key attribute SK, and has a second
attribute, JK (“join key”) which is being referenced by the foreign key, C.FK,
in the child table. Both tables could contain more attributes, but this is a
minimal example. Note that the SID column of each table is solely there to
depict the enumerated tuple positions. These are not stored physically on disk.
The join index, which correlates matching tuples by means of SID, does get
stored though. The join index contains for given tuples in C, at position SID_C,
the position of the matching parent tuple, SID_P.
The example in Figure 4.12 shows a clustered join index, where the child table
is sorted according to the sort order of P, i.e. sorted on P.SK after performing
the foreign key join. In the general case, the SID_C offsets may be scattered
all over the child table, resulting in a more random access pattern. Vectorwise
only supports clustered join indices, as the cost of random tuple lookups rapidly
outweighs the cost of a sequential scan, especially in a column-store. Therefore,
the SID_C column always contains a densely increasing sequence (a natural
ordering) of the tuples in C, which can safely be removed, given its immutable
nature. Furthermore, the remaining SID_P column is a good candidate for
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Figure 4.13: Stacked layers of PDTs containing positional differential updates.
compression, a topic that we leave for Section 7.4, where we discuss how to
maintain this, rather static, join index representation under updates.
Finally, join indices may be used to connect more than two tables into so
called cluster trees, where tables are nodes and the join index relationships make
up the edges. In a cluster tree, any parent table can have multiple child tables
associated with it. Each child table, in turn, can be the parent of next level
of child tables in a recursive tree structure. Such cluster trees can be used to
replace expensive multi-way hash join based plans with their faster, merge-based
counterparts.
4.5 Transactional Updates
Columnar storage using densely packed, compressed disk pages is rather un-
friendly towards updates. To avoid direct manipulation of disk pages, Vector-
wise maintains differential updates [SL76] for each table in a memory resident
data structure called positional delta tree (PDT) [HZN+10]. These updates are
then merged into a scan on-the-fly to provide an up-to-date table image. To op-
timize this merging, PDTs organize updates by tuple position (i.e. offset) rather
than some key of attribute values. This allows updates to be applied using only
integer arithmetic and avoids scanning of key attributes solely for the purpose of
update merging. The net result is that Vectorwise provides support for updates
with a minimal impact on its excellent scan performance.
An overview of the PDT architecture is provided in Figure 4.13. Here we
see three layers of PDTs, read-, write- and trans-PDT. The read-PDT contains
differential updates with respect to an immutable table on disk. The write-PDT,
in turn, contains differential updates against the same table, but with updates
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from the read-PDT applied, akin to the log-structured merge tree (LSM-tree)
[OCGO96].
Each trans-PDT is private to a transaction, providing isolation, and con-
tains all transaction local changes with respect to the table image with read-
and write-PDT updates included. The MScan (“merge scan”) operator applies
updates from all PDT layers to produce a current view of the table. When
a transaction commits, its trans-PDT changes are propagated into a snapshot
copy of the global write-PDT, allowing ongoing scans to keep using the old
write-PDT. The write-PDT is kept small, i.e. cache sized, to (i) avoid cache
misses, and (ii) avoid expensive snapshot copies of the larger read-PDT. Up-
dates from this large read-PDT are periodically merged into a new version of
the immutable table on disk, allowing read-PDT memory to be freed.
Full details about the PDT data structure and its application to transaction
processing are provided in Chapter 6. In Chapter 7 we discuss index mainte-
nance, including maintenance of Vectorwise’s positional join indices, which pose
significant challenges.
4.6 Vectorwise
In august 2008 a commercial agreement was made between CWI and Ingres
Corp. (now Actian) to integrate Vectorwise technology with the Ingres database
server, the goal being to produce a viable commercial RDBMS that provides the
accepted components of enterprise class database management, together with
the extreme performance of the academic MonetDB/X100 engine [IZB11]. The
1.0 version of Vectorwise was released in June 2010. In 2011 official results were
published on the TPC-H benchmark [Tra02] for scale factors 100GB, 300GB
and 1000GB, claiming the top spot on the first two, using a single server ma-
chine. We briefly summarize the integrated system architecture and some of the
research efforts below.
4.6.1 SQL Front-end
Vectorwise reuses most of the SQL front-end from Ingres, as the Vectorwise
back-end (the original X100 server), lacks SQL support. The front-end and
back-end are organized in a client-server architecture, running in separate pro-
cesses, communicating through a client-server protocol with support for DDL,
DML and queries to be submitted, for session and transaction management,
and for result rows to be returned to the SQL client. An overview of the system
architecture can be found in Figure 4.14a. Details about the integration of X100
into Ingres can be found in [IZB11, ZvdWB12].
The query interface to the back-end consists of a textual representation of
low-level relational algebra, where plans are written as algebraic trees built from
operators like Scan, Select, Project, Aggr and CartProd. A simple example
translation can be found in Figure 4.14b. Submitted plans are expected to
be “hand optimized”, as no major plan optimization is performed within the
back-end itself. Therefore, Vectorwise plans specify physical operator imple-
mentations. For example, an OrdAggr ordered aggregation can be chosen over
the default hash based Aggr in case the inputs are known to be sorted. Simi-
larly, joins can select between HashJoin and MergeJoin, or one of their more
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SQL:
SELECT a, sum(b) AS c FROM T
WHERE a > 10
GROUP BY a;
Project(
Aggr(
Select(
MScan(’T’, [’a’, ’b’]),
[a > 10]
),
[T.a], [c = sum(T.b)]
), [a, c]
)
(b) Query interface.
Figure 4.14: Vectorwise client-server architecture and query interfaces.
specific variants (like outer joins).
The Vectorwise back-end has no support for traditional nested loop joins
nor for sub-queries. It does, however, support re-use of operator outputs, i.e.
results from an operator may, under certain conditions, be fed into a higher
level operator within the same query plan to avoid needless re-computation of
common expressions. This allows Vectorwise plans to be proper graph shaped
rather than strictly tree shaped.
The client reuses large parts of the regular Ingres SQL client, like the parser
and a modified optimizer [IZB11, ZvdWB12]. The Ingres optimizer is cost based
and relies on table statistics, like histograms, to be present. Such statistics
are extracted from Vectorwise tables and maintained in a client-side metadata
schema used by the optimizer. The optimizer uses those to perform traditional
rewrites, like join reordering and selection push-down.
The front-end also incorporates several Vectorwise specific enhancements.
First of all, SQL subqueries are flattened by the Ingres rewriter [IZB11], as
the back-end does not support them. Second, the optimizer is now aware of
foreign key constraints, and, more specifically, of join index presence, which
allows highly efficient MergeJoins, based on tuple position, to be used. Third,
the Ingres optimizer is extended with a concept of clustering, which is weaker
than ordering, but still allows for operators like OrdAggr to be used. And finally,
making the optimizer fully column-store aware is perhaps the biggest challenge
within the optimizer, and is still a work in progress.
Another component with many Vectorwise specific changes is the query com-
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piler, which was changed into a Vectorwise cross compiler, responsible for pro-
ducing Vectorwise algebra plans rather than physical Ingres query execution
plans. The cross compiler takes an optimized Ingres plan as input, and outputs
textual Vectorwise algebra that can be readily submitted to the back-end.
The back-end converts the query plan into an execution tree as depicted in
Figure 4.15a, which is executed by the vectorized query engine, returning its
results to the SQL client. The back-end does not perform cost based plan opti-
mization. There are, however, some rewrites and other optimizations performed
by a rule-based query rewriter. For example, the rewriter uses information from
the min-max indices to annotate scans with offset ranges. Also, scans involv-
ing nullable columns are extended to scan along a special Boolean null column,
which indicates whether the value in the corresponding value column is valid or
should be null. Proper handling and propagation of such null columns is also
handled by the rewriter, in such a way that null checks in core computational
loops (vectorized primitives) are avoided. Finally, the rewriter is responsible for
mapping logical types to physical types, and for two optimizations: dead code
elimination (DCE) and parallelization of query plans.
Project{a,c}
Aggr{a},{c=sum(b)}
Selecta>10
Scan{a,b},{[0,1000)}
(a) Sequential plan.
Project{a,d}
Aggr{a},{d=sum(c)}
XChg2→1
Aggr{a},{c=sum(b)}
Selecta>10
Scan{a,b},{[500,1000)}
Aggr{a},{c=sum(b)}
Selecta>10
Scan{a,b},{[0,500)}
(b) Parallel plan.
Figure 4.15: Example transformation of a sequential plan (a) into a parallel
plan (b).
4.6.2 Parallelism
Vectorwise supports traditional intra-query parallelism using Exchange (XChg)
operators [Gra90, Ani10] that fit nicely into a Volcano iterator pipeline. Paral-
lelism is (optionally) introduced in the Vectorwise back-end by transforming a
query plan in such a way that it contains multiple copies of certain subtrees and
connecting those using a special XChg operator. The subtrees are then executed
in parallel by multiple threads. An example of such a transformation can be
found in Figure 4.15.
The subtree with Aggr as a root is duplicated and connected using an XChg
operator that merges the two result streams into one. Given that aggregation
is a global operation, a second Aggr is introduced that combines the aggregated
results from both subtrees into an overall result. The main benefit stems from
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the fact that each parallel Scan now only reads (and outputs) half the tuple
range scanned by the sole Scan in the sequential plan. These partitioned halves
can then be processed independently and in parallel within the two subtrees.
In general, each Scan operation is range partitioned into P independent and
equally sized tuple ranges, with P being the number of parallel threads.
4.6.3 Research Topics
To investigate further improvements to the vectorized execution model, several
research projects have been done within the context of Vectorwise.
Just-in-time compilation
In [SZB11, Som11], just-in-time (JIT) compilation of (parts of) queries into ma-
chine code is investigated, both for a traditional tuple-at-a-time engine and the
vectorized Vectorwise engine. The underlying idea is that compilation removes
interpretation overhead and can result in very concise and CPU friendly code. In
regular vectorized execution, expressions are built from several primitives, each
of which materialize their output in result vectors. Although such input and
output vectors are kept in CPU caches as much as possible, compilation could
avoid materialization entirely by keeping intermediate results in CPU registers.
In practice, however, evidence in support of query compilation turns out to
be marginal. For arithmetic expressions in a Project operation, a compiled
loop can provide some speedup (less than a factor 2 in [SZB11]). For more
complex operators like Select and HashJoin, results of compilation are less
satisfactory. The authors attribute this to (i)missed SIMD opportunities, (ii) no
way to avoid branches in condition evaluation loops (while regular vectorization
can use selection vectors) and (iii) parallel memory access for the tight loops
of independent loads in the vectorized model. Therefore, compilation should
not be applied bluntly, only in combination with run-time adaptive techniques.
For tuple-at-a-time engines, improvements gained by switching to a vectorized
engine (factor 50) far outweigh the benefits of incorporating JIT compilation
(factor 3).
Micro Adaptivity
Like JIT compilation, micro adaptivity [RBZ13, R1˘2] tries to improve the per-
formance of vectorized primitives, as this is where the largest part of query
execution time is spent (typically more than 90%). Primitive efficiency depends
not only on the implemented algorithm and the way it got compiled, but also
on environmental factors, like the hardware platform, data distributions, query
parameters and any concurrently running workloads. The great complexity
of modern hardware platforms and compiler techniques, combined with the dy-
namic influences of the environment make it impossible to select a single optimal
implementation for a given set of primitives.
Micro adaptivity aims to address above problem, by allowing multiple im-
plementations, or “flavors”, of the same primitive to coexist in the query engine.
During execution, on every invocation of a primitive, micro adaptivity aims to
select the optimal implementation, based on historical and current performance
of available flavors, thereby providing adaptation to different hardware platforms
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and run-time changes in environment. Besides improving performance robust-
ness, micro adaptivity also saves development time spent in tuning heuristics
and cost modeling thresholds for traditional query optimization. Besides ex-
posing the potentially large performance differences between distinct primitive
implementations, the authors of [RBZ13] propose a greedy learning algorithm
that is able to beat a setup that makes use of static, hand-tuned heuristics by
9% on average on the TPC-H benchmark.
Recycling results
Data analysis and decision support applications typically generate complex
queries that access large volumes of data, are heavy on aggregations, and have
relatively small result sizes. Often, these queries are small variations of a
few query patterns, especially if they are generated by a reporting or OLAP
tool. Such similarity between queries suggests intermediate or final results
could be shared, avoiding needless recomputation to improve execution times.
Sharing of (intermediate) results in the context of Vectorwise is explored in
[NBV13, Nag10], where it is called recycling.
Recycling in pipelined query evaluation, where intermediate results are never
materialized by default, calls for explicit materialization decisions to be made
about which results to cache and for how long, as saving results to memory
slows down execution and occupies system memory. Therefore, such a system
must perform a run-time cost-benefit analysis for each potential intermediate
result before it is actually created and, hence, before its exact cost and size are
known.
In [NBV13] a recycler architecture is presented that automatically identifies
and exploits reoccurring query patterns by selectively materializing intermediate
results, and reuses these to accelerate subsequent queries. It adapts to changes in
the workload without need for DBA intervention. A benefit metric is proposed
that helps in deciding which results to materialize. The metric is computed
using a recycler graph, a unification of query trees from previous invocations,
annotated with statistics, against which incoming plans can be matched. This
graph acts as an index into a recycler cache which contains cached intermediate
results. The matching algorithm identifies both opportunities for reuse, and
for new intermediates to be added to the cache. It is shown that substantial
benefits can be obtained on the TPC-H benchmark.
4.7 Related Work
The idea of columnar storage was already proposed back in 1985 by Copeland
and Khoshafian as the decomposition storage model [CK85]. Since then, many
prototype and commercial column-store systems have been developed. The first
widely known commercial column store, launched in 1996, is Sybase IQ [Syb],
which was acquired by SAP in 2010.
MonetDB [BMK99, Bon02], under development since the early nineties at
the Dutch research institute CWI, was one of the early pioneers, and is still
available under an open source license [Mon]. Vectorwise has its roots in Mon-
etDB, but differs in several crucial areas, most notably: it uses vector-at-a-time
rather than column-at-a-time execution model and it was designed to scale out
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of memory by integrating buffer management and ultra-lightweight compression.
Interest in column stores was rekindled in 2005 by a paper from Stone-
breaker, introducing the C-store DBMS [Sto05]. In this same year, the first
paper describing a prototype for Vectorwise was published [BZN05]. C-store
later evolved into its commercial counterpart, Vertica [Ver, LFV+12], which got
acquired by Hewlett Packard. Vectorwise was commercialized by Ingres, which
was recently rebranded to Actian, soon after which the product was renamed
to Vector [Act].
In this period, a multitude of novel column store systems has been intro-
duced, including players like Exasol [Exa], Infobright [SE09], SAND [SAN],
SAP Hana [FML+12] and Paraccel [Par], which is now part of Actian as well.
Besides Actian Vector, several other commercial systems support both row-wise
and column-wise storage, including Greenplum [Gre], Teradata [Ter], Microsoft
SQL server [Mic, LCH+11, LCF+13], and IBM BLU [RAB+13], which is similar
to Vector in many respects. Trade-offs between row- and column-wise storage
(NSM vs. DSM) have been analyzed in [HLAM06, AMH08]. PAX [ADHS01]
stores full rows in each disk block, but changes the data layout within a block
to achieve cache behavior as good as DSM.
Block-oriented query processing was introduced in a traditional NSM context
in [PMAJ01], with a reduction in the number of function calls as the main goal.
Later work showed that it can also be put to use to improve instruction cache
hit-ratio [ZR03a, ZR04], or to enable performance enhancing techniques that
require multiple tuples to work on, like exploiting SIMD [ZR02] or memory
prefetching [CAGM04]. IBM BLU [RAB+13] and SAP Hana [FML+12] are
commercial systems known to use vectorized processing.
Buffer management strategies for various disk access patterns were identified
in [CD85]. This work and the following [CR93] considered scans trivial, and
proposed either LRU or MRU policies to be used. Policies that aimed to improve
disk usage under concurrent scan workloads started to be introduced in Teradata
[Ter], RedBrick [Fer94] and Microsoft SQL server [Coo01]. These systems either
used an elevator algorithm or allowed incoming scans to attach to an already
running one. Circular scans, where a single thread repeatedly scans an entire
table to simultaneously feed all currently interested queries have been used in
Crescendo’s “clock scan” [UGA+09] and in QPipe [HSA05]. Non-circular multi-
scans are proposed in [LBM+07], where scans can be arranged into groups that
are throttled based on scan speed.
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Chapter 5
Column Compression
5.1 Introduction
The previous chapter demonstrated the computational power of a vectorized
execution engine on memory-resident datasets. For data-hungry queries, this
performance easily translates into data consumption rates of one or more giga-
bytes per second. In terms of main-memory bandwidth this is not a problem.
However, in Chapter 2 we learned that read bandwidth from secondary storage
is significantly worse (factor 30-80). Only by using high-end SSDs, or by com-
bining multiple slower drives into a RAID setup, can we get in the gigabyte per
second range.
To alleviate this I/O bottleneck, we propose novel lightweight data compres-
sion techniques that allow us to increase effective disk bandwidth by reading
compressed data from disk, and decompressing it at marginal CPU cost right
before accessing it. The idea being that by trading CPU power – which goes to
waste in an I/O bound scenario anyway – for effective I/O bandwidth, we can
improve overall query performance.
5.1.1 Contributions
Our work differs from previous use of compression in databases and information
retrieval in the following aspects:
Super-scalar Algorithms
We contribute three new compression schemes (PDICT, PFOR and PFOR-
DELTA), that are specifically designed for the super-scalar capabilities of mod-
ern CPUs. In particular, these algorithms lack any if-then-else constructs in
the performance-critical parts of their compression and decompression routines.
Also, the absence of dependencies between values being (de)compressed makes
them fully loop-pipelinable by modern compilers and allows for out-of-order ex-
ecution on modern CPUs that achieve high Instructions Per Cycle (IPC) ef-
ficiency. On current hardware, PFOR, PFOR-DELTA and PDICT compress
more than a GB/s, and decompress a multitude of that, which makes them
more than 10 times faster than previous speed-tuned compression algorithms.
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Figure 5.1: I/O-RAM vs RAM-CPU compression.
This allows them to improve I/O bandwidth even on RAID systems that read
and write data at rates of hundreds of MB/s.
Improved Compression Ratios
PDICT and PFOR are generalizations of respectively dictionary and Frame-Of-
Reference (FOR) or prefix-suppression (PS) compression, that were proposed
previously [Ter, GRS98, WKHM00]. In contrast to these schemes, our new
compression methods can gracefully handle data distributions with outliers,
allowing for a better compression ratio on such data. We believe this makes
our algorithms also applicable to information retrieval. In particular, we show
that PFOR-DELTA compression ratios on the TREC dataset approach that of
a high-speed compression method tuned for inverted files [AM05b] (“carryover-
12”), while retaining a 7-fold compression and decompression speed advantage.
RAM-CPU Cache Compression
We make a case for compression/decompression to be used on the boundary
between the CPU cache and RAM storage levels. This implies that we also
propose to cache pages in the buffer manager (i.e. in RAM) in compressed
form. Tuple values are decompressed at a small granularity (such that they fit
the CPU cache) just-in-time, when the query processor needs them.
Previous systems [Syb] use compression between the RAM and I/O storage
levels, such that the buffer manager caches decompressed disk pages. Not only
does this mean that the buffer manager can cache less data (causing more I/O),
but it also leads the CPU to move data three times in and out of the CPU cache
during query processing. This is illustrated by the left side of Figure 5.1: first
the buffer manager needs to bring each recently read disk block from RAM to
the CPU for decompression, then it moves it back in uncompressed form to a
buffer page in RAM, only to move the data a third time back into the CPU
cache, when it is actually needed by the query. As buffer manager pages are
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compressed, a crucial feature of all our new compression schemes is fine-grained
decompression, which avoids full page decompression when only a single value
is accessed.
We implemented PDICT, PFOR and PFOR-DELTA in the ColumnBM stor-
age manager of Vectorwise. Our experiments show that on the 100GB TPC-H
benchmark, our compression methods can improve performance with the com-
pression ratio in I/O constrained systems, and eliminate I/O as the dominant
cost factor in most cases. We tested our compression methods both using DSM
column-wise table storage [CK85] as well as a PAX layout, where data within a
single disk page is stored in a vertically decomposed fashion [ADHS01]. While
the TPC-H scenario favors the column-wise approach, PAX storage also strongly
benefits from our compression, extending its use to scenarios where the query
mix contains more OLTP-like queries.
5.1.2 Outline
In Section 5.2 we relate our algorithms to previous work on database compres-
sion. Section 5.3 then introduces our new PFOR, PFOR-DELTA and PDICT
compression algorithms. We use CPU performance counters on three different
hardware architectures to show in detail how and why these algorithms achieve
multi GB/s (de)compression speeds. We evaluate the effectiveness of our tech-
niques using Vectorwise on TPC-H in Section 5.4, as well as on information
retrieval datasets from TREC and INEX in Section 5.5. We conclude and
outline future work in Section 5.6.
5.2 Related Work
Previous work on compression in database systems coincides with our goal to
save I/O, which requires lightweight methods (compared with compression that
minimizes storage size), such that decompression bandwidth clearly outruns I/O
bandwidth, and CPU-bound queries do not suffer too great a setback by addi-
tional decompression cost. In the following, we describe a number of previously
proposed database compression schemes [WKHM00, GS91, GRS98]:
Prefix Suppression (PS) compresses by eliminating common prefixes in data
values. This is often done in the special case of zero prefixes for numeric data
types. Thus, PS can be used for numeric data if actual values tend to be
significantly smaller than the largest value of the type domain (e.g. prices that
are stored in large decimals).
Frame Of Reference (FOR), keeps for each disk block the minimum minC
value for the numeric column C, and then stores all column values c[i] as c[i]−
minC in an integer of only ⌈log2(maxC −minC + 1)⌉ bits. FOR is efficient for
storing clustered data (e.g. dates in a data warehouse) as well as for compressing
node pointers in B-tree indices. FOR resembles PS if minC = 0, though the
difference is that PS is a variable-bitwidth encoding, while FOR encodes all
values in a page with the same amount of bits.
Dictionary Compression, also called “enumerated storage” [Bon02], exploits
value distributions that only use a subset of the full domain, and replaces each
occurring value by an integer code chosen from a dense range. For example, if
gender information is stored in a VARCHAR and only takes two values, the column
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can be stored with 1-bit integers (0="MALE", 1="FEMALE"). A disadvantage of this
method is that new value inserts may enlarge the subset of used values to the
point that an extra bit is required for the integer codes, triggering recompression
of all previously stored values.
Several commercial database systems use compression; especially prefix com-
pression of node pointers in B-trees is quite prevalent (e.g. in DB2). Teradata’s
Multi-Valued Compression [Ter] uses dictionary compression for entire columns,
where the DBA has the task of providing the dictionary. Values not in the dic-
tionary are encoded with a reserved exception value, and are stored elsewhere
in the tuple. Oracle also uses dictionary compression, but on the granularity of
the disk block [PP03]. By using a separate dictionary for each disk block, the
overflow-on-insert problem is easy to handle (at the price of additional storage
size).
The use of compressed column-wise relations in our Vectorwise system strongly
resembles the Sybase IQ product [Syb]. Sybase IQ stores each column in a
separate set of pages, and each of these pages may be compressed using a
variety of schemes, including dictionary compression, prefix suppression and
LZRW1 [Wil91]. LZRW1 is a fast version of common LZW [Wel84] Lempel-Ziv
compression, that uses a hash table without collision list to make value lookup
during compression and decompression simpler (typically achieving a reduced
compression ratio when compared to LZW). While faster than the common
Lempel-Ziv compression utilities (e.g. gzip), we show in Section 5.3 that LZRW1
is still an order of magnitude slower than our new compression schemes. An-
other major difference with our approach is that the buffer manager of Sybase
IQ caches decompressed pages. This is unavoidable for compression algorithms
like LZRW1, that do not allow for fine-grained decompression of values. Page-
wise decompression fully hides compression on disk from the query execution
engine, at the expense of additional traffic between RAM and CPU cache (as
depicted in Figure 5.1).
An interesting research direction is to adaptively determine the data com-
pression strategy during query optimization [CGK01, GS91, WKHM00]. An
example execution strategy that optimizes query processing by exploiting com-
pression may arise in queries that select on a dictionary-compressed column.
Here, decompression may be skipped if the query performs the selection directly
on the integer code (e.g. on gender=1 instead of gender="FEMALE"), which both
needs less I/O and uses a less CPU-intensive predicate. Another opportunity for
optimization arises when (arithmetic) operations are executed on a dictionary
compressed column. In that case, it is sometimes possible to execute the opera-
tion only on the dictionary, and leave the column values unchanged [Syb] (called
“enumeration views” in [Bon02]). Optimization strategies for compressed data
are described in [CGK01], where the authors assume page-level decompression,
but discuss the possibility to keep the compressed representation of the column
values in a page in case a query just copies an input column unchanged into a
result table (unnecessary decompression and subsequent compression can then
be avoided).
Finally, compression to reduce I/O has received significant attention in
the information retrieval community, in particular for compressing inverted
lists [WMB99]. Inverted lists contain all positions where a term occurs in a
document (collection), always yielding a monotonically increasing integer se-
quence. It is therefore effective to compress the gaps rather than the term posi-
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of various compression algorithms on a subset of TPC-H
columns.
tions (Delta Compression). Such compression is the prime reason why inverted
lists are now commonly considered superior to signature files as an IR access
structure [WMB99]. Early inverted list compression work focused on exploiting
the specific characteristics of gap distributions to achieve optimal compression
ratio (e.g. using Huffman or Golomb coding tuned to the frequency of each
particular term with a local Bernoulli model [Huf52]). More recently, attention
has been paid to schemes that trade compression ratio for higher decompression
speed [Tro03]. In Section 5.5, we show that our PFOR-DELTA compression
scheme compares quite favorably with a speed-optimized compression scheme
from the IR community, the word-aligned “carryover-12” [AM05b].
5.3 Super-scalar Compression
In this section we describe how insight in extracting high IPC (Instructions Per
Cycle) efficiency from super-scalar CPUs led us to the design of PFOR, PFOR-
DELTA and PDICT. Figure 5.2 shows that state-of-the-art “fast” algorithms
such as LZRW1 or LZOP usually obtain 200-500MB/s decompression through-
put on our evaluation platform (a 2.0GHz Opteron processor). However, we aim
for 2-6GB/s.
Let us first motivate the need for such speed with the following simple model
(all bandwidths in GB/s):
B = I/O bandwidth
r = compression ratio
Q = query bandwidth
C = decompression bandwidth
R = result tuple bandwidth
Our goal with compression is to make queries that are I/O bound (i.e. Q >
B) faster:
R =
{
Br : BrC +
Br
Q ≤ 1 (I/O bound)
QC
Q+C :
Br
C +
Br
Q ≥ 1 (CPU bound)
(5.1)
Many datasets in e.g. data warehouses and information retrieval systems
can be compressed considerably [GS91, GRS98]. Section 5.4 shows that even
the synthetic TPC-H dataset, with its uniform distributions, allows for a good
compression ratio. With these ratios, we often have B < Q < Br, such that
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the query becomes CPU bound using compression. Also, modern RAID systems
deliver B > 0.3GB/s, so with r = 4 one needs C = 1.2GB/s just to keep up with
that. As we desire to spend only a minority of CPU time on decompression, we
need C = 2.4GB/s to keep overhead to 50% of CPU time, and C = 6GB/s to get
it down to 20%. These rules of thumb motivate our design goal of C = 2−6GB/s.
We must point out that achieving such high decompression bandwidth is
hard. If we assume the decoded values to be 64-bit integers, e.g. C = 3GB/s
means that 400M integers must be decoded per second, such that we can spend
at most five cycles per tuple on our 2.0GHz machine! This motivates our interest
in getting high IPC out of modern CPUs.
5.3.1 PFOR, PFOR-DELTA and PDICT
All our compression methods classify input values as either coded or exception
values. Coded values are represented as small integers of arbitrary bit-width b,
with 1 ≤ b ≤ 24. The bit-width used for code values is kept constant within a
disk block. Exception values are stored in uncompressed form, thus they should
be infrequent in order to achieve a good compression ratio.
Our compression schemes are defined as follows:
PFOR Patched Frame-of-Reference: the small integers are positive offsets from
a base value. One (possibly negative) base value is used per disk block.
Unlike standard FOR, the base value is not necessarily the minimum value
in the block, as values below the base can be stored as exceptions.
PFOR-DELTA PFOR on deltas: it encodes the differences between subse-
quent values in the column. Decompression consists of PFOR-decompression,
and then computing the running sum on the result.
PDICT Patched Dictionary Compression. Integer codes refer to a position
in an array of values (the dictionary). Not all values need to be in the
dictionary; there can be exceptions. A disk block can contain a new
dictionary but can also re-use the dictionary of a previous block.
The microbenchmarks presented throughout this section all compress 64-bit
data items into 8 bits codes, but we implemented and tested our algorithms
for all (applicable) datatypes and bit-widths b. In general, we found that,
(de)compression bandwidth varies proportionally with the compression ratio.
Datasets encountered in practice are often skewed, both in terms of value dis-
tribution and frequency distribution. However, the existing FOR and dictionary
compression cannot cope well with this. FOR compression needs ⌈log2(max −
min+ 1)⌉ bits, and is thus vulnerable to outliers if the data (i.e. value) distri-
bution is skewed. In contrast, our new PFOR stores outliers as exceptions, such
that the [maxcoded,mincoded] range is strongly reduced. Similarly, dictionary
compression always needs ⌈log2(|D|)⌉ bits, even if the frequency distribution of
the domain D is highly skewed. In PDICT, however, infrequent values become
exceptions, such that the size |Dcoded| of the frequent domain is strongly reduced
on skewed frequency distributions.
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Figure 5.3: Compressed Segment Layout (encoding the digits of π:
31415926535897932 using 3-bit PFOR compression, where digits greater than
7 – in bold – are encoded as exceptions).
5.3.2 Disk Storage
The minimum physical granularity for data storage on disk in ColumnBM is the
chunk, which is a multiple of the filesystem page size, chosen such that sequential
throughput on single-chunk requests approaches the disk bandwidth (depending
on the hardware, values tend to range between 1MB and 8MB). Chunks contain
one or more segments. In case of column-wise storage, a segment is identical to a
chunk. In case of PAX [ADHS01], a chunk contains a segment for each column,
and all segments in the chunk contain the same number of values, which implies
that these segments may have different byte-sizes (that sum to a number close
to the chunk size).
Uncompressed fixed-width data types are stored in a segment as a simple
array of values.1 Figure 5.3 shows the structure of a compressed segment that
divides the segment in four sections:
• a fixed-size header, that contains compression-method specific info as well
as the sizes and positions of the other sections.
• the entry point section that allows for fine-grained tuple access. For every
128 values, it contains an offset to the next exception in the code section,
and a corresponding offset in the exception section.
• the code section is a forward-growing array with one small integer code for
each encoded value. This section takes the majority of the space in the
block.
• the exception section, growing backwards, stores non-compressed values
that could not be encoded into a small integer code.
5.3.3 Decompression
A pre-processing step in decompression is bit-unpacking: the transformation of
b bits-wide code patterns in the disk block into an array of machine-addressable
1Variable-width data types such as strings are stored in two segments: one byte-array that
contains all values concatenated and a segment with integer offsets to their start positions.
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Figure 5.4: Decompression bandwidth (thick lines) and branch miss rate (thin
lines) as a function of the exception rate.
integers (resp. bit-packing is post-processing for compression). It is done with
highly optimized routines that are loop-unrolled to handle 32 values each iter-
ation. We found this (un)packing to take up only a moderate fraction of our
(de)compression cost, so we omit these details in our code.
The naive way to implement any decompression scheme that distinguishes
between coded and exception values, is to use a special code (MAXCODE) for ex-
ceptions, and continuously test for it while decompressing:
/* NAIVE approach to decompression */
for(i=j=0; i<n; i++) {
if (code[i] < MAXCODE) {
output[i] = DECODE(code[i]);
} else {
output[i] = exception[--j]);
}
}
The above decompression kernel is applicable to both PFOR and PDICT,
though the way they encode/decode values differs. In our pseudo code, we
abstract from these differences using the following macros: (i) int ENCODE(ANY),
that transforms an input value into a small integer, and (ii) ANY DECODE(int),
that produces the encoded input value given a small integer code.
The problem with the NAIVE approach is that it violates our guideline
to avoid if-then-else in the inner loop. This hinders loop pipelining by the
compiler, and also causes branch mispredictions when the else-branch is taken
(assuming exceptions are the less likely event). The lower-left part of Figure 5.4
demonstrates most clearly on Pentium4 how NAIVE decompression throughput
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rapidly deteriorates as the exception rate gets nearer to 50%. This is caused by
branch mispredictions2 on the if-then-else test for an exception, that becomes
impossible to predict. In the graph on top, we see that the IPC (Instructions Per
Cycle) takes a nosedive to 0.5 at that point, showing that branch mispredictions
are severely penalized by the 31 stage pipeline of Pentium4.
To avoid this problem, we propose the following alternative “patch” ap-
proach:
int Decompress<ANY>( int n, int b,
ANY *__restrict__ output,
void *__restrict__ input,
ANY *__restrict__ exception,
int *next_exception )
{
int next, code[n], cur = *next_exception;
UNPACK[b](code, input, n); /* bit-unpack the values */
/* LOOP1: decode regardless */
for(int i=0; i<n; i++) {
output[i] = DECODE(code[i]);
}
/* LOOP2: patch it up */
for(int i=1; cur < n; i++, cur = next) {
next = cur + code[cur] + 1;
output[cur] = exception[-i];
}
*next_exception = cur - n;
return i;
}
Different from the NAIVE method, decompression is now split in two tight
loops without any if-then-else statements, that all can be loop-pipelined by a
compiler.
Figure 5.3, depicting the integer sequence of π stored using 3-bit PFOR with
mincoded = 0, shows that all exception values (i.e. digits ≥ 8) use their code
value to store an offset to the next exception, forming a linked list.
The first loop simply decodes all values, which will generate wrong values for
the exceptions. The second loop then patches up the incorrect values by walking
the linked exception list and copying the exception values into the output array.
The idea of patching rather than escaping exception values is central to our new
algorithms, hence the “P” in their name derives from it.
Following the linked list during patching violates our guideline that one
iteration should be independent of the previous one. Iterating the list poses a
data hazard to the CPU, however, and not a control hazard, such that it is not
very expensive. Moreover, the second loop processes only a small percentage of
values, and the data it updates is in the CPU cache. That makes its overhead
easily amortized by the performance improvement of the first loop.
The results in Figure 5.4 show that the performance of our patching algo-
rithms decreases monotonically with increasing exception rates. Contrary to
the NAIVE approach, decompression bandwidth degrades roughly proportion-
ally with the compression ratio, or the size of the compressed data, as one
2We collected IPC, cache misses, and branch misprediction statistics using CPU event
counters on all test platforms.
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would expect. The relatively flat IPC lines suggest that the overhead of the
data dependency in LOOP2 is negligible with respect to the increase in memory
traffic.
This does not hold for the NAIVE kernel, for which on Pentium4 and
Opteron we observe a clear increase in decompression bandwidth towards an
exception rate of one. This suggests that its performance is not determined by
the size of the compressed data, but by branch mispredictions in the CPU, as
both decompression bandwidth and IPC follow the inverse of the bell-shaped
branch misprediction curve.
On Itanium2, the branch mispredictions are avoided thanks to branch pred-
ication explained in Section 2.4.8. As a result, the performance of the NAIVE
kernel closely tracks that of PFOR and PDICT, as presented in the rightmost
graph in Figure 5.4. Overall, the patching schemes are clearly to be preferred
over the NAIVE approach, as they are faster on all tested architectures.
5.3.4 Compression
Previous database compression work mainly focuses on decompression perfor-
mance, and views compression as a one-time investment that is amortized by
repeated use of the compressed data. This is caused by the low throughput
of compression, often an order of magnitude slower than decompression (see
Figure 5.2), such that compression bandwidth is clearly lower than I/O write
bandwidth. In contrast, our super-scalar compression can be used to accelerate
I/O bound data materialization tasks. In OLAP and data mining environ-
ments, such materialization happens quite frequently for sorting, ad-hoc joins
that require partitioning, or (view) materialization of intermediate results that
are re-used by a subsequent query batch.
Efficient compression is also important for re-compression of data chunks
after updates, as described later in Section 6.6. Note that I/O write bandwidth
tends to be considerably lower than read bandwidth. Therefore, the design goal
of compression throughput can be lower than for decompression, e.g. 1-2GB/s.
The bottom graphs in Figure 5.5 show that PFOR compression meets this target
on all our test platforms.
To achieve such high throughput, we again use the principle of avoiding
if-then-else in the inner loop. The first loop uses a temporary array miss to
make a list of exception positions. The second loop constructs the linked patch
list and copies the exception values.
int Compress<ANY>( int n, int b,
ANY *__restrict__ input,
void *__restrict__ code,
ANY *__restrict__ exception,
int *lastpatch
) {
int miss[N], data[N], prev = *lastpatch;
/* LOOP1: find exceptions */
for(int i=0,j=0; i<n; i++) {
int val = ENCODE(input[i]);
data[i] = val;
miss[j] = i;
j += (val > MAXCODE);
}
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/* LOOP2: create patchlist */
for(int i=0; i<j; i++) {
int cur = miss[i];
exception[-i] = input[cur];
data[prev] = (cur - prev) - 1;
prev = cur;
}
PACK[b](code, data, n); /* bit-pack the values */
*lastpatch = prev;
return j; /* #exceptions */
}
Appending a position to the miss list without if-then-else uses a technique
called predication (Section 2.4.8): the current position is always copied to the
end of the list, and the list pointer is incremented with a boolean.
Predication transforms a control dependency into a data dependency, which
is more efficient. Still, the presence of a data dependency on the variable j in
the first, performance-critical loop, violates our guideline that iterations should
be independent. Data dependencies cause delay slots in the CPU pipeline. The
left-upper graph of Figure 5.5 shows that Pentium4 has an IPC of < 1. We
can try to improve IPC by offering it more independent work using a technique
called double-cursor. Here, the main loop, i.e. LOOP1, responsible for finding
exceptions, runs two cursors through the to-be-encoded values, one from the
start, and one from halfway. These cursors build two independent miss lists,
containing the exception values that should be encoded in a post-processing step
outside the main loop (using a slightly modified LOOP2, the code of which we
omit).
/* LOOP1a: find exceptions */
int m = n/2;
for(int i=0, j_0=0, j_m=0; i<m; i++) {
int val_0 = ENCODE(input[i+0]);
int val_m = ENCODE(input[i+m]);
code[i+0] = val_0;
code[i+m] = val_m;
miss_0[j_0] = i+0;
miss_m[j_m] = i+m;
j_0 += (val_0 > MAXCODE);
j_m += (val_m > MAXCODE);
}
Double-cursor is not the same as loop-unrolling, and cannot be introduced
automatically by the compiler.
Figure 5.5 shows that double-cursor significantly improves the IPC and
throughput of PFOR on Pentium4, while it behaves the same as single-cursor
PFOR on Opteron. On Itanium, where single-cursor already achieved a very
high IPC (4), performance degrades somewhat. As the gains on Pentium4,
which is also the more prevalent, outweigh the loses on Itanium, double-cursor
can be considered the overall winner.
5.3.5 Fine-grained Access
While we anticipate that most performance-intensive queries will decompress all
values in a compressed segment sequentially, some queries may perform random
value accesses. A random lookup in the buffer manager will likely cause a CPU
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Figure 5.5: PFOR compression bandwidth as a function of exception rate for
if-then-else (NAIVE), predication (PRED) and double-cursor (DC).
cache miss, so if decompression overhead stays in the same ballpark as DRAM
access (i.e. 150-400 CPU cycles per cache miss), we deem it efficient enough.
It is easy to randomly access the code section at any position x, but we
should also know whether position x is an exception and if so, where in the
exception section the real value is stored. For this purpose, the entry point
section keeps a pointer to the next exception, as well as its position in the
exception section, for each position that is an exact multiple of 128. Each
entry point, stored once every 128 values, is a combination of a 7-bits patch
start_list and a 25-bits start_exception, hence the storage overhead of fine-
grained access is 32/128 = 0.25 bits per value. Note that 25-bits exception codes
limit our segments to a maximum of 32MB, which is more than sufficient for
now to obtain high sequential bandwidth on any RAID system. We can obtain
the value at position x in the block, as follows:
ANY finegrained_decompress(int x,
int*__restrict__ code,
ANY*__restrict__ exception,
entry_t*__restrict__ entry,
) {
int i = entry[x>>7].start_list + x & ~127;
int j = entry[x>>7].start_exception;
while(i < x) {
i += code[i]; j--;
}
return (i == x) ? exception[j] : DECODE(code[x]);
}
This tight pipelinable loop that walks the linked list takes 8,9 and 11 cycles
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Figure 5.6: How compulsory exceptions increase the real exception rate E′ for
b ≤ 4.
per iteration on respectively the Opteron, Itanium2 and Pentium4 CPUs. Even
in the worst realistic case of 30% exceptions, it thus takes on average only a
limited (< 128 ∗ 0.3/2 = 21) number of iterations on average, such that random
access decoding takes around 200 CPU work cycles per value.
In case of PFOR-DELTA, we must also store the current running total for
each entry point. Sticking with 64-bit integers, this induces an additional storage
overhead of 0.75 bit per value. Also, fine-grained PFOR-DELTA access requires
decompressing a vector of 128 values (which usually causes one cache miss in
both the code and exception sections, bringing memory access cost to 300-800
cycles). Since our decompression algorithms typically spend between 3-6 cycles
per value, decompressing 128 values is in the same order of cost.
5.3.6 Compulsory Exceptions
A complication of patching is that the compressed integer codes only have a
range from [0,2b-1]; hence the maximum distance between elements in the linked
list of exceptions is 2b. If gaps exceeding this distance occur, so-called compul-
sory exceptions must be introduced. A compulsory exception is a value that can
be compressed but is represented as an exception anyway, just in order to use
its code value to keep the exception list connected.
We do not always have to insert compulsory exceptions if the gap is larger
than 2b though. Each entry point starts a new exception list, and these lists
need not be connected to each other. Thus, gaps between exceptions at the
start and end of each 128-value sequence never need compulsory exceptions.
This effectively reduces the area in the code section that must be “covered”
by a linked exception list per 128 values by 1/E, where E is the exception
rate caused by the data distribution. From this, we can compute E′, which is
the effective exception rate after taking into account compulsory exceptions as
E′ = MAX(E, 128E−1128E 2
−b). Figure 5.6 shows that with bit-width b = 1 for
miss rates E > 0.01, the effective exception rate E′ quickly increases to a rather
useless 0.47. With b = 2, it goes to an already more usable E′ = 0.22, while for
all bit-widths b > 4, the effect of compulsory exceptions is negligible.
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Figure 5.7: RAM-RAM (thin) versus RAM- Cache PFOR decompression
(thick).
5.3.7 RAM-RAM vs. RAM-Cache Decompression
Figure 5.7 presents the results of a micro-benchmark conducted to evaluate our
choice for fine-grained, into-cache decompression, as opposed to decompression
on the granularity of disk pages. Into-cache decompression is achieved by de-
compressing a page on a per-vector basis, always storing the result in the same
cache-resident result vector, overwriting any previous results. In the page-wise
approach, the full, uncompressed page is materialized in RAM.
Results show that RAM-Cache decompression is much more efficient than
RAM-RAM decompression. Performance of the former approach degrades with
the exception rate, and thus the size of the compressed data. The flat shape
of the latter approach suggests that performance is constrained by the need to
materialize the uncompressed result, which is always constant in size.
Another benefit of the RAM-Cache approach is that the cache-resident result
vector can be fed directly into an operator pipeline. In the RAM-RAM approach,
the uncompressed page needs to be read back into the CPU, presenting an
additional overhead which is not even incorporated in the RAM-RAM results
from Figure 5.7.
5.3.8 Choosing Compression Schemes
The table materialization operator in Vectorwise should automatically decide
which compression method to use for each disk chunk, and with what parame-
ters. The idea is to first gather a sample (e.g. s=64K values) and look for the
best settings for all applicable schemes. For numeric data types (e.g. integers,
decimals) all three schemes apply. Otherwise, only PDICT is usable.
When a column is being compressed, the compression ratio can be easily
monitored at the granularity of a disk chunk. When it strongly deteriorates,
we could re-run the compression mode analysis to adapt the parameters for
the next chunk or even choose another compression scheme. The complexity of
choosing a compression mode is O(s log s) to the size of the sample s, because it
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must be sorted as a preprocessing step. We now discuss for each method, how
the optimal parameters are found using the sorted sample.
In PFOR, we can determine in one pass through the sorted sample where
the longest stretch of values starts, such that the difference between first and
last is representable in b bits.
PFOR_ANALYZE_BITS(int n, ANY *V, int b) {
int len=0, min=0, range=1<<b;
for(int lo=0, hi=0; hi<n; hi++)
if (V[hi]-V[lo] >= range) {
if (hi-lo > len) {
min = lo; len = hi-lo;
}
while(V[hi]-V[lo] >= range) lo++;
}
return (min,len+1);
}
We simply invoke this function for all relevant bit-widths b and choose
the setting that yields best compression, i.e. 1 ≤ b < 8 ∗ sizeof(V) where
b + EPFOR(b) ∗ 8 ∗ sizeof(V) is minimal. In this equation the exception rate
EPFOR(b) =
s−lenb
s , where lenb is returned by the above function, when invoked
on the sample with parameter b.
The parameters for PFOR-DELTA are derived by running this same algo-
rithm on the sorted differences of the sample.
For PDICT, we use once again the sorted sample, to create a (smaller)
frequency histogram h, which we re-sort descending on frequency. PDICT will
encode the first (i.e. largest) 2b buckets of this histogram such that the exception
rate EPDICT (b) = 1−
∑2b
i=1
h[i]
s . Again, by trying all relevant settings of b, we
can quickly determine the b that yields the highest compression rate. The first
2b values from the histogram are subsequently used to create a super-scalar
memorized probing hash function that is used during PDICT compression to
compute the integer codes for values that must be compressed.
As illustrated in Figure 5.8, memorized probing aims to eliminate the iter-
ations required to resolve collisions in traditional linear probing. During com-
pression, it maintains two hash tables, a value dictionary of size M , which is
indexed by the final codes and therefore densely packed to minimize their size,
and a larger (e.g. 4M) offset hash table, which is indexed by a distinct hash
function and “memorizes” the small offsets (e.g. 1 byte) used to resolve collisions
on the value hash. Using this approach, an array of values v can be encoded in
a simple loop:
for(i=0; i<n; i++) {
uint hash_idx = VALUE_HASH(v[i]);
uint offset_idx = OFFSET_HASH(v[i]) & offset_mask;
uint code = (hash_idx + offset_table[offset_idx]) & hash_mask;
codes[i] = code;
exceptions[j] = i;
j += value_table[code] != v[i];
}
Memorized probing allows PDICT compression to achieve a compression band-
width of > 1GB/s on all our three test platforms.
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collision: H1(v1) = H1(v2) = 10
1
v1
v2
offset
H2(v1) = 7
H2(v2) = 12
H1(v1) + offset[H2(v1)] = 1
H1(v2) + offset[H2(v2)] = 2
value
Figure 5.8: Memorized probing for M = 4. The offset hash, in combination
with hash function H2, is used to memorize the offsets that are used to resolve
collisions in the value hash, which uses hash function H1.
5.4 TPC-H Experiments
Table 5.1 shows the performance of our compression algorithms in Vectorwise
running the TPC-H benchmark [Tra02] with scale factor 100 on two different
hardware platforms. Low-end servers are represented by an Opteron 2GHz
machine with a 4-disk RAID system delivering around 80 GB/s. The example
of a middle-end system is a Pentium4 machine with 12-disk RAID delivering
around 350GB/s. Both machines are dual CPU systems with 4GB memory, but
here Vectorwise still only uses one CPU.
We used the same data clustering and index structures as in the previous
in-memory Vectorwise TPC-H SF-100 experiments [BZN05]. Only a subset of
TPC-H queries is presented, since, at the time of publication, the Vectorwise
execution layer was missing some of the features necessary to run the remaining
ones in a disk-based scenario.
While ColumnBM by default uses the DSM storage model [CK85], we also
present the results for PAX storage [ADHS01]. I/O-wise they are comparable
to an NSM system running DB2, for which the last column lists the official
TPC-H scores. This system uses eight Pentium4 Xeon CPUs (2.8GHz), 16GB
RAM and 142 SCSI disks. Thus, while the CPU used is roughly equivalent to
our middle-end server, it has 4-12x more hardware resources across the board.
We urge not to draw any further conclusions from these numbers other than
that the Vectorwise results are in the high-performance ballpark.
The TPC-H data was compressed using PFOR, PFOR-DELTA and PDICT
(enum) compression schemes. The second and third columns of Table 5.1 show
the compression ratios achieved per query. Note, that since the “comment”
attribute could not be compressed with our algorithms, the PAX queries achieve
significantly lower compression ratios. Columns 4 and 10 show that in most cases
we reach our decompression speed target of > 2 GB/s.
On the Opteron system, the speedup for most of the DSM queries is in line
with the compression ratio. As the left part of Figure 5.9 shows, this is related
to the fact that the low-end disk system makes the queries I/O-bound even
with compression. The middle part of Figure 5.9 shows, that on the Pentium4
system with a faster RAID the situation is different with much higher CPU
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TPC-H compression Pentium4 Xeon
query ratio 3GHz
12-disk RAID
4GB RAM
DSM PAX dec.speed DSM PAX
MB/sec unc. M ⇒ C M ⇒ M unc. M ⇒ C
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
01 4.33 2.30 4502 65.9 50.9 63.8 265.0 103.0
03 3.04 1.66 2306 8.9 6.0 7.1 45.5 27.0
04 8.15 1.82 3709 4.8 1.8 2.3 30.2 16.5
05 3.81 2.24 2421 17.2 16.2 16.7 81.2 36.7
06 4.39 2.25 2200 10.8 4.6 6.1 51.0 22.5
07 1.71 2.01 1457 34.4 40.8 48.3 158.0 76.5
11 2.14 1.08 4084 18.8 18.5 19.4 38.8 35.6
14 1.91 1.94 3688 5.8 4.9 5.4 22.1 11.5
15 2.70 2.13 2584 30.3 31.2 31.3 49.6 40.0
18 3.56 2.75 4315 38.9 13.6 21.3 419.9 151.5
21 4.11 2.12 2600 43.2 24.2 32.1 338.0 157.6
TPC-H compression Opteron 8 x P4 Xeon
query ratio 2GHz 2.8GHz
4-disk RAID 142 disks
4GB RAM 16GB RAM
DSM PAX dec.speed DSM PAX IBM DB2
MB/sec unc. M ⇒ C unc. M ⇒ C UDB 8.1
1 2 3 10 11 12 13 14 15
01 4.33 2.30 3736 307.2 69.6 1098.9 480.3 111.9
03 3.04 1.66 2546 35.0 11.3 183.5 113.6 15.1
04 8.15 1.82 3018 18.2 2.4 115.5 65.9 12.5
05 3.81 2.24 2119 54.3 15.3 300.1 155.9 84.0
06 4.39 2.25 2031 48.2 10.7 232.7 104.3 17.1
07 1.71 2.01 1251 119.8 72.0 614.2 349.4 86.5
11 2.14 1.08 3225 27.0 14.6 180.9 162.2 19.5
14 1.91 1.94 2888 23.7 12.2 90.6 46.9 10.9
15 2.70 2.13 2464 44.9 22.4 209.8 97.1 21.6
18 3.56 2.75 3833 181.9 50.6 1379.7 704.9 318.2
21 4.11 2.12 2520 197.6 46.6 1423.5 759.2 374.9
Legend: unc. – uncompressed data
M ⇒ C – memory-to-cache decompression
M ⇒M – memory-to-memory decompression
Table 5.1: TPC-H SF-100 experiments on Vectorwise (except DB2 results, taken
from www.tpc.org)
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TPC-H Query
 left bar - uncompressed, right bar - compressed
Pentium4 3GHz, 12-disk RAID, PAX
processing decompression IO stalls
Figure 5.9: Profiling of TPC-H results from Table 5.1, showing processing,
decompression and I/O time for uncompressed versus compressed runs.
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PFOR-DELTA carryover-12 shuff
comp comp dec comp comp dec comp comp dec
ratio MB/s MB/s ratio MB/s MB/s ratio MB/s MB/s
INEX 1.75 679 3053 2.12 49 524 2.45 3.5 82
TREC fbis 3.47 788 3911 4.26 98 740 5.11 190 164
TREC fr94 3.12 682 3196 3.49 84 689 4.65 149 154
TREC ft 3.13 761 3443 3.47 84 704 4.89 178 157
TREC latimes 2.99 742 3289 3.30 79 683 4.61 164 153
Table 5.2: PFOR-DELTA on Inverted Files.
usage in the uncompressed case. As a result, after increasing the perceived
I/O bandwidth by decompression, all the queries become CPU-bound, such
that the performance gain is less than the compression ratio. With the PAX
storage model and its increased I/O requirements, the CPU processing impact
is reduced again, resulting in better speedups than in the DSM case.
We also implemented the possibility to perform full-page decompression in
ColumnBM. Column 7 of Table 5.1 shows that such decompression from memory
into memory is significantly slower than the fine-grained decompression between
RAM and the CPU Cache, presented in column 6. The main reason for this is
the high-cost of in-memory materialization of decompressed data. Another in-
teresting feature of our into-cache decompression can be observed in Figure 5.9,
where the processing in the compressed case is slightly faster. This is caused
by the fact that the main-memory access is performed by the decompression
routines, and the query execution layer reads the data directly from the CPU
cache.
5.5 Inverted File Compression
Compression of inverted files to improve I/O bandwidth and sometimes latency
(due to reduced seek distances on the compressed file) is important for the
performance of information retrieval systems [WMB99]. In this area, there is a
trend to use lightweight-compression schemes rather than the classical storage-
optimal schemes [Tro03, AM05b].
We evaluated the performance of PFOR-DELTA with respect to both com-
pression ratio and speed on inverted file data derived from the INEX and TREC
document collections, and compared it against carryover-12 [AM05b], a com-
pression scheme designed for fast decompression of inverted files. Furthermore,
performance was compared to that of a semi-static Huffman coder, which is
commonly used for inverted file compression. Table 5.2 summarizes the re-
sults on our 3GHz Pentium 4 machine, and shows that PFOR-DELTA improves
decompression bandwidth of carryover-12 6.5 times, while only reducing the
compression ratio by 15%.
To verify the need for such decompression speeds, we measured the raw
query bandwidth of a typical retrieval query that looks up the top-N documents
in which a given term from the TREC fbis dataset occurs most frequently (see
Section A.3). Within our Vectorwise system, this query was able to process
a list of d-gaps at 580MB/s, which implies that even on our 350MB/s RAID
system it would remain I/O-bound. Using equation 5.1 to compute the decom-
pression bandwidth C that achieves an equilibrium between CPU time spent
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on query processing and decompression, yields 580×C580+C = 350, which leads to
C = 883MB/s. Table 5.2 shows that decompression bandwidths from shuff and
even carryover-12 are below this point, hence only make the query slower, while
PFOR-DELTA accelerates it from 350MB/s to 504MB/s.
5.6 Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter presented our work on using data compression to scale the high
performance of the Vectorwise engine to disk-based datasets. We proposed a
new set of super-scalar compression algorithms. The use of “patching” allows
those to handle outliers gracefully, while still utilizing the pipelined features of
modern CPUs. Additionally, we introduced the idea of decompressing between
RAM and the CPU Cache, rather than the common idea to apply it between
I/O and RAM. Our results show that this not only allows the buffer manager
to store more (compressed) data, but is also faster to (de)compress. As a result,
our algorithms provide decompression speeds in the range of > 2GB/s. This is
an order of magnitude faster than conventional compression algorithms, making
decompression almost transparent to query execution. By using these techniques
in TPC-H, TREC and INEX datasets, we managed to significantly reduce or
completely eliminate the I/O bottleneck.
Chapter 6
Positional Updates
6.1 Introduction
Chapter 5 has shown how columnar storage (DSM), in combination with light-
weight compression, can be leveraged to improve I/O bandwidth utilization over
a row-wise (NSM/PAX) approach to storage. This is particularly useful for
data-intensive, read-mostly workloads, as found in, for example, data science
and business intelligence. However, such read-optimized columnar storage is
notoriously write-unfriendly. Not only does the in-place insertion or deletion of
a single tuple within the stored data introduce I/O proportional to the number
of attributes, but it can be further complicated by a read-optimized page layout.
For example, pages in a column-store are often large, to optimize for sequential
I/O, and densely packed with compressed data that often adheres to strict
ordering or clustering constraints. Therefore, even inserting into a single page
might call for decompression, re-compression after modification, and potentially
for large amounts of densely packed, ordered tuples to be shifted.
In this chapter we address the question how read-optimized column-store
systems can still efficiently provide update functionality, without compromising
their read performance. To avoid operating directly on the physical data, we
propose to use a differential approach to updates, which, by itself, is not new.
The novelty comes from the fact that we organize updates by tuple position, i.e.
the offset of a tuple within a table. To efficiently handle tuple positions, which
are volatile in nature, this chapter introduces a novel data-structure, which we
call positional delta tree (PDT). Furthermore, we show how this data-structure
can be integrated into a fully transactional DBMS architecture.
6.1.1 Differential Updates
Some analytic columnar database systems, such as C-Store [Sto05], handle up-
dates by splitting their architecture in a read-store (RS) that manages the bulk
of all data and a write-store (WS) that manages the most recent updates. Con-
sequently, all queries access both base table information from the read-store,
as well as all corresponding differences from the write-store and merge these
on-the-fly. Also, in order to keep the write-store small (it resides typically in
RAM), changes in it are periodically propagated into the read-store [Sto05].
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The topic of this chapter is what data structures and algorithms should be
used for implementing the write-store of a column-oriented database system
that aims to support generic update workloads (inserts, deletes, modifications;
batch or trickle). The natural “value-based” way to implement the write-store
is to keep track of which tuples were inserted, deleted or modified in a RAM-
resident data structure that organizes these items in the sort key (SK) order
of the underlying read-store table and contains these keys; for example in a
RAM friendly B-tree [CGM01]. Such a data structure can easily be modified
for update queries, and can also be merged efficiently with the read-store for
read-queries by scanning the leaves. An important side effect of the value-based
approach, however, is that all queries must scan all sort key columns in order
to perform the merge (even if those queries themselves do not need the keys)
which reduces an important advantage of column stores.
6.1.2 Positional Updates (PDT)
In this chapter, we propose a new data structure called the Positional Delta
Tree (PDT). PDTs are similar to counted B-trees [Tat01] but contain differen-
tial updates. They are designed to make merging in of these updates fast by
providing the tuple positions where differences have to be applied at update
time. Thanks to that, read queries that merge in differences do not need to
look at sort key values. Instead, the merge operator can simply count down to
the next position where a difference occurs, and apply it blindly when the scan
cursor arrives there.
The key advantages of the PDT over value-based merging are:
1. positional merging needs less I/O than value-based merging, because the
sort keys do not need to be read.
2. positional merging is less CPU intensive than value-based merging, espe-
cially when the sort-key is a compound key (common in clustering ap-
proaches) and/or non-numerical attributes are part of the sort-key.
3. positional updates allow for an efficient implementation of modifies, en-
coding them as a delta in a two-dimensional grid, rather than deleting the
original tuple and reinserting it with one or more attributes modified.
4. positional updates allow for an efficient implementation of a “block delete”,
i.e. a consecutive range of deleted tuples, by encoding them as a pair of
(offset, count).
5. positional updates require, in general, a smaller memory footprint than
value-based approaches, which need to organize deltas by attribute values,
rather than a single positional index.
While the concept of positional differences sounds simple, its realization
is complex, since positions in an ordered table are highly volatile: after an
insertion or deletion, all positions of subsequent tuples change. The core of the
problem is managing a mapping between two monotonically increasing numbers
associated with tuples in a table, called the stable ID (SID) and current row ID
(RID). The SIDs conceptually correspond to the consecutively ascending tuple
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positions found in the read-store, but are in the current (i.e. “up-to-date”) tuple
order not necessarily consecutive nor unique, just non-decreasing.
As PDTs capture updates, they also form an important building block in
transaction management. We show that three layers of PDTs can be used to
provide lock-free isolation. This lock-free property is a great advantage for an an-
alytic DBMS designed not to compromise read-query performance for updates.
We define the basic notions on which to base ACID properties of PDT based
transactions, and provide two PDT transformation algorithms (Propagate and
Serialize), pivotal for transaction management.
All in all, the main contribution of this chapter is the PDT data structure
and its application in column stores for providing efficient transactional updates
without compromising read performance.
6.1.3 Outline
We start with some basic terminology in Section 6.2. The PDT data structure
itself is introduced in Section 6.3, where its working is illustrated by examples.
Detailed algorithms for PDT update and MergeScan operators are provided in
Section 6.4. In Section 6.5 we then investigate PDT-based transaction man-
agement, using a layered approach to snapshot isolation to implement efficient
optimistic concurrency control. The propagation of PDT updates to disk, which
we call “checkpointing”, and write-ahead-logging, are discussed in Section 6.6.
We evaluate the performance of PDT based update management in Section 6.7,
both using micro benchmarks, as well as in a TPC-H 30GB comparison between
read-only, value-based and PDT-based query processing under an update load.
Finally, in Section 6.8 we describe related work.
6.2 Terminology
6.2.1 Ordered Tables
A column-oriented definition of the relational model is as follows: each column
coli is an ordered sequence of values, a TABLE<col1, · · · , coln> is a collection
of related columns of equal length, and a tuple τ is a single row within TABLE.
Tuples consist of values aligned in columns, i.e., the attribute values that make
up a tuple are retrievable from a column using a single positional index value.
This index we call the row-id, or RID, of a tuple.
Though the relational model is order-oblivious, column-stores are internally
conscious of the physical tuple ordering, as this allows them to reconstruct
tuples from columns cheaply, without expensive value-based joins [RDS03]. The
physical storage structures used in a column-store are designed to allow fast
lookup and join by position using either B-tree storage with the tuple position
(RID) as key in a highly compressed format [Gra07] or dense block-wise storage
with a separate sparse index with the start RID of each block.
Columnar database systems not only exploit the fact that all columns contain
tuples in some physical order that is the same for all of them, but often also
impose a particular physical order on the tuples, based on their value. That
is, tuples can be ordered according to sequence of sort attributes S, typically
determined by the DBA [Sto05]. A sequence of attributes that defines a sort
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order, while also being a key of a table we call the sort key, or SK. The motivation
for such ordered storage, is to restrict scans to a fraction of the disk blocks if
the query contains range- or equality-predicates on any prefix of the sort key
attributes. As such, explicitly ordered storage is the columnar equivalent of
index-organized tables (clustered indices) also used in a row-oriented RDBMS.
6.2.2 Ordering vs. Clustering
Multi-column sort orders are closely related to table clustering, that organizes
a large (fact) table in groups of tuples, each group representing a cell in a
multi-dimensional cube, where those dimensional values are typically reachable
over a foreign-key link. Such multi-dimensional table clustering is an important
technique to accelerate queries in data warehouses with a star- or snowflake-
schema [PBM+03, COO08]. In a column-store, multi-dimensional clustering
translates into ordering the tuples in a table in such a way that tuples from
the same cell are stored contiguously. This creates the same situation as in
ordered columnar table storage, where physical tuple position is determined by
the tuple values; and the machinery to handle table updates needs to respect
this value-based tuple order.
6.2.3 Positional Updates
An update on an ordered table is one of insert, delete or modify, defined as:
TABLE.insert(τ, i) adds a full tuple τ to the table at RID i, thereby incre-
menting the RIDs of existing tuples at RIDs i · · ·N by one.
TABLE.delete(i) deletes the full tuple at RID i from the table, thereby decre-
menting the RIDs of existing tuples at RIDs i+ 1 · · ·N by one.
TABLE.modify(i, j, v) changes attribute j of an existing tuple at RID i to
value v.
Multiple subsequent updates can be grouped into a single, atomic transaction.
6.2.4 Differential Structures
We focus on the situations where positional updates happen truly scattered
over the table. Note that in ordered table storage, even append-only warehouse
update workloads drive column-stores into worst-case territory if an in-place
update strategy would be used, creating an avalanche of random writes, one
for each affected row and column (modifies and deletes behave similarly). For
this reason, and as argued previously, column-stores must use some differential
structure DIFF, that buffers updates that have not yet been propagated to
a stable table image.1 As a consequence, all queries must not just scan stable
table data from disk, but also apply the updates in DIFF as tuples are produced,
using a Merge operator.
1Just like row-stores, at each commit column-stores need to write information in
a Write-Ahead-Log (WAL), but that causes only sequential I/O, and does not limit
throughput.
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6.2.5 Checkpointing
Differential updates need to be eventually propagated to the stable storage to
reduce the memory consumption and merging cost. While many strategies for
this process can be envisioned, the simplest one is to detect a moment when the
size of DIFF starts to exceed some threshold and to create a new image of the
table with all updates that happened before applied. When this is ready, query
processing switches over to this new image with the applied updates pruned
from DIFF.
6.2.6 Stacking
Previous work on differential structures, e.g. differential files [SL76] and the
Log-Structured Merge Tree [OCGO96] suggests stacking differential structures
on top of each other, typically with the smallest structure on top, increasing
in size towards the bottom. One reason to create such a multi-layer structure
is to represent multiple different database snapshots, while sharing the bulk of
the data structures (the biggest, lowest layers of the stack). Another reason is
to limit the size of the topmost structure, which is the one being modified by
updates, thus providing a more localized update access pattern, e.g. allowing
to store different layers of the stack on different levels of the memory hierarchy
(CPU caches, RAM, Flash, Disk). Each structure DIFFt1t2 in the stack contains
updates from a time range [t1, t2〉:
TABLEt2 = TABLEt1 .Merge(DIFF
t1
t2) (6.1)
If one keeps not one, but a stack of DIFFs (most recent on top), we can see the
current image of a relational table as the result of merging the DIFFs in the stack
one-by-one bottom-up with the initial TABLE0. Here, TABLE0 represents the
“stable table”, i.e. the initial state of a table on disk when instantiated (empty),
bulk-loaded, or checkpointed.
Definition 1. Two differential structures are aligned if the table state they are
based on is equal:
Aligned(DIFFtatb ,DIFF
tc
td
) ⇔ ta = tc
Definition 2. Two differential structures are consecutive if the time where
the first difference ends equals the time the second difference starts:
Consecutive(DIFFtatb ,DIFF
tc
td
) ⇔ tb = tc
Definition 3. Two differential structures are overlapping if their time inter-
vals overlap:
Overlapping(DIFFtatb ,DIFF
tc
td
) ⇔ ta < td ≤ tb ∨ tc < tb ≤ td
The time t rather than absolute time identifies the moment a transaction
started, and could be represented by a monotonically increasing logical number,
such as a Log Sequence Number (LSN). If a query that started at t works with
just a single DIFF0t structure, we shorten our notation to DIFFt.
6.2.7 RID vs. SID
We define stable-id SID(τ), to be the position of a tuple τ within the TABLE0.
(i.e. the “stable” table on disk) starting the tuple numbering at 0, and define
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the row-id RID(τ)t, to be the position of τ at time t; thus SID(τ) = RID(τ)0.
SID(τ) never changes throughout the lifetime of tuple τ (except for checkpoints).
We actually define SID(τ) to also have a value for newly inserted tuples τ : they
receive a SID such that it is larger than the SID of all preceding stable tuples (if
any) and equal to the first following stable tuple (if any). Conversely, we also
define a RID value for a stable tuple that was deleted (“ghost tuples”) to be one
more than the RID of the preceding non-ghost tuple (if any) and equal to the
first following non-ghost tuple (if any).
If the tuple τ is clear from the context, we abbreviate SID(τ) to just SID
(similar for RID), and if the time t is clear from the context (e.g. the start
time of the current transaction) we can also write just RID instead of RIDt.
In general, considering the stacking of PDTs and thus having the state of the
table represented at multiple points in time, we define ∆ (“delta”) as the RID
difference between two time-points:
∆t1t2(τ) = RID(τ)t2 − RID(τ)t1 (6.2)
which in the common case when we have one PDT on top of the stable table
(t1 = 0) is RID minus SID:2
∆t(τ) = RID(τ)t − SID(τ) (6.3)
If we define the SK-based Table time-wise difference as:
MINUSt1t2 = {τ ∈ TABLEt1 : ∄γ ∈ TABLEt2 : τ.SK = γ.SK} (6.4)
then we can compute ∆ as the number of inserts minus the number of deletes
before τ :
∆t1t2(τ) = |{γ ∈ MINUS
t2
t1 : RID(γ)t2 < RID(τ)t2}| −
|{γ ∈ MINUSt1t2 : SID(γ) < SID(τ)}| (6.5)
Note that the expression before the subtraction represents the number of tuples
inserted between t1 and t2 for which RID(γ)t2 < RID(τ)t2 . This is due to the
MINUS being “reversed”, i.e. MINUSt2t1 rather than the MINUS
t1
t2 , which we use
to represent deleted tuples between t1 and t2.
6.3 PDT by Example
We introduce the Positional Delta Tree (PDT) using a running example of a
data warehouse table inventory, with sort key (store,prod), shown in Figure 6.1a.
This TABLE0 is already populated with tuples, using an initial bulk load, and
persistently stored on disk. Initially its RIDs are identical to the SIDs. Note that
RIDs and SIDs are conceptual sequence numbers; they are not stored anywhere.
6.3.1 Inserting Tuples
We now execute the insert statements from Figure 6.1b and observe the effects
to both the PDT tree structure in Figure 6.1c and the value space, which holds
2 When the context PDTt1t2 is clear, we sometimes slightly imprecisely refer to RIDt1 as
SID and RIDt2 simply as RID, even in case of a stacked PDT (t1 > 0).
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SID store prod new qty RID
0 London chair N 30 0
1 London stool N 10 1
2 London table N 20 2
3 Paris rug N 1 3
4 Paris stool N 5 4
(a) TABLE0
INSERT INTO inventory
VALUES (’Berlin’,’table’,’Y’,10)
INSERT INTO inventory
VALUES (’Berlin’,’cloth’,’Y’,5)
INSERT INTO inventory
VALUES (’Berlin’,’chair’,’Y’,20)
(b) BATCH1
SID 0
delta 2 1
SID 0 0
type ins ins
value i2 i1
SID 0
type ins
value i0
(c) PDT1
ins store prod new qty
i0 Berlin table Y 10
i1 Berlin cloth Y 5
i2 Berlin chair Y 20
new new qty qty
(d) VALS1
Figure 6.1: Insert tuples into empty PDT.
the updated tuple data referenced by the PDT leaf nodes, in Figure 6.1d. Be-
cause the inventory table is kept sorted on (store,prod), the new Berlin tuples get
inserted at the beginning. Rather than touching the stable table, the updates
are recorded in a PDT shown in Figure 6.1c, which is a B+-tree like structure
that holds its data in the leaves.3 The non-leaf nodes of the PDT (here only the
root node) contain a SID as separator key, and a delta (explained below) that
allows to compute the RID⇔SID mapping, because after the inserts these will
no longer be identical. The separator SID in the inner nodes is the minimum
SID of the right subtree. Figure 6.1c shows that the inserts all get the same
SID 0, which is thus not unique in the PDT. Among them, the left-to-right leaf
order in the PDT determines their order in the final results, which is displayed
in Figure 6.2a.
6.3.2 Storing Tuple Data
The leaf nodes of the PDT store the SID where each update applies, as well as
the type of update, as well as a reference (or pointer) to the new tuple values.
Because the type of information to store for insert and modify differs, these are
stored in separate “value tables”. In terms of our notation, we have:
DIFF = ( PDT,VALS ) (6.6)
VALS = ( ins<col1, · · · , coln>,
col1<col1>, · · · , coln<coln> ) (6.7)
Thus, each PDT has an associated “value space” that contains multiple value
tables: one insert-table with new tuples and for each column a single-column
modify-table with modified attribute values. The value space resulting from the
insert statements in Figure 6.1d has all tables empty except the insert table.
3The tree fan-out is 2 for presentation purposes. Given its use as a cache/memory-
resident data structure, node sizes should be a few cache lines long, e.g. a fan-out of
8 or 16.
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SID store prod new qty RID
0 Berlin chair Y 20 0
0 Berlin cloth Y 5 1
0 Berlin table Y 10 2
0 London chair N 30 3
1 London stool N 10 5
2 London table N 20 4
3 Paris rug N 1 6
4 Paris stool N 5 7
(a) TABLE1
UPDATE inventory SET qty=9
WHERE store=’London’ and prod=’stool’
UPDATE inventory SET qty=1
WHERE store=’Berlin’ and prod=’cloth’
DELETE FROM inventory
WHERE store=’Paris’ and prod=’rug’
DELETE FROM inventory
WHERE store=’Berlin’ and prod=’table’
(b) BATCH2
SID 1
delta 2 -1
SID 0 0
type ins ins
value i2 i1
SID 1 3
type qty del
value q0 0
(c) PDT2
ins store prod new qty
i0
i1 Berlin cloth Y 1
i2 Berlin chair Y 20
new new qty qty
q0 9
(d) VALS2
Figure 6.2: Adding modifies and deletes to PDT.
6.3.3 Modifying Attribute Values
Moving to Figures 6.2a-6.2d we show the effects of modify (i.e. SQL UPDATE)
and delete statements. The first update statement modifies the qty column of a
stable tuple from TABLE1. Such a modification gets encoded as a PDT update
involving SID 1. The type field of this leaf entry encodes an identifier for the
modified column, while the value field stores the value offset within that column.
In the value space, each column has a separate, single-column table that holds
modified values. In our PDT examples, we indicate modifications using the
column name in italics (qty). Thus, the first value of the right leaf states that
stable tuple SID=1 (i.e. (London,stool,N,10)) had its qty column set to 9, per
the q0 reference to the qty modification table in the value space of Figure 6.2d.
Note that the key surrogates of the value space tables e.g. i1, q0 are not drawn
as part of those tables, as simple numerical offsets can be used to save memory
in the value space.
The second modify, changing the qty column of the (Berlin,cloth) tuple,
involves a tuple that already resides in the PDT, as it was inserted during
BATCH1. In this case, we do not add a modify leaf entry to the PDT, but
rather apply the change “in-place” to the memory resident data. We can see
that the qty column of the i1 tuple within VALS2 has been changed to a value
of 1 in Figure 6.2d.
Finally, note that the value space for modifies does not contain the sort-
key columns (store,prod). This is the case because modification of a sort-key
attribute of tuple τ is handled as a deletion of τ , followed by an insert of the
modified tuple, as modification of sort-key attributes generally changes the sort
order position of a tuple.
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6.3.4 Deleting Tuples
Deletions produce a leaf node with the “del” type and the SID identifying the
underlying tuple to be deleted. Instead of a reference to value space tuple
data, deletes contain a count of subsequent tuples to be deleted. This is used to
implement block deletes of consecutive tuples. In case of the default, deletion of
a single tuple, this count is 0. The first DELETE statement, of the (Paris,rug)
tuple, therefore gets encoded in the PDT leaf as a delete entry with SID 3 and
count 0. In Figure 6.3a we still display this deleted tuple, but grayed out, as it
is not visible anymore to queries.
Note that the second DELETE, for (Berlin,table), involves a tuple that is not
stable (i.e. in TABLE0) and can therefore be deleted “in-place” directly from
the memory resident PDT structure (such tuples do not have a unique SID,
so referencing them from the PDT leaves would be ambiguous). Therefore, the
second delete removes all traces of the i0 insert (Berlin,table,Y,10) from the PDT
structure.
In a scenario where we delete a stable tuple which has modify entries for
some of its attributes in the PDT, all such entries are removed and replaced by
a single deletion entry (not shown in this example).
6.3.5 RID ⇔ SID
Figures 6.3a-6.3d show the effect of three additional inserts, producing a final
table state of Figure 6.3e. Of course, what is stored on disk is still TABLE0
shown in Figure 6.1a. At this stage, the PDT has grown to a tree of three levels.
To illustrate the way RIDs are mapped into SIDs, the PDT3 in Figure 6.3c is
annotated with the running∆, as well as with the RID. Note that∆, which is the
number of inserts minus the number of deletes so far, as defined in Equation 6.5,
takes into account the effect of all preceding updates, hence it is still zero at the
leftmost insert. For the inner nodes, the annotated value is the separator value;
the lowest RID of the right subtree. The PDT maintains the delta field for each
child pointer in an inner node, which is the contribution to ∆ of all updates
in the respective subtree below it, i.e. the difference between the number of
inserted and the number of deleted tuples within that subtree. Note that this
number can be negative, as in Figure 6.2c.
An important property of the PDT is that we can determine the ∆ (and
thereby RID) of the first entry in each leaf without performing a linear scan over
all leaf entries that precede it (to count inserts and deletes). Rather, during a
root-to-leaf traversal, within each internal PDT node, we sum the delta values
belonging to each child pointer to the left of the pointer we eventually follow,
thereby summing the cumulative deltas of each subtree that we keep to our left.
This gives us the delta contribution of all leaves to the left of our final leaf. By
counting inserts and deletes from left-to-right in the final leaf, we can compute
∆, and thus RID, for any leaf entry. Since lookup as well as updates to the
PDT only involve the nodes on a root-to-leaf path, cost is logarithmic in PDT
size.
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SID store prod new qty RID
0 Berlin chair Y 20 0
0 Berlin cloth Y 1 1
0 London chair N 30 2
1 London stool N 9 3
2 London table N 20 4
3 Paris rug N 1 5
4 Paris stool N 5 5
(a) TABLE2
INSERT INTO inventory
VALUES (’Paris’,’rack’,’Y’,4)
INSERT INTO inventory
VALUES (’London’,’rack’,’Y’,4)
INSERT INTO inventory
VALUES (’Berlin’,’rack’,’Y’,4)
(b) BATCH3
SID 1
delta 3 1
∆ 3
RID 4
SID 0
delta 2 1
∆ 2
RID 2
SID 0 0
type ins ins
value i2 i1
∆ 0 1
RID 0 1
SID 0
type ins
value i4
∆ 2
RID 2
SID 3
delta 1 0
∆ 4
RID 7
SID 1 1
type ins qty
value i3 q0
∆ 3 4
RID 4 5
SID 3 4
type del ins
value 0 i0
∆ 4 3
RID 7 7
(c) PDT3 with annotated ∆ and RID=SID+∆.
ins store prod new qty
i0 Paris rack Y 4
i1 Berlin cloth Y 1
i2 Berlin chair Y 20
i3 London rack Y 4
i4 Berlin rack Y 4
new new qty qty
q0 9
(d) VALS3
SID store prod new qty RID
0 Berlin chair Y 20 0
0 Berlin cloth Y 1 1
0 Berlin rack Y 4 2
0 London chair N 30 3
1 London rack Y 4 4
1 London stool N 9 5
2 London table N 20 6
3 Paris rug N 1 7
4 Paris rack Y 4 7
4 Paris stool Y 4 8
(e) TABLE3
Figure 6.3: Adding another batch of PDT inserts into TABLE2.
.
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store prod new qty
Berlin chair Y 20
Berlin cloth Y 1
Berlin rack Y 4
London rack Y 4
London stool N 9
Paris rack Y 4
(a) Insertion table
store prod
Paris rug
London stool
(b) Deletion table
Figure 6.4: Value-based differential updates.
6.3.6 Value-based Delta Trees (VDTs)
Other column-stores that use differential update processing, like MonetDB [Bon02],
use a simpler “value-based” approach, that consists of an insert table that con-
tains all columns and holds all inserted and modified tuples, and a deletion
table, that only holds the sort key values of deleted or modified tuples. This is
illustrated in Figure 6.4. Note that both tables are kept organized in sort key
order, to facilitate merging these delta tables with the stable table. Therefore,
it is natural to implement such tables as B+-trees, hence we call this approach
the Value-based Delta Tree (VDT). A VDT based DBMS should replace each
table (range) scan of our example inventory table by:
SELECT * FROM ins
UNION
(SELECT * FROM inventory WHERE NOT EXISTS
(SELECT * FROM del
WHERE inventory.store = del.store AND inventory.prod = del.prod))
While the above seems intimidating, the fact that all three tables are kept
organized in the order of the sort key, allows efficient evaluation using a physical
relational algebra plan based on linear merge-union and -difference operators:
MergeUnion[store,prod](
Scan(ins),
MergeDiff[store,prod](
Scan(inventory),
Scan(del)
)
)
6.3.7 Merging: PDT vs VDT
The main disadvantage of the VDT approach is that merging in of updates
involves Merge-Union/-Diff comparisons on the sort keys (here (store,prod)),
which is (i) computationally intensive, and (ii) forces the database system to
read those sort keys off disk for every query, even in cases where the query does
not involve these keys. The positional-only merging that PDTs offer, on the
other hand, avoids reading key columns in these cases, an important advantage
in a column-store. An added benefit is that PDTs allow for precise and efficient
encoding of modify updates.
Similar benefits exist during execution of an update query itself. When
deleting or modifying existing tuples, the PDT approach allows us to restrict
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scans to attributes that are present in the update query plan, avoiding columns
to be read for the sole purpose of retrieving attribute values to copied to the
VDT.
Some systems (e.g. Vertica) employ optimizations improving the perfor-
mance of value-based delta structures. For example, it is often possible to
perform (parts of) a query on the stable and delta data separately, and only
combine the results at the end. Also, deletions can be handled by using a
Boolean column marking the “alive” status of a given tuple, stored in RAM
using some updateable variant of the compressed bitmap index (a non-trivial
data structure, see e.g. [CGF07]). However, in cases where the order of tables
needs to be maintained, e.g. for queries using merge joins, these solutions still
need a CPU-intense key-based MergeUnion, and require scanning of all keys in
the queries. As such, we exclude these techniques from our evaluation.
6.4 PDT in Detail
In this section, we first list relevant properties and design assumptions about
the PDT data structure. We then provide basic PDT algorithms for lookup,
merge during scans, and addition of new updates.
6.4.1 Properties
The PDT is a B+-tree like tree that holds two non-unique monotonically increas-
ing keys, SID and RID, where RID is never explicitly stored, but can always be
computed as SID+∆. Neither SID nor RID are sufficient to uniquely identify
a tuple by themselves. Their combination, (SID, RID), is:
Theorem 1. (SID, RID) is a unique key of a table.
Proof. We prove by contradiction. Assume we have two tuples with equal SID.
The first of these is always a newly inserted tuple, which increments ∆ by one.
Given that RID = SID+∆, the second tuple cannot have an equal RID. Next,
assume we have two tuples with equal RID. The first of these is always a deleted
tuple, which decrements ∆ by one. The second tuple can never have an equal
SID, as SID = RID −∆.
Corollary 2. If updates within a PDT are ordered on (SID, RID), they are
also ordered on SID and on RID.
Corollary 3. Within a PDT, a chain of N updates with equal SID is always a
sequence of N − 1 inserts, followed by either another insert, or a modification
or deletion of an underlying stable tuple.
Corollary 4. Within a PDT, a chain of N updates with equal RID is always a
sequence of N−1 deletions, followed by either another deletion, or a modification
of the subsequent underlying stable tuple, or a newly inserted tuple.
6.4.2 Design Decisions
Modify Chains
There is one subtle point that should be made regarding the properties from
Section 6.4.1. The combination of (SID, RID) is a key that identifies entire
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tuples, being them visible or ghost. Strictly speaking, however, it is not a key
that uniquely identifies update entries within the leaves of our PDT structure.
The reason is that a PDT might contain more than one modify update for a
single (stable) tuple, one per modified attribute. Such modifies share the same
(SID, RID), but can be distinguished by their column-ID, on which we keep
them sub-sorted. They do not impact our reasoning about (SID, RID) in any
way, as modifies do not contribute to ∆. Furthermore, given that the number
of attributes is fixed, worst-case search overhead within a PDT leaf, to locate a
certain column-ID, is bound by a constant.
In the preceding and following text, if we talk about “a modification”, we
generally mean “a tuple with one or more attributes modified”. The fact that this
is implemented within the PDT as multiple, clustered leaf entries, differentiated
by column-ID, is purely a design decision. In the discussion of our algorithms,
we often simplify or ignore any details that deal with searching and sorting of
same-tuple modifies by column-ID.
Block Deletes
In case a consecutive range of N tuples, starting at SID = offset is deleted, we
choose to encode this within the PDT leaves as a single (DEL, offset,N) block-
delete triplet, rather thanN single tuple deletions of the form (DEL, offset, null),
(DEL, offset+ 1, null), . . . , (DEL, offset+N − 1, null). Not only does this
reduce PDT memory consumption, but also processing costs for logic that deals
with chains of equal-RID deletes (i.e. blocks of consecutive ghost tuples). In
the following discussion of our algorithms, however, we stick with the “naive”
approach to encode deletes, to avoid cluttering the algorithms with complicating
details surrounding block-deletes.
Note that our handling of deletes (including support for block-deletes), differs
significantly from what we presented in our original publication of PDTs at
SIGMOD 2010 [HZN+10]. Originally, we proposed to not only implement each
deletion as a distinct PDT leaf entry, but to also maintain sort-key attribute
values for each deleted tuple within the value-space. This allows a very strict
tuple ordering to be enforced, where newly inserted tuples are kept sorted even
with respect to ghost tuples. With minor modifications to our algorithms, we
have been able to loosen this original requirement, allowing us to implement
efficient block-deletes and add support for join index updates, at the cost of
loosing accuracy in some of our algorithms. We elaborate on this where relevant
in the remaining text.
6.4.3 Implementation Details
A memory efficient PDT implementation in C is as follows:
typedef struct { uint64 16:n, 48:v } upd_t;
#define F 12 /* fan-out */
#define M 15 /* max leaf entries */
#define INS 65535
#define DEL 65534
#define PDT_MAGIC 0xFFFFFFFFFFFF
#define is_leaf(n) ((n).sid[F-1] != PDT_MAGIC)
#define type(x) update[x].n /* INS, DEL or ..*/
#define col_no(x) update[x].n /* column number */
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#define value(x) update[x].v /* valspace offset or block-delete count */
typedef struct { typedef struct {
uint64 sid[M]; uint64 sid[F];
upd_t update[M]; sint64 delta[F];
uint32 prev; uint32 child[F];
uint32 parent; uint32 parent;
uint32 count; uint32 count;
uint32 next;
} PDT_leaf; } PDT_intern;
This implementation minimizes the leaf memory size, which is important
because there will be finite memory for buffering PDT data, thus the PDT
memory footprint determines the maximum update throughput that can be
sustained in the time window it takes to perform a checkpoint (that allows to
free up memory). The leaf of a PDT consists of a SID (large integer), the update
type field, and a type-specific value field. The update type has a distinct value
for INS,DEL and for each column in the table (for modifies), hence an ultra-
wide 65534 column table fits two bytes. The value field occupies the remaining
6 bytes, and either stores an offset into value-space for modify and insert, or
the count of consecutive deleted tuples for a block-delete. Overall, each update
within the PDT leaves consumes 16 bytes, plus the size of associated data in
the value-space and a fractional overhead for a parent pointer and prev/next
pointers that link the leaves.
Note that pointers in the tree (child/parent/prev/next) are implemented as
integers, rather than physical pointers. These integers represent offsets into a
simple buffer manager that manages fixed size blocks of PDT memory, where a
single block is used either as a leaf or a node. Since internal nodes need only
F-1 SIDs, we can fill the last SID value of internal nodes with a special code
that distinguishes them from leaves. The reason that we use logical pointers
rather than physical ones, is to allow for easy creation of snapshot copies of a
PDT structure (c.f. Section 6.5).
The block-size for PDTs should be aligned with, and a multiple of the cache
line size, to optimize memory bandwidth utilization. For example, in case of
64-byte cache-lines, a block size of 256 bytes would accommodate an internal
node fan-out of 12 (wasting 8 bytes due to rounding), and would exactly fit a
maximum of 15 update entries per leaf.
6.4.4 Lookup by SID and RID
As described in Section 6.2.3, each update is defined with respect to the RID
enumerated table image of the target table, as it exists at the start of that
update. To insert an update into the PDT, we therefore need to support PDT
navigation based on RID. Although RID is not a unique key of the PDT, we do
know by Corollary 4 that the currently visible tuple at some RID i is guaranteed
to be at the end of an equal-RID chain. Therefore, RID lookups always search for
the rightmost leaf containing updates against RID i, which we can achieve using
Algorithm 1. The algorithm is a typical tree search, with the main difference
that, within an internal node, we can not use binary search over separators
(which are SIDs, and we search by RID). We have to perform a linear scan
through the SID separators, maintaining a sum of the delta fields for the subtrees
that we leave to our left. Using the sum of these deltas, we can compute actual
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RID separators on-the-fly, and we follow the child pointer left of the current
separator once its value is larger than our target RID. Later on, we will also see
scenarios that call for FindLeftLeafByRid, the algorithm of which is left as an
exercise for the reader.
Algorithm 1 PDT.FindRightLeafByRid(rid)
PDT.FindLeftLeafByRid(rid)
Finds the rightmost leaf which updates a given rid.
Version that finds the leftmost leaf is omitted.
1: node← rootNode(this)
2: δ ← 0
3: while isLeaf(node) ≡ false do
4: for i← 0 to nodeCount(node) do
5: δ ← δ + node.delta[i]
6: if rid < node.sids[i] + δ then
7: δ ← δ − node.delta[i]
8: break from inner loop
9: end if
10: end for
11: node← node.child[i]
12: end while
13: return (node, δ)
There are also scenarios that call for lookup by SID. For example, indexing
in Vectorwise happens at the level of immutable SIDs. To make index lookups
“current”, we lookup any PDT resident updates against a given SID. This time,
the default is to lookup the leftmost leaf, as we might be dealing with an equal-
SID chain containing relevant insert data. Algorithm 2 describes the details.
Note that finding leftmost leaves is slightly more complex than finding right-
most ones, as SID is not unique and we do not know whether a separator SID
cuts an equal-SID chain in two or whether it coincides with the head of such
chain. This can be checked in constant time though, and therefore does not
impact the logarithmic time complexity of our tree search. Again, there is also
a FindRightLeafBySid variant, which we leave out for brevity.
6.4.5 MergeScan
We now move our attention to the Merge operator, which merges a basic Scan
on a stable table with the updates encountered during a sequential (left to
right) walk through the leaves of a PDT. Algorithm 3 shows the next() method
one would typically implement in a relational query processing engine for such
an operator; the task of this method is to return the next tuple. The output
produced by Merge is an up-to-date, RID-enumerated (strictly increasing over
N) tuple stream, which also respects the sort-key ordering of the underlying
table.
The idea behind Algorithm 3 is that skip represents the distance in position
until the next update; until which tuples are just passed through. When an
update (INS,DEL,MOD) is reached, action is undertaken to apply the update
from the PDT to the output stream. The while loop at line 3 iterates through
tuples output by the basic Scan, and either returns them directly as output,
or skips them in case they are deleted. If we hit a PDT insert at line 13, we
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Algorithm 2 PDT.FindLeftLeafBySid(sid)
PDT.FindRightLeafBySid(sid)
Finds the leftmost leaf which updates a given sid.
Version that finds the rightmost leaf is omitted.
1: node← rootNode(this)
2: δ ← 0
3: while isLeaf(node) ≡ false do
4: for i← 0 to nodeCount(node) do
5: δ ← δ + node.delta[i]
6: if sid <= node.sids[i] then
7: δ ← δ − node.delta[i]
8: if sid ≡ node.sids[i] then
9: checkLeaf ← true {On equality with SID separator, taking the left
branch might be too pessimistic}
10: end if
11: break from inner loop
12: end if
13: end for
14: node← node.child[i]
15: end while
16: if checkLeaf ≡ true and not sid ∈ node.sids then
17: δ ← δ+GetLeafDelta(node)
18: node← node.next {Jump to right sibling in case sid not present}
19: end if
20: return (node, δ)
retrieve its tuple data from value space and output it, leaving the input Scan
untouched. If we end up in the else at line 16, we are left with a modify, which
we apply to the current tuple returned by Scan.next(). Note that we may need
to process multiple modify entries for the current output tuple, one for each
modified attribute.
The listed algorithm is simplified for a single-level PDT. In case of multiple
layers of stacked PDTs, the full MergeScan operator consists of a Scan followed
by multiple Merge operations, one per PDT layer, where the output of each
Merge is used as the Scan input to Merge operation directly above it. Further-
more, the algorithm shown here employs tuple-at-a-time operator pipelining.
For our implementation in Vectorwise, which we used for evaluation, we opti-
mized the logic for vectorized execution, where each MergeScan.next() call is
expected to return a block of up-to-date tuples. As the skip value is typically
large, in many cases this allows to pass through entire vectors of tuple data
unmodified from the Scan, without copying overhead. For vectors that do get
updated, we first analyze the PDT to compute input and output pivots for
ranges that can be memcpy’d unmodified from input to output. This process
leaves space for inserts and compacts out deleted tuples. After this copy phase,
we “patch” the output vector with data from inserts and modifies.
6.4.6 Adding Updates
In below discussion of PDT update algorithms, we apply the following simplifi-
cations, to stay focused on the core functionality.
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Algorithm 3 Merge.next()
The Merge operator has as state the variables pos, rid, skip, and DIFF and Scan; resp.
a PDT and an input operator. Its next() method returns the next tuple resulting from
a merge between Scan and a left-to-right traversal of the leaves of DIFF. pos, rid are
initialized to 0, leaf to the leftmost leaf of DIFF and skip ← leaf.sid[0] (if DIFF is
empty, skip←∞). Note the new rid is attached to each returned tuple.
1: newrid← rid
2: rid← rid+ 1
3: while skip > 0 or leaf.type[pos] ≡ DEL do
4: tuple←Scan.next()
5: if skip > 0 then
6: skip← skip− 1
7: return (tuple, newrid)
8: else {Delete: do not return the current tuple}
9: (leaf, pos)←DIFF.NextLeafEntry(leaf, pos)
10: skip← leaf.sid[pos]− tuple.sid
11: end if
12: end while
13: if leaf.type[pos] ≡ INS then
14: tuple←DIFF.GetInsertSpace(leaf.value[pos])
15: (leaf, pos)←DIFF.NextLeafEntry(leaf, pos)
16: else
17: tuple←Scan.next()
18: while leaf.sid[pos] ≡ tuple.sid do {MODs same tuple}
19: columnId← leaf.type[pos] {type encodes column number}
20: tuple[columnId]←DIFF.GetModifySpace(leaf.values[pos], columnId)
21: (leaf, pos)←DIFF.NextLeafEntry(leaf, pos)
22: end while
23: end if
24: skip← leaf.sid[pos]− tuple.sid
25: return (tuple, newrid)
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• We ignore any details around splitting and combining leaf nodes, and
growing and shrinking the internal node structure. This logic is similar
to a regular B+-tree, with the biggest difference being the subtree delta
fields that need to be kept consistent.
• We treat the update entries within the PDT leaves as three dense, aligned
arrays: sid[], type[] and value[]. This allows us to ignore navigation among
sibling leaves. Also, we ignore boundary cases at both ends of these arrays.
• We do not treat value-space maintenance and garbage collection.
• Handling of block-deletes and modify chains (i.e. multi-attribute modifies
of the same tuple) are often ignored. We generalize such modify chains
into a single update with type “MOD”, whenever being specific about
column-IDs does not add any value.
Modify
Algorithm 4 PDT.AddModify(rid, columnId, newV alue)
Finds the rightmost leaf containing updates on a given rid, adding a new modification
triplet at index pos, or modify existing PDT data in-place.
1: (leaf, δ)← this.FindRightLeafByRid(rid)
2: (pos, δ)← this.SearchLeafForRid(leaf, rid, δ)
3: while leaf.sid[pos] + δ ≡ rid and leaf.type[pos] ≡ DEL do {Skip delete-chain}
4: pos← pos+ 1
5: δ ← δ − 1
6: end while
7: if leaf.sid[pos] + δ ≡ rid then {In-place update}
8: offset← leaf.value[pos]
9: if leaf.type[pos] ≡ INS then
10: this.AlterInsertSpace(offset, columnId, newV alue)
11: return
12: end if
13: if leaf.type[pos] ≡ columnId then {Modify matches column}
14: this.AlterModifySpace(offset, columnId, newV alue)
15: return
16: end if
17: this.ShiftLeafEntries(leaf, pos, 1) {Add new update triplet to leaf}
18: leaf.sid[pos]← rid− δ
19: leaf.type[pos]← columnId
20: offset← this.AddToModifySpace(columnId, newV alue)
21: leaf.value[pos]← offset
22: end if
To add a modify, we need a row offset, rid, a column identifier, columnId,
and the new value to be added to the value-space, newV alue. The column
identifier comes from the attribute name in the query plan, while the row offset
is the current RID of the tuple being modified, as returned by MergeScan. The
first thing we need to do is locate the leaf and the position within that leaf where
updates against the tuple with rid should go. This target position may or may
not contain existing updates against rid. Within the PDT, a RID looses its
uniqueness property, due to ghost-deletes. Therefore, at line 1 of Algorithm 4,
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we search for the rightmost leaf that potentially contains updates against our
destination RID, to locate the tail of a potential delete-chain. Within that leaf
we find the first update entry with a RID greater than or equal to rid using
SearchLeafForRid(rid) at line 2. SearchLeafForRid performs a simple left-to-
right scan through the PDT leaf, keeping track of the running δ, and comparing
rid against the sid+ δ of each update entry encountered. Next, we iterate over
a RID-conflicting delete chain, skipping ghost deletes if they exist. Now we
are ready to perform the modify at position pos within the leaf, which involves
either an in-place update of an existing insert or modify, or the insertion of a
new modify triplet in the PDT leaf. To insert a new update entry, we make
room within the leaf using ShiftLeafEntries, and add (SID, columnId, offset)
triplet, where offset is an index into value-space, holding the new attribute
value.
To be complete, when dealing with an in-place modify, we might have to
search through a list of attribute modifications for our target tuple, to search
for a match on columnId (i.e. the condition at line 13 is simplified). This can
even involve searching backwards (i.e. left) through sibling leaves.
Delete
Delete only needs the current RID of the tuple to be deleted. Algorithm 5 adds
a deletion to the PDT, and resembles modify in its search for the destination
pos to insert at, again skipping any RID-conflicting deletes. If pos happens to
already contain an update against rid, we either find an insert, which we simply
delete in-place by overwriting it with entries to its right (see line 9), or #mod
modifies against our to-be-deleted rid, which we delete at line 13. Note that
after deletion of an insert, we return, while after deleting one or more modifies
we continue with the default code path to mark a stable tuple as deleted by
adding a DEL entry at pos.
One important difference with respect to modify is the mandatory call to
AddNodeDeltas(leaf, val). This routine adds a (possibly negative) value val to
all delta fields of the inner nodes on the path from the root to leaf . In case we
add a single deletion to our PDT, we increment those node deltas by −1.
Insert
To insert a new tuple into a table, tab, that is sorted according to the set
of sort-key attributes, SK, we need to find the position where to insert at. We
define this position to be the current RID of the first tuple that should come
after our newly inserted tuple in terms of sort-key ordering 4. To find such
insert RIDs, we introduce a merge-based operator, MergeFindInsertRID, to be
used in the following way:
MergeFindInsertRID(
Sort(INSERT_BATCH, SK),
[SK],
MergeScan(tab, [SK, rid]),
[SK]
)
4If no sort-key is defined for the insert table, we simply append to the end, i.e. at a RID
that equals the current table count.
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Algorithm 5 PDT.AddDelete(rid)
Finds the rightmost leaf containing updates on a given rid. Within that leaf, we either
add a new deletion triplet at pos, or delete existing PDT updates in-place.
1: (leaf, δ)← this.FindRightLeafByRid(rid)
2: (pos, δ)← this.SearchLeafForRid(leaf, rid, δ)
3: while leaf.sid[pos] + δ ≡ rid and leaf.type[pos] ≡ DEL do {Skip delete chain}
4: pos← pos+ 1
5: δ ← δ − 1
6: end while
7: if leaf.sid[pos] + δ ≡ rid then {In-place update}
8: if leaf.type[pos] ≡ INS then {Delete existing insert}
9: this.ShiftLeafEntries(leaf, pos+ 1,−1)
10: this.AddNodeDeltas(leaf,−1)
11: return
12: else {Delete #mod existing modifies}
13: this.ShiftLeafEntries(leaf, pos+#mod+ 1,−#mod)
14: end if
15: end if
16: this.ShiftLeafEntries(leaf, pos, 1)
17: leaf.sid[pos]← rid− δ
18: leaf.type[pos]← DEL
19: leaf.value[pos]← 0 {Handling of block-deletes left out}
20: this.AddNodeDeltas(leaf,−1)
This operator expects as first argument a batch of tuples to be inserted (i.e.
a relation), ordered according to the sort-key attributes of the table. The sec-
ond argument specifies an attribute list identifying the attributes within IN-
SERT_BATCH that represent the sort-key, to be used as attributes for merg-
ing. The MergeScan produces an ordered, RID-enumerated scan of the cur-
rent destination table. Within the output of MergeScan, the attributes to be
used as sort-key for merging are identified by the fourth argument. As output,
MergeFindInsertRID produces the tuples from INSERT_BATCH, enumerated
with their destination RIDs. This RID-enumerated tuple stream can be fed
directly into the Insert() operator, which inserts the tuples into the PDT using
Algorithm 6.
Note that to find the insert-RIDs, it is sufficient to restrict MergeScan to the
SK attribute columns only. Using Vectorwise’s MinMax indices, we can further
trim down the I/O volume to only contain the horizontal slice that contains the
minimum and maximum SK values within INSERT_BATCH. Maintenance of
MinMax indices under updates is discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.
Algorithm 6 is less complicated than modify and delete, as there is no need
to deal with any in-place updates. As before, we search for the leaf to insert
at and the destination position within that leaf, skipping any RID-conflicting
ghost tuples. We then simply add the tuple data to the value-space and store
a (SID, INS, offset) triplet at destination pos within the PDT leaf, shifting
whatever updates might be there to the right. We call AddNodeDeltas(leaf, 1)
to propagate our contributed delta of +1 to the delta fields of internal nodes
along the root-to-leaf path.
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Algorithm 6 PDT.AddInsert(rid, tuple)
Finds the leaf where updates on rid should go. Within that leaf, we add a new insert
triplet at index pos.
1: (leaf, δ)← this.FindRightLeafByRid(rid)
2: (pos, δ)← this.SearchLeafForRid(leaf, rid, δ)
3: while leaf.sid[pos] + δ ≡ rid and leaf.type[pos] ≡ DEL do {Skip delete chain}
4: pos← pos+ 1
5: δ ← δ − 1
6: end while
7: this.ShiftLeafEntries(leaf, pos, 1) {Insert update triplet in leaf}
8: leaf.sid[pos] = rid− δ
9: leaf.type[pos] =INS
10: offset = this.AddToInsertSpace(tuple)
11: leaf.value[pos] = offset
12: this.AddNodeDeltas(leaf, 1) {Increment deltas on root-to-leaf path by 1}
SID col RID
0 Alpha 0
1 Charlie 1
2 Echo 2
(a) Initial insdel table.
INSERT INTO insdel
VALUES (’Bravo’)
DELETE FROM insdel
WHERE col = ’Charlie’
(b) Update statements.
SID col RID
0 Alpha 0
1 Bravo 1
1 Charlie 2
2 Echo 2
(c) Insert before delete.
SID col RID
0 Alpha 0
1 Charlie 1
2 Bravo 1
2 Echo 2
(d) Insert after delete violates ordering.
Figure 6.5: Disrespecting deletes.
6.4.7 Disrespecting Deletes
An important subtlety in the design of our PDT structure stems from the in-
teraction between deleted stable tuples, that become “ghost” tuples, and newly
inserted tuples. As discussed, a RID is only unique within the up-to-date table
image, not within the PDT, as for every visible tuple, there might be one or more
ghost tuples with an equal RID. By design, all our algorithms add updates (by
RID) to the end of any RID-conflicting delete chain. A consequence of this is
that PDT inserts might violate sort-key ordering with respect to RID-conflicting
ghost tuples.
An example of this behavior can be found in Figure 6.5, where we see an ini-
tial table (6.5a), sorted on col and two update statements, an insert and a delete
(6.5b). Although the update statements are independent, the order in which we
execute them influences the state of updates in the PDT. If we first perform the
insert of ’Bravo’, this tuple is inserted after ’Alpha’ and before ’Charlie’, claiming
the current RID=1 of ’Charlie’, and sharing its SID=1. Subsequent deletion of
tuple ’Charlie’, at a shifted RID of 2, results in the state depicted in Figure 6.5c.
If we reverse the execution order of our update statements, we first delete
’Charlie’ at RID=1. After this deletion, however, the newly inserted ’Bravo’
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does not get inserted right before ’Charlie’, but directly before ’Echo’, which has
become the first visible tuple with a sort-key greater than ’Bravo’. The insert
still goes to RID=1, which is now shared with the ’Charlie’ ghost tuple. Due
to our treatment of RID-conflicting delete-chains in Algorithm 6, however, we
insert after the ghost tuple. Therefore, ’Bravo’ now receives a SID of 2, rather
than 1, resulting in a violation of the ordering property with respect to the
’Charlie’ ghost. The reverse situation, where a PDT insert ends up before a
ghost tuple that precedes it in terms of sort-key ordering, is not possible.
The design decision to disrespect deletes mainly impacts index lookups. As
discussed in Section 4.4.4, Vectorwise’s MinMax indices maintain a mapping
between attribute value ranges and immutable SID ranges. Disrespecting deletes
results in this mapping to become “loose”, as newly inserted attribute values
can now cross partition boundaries, resulting in loss of index accuracy over
time. In our original PDT paper [HZN+10], we avoided this complication by
enforcing strict ordering of inserts with respect to ghost tuples, which required
sort-key attributes to be stored in the PDT for each deleted tuple. This strategy
turned out to be unworkable with respect to join index updates, as we discuss
in Chapter 7, which is the reason we abandoned the strict ordering requirement.
An added benefit is that PDTs become more space efficient, as ghost tuples do
not claim any value space storage, and delete entries for adjacent tuples can be
coalesced into a single block-delete within PDT leaves.
6.5 Transaction Processing
Stacked PDTs can be used as a building block in lock-free transaction processing,
as depicted earlier in the architecture from Figure 4.13. The goal here is to
provide snapshot isolation, where each new query sees an isolated snapshot of
a table, through careful versioning of PDTs. While database systems that offer
snapshot isolation as the highest consistency level (e.g. Oracle) are very popular,
they still fail to provide full serializability. However, recent research [CRF08]
shows that it is possible to guarantee full serializability in a snapshot-based
system using extra bookkeeping of read tuples.
To implement snapshot isolation, we propose to use three layers of consecu-
tive PDTs per table. From bottom to top, we have:
read-PDT A global and shared PDT that contains updates with respect to
the stable table on disk, i.e. DIFFt0tr with respect to TABLEt0 . This is
where the majority of updates resides, making this the largest PDT in
general. The read-PDT is considered “read-mostly”, hence its name.
write-PDT Another global PDT, containing updates against the merge of a
stable table with its read-PDT, i.e. a DIFFtrtw with respect to TABLEtr
= TABLE0.Merge(DIFF
t0
tr ). The SIDs in a write-PDT therefore refer to
RIDs produced by a merge, implying that the read-PDT can not be arbi-
trarily modified. In general, modifying any of the global PDTs requires a
snapshot copy to be made (copy-on-write), discussed in more detail below.
trans-PDT A transaction-private PDT that contains updates against a merge
of the stable table with both the read- and write-PDT, i.e. a DIFFtwtt with
respect to TABLEtw = TABLE0.Merge(DIFF
t0
tr ).Merge(DIFF
tr
tw). The
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trans-PDT ensures that changes made by an update query within a multi-
query transaction are visible to subsequent queries within that transaction,
while at the same time providing isolation of those changes from other con-
currently running transactions. It can be freely modified by its containing
transaction, until its updates are either committed into (a copy of) the
write-PDT, or simply destroyed in case the transaction aborts.
In the remaining text, we often abbreviate those to RPDT, WPDT and TPDT,
or even R, W and T, respectively. The current, transaction-local table image
can then be generated with:
TABLEt=TABLE0.Merge(RPDT
0
r).Merge(WPDT
r
w).Merge(TPDT
w
t ) (6.8)
At the start of a new transaction, x, it receives an empty trans-PDT, Tx,
and reference-counted pointers to the current master copies of both the read-
and write-PDT, R and W . R and W are guaranteed not to change during
x’s lifetime, providing a low-cost snapshot of table state at start(x). For read-
only transactions, this is all there is. Write transactions, on the other hand,
make changes to the private trans-PDT, Tx. 5 These can either be aborted or
committed. In case of an abort, we simply destroy Tx. In case of successful
commit, the changes in Tx need to be propagated into W . However, we can not
modify the global write-PDT in place, as that would break isolation. Therefore,
we commit Tx’s changes into a snapshot copy, Wx, of the master write-PDT at
the time Tx commits (we treat concurrent commits in Section 6.5.2). When this
is done, we update the global W to reference the updated copy, Wx, making
it the new master. Concurrent transactions keep seeing the outdated write-
PDTs though, as the reference counting keeps previous versions alive as long as
needed. Using this “copy-on-write” policy, we ensure that we only pay the cost
of creating a snapshot copy when dealing with write transactions that actually
commit.
From a perspective of correctness, adding the write-PDT layer is superfluous,
as a single global PDT in combination with a trans-PDT is technically sufficient.
Architecturally, the motivation for a separate write-PDT is that it can be kept
CPU cache resident, while the read-PDT is RAM resident, with the stable table
being disk resident. This size advantage of the write-PDT with respect to the
read-PDT keeps the cost of creating snapshot copies during commit relatively
low. Only when the write-PDT grows too large, we empty it by migrating the
updates it contains into a snapshot copy of the read-PDT, amortizing the high
cost of such a copy over thousands or even millions of updates. Reducing the
number of read-PDT snapshots is not only beneficial in terms of CPU overhead,
but also reduces PDT memory consumption, as concurrent transactions do not
end up each with distinct references to outdated read-PDT copies. As long as the
read-PDT is not changed, which would trigger copy-on-write, all transactions
share a reference to the master copy.
Next, we discuss the propagation of updates between PDT layers in more
detail. After that, we move to concurrency and conflict resolution, respectively
in Sections 6.5.2 and 6.5.3.
5A fourth level “query-PDT” can be used during the execution of insert and delete
statements, to protect them from seeing their own changes. When such a query fin-
ishes, its query-PDT is propagated to its trans-PDT and removed.
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Algorithm 7 PDT.Propagate(T )
Propagates the updates present in argument PDT T to this PDT W . It assumes that
T is consecutive to W .
1: leaf ← T .FindLeftLeafBySid(0)
2: pos← δ ← 0
3: while leaf do {Iterate over input updates}
4: rid← leaf.sid[pos] + δ
5: if leaf.type[pos] ≡ INS then {Insert}
6: tuple← T .GetInsertSpace(leaf.value[pos])
7: W .AddInsert(rid, tuple)
8: δ ← δ + 1
9: else if leaf.type[pos] ≡ DEL then {Delete}
10: W .AddDelete(rid)
11: δ ← δ − 1
12: else {Modify}
13: columnId← leaf.type[pos]
14: val← T .GetModifySpace(leaf.value[pos], columnId)
15: W .AddModify(rid, columnId, val)
16: end if
17: (leaf, pos)← T .NextLeafEntry(leaf, pos)
18: end while
6.5.1 Propagate
Algorithm 7 lists the Propagate operator that adds to PDT W holding updates
from [t0, t1〉, all updates of a consecutive PDT T of time range [t1, t2〉:
Wt0t2 ←W
t0
t1 .Propagate(T
t1
t2) (6.9)
with TABLE0.Merge(W
t0
t2)=TABLE0.Merge(W
t0
t1).Merge(T
t1
t2 ).
This operation is used both to commit updates from a trans-PDT into a
snapshot copy of the write-PDT and to periodically migrate the contents of the
write-PDT into a copy of the read-PDT, to prevent the write-PDT from growing
too large. The Propagate algorithm takes all updates in a higher-layer PDT T
in left-to-right leaf order and applies them to the PDT layer directly below it,
W . Note that the algorithm treats SIDs in T as RIDs of W , keeping track of δ
to adjust for preceding updates that already got propagated. This requires the
updates in T to be consecutive (see Section 6.2.6) to the updates in W . When
propagating from the write- to the read-PDT, we can assume this to be true.
However, in case of trans- to write-PDT propagation, this assumption may not
hold, because concurrent transactions might have committed, thereby creating
a new master write-PDT. Hence, the time ranges represented by the master
write-PDT may overlap with the trans-PDT of the committing transaction.
6.5.2 Overlapping Transactions
At the start of a transaction x at time t0, an empty trans-PDT Txt0 is created.
Until x commits at t2, updates are added to the trans-PDT denoted at commit
time Txt0t2 . If no transaction committed in the meantime, we may just use
Algorithm 7 to propagate the updates directly to the master write-PDT: Wt2 =
Wt0 .Propagate(Tx
t0
t2) to get a database state at time t2 that reflects x. However,
if a transaction y committed at t1, where t0 < t1 < t2: we need to do two things:
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(1) In snapshot isolation, a conflict occurs if the write-sets of both transactions
overlap, so we must check for updates in trans-PDTs Tx and Ty that modify
the same tuple.
(2) If no conflicts exist, we need to propagate the changes from Tx into the
current master write-PDT Wt1 .
To perform (1), the updates in Tx and Ty should be aligned, i.e. relative to
the same database snapshot (matching SID domains). To perform (2), updates
in Tx should be consecutive with respect to the updates in Ty, i.e. relative to
the database snapshot as produced by merging updates committed by Ty (SID
domain of Tx matches RID domain of Ty). Assuming for now that x and y are
the only concurrent transactions, they are guaranteed to have started using the
same initial write-PDT (i.e. no other transaction can have committed in the
meantime). This makes Tx and Ty aligned. We can now check for conflicting
updates in Tx and Ty by analyzing the update SIDs in both PDTs (in ordered
and synchronized fashion). While we are checking for conflicts, we can also
convert the SIDs of the updates in Tx (the committing transaction) so that
they become relative to the RID domain as produced by transaction y, thereby
serializing x and y. If Ty is a PDTt0t1, serializing means that we are transforming
PDT Txt0t2 into a PDT T
′xt1t2, which allows us to perform (2).
6.5.3 Serialize
Algorithm 8 lists the Serialize() routine that performs this transformation, but
also raises an error (returns false) if there are conflicting updates that make
the transposition illegal. In case of such a conflict, the committing transaction
must be aborted. Note that the conflict checking performed is write-write on
the tuple-level and even allows to reconcile modifications of different attributes
of the same tuple (by the omitted CheckModConflict() routine).
T ′xt1t2 ← Tx
t0
t2 .Serialize(Ty
t0
t1 ) (6.10)
Algorithm 8 iterates through the leaves of both the committing Tx and
the committed Ty, from left to right, in lock-step fashion. All update entries
in Tx have their SID “transposed” from an aligned into a consecutive state
by adjusting those SIDs with the running delta from Ty, thereby shifting the
SID positions in Tx to accommodate for any updates in Ty that precede it.
Whenever matching SIDs are encountered in Tx and Ty, we check for conflicts,
returning false whenever Tx tries to modify or delete a tuple that was already
deleted by Ty, or when Tx tries to delete or modify a tuple/attribute modified
by Ty. Inserts only conflict in case of a key uniqueness violation, otherwise we
simply resolve the conflict by ordering the tuples according to sort key.
6.5.4 Commit
Until now we only considered two concurrent transactions, but Algorithm 9
extends the idea to an arbitrary number of concurrent transactions.
For each recently committed transaction zi that overlaps with a still running
transaction x we keep their serialized trans-PDTs T ′zi alive in the set TZ. A
reference counting mechanism ensures that T ′zi-s are removed from TZ as soon
as the last overlapping transaction finishes. Basically, all T ′zi are consecutive
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Algorithm 8 PDT.Serialize(Ty)
This method is invoked on PDT Tx with an aligned Ty as input, and checks
the updates in Tx (the newer PDT) for conflicts with an earlier committed
transaction Ty. FALSE is returned if there was a conflict. Its effect on Tx
(referred to as T ′x) is to become consecutive to Ty, as its SIDs get converted to
the RID domain of Ty.
1: imax← Tx.count()
2: jmax← Ty.count()
3: i← j ← δ ← 0
4: while i < imax do {Iterate over new updates}
5: while j < jmax and Ty[j].sid < Tx[i].sid do
6: if Ty[j].type ≡ INS then
7: δ ← δ + 1
8: else if Ty[j].type ≡ DEL then
9: δ ← δ − 1
10: end if
11: j ← j + 1
12: end while
13: if Ty[j].sid ≡ Tx[i].sid then {potential conflict}
14: if Ty[j].type ≡ INS and Tx[i].type ≡ INS then {INS-INS}
15: if Ty[j].value < Tx[i].value then {old value goes before}
16: δ ← δ + 1
17: j ← j + 1
18: else if Ty[j].value ≡ Tx[i].value then {key conflict}
19: return false
20: else {new value goes before}
21: Tx[i].sid← Tx[i].sid+ δ
22: i← i+ 1
23: end if
24: else if Ty[j].type ≡ DEL then
25: if Tx[i].type 6≡ INS then
26: return false
27: else {Never conflict with Insert}
28: Tx[i].sid← Tx[i].sid+ δ
29: δ ← δ − 1
30: i← i+ 1
31: end if
32: else {Modify in Ty}
33: if Tx[i].type ≡ INS then {Insert in Tx goes before modify in Ty}
34: Tx[i].sid← Tx[i].sid+ δ
35: i← i+ 1
36: else if Tx[i].type ≡ DEL then {DEL-MOD conflict}
37: return false
38: else if CheckModConflict() then {MOD-MOD}
39: return false
40: end if
41: end if
42: else {Current SID in Ty is bigger than in Tx}
43: Tx[i].sid← Tx[i].sid+ δ {Only convert SID}
44: i← i+ 1
45: end if
46: end while
47: return true
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Algorithm 9 Finish(ok, Wtn , Tx
t, TZ)
Commit(w, tx, tz) = Finish(true,w, tx, tz)
Abort(w, tx, tz) = Finish(false,w, tx, tz)
Transaction x that started at t, tries to commit its trans-PDT Txt into master
write-PDT Wtn , taking into account the sequence of relevant previously com-
mitted consecutive PDTs TZ = (T ′z1t0t1 , · · · , T
′zn
tn−1
tn ). If there are conflicts
between Tx and any T ′zi ∈ TZ, the operation fails and x aborts. Otherwise
the final T ′x is added to TZ and is propagated to Wtn .
1: T ′x← Tx; i← 0
2: while (i = i+ 1) ≤ n do {iterate over all T ′zi}
3: T ← T ′ziti−1ti
4: if t < ti then {overlapping transactions}
5: if ok then
6: ok ← T ′x.Serialize(T )
7: end if
8: T.refcnt← T.refcnt− 1
9: if T.refcnt ≡ 0 then {x is last overlap with zi}
10: TZ ← TZ − T
11: end if
12: end if
13: end while
14: if ok ≡ true then {only commit x on success}
15: Wtn+1 ←Wtn .Propagate(T
′x)
16: T ′x.refcnt← ‖runningtransactions‖
17: if T ′x.refcnt > 0 then
18: TZ ← TZ + T ′x
19: end if
20: end if
21: return ok
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t4
a
b
c
Time
t1 t1a t1b t2 t2c t3
Figure 6.6: Three Concurrent Transactions
and hold the changes that the transaction zi applied to the previous database
state. The creation of such a T ′zi is in fact a by-product of the fact that
zi committed. Like described in the two-transaction case, committing entails
using the Serialize algorithm to transform the trans-PDT Tx of the committing
transaction possibly multiple times; once for each overlapping transaction zi ∈
TZ in commit order. The execution of Serialize both serves the purpose of
checking for a write-write conflict (which leads to an abort of x), as well as
produces a serialized trans-PDT T ′x that is consecutive to the database state
at commit time, hence can be included in TZ and also used to Propagate its
updates to the master write-PDT (i.e. commit).
6.5.5 Example
The example in Figure 6.6 shows concurrent execution times of three transac-
tions: a, b, and c. At start time t1, we start out with an initial master write-PDT
Wt1 = ∅. At t1a, the first transaction, a, arrives and sees the current master
write-PDT: Wa = Wt1 = ∅. Here, we chose notation t1a to suggest that the
database state at that time is the same as at t1. Transaction a starts out with
an empty trans-PDT, Tat1a = ∅. At t1b, the second transaction, b, arrives and
sees the same empty write-PDT, Wb = Wa, since no commits took place in the
meantime. At t2, transaction b commits, thereby propagating its changes from
Tbt1bt2 to the current table image. There were no commits during the lifetime of
b, so the most up-to-date table image is still represented by Wb = Wt1 , allow-
ing us to commit by propagating Tb directly into a snapshot copy W ′t1 of Wt1
and making the result the new master write-PDT:Wt2 = W
′
t1 .Propagate(Tb
t1b
t2 ).
Note that copy-on-write, together with reference counting, make sure that trans-
action a still sees the outdated Wa = Wt1 = ∅. The resulting new master write-
PDT reflects the state as seen by incoming transaction c at t2c: Wc = Wt2 .
Again we start with an empty Tct2c = ∅ for transaction c. The next thing
that happens is the commit of transaction a at t3. We serialize Ta
t1a
t3 with re-
spect to Tbt1bt2 : T
′at2t3 = Ta
t1a
t3 .Serialize(Tb
t1b
t2 ), which reports no conflicts. The
resulting T ′at2t3 is consecutive to Wt2 , a snapshot-copy of which we can safely
commit into: Wt3 = W
′
t2 .Propagate(T
′at2t3). Finally, when transaction c com-
mits, at t4, we still have T ′a
t2
t3 around, which is aligned with Tc
t2c , so we can do
T ′ct3t4 = Tc
t2c
t4 .Serialize(T
′at2t3), which can then be propagated into the write-PDT:
Wt4 = W
′
t3 .Propagate(T
′ct3t4).
In summary, at transaction commit, we check for conflicts against all trans-
actions that committed during the lifetime of the transaction. Each such over-
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lapped commit is characterized by its serialized trans-PDT; we cache these for
those recent transactions that still overlap with a running transaction. By se-
rializing the committing trans-PDT with these cached PDTs one-by-one, we
finally obtain a trans-PDT that is consecutive to the current database state,
and can be Propagate-ed to it (and added to the cache itself). These Serialize
operations will also detect any conflicts, in case of which the transaction gets
aborted instead. Together, this amounts to optimistic concurrency control.
6.6 Logging and Checkpointing
All PDT operations discussed thus far operate on memory resident data struc-
tures. However, we still need to access disk on two occasions. First, to guarantee
durability of committed updates, contents of each committing trans-PDT are
written to a write-ahead-log (WAL). Second, to guarantee availability and per-
formance over the long run, memory resident PDT updates need to be written to
their respective stable tables on disk periodically. We do this by creating a new
version of a stable table, including its indexing structures, using a checkpoint
operation. Both these operations involve purely sequential I/O.
To append a trans-PDT to the WAL, during commit, we flush the update
entries in its leaves, sequentially and densely packed, together with the attribute
values from its value space, to the tail of the log. If writing the complete log
entry fails, the transaction fails to commit, thereby guaranteeing atomicity.
During a restart of the database server, we walk through the WAL from start to
end, and gather the updates for each table from the log into a big initial read-
PDT, using an algorithm akin to Propagate on the update entries we encounter.
In effect, this replays the trans-PDT commits in their original order. If an
incomplete trans-PDT entry is found, which is only possible at the tail of the
log, this indicates a system failure, and this final trans-PDT is ignored to ensure
consistency.
To free up PDT memory and reduce merging overhead, both of which in-
crease with the number of updates in a tables PDTs, we use the checkpoint
operation to build a new stable table that includes all committed updates from
the global read- and write-PDTs. To checkpoint a stable table, TABLE0, into a
new version, TABLE′0, we start a background checkpointing transaction, illus-
trated in Figure 6.7, which proceeds as follows.
1. Flush any updates from the write-PDT to the read-PDT using Propagate.
2. Temporarily disable write-to-read propagation, thereby locking down the
read-PDT to prevent its modification during the checkpoint.
3. Build the new TABLE′0 by performing a MergeScan of TABLE0 with the
locked-down read-PDT (and the empty write-PDT), appending its output
to the storage of a freshly instantiated TABLE′0, i.e. Append(TABLE
′
0,
MergeScan(TABLE0)). Append takes care of automatically rebuilding
MinMax indices and recompressing the data when applicable.
4. Switch to the new table image by updating the catalog entry for the check-
pointed table.
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Figure 6.7: Rebuilding a stable table with a Checkpoint.
5. Destroy the old table image and its read-PDT to free up their storage and
memory, respectively. 6
6. Set the current write-PDT, which contains all updates committed during
the lifetime of the background checkpoint, to be the initial read-PDT of
the new table, adding an empty write-PDT above it.
7. Remove all trans-PDT entries for the checkpointed table from the WAL.
8. Re-enable write-to-read propagation.
Here we see another advantage of the write-PDT layer, as it allows us to run
and commit transactions concurrently with an ongoing checkpoint transaction.
Write-PDT updates gathered during a checkpoint, are consecutive to the locked-
down read-PDT that got checkpointed. Therefore, these updates are compatible
with the SID enumeration of our newly checkpointed TABLE′0 on disk, allowing
us to promote a copy of such a write-PDT into the initial read-PDT of our new
table.
A transaction that is still running at the time a checkpoint commits, can
safely commit into the new state as well, after performing the necessary serial-
ization against transactions that committed during its lifetime, as discussed in
Commit (Algorithm 9). Transactions that start after completion of a checkpoint
are guaranteed to see the new image.
For high-volume “bulk” updates, Vectorwise provides a non-SQL-standard
Combine operator, which allows data from one or more staging tables to be
added (i.e. union) or deleted (i.e. difference) to/from an existing base table.
This allows large update volumes, which would trigger a checkpoint anyway,
to bypass in-memory PDT storage, and simply rebuild a stable table directly.
The Combine operation is similar to an automatic checkpoint, but has more
6We use reference counting to ensure that after the switch, queries that are still accessing
the old table image and read-PDT keep having access to the old state as long as needed.
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Figure 6.8: PDT update performance over time.
conservative transactional semantics, as it conflicts with concurrent updates to
PDTs of given table (i.e. rebuilding a stable table with external data invalidates
PDT positions).
6.7 Experimental Evaluation
To evaluate the benefits of the proposed techniques, we run two sets of bench-
marks. First, with micro-benchmarks we demonstrate the performance of insert-
ing, deleting and modifying data of varying size using PDTs. We also measure
the performance of MergeScan, using different sort key data types and update
rates. Then, we investigate if PDTs succeed in providing uncompromising read
performance in large-scale analytic query scenarios, using the queries from the
TPC-H benchmark.
6.7.1 Benchmark Setup
For our experiments we used two hardware platforms. The workstation system is
a 2.40GHz Intel Core2 Quad CPU Q6600 machine with 8GB of RAM and 2 hard
disks providing a read speed of 150MB/s. The server system is a 2.8GHz Intel
Xeon X5560 machine with 48GB of RAM and 16 SSD drives providing 3GB/s
I/O performance. The micro-benchmarks were performed on workstation, were
memory-resident and the results are averaged over 10 consecutive runs. The
standard deviation over these runs is very small and thus not reported. The
TPC-H benchmarks were performed on both workstation and server.
6.7.2 Update Micro Benchmarks
The first set of experiments demonstrates the logarithmic behavior of PDTs as
more updates are added to it. Figure 6.8 depicts the average time needed to
perform either an insert, a modify, or a delete, into a growing PDT (up to 1
million update entries). Insert and modify costs develop logarithmically, with
inserts being slightly more expensive, as the destination table consists of two
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Figure 6.9: MergeScan: Update ratio (as percentage on x-axis) versus scan time
(in ms on y-axis), for PDT and VDT with different key types.
(64-bit integer) columns, while modifies involve a single attribute only. The
peaks indicate resizing the value space, where attribute values are stored, which
is again more expensive for insert than for modify. Resizing does not occur for
deletes, as these do not store attribute values. Furthermore, delete stays almost
flat, as PDT growth is limited due to the joining of adjacent deletes into a single
block delete (we perform 1 million deletions from a 1 million row table).
6.7.3 MergeScan Micro Benchmarks
Figure 6.9 presents the results of scanning a table of 4 columns and 1 key column
(integer or string) with updates managed by PDTs and VDTs. The query used is
a simple projection of all 4 columns after a varying number of updates have been
applied. In all cases PDT outperforms VDT by at least a factor 3. Furthermore,
this experiment demonstrates linear scaling of query times with growing data
size for both PDT and VDT.
The benefits of PDT are especially visible when the key column contains
strings. In that case, as the percentage of updates is increased, value-based
merging in VDTs becomes significantly slower due to expensive string compar-
isons. On the other hand, PDTs do not need to perform value comparisons,
thus their cost is lower and does not increase significantly with update ratio.
The next set of experiments investigates the impact of increasing the num-
ber of key columns in a table of 6 columns. Here we expect VDTs to suffer
when instead of a single-column sort key we have multiple sort columns, as
the value-based merge-union and -diff logic becomes significantly more complex
with multi-column keys. As in PDTs MergeScans do not need to look at the
sort key columns, they are not influenced by this at all. Figure 6.10 depicts
the results for both integer and string type of keys. The x-axis is divided into
2 dimensions: for each update percentage we conduct the experiment with a
varying number of keys, from 1 to 4 columns. The query projects the remaining
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non-key columns. For VDTs, the query time increases significantly when the
number of keys to be scanned and compared is increased. For PDTs, query time
decreases because fewer columns have to be projected when the number of keys
increase, while merge cost stays constant.
Overall, presented micro-benchmarks demonstrate that PDTs are signifi-
cantly more efficient than VDTs, especially with complex (string, multi-attribute)
keys.
6.7.4 TPC-H Benchmarks
Whereas in the micro-benchmarks we only focused on the PDT operations under
controlled circumstances, we now shift our attention to overall performance
of analytic queries using the full TPC-H query set (22 queries). The focus
in these experiments is establishing whether PDTs indeed succeed in allowing
column-stores to be updated, without compromising their good read-only query
performance. We compare clean queries (no-updates), that is, queries to a clean
database that only has been bulk-loaded, to queries to a database that has been
updated by the two official TPC-H update streams, each of which alters (insert
and delete) roughly 0.1% of two main tables: lineitem and orders. We test both
PDTs and VDTs implemented inside the Vectorwise system on both workstation
and server systems described above.
The experiments were conducted for scientific evaluation only, and do not
conform with the rules imposed on an official TPC-H benchmark implemen-
tation. Therefore, we omit any overall score, and explicitly note that these
individual query results should not be used to derive TPC-H performance met-
rics.
The lineitem table in our setting is ordered on a {l_orderkey, l_linenumber}
key, while the orders table is ordered on a {o_orderdate, o_orderkey} combi-
nation. Due to this ordered columnar table storage, which is very much like
row-wise “index-organized” table storage (a clustered index), certain queries can
exploit range predicates; however, the update task is non-trivial, as the inserts
touch locations scattered throughout the tables.
On the server, we measured the performance using a compressed SF-30
(30GB) data set, while on workstation we used an uncompressed SF-10 (10GB)
data set. The results are presented in Figure 6.11 For each of the 3 scenarios a
separate bar is plotted for every TPC-H query.7
We provide two types of results: (i) I/O volume consumed and (ii) query
performance, separated into data-scanning (including reading from disk, de-
compression, and applying updates, as applicable), and query processing time.
All results are normalized against the VDT runs, with the absolute numbers
provided for those.
The top two segments of Figure 6.11 present the results on the server, us-
ing a compressed, disk-resident (“cold”) SF-30 data set. Plot 2 shows that the
I/O volume for VDT runs is consistently higher (or equal) than in no-updates
and PDT runs, due to mandatory scanning of sort key columns in VDT merg-
ing. However, on this platform, the I/O difference is relatively small, due to
good compression ratios for the (sorted) key columns. Still, the overhead of
7Queries 2, 11 and 16 do not touch updated tables, hence the results for them do
not differ between runs.
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value-based merging, visible in Plot 1, can make the “scan” part often signifi-
cantly higher for the VDT scenario. PDT runs demonstrate a very small “scan”
overhead over no-updates, resulting in a negligible impact on the total query
time.
The bottom 3 segments of Figure 6.11 present results on the workstation,
using a non-compressed SF-10 data set, both memory- (“hot”) and disk-resident
(“cold”). Plot 5 shows that with non-compressed keys, the I/O volume in the
VDT case is significantly higher, up to a factor 2. This demonstrates the benefit
of PDTs on tables with keys that have large physical volume (strings; hard
to compress; multi-column). This increase in I/O is directly reflected in the
performance of the “cold” runs (Plot 3). Plot 4 demonstrates a scenario where
lack of compression (which constitutes a significant part of the “scan” cost in
Plot 1), combined with memory-resident data, makes accessing data a “zero-cost”
operation for the no-updates runs. With the data-access cost eliminated, Plot 4
demonstrates the absolute CPU cost of applying the updates to the data stream.
Here, the VDT approach can have a very significant overhead, consuming up to
half of the total processing time (e.g. in query 6). The CPU cost for PDT
merging is significantly lower, and negligible in most cases.
In all, we can see that value-based merging can be significantly slower (>20%)
than positional merging as introduced by PDTs, and PDTs consistently achieve
query times very close to querying a clean database.
6.8 Related Work
Differential techniques [SL76] historically lost out to update-in-place strategies
as the method of choice to implement database updates handling. Gray pointed
out (“UPDATE IN PLACE: A poison apple?”) that differential techniques,
which do not overwrite data, are more fail-safe, but recognized that magnetic
disk technology had seduced system builders into update-in-place by allowing
fast partial file writes [Gra81]. Update-in-place also implies random disk writes,
where hardware improvement has lagged compared to sequential performance.
While this thesis does not touch the subject of using differential techniques for
row-based systems, it recognizes differential techniques as the most salient way
to go for column-stores, where update-in-place is additionally hindered by hav-
ing to perform I/O for each column, aggravated by compressed and replicated
storage strategies.
The idea to use differential techniques in column-stores is not new (the idea
to do so positionally, is) and was suggested early on [CK85]. The Fractured Mir-
rors approach [RDS03] that combined columnar with row storage, also argued
for it. Both papers did not investigate this in detail. The open-source columnar
MonetDB system uses a differential update mechanism, outlined in [Bon02]. C-
Store proposed to handle updates in a separate write-store (WS), with queries
being run against an immutable read-store (RS), and changes merged in from
the WS on-the-fly. We see our PDT proposal as particularly suited for column-
stores, because our positional approach allows queries that do not use all key
columns to avoid reading them, a crucial advantage in a column-store, and merg-
ing of updates during a scan is computationally faster, compared to value-based
merging.
As for previously proposed differential data structures, the Log-Structured
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Merge-Tree (LSMT) [OCGO96] consists of multiple levels of trees, and reduces
index maintenance costs in insert/delete-heavy query workloads. Similarly,
[JNS+97] proposes multi-level indexing. The goal of improving insertions using
not stacked, but partitioned B-trees was explored in [Gra03]. A possible reason
why multi-tree systems so far have not been very popular, is that lookup re-
quires separate I/Os for each tree. The assumption in our PDT proposal, and
similarly in the value-based “VDT” (our terminology) approaches used e.g. in
MonetDB, is that only the lowest layer data structure (columnar storage) is
disk-resident and requires I/O. The availability of 64-bits systems with large
RAM thus plays in its advantage.
Finally, we have shown how PDTs can be used as an alternative way to pro-
vide ACID transactions; an area of database functionality where ARIES [MHL+92]
is currently the most prominent approach. There are commonalities between
ARIES and our proposal, like the use of a WAL and checkpointing, but the
approaches differ. ARIES uses immediate updates, creating dirty pages im-
mediately at commit, rather than buffering differences. Instead of tuple-based
locking and serializability used in ARIES-based systems, column-stores tend to
opt for snapshot isolation, typically with optimistic concurrency control. PDTs
fit this approach, offering lock-free query evaluation, using three layers of PDTs
(Trans,Write,Read). While snapshot isolation allows anomalies [BBG+95], user
acceptance for it is high, and recently it was shown that snapshot-based systems
can provide full serializability [CRF08] with only a limited amount of book-
keeping. In all, we think that given hardware trends, and the specific needs
of column-stores, PDT-based transaction management is a new and attractive
alternative.
6.9 Related Systems
In this section we provide a brief overview and comparison of the update archi-
tectures employed by other compressed column-store systems. This is based on
papers that were published after our original PDT publication.
6.9.1 Microsoft SQL Server
Microsoft recently added compressed columnar storage support to its SQL Server
product to enhance performance on analytic workloads [LCH+11, LCF+13].
They also implement vectorized execution to improve processing efficiency. A
schematic overview of the storage layout and update support structures is de-
picted in Figure 6.12.
The bulk of tuples in a table is stored in immutable, compressed, columnar
storage format, with no support for explicit tuple ordering. An in-memory bit
map [OQ97] is employed to mark deleted tuples within the immutable storage.
On disk, the bit map is represented and maintained as a B+-tree, indexed by
a unique tuple identifier. Deleted tuples are filtered out transparently during a
scan.
New tuples can be inserted into a delta store, which is a regular B+-tree.
There can be multiple such delta stores per table, and all of them are included
transparently during a table scan. Direct modification of attribute values (i.e.
SQL UPDATE) is not supported, but rather implemented as a deletion of the
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Figure 6.12: Storage and updates in Microsoft SQL Server.
(entire) original tuple, followed by reinsertion of the modified version of the
tuple. A delta store can be closed, which blocks further updates to it, and
marks the tuples in that delta store to be ready for migration into immutable
storage.
The tuple mover looks for closed delta stores, and migrates its tuples into
a new compressed segment within immutable storage. After moving a delta
store, the new segment is made visible, and the delta store invisible, in a single
atomic operation. During tuple movement, concurrent scans are allowed, as are
inserts into other (non-closed) delta stores. Concurrent deletes (and modifies,
being based on deletion), however, are blocked until the tuple mover releases
the delete bit map.
The design of SQL Server’s update architecture is relatively straightforward,
and uses proven components (i.e. B+-tree’s), that were readily available. Al-
though also differential in nature, the architecture differs significantly from Vec-
torwise’s PDT stack. Transactions containing a mix of inserts and deletes (or a
modify), need to access at least two global data structures, inducing I/O writes
and mutual exclusion mechanisms, which in Vectorwise only occur during com-
mit (briefly) and a checkpoint.
Modify updates are especially expensive in SQL Server, as they require (i) a
full tuple to be retrieved from columnar storage (I/O proportional to the number
of attributes), (ii) the original tuple to be marked deleted (leading to wasted I/O
bandwidth as the tuple is not physically deleted), and (iii) reinsertion of the full
(modified) tuple into a row-oriented delta store, which lacks the scan-friendly
layout of a compressed column-store. Vectorwise allows modify updates to be
added to a PDT on a per-attribute basis, which requires only that attribute to
be accessed during the update query. During scans, the old value is still being
read, only to be “patched” with the new value, leading to an effect similar to (ii),
but only for the modified attribute, not the full tuple. Also, Vectorwise does not
suffer at all from (iii), as no full tuple is reinserted, and PDT updates are in-
memory only (no disk-resident, row-oriented structures to be updated/scanned
along).
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The lack of support for sorted table storage has pros and cons. The main
disadvantage is that query evaluation performance will suffer from a lack of
merge-based default plans. Insertion of new tuples, however, becomes relatively
straightforward, as no tuple ordering needs to be determined, so that new tuples
can be just added to a delta store, and delta tuples may be positioned anywhere
in the output of a scan, i.e. no value-based merging is required. Furthermore,
each delta store can be migrated independently to a private, compressed column-
store segment by the tuple mover. In case of sorted tables, a (partial) table
rebuild would be required, in general, to interleave new delta tuples with existing
read-store ones. Vectorwise supports both ordered and unordered (i.e. “heap”)
tables, allowing such trade-offs to be judged by the user.
It is also important to realize that SQL Server’s delta tuples are row-oriented.
Therefore, as the fraction of delta store tuples in a table increases, especially if it
grows beyond memory capacity, scan performance will slowly degrade towards
row-store performance. With many deletes (and thus also modifies!) against
the immutable data, the situation becomes even worse, as scanned table data is
full of useless ghost tuples, wasting precious I/O bandwidth.
The tuple mover is responsible for keeping delta stores from growing large,
by migrating them to compressed column storage. This will eventually lead
to an increasingly fragmented storage layout. Deletions further fragment every
compressed segment, as ghost data is not physically deleted, and the delete
bit map can not be migrated to column storage. Both forms of fragmentation
can only be resolved by a full table rebuild. In [LCF+13] this is mentioned
only briefly, and no further details are provided. If regular tuple movement
already hampers SQL Server concurrency, it would be interesting to know the
performance implications of a full table rebuild. The checkpointing process
of Vectorwise can rebuild both ordered and unordered tables, thereby adding
new/modified tuple data and compacting out deletions within read-optimized
storage, while still allowing concurrent read and write transactions to start or
commit. Vectorwise basically buffers updates in memory until a full table rebuild
must be performed, while SQL Server tries to delay a full rebuild by flushing
updates to disk more often, thereby accepting (i) additional I/O, (ii) storage
fragmentation, and (iii) a lack of sorted storage.
6.9.2 Vertica
Like Vectorwise, Vertica is a commercial DBMS (now owned by Hewlett-Packard
(HP)) that was built from scratch to achieve high analytic query performance on
modern hardware, and has its roots in academia (i.e. C-store [Sto05]). Vertica
also relies on vectorized execution and a compressed, column-oriented storage
model to optimize for data- and computation-intensive workloads. Distinguish-
ing features of Vertica are its focus on distributed execution (on a cluster) and
the ability to replicate subsets of table columns as a projection, according to
some interesting sort order (i.e. a column-store alternative to a secondary in-
dex). In certain scenarios, Vertica also supports query evaluation on compressed
data, i.e. without decompressing it. What follows is a brief overview of Ver-
tica and a comparison against Vectorwise. This discussion is fully based on
information provided in [LFV+12].
In Vertica, the bulk table data is stored on disk in what is called read op-
timized storage (ROS), containing compressed columnar data, while incoming
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Figure 6.13: High-level storage layout of a single node in Vertica. The figure
shows a simple example table, stored in its entirety in the super projection,
sorted on A, and partially replicated in a projection that only contains attributes
A and D and is sorted on D. Both projections are partitioned into segments.
Each projection may have its own segmentation expression, but for simplicity
we ignore this fact and the expression itself. Inserts (INS) and deletions, in
a delete vector (DV), in memory-resident WOS also respect this segmentation.
The tuple mover is responsible for migrating tuples from WOS to ROS through
a process called Moveout.
updates are added to write optimized storage (WOS), which is fully in-memory
and row-oriented. In ROS, all columns of a table must at least be represented
in what is called the super projection of the table. Besides this super projection,
each table may be replicated into zero or more regular projections, each with a
distinct sort order and subset of table attributes. Each projection is split into N
segments, according to a deterministic segmentation expression over the tuples
in a projection (e.g. a hash function over one or more attributes). Segments are
distributed over K cluster nodes, where each node can contain multiple “local”
segments (i.e. N ≥ K). The resulting layout of a single node is depicted in Fig-
ure 6.13. Like SQL Server, Vertica only has update structures for insertion and
deletion, and also implements Modify as a full tuple removal plus a reinsertion
of the modified tuple.
Tuple data within each segment of a projection is stored in one or more
ROS containers, each holding a disjoint subset of tuples from that segment, in
a column-oriented format and sorted according to the projections sort order.
Figure 6.14 shows the low-level storage layout of the earlier segment K, after
three inserts and two deletions have been moved into it from WOS by the
tuple mover. Clearly, such Moveout operations by the tuple mover result in
fragmentation of the storage layout (as does further partitioning in a segment,
see [LFV+12] for details). Fragmentation leads to more files, more disk seeks,
and maybe most importantly, more merging during a scan.
To reconstruct a sorted tuple stream during a table scan, a multi-way merge
needs to be performed between all ROS containers in a segment. Such value-
based merging will quickly become complex and expensive. Therefore, a second
responsibility of the tuple mover is the Mergeout, which merges several ROS
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Figure 6.14: Low-level storage layout and Mergeout. Each tuple within a projec-
tion is stored in a ROS container, which contains one file per column. Within
each ROS container, tuples are sorted according to the ordering of the pro-
jection. Tuples are implicitly extended with a TS attribute, which adds an
extra column that contains the commit timestamp of each tuple. The DVROS
is a delete vector that was moved from WOS to ROS, and contains positions
of deleted tuples within a ROS container. ROS containers may become frag-
mented due to Moveout of WOS inserts, or additional partitioning within a
segment (see [LFV+12]). A Mergeout performed by the tuple mover merges
ROS containers and compacts out deleted ghost records. In this example, it
means reducing the number of files in the segment from 11 to 3.
containers into a large, combined one (the figure shows a rewrite of all ROS
containers into a single one, but partial rebuilds may occur in Vertica as well).
The Mergeout also compacts out deleted ghost records.
Figure 6.14 also shows a special timestamp (TS) column, both for tuples
and deletion markers, holding the (logical) commit time of newly inserted or
deleted tuples. Vertica uses this cluster-wide global timestamp, in combination
with locking, to implement transaction management, using a quorum based
commit protocol rather than two-phase commit. Replication of segments over
nodes is used for recovery, rather than a transaction log, with rollback of failed
transactions relying on removal of WOS entries based on timestamp. The default
isolation level is READ COMMITTED, with SERIALIZABLE available as an,
obviously more locking intensive, alternative.
Interpreting [LFV+12] literally, table scans in Vertica do not produce the
most recently committed table image, as the Scan operator only reads (and
merges) ROS containers, i.e. only data that was already moved from WOS into
ROS by the tuple movers Moveout operation. This means there is no value-
based merging of WOS updates during a scan. However, ROS containers still
need to be merged using a value-based, multi-way merge, as long as the tuple
movers Mergeout does not rebuild the entire table.
Comparing Vertica to Vectorwise, its differentiating advantages are its focus
on distributed execution and support for multiple projections. Those may pro-
vide a scalable architecture that can be optimized for any well-defined analytic
workload. The required update architecture, however, is rather heavy weight.
In terms of raw, non-clustered processing performance we expect Vectorwise
to outperform Vertica for multiple reasons. Especially scans are expected to
perform better in Vectorwise, with positional merging outperforming the multi-
way, value-based ROS container merging of Vertica. Besides the scanning and
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processing of sort key columns this requires, Vertica also requires the (com-
pressed) 64-bit timestamp column to be always scanned along and processed.
In Vectorwise we only scan the columns of interest to a query, and merge in PDT
updates by position. The layering of PDTs always provides an up-to-date and
fully isolated table image, while Vertica only provides READ COMMITTED
over outdated data (i.e. ROS data only).
The update architecture of Vectorwise is much more light-weight than that
of Vertica, as there is no need to deal with multiple projections, distribution,
replicas and timestamping. In Vertica, we again see the same inefficiency around
Modify updates, implemented as a delete plus insert, discussed in the context
of SQL Server in Section 6.9.1. Due to multiple projections, this problem is
even amplified. In general, the fact that update operations need to update
multiple distinct (and potentially distributed) structures, i.e. separate insert
and delete structures, on a per-projection per-segment basis, can be expected
to be expensive.
Multiple projections also add significantly to the memory and I/O pressure
caused by updates. Although no exact details on WOS data structures and
implementation are given, maintaining an in-memory WOS per projection will
certainly add to the memory overhead. Also, the tuple movers Moveout and
Mergeout operations need to write out tuple data on a per-projection basis.
This means that tuple attributes can be expected to be (re)written to disk mul-
tiple times before one is back at an “optimal”, i.e. unfragmented, compressed
table layout (at least twice in case of only a single super projection, i.e. first dur-
ing Moveout, and eventually by one or more Mergeouts to rebuild a fragmented
table). Vectorwise does not suffer from additional I/O due to projections, as
projections are not supported. The multi-stage write-out of tuples, however,
i.e. first to a “scratch space” to free up WOS memory without immediately
undertaking a table rebuild (i.e. checkpoint), could be a good strategy, depend-
ing on the workload. There are plans to investigate comparable techniques in
Vectorwise in the context of positional updates and SSD storage.
6.9.3 SAP HANA
SAP HANA [FML+12] is a column-oriented data management platform that
aims to deliver high performance on both analytic and transactional workloads.
It is limited to workloads that reside in main-memory, but can scale out through
distributed execution on a cluster [LKF+13]. HANA supports multiple query
processing engines to handle data of different degrees of structure (from rela-
tional to unstructured graphs and text), thereby supporting multiple domain-
specific languages. Query plans in HANA are data-flow graphs that may con-
tain nodes with multiple inputs and outputs, that, besides relational, implement
seemingly arbitrary functionality, such as OLAP, graph, text processing, or even
custom compiled or scripted operators. Data between nodes may flow tuple-at-
a-time, vector-at-a-time or even column-at-a-time (i.e. full materialization),
either compressed or uncompressed, depending on what is most appropriate.
All this functionality is implemented on top of a memory-resident unified
table structure [SFL+12], which provides common table access methods, as il-
lustrated in Figure 6.15. Tuples in a unified table go through a certain “lifecycle”,
where they enter the system as an insert into the write-optimized L1-delta, then
propagate through the intermediary L2-delta, to eventually end up in the heavily
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Figure 6.15: Unified Table concept in SAP HANA.
read-optimized main store, which contains the bulk of the data.
The L1-delta holds 10.000-100.000 tuples, is row-oriented, uncompressed and
allows in-place field updates (i.e. modify). No details are provided about the
data structures used to organize L1-deltas, nor about how deletions are repre-
sented and organized. Most likely, inserts are simply appended, as HANA tables
do not support sorted table storage, while deletions may be organized by some
tuple ID.
L2-delta aims to store up to 10 million rows, is column-oriented and lightly
compressed using unordered dictionary encoding, where each column holds off-
sets into its dictionary rather than actual attribute values. The advantage of
this layout is that new dictionary and column values can simply be appended.
This allows bulk inserts to easily bypass L1-delta, going directly to L2. Modify
within L2 and main is only supported as a deletion followed by insertion of the
modified tuple.
The majority of tuples resides in the heavily scan optimized main store,
which uses a column-oriented, heavily compressed table representation. Each
column stores bit-packed offsets into an ordered dictionary, using the minimal
bit-width that can represent the size of the dictionary. The ordered dictionary
itself can also be compressed, using a variety of methods. Adding new values to
this dictionary is costly, making the main store highly update-unfriendly.
Records propagate to lower layers asynchronously, without interfering with
running transactions. During a merge from L1-delta to L2-delta, tuples are de-
composed from row format to columnar format, and appended to the structures
in L2. For every table attribute, values in L1 are looked up in the L2 dictionary
for given column, with new values being appended to that dictionary. The corre-
sponding dictionary encoding, i.e. the offset within the dictionary, is appended
to the L2 column itself. When this is done, tuples from L1 are truncated, and
newly appended L2 data is made visible in a single, atomic operation, taking
care to keep old versions around for running operations if needed. Overall, the
L1-to-L2-delta merge is simple, cheap and incremental (i.e. append-only).
The L2-to-main-delta merge is resource intensive, as, in general, the entire
table layout needs to be rebuilt. I.e. the ordered dictionary of each column has
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to be recreated to accommodate new values, which invalidates the existing dic-
tionary offsets in the columns themselves. During this merge, dictionary values
that have become obsolete, due to deletions, are discarded. This merge can also
be memory intensive, as old copies of both dictionary and column data may
have to be kept around in support of concurrent transactions. Optimizations to
this “classic merge” are presented in [SFL+12].
Although HANA is a main-memory DBMS, and therefore lacks traditional
storage and buffer management, it does provide transaction support with ACID
guarantees, which requires some form of support for data persistence. SAP
HANA uses multiversion concurrency control (MVCC) to implement isolation.
Every update against the L1-delta is logged to a REDO log, while dirty pages
in the L2 or main store are periodically flushed to disk using a savepoint, which
is also marked in the REDO log.
Comparing HANA to Vectorwise, there are some high-level architectural
similarities, like the layered approach to dealing with updates, with a goal to
amortize the costs to update the larger lower layers. However, a lack of buffer
management and disk resident (sorted) table storage, combined with lacking
architectural details and comparative benchmark results, make it impossible to
perform a meaningful comparison. As with SQL Server, the lack of sorted table
storage makes insertion (i.e. append) into L1- and L2-delta fast, and avoids
the need for value-based merging during a scan. It is, however, unclear how
deletes are handled, and most probably there is still some value-based diff logic
involved there. Like Vectorwise’s checkpoint operation, HANA’s merges seem
to support similar concurrency mechanisms, although the recreation of main
store tables, in combination with MVCC may introduce large peaks in memory
consumption.
In general, the multiplicity of publications around HANA do not shy away
from bold claims, positioning it as a “Jack of all trades”. To be truly convincing,
it would be helpful to see more thorough scientific evidence in support of those
claims.
6.10 Summary
We have introduced the Positional Delta Tree (PDT), a new differential struc-
ture that keeps track of updates to columnar, compressed (read-optimized)
data storage. Rather than organizing the modifications based on a table key
(i.e., value- based), the PDT keeps differences organized by position. The
PDT requires reading less columns from disk than previous value-based dif-
ferential methods and is also computationally more efficient. We have de-
scribed algorithms for ACID transaction management using three PDT layers
(Read,Write,Trans); allowing efficient lock-free query execution. PDTs can thus
be seen as a new and attractive approach to transaction management in column
stores, that does not compromise its high analytic read performance.
In the next chapter, we will see how to keep indices up-to-date. Most notably,
we provide a solution for efficient maintenance of join indices, which rely heavily
on (volatile) positions. An interesting angle for future work is to investigate
suitability of the PDT data structure for flash memory (i.e. SSD), to reduce
memory pressure from the read-PDT under high update loads.
Chapter 7
Index Maintenance
7.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we saw how PDTs can be used to efficiently organize
updates against a read-optimized table layout. However, we did not touch
the subject of index maintenance. In Section 4.4.4, we described the most
important indices in Vectorwise, the min-max index and the join index, and
their reliance on static tuple positions, or SIDs, as logical pointers that allow
us to reconstruct (partial) tuples from aligned attribute columns. The reason
for using SIDs rather than “current” tuple positions, or RIDs, is that RIDs are
constantly changing, and are therefore highly ineffective for use as a referencing
mechanism in an index. However, we can not simply restrict indices to static,
disk-resident data only. To guarantee that index lookups correctly return all
relevant results, even under updates, we also need to incorporate relevant tuple
data from differential structures, like the PDT. The main question of this chapter
is therefore how to reconcile positional indexing with positional PDT updates.
We require index lookups to retain correctness, i.e. no false negatives, but are
willing to sacrifice some precision, i.e. allowing false positives, if that simplifies
index maintenance or lookup.
7.1.1 Outline
We start with a reference of the terminology used in this chapter in Section 7.2.
Then we discuss maintenance and lookup mechanisms for both the min-max
index and the join index, in Sections 7.3 and 7.4 respectively. In Section 7.5
we provide an outline of the final Insert, Delete and Modify operators. Concur-
rency issues around index maintenance and concurrent checkpointing operations
are discussed in Section 7.6. We conclude the chapter with TPC-H stress-test
experiments in Section 7.7 and a summary in Section 7.8.
7.2 Abbreviations and Terminology
In this chapter, we use the following abbreviated notation to describe specifics
about PDTs:
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(P|C)(R|W|T)PDTt1−t9
With (P|C) indicating either a parent (P) or child (C) side PDT (i.e. the
referenced or referencing side, as implied by a foreign-key relationship between
two tables), (R|W|T) indicating a read-, write- or trans-PDT respectively, and
finally an optional number indicating a commit timestamp (sequence number).
For example, PTPDTt1 represents a parent-side trans-PDT that committed at
time t1. A child-side trans-PDT in the transaction committing directly after
that would be named CTPDTt2 , which would update CWPDTt1 to CWPDTt2 .
Furthermore, we provide the following list of abbreviations for ease of refer-
ence. These concepts are explained in more detail as they are introduced in the
text.
JI a join index, which provides a positional mapping between pairs of tuples
from a referenced and a referencing table with matching foreign key at-
tributes.
JIS a join index summary index, which provides access into a compressed join
index representation by defining so called sync points.
sync point an (FSID,LSID) pair in the JIS, representing the SID of a foreign
parent tuple (FSID) and the local SID (LSID) of the very first child tuple
referring to that parent tuple. A sync-point provides a point of entry to
start decoding a compressed join index.
bucket/group the index of the JIS partition that a given parent or child SID
falls in. JIS partitions are defined by a sequence of sync points.
+JI a special column in the PDT of a parent (referenced) table, containing a
positive increment to the counts in a parent-side JI column.
-JI a special column in the PDT of a parent (referenced) table, containing a
negative increment to the counts in a parent-side JI column.
MJI A special modify join index update type, used in PDT leaves to mark an
incremental update to a count in a JI column, where corresponding +JI
and −JI values from value space should be added to the count.
LSID or local-SID, represents the SID of a tuple in a child table. It is often
used together with FSID, and meant to emphasize the distinction.
FSID or foreign-SID, represents the SID of the parent tuple being referenced
by a given child tuple. Note that unlike FRID, an FSID is not guaranteed
to map to a unique parent tuple.
LRID or local-RID, represents the RID of a tuple in a child table.
FRID or foreign-RID, represents the RID of the parent tuple being referenced
by a given child tuple. Contrary to FSID, FRID always refers to a unique
tuple in the parent table, as we can not refer to invisible ghost tuples.
SDBcur the current stable database image, i.e. the disk resident data in the
current ‘master‘ image.
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SDBnew the new stable database image, as generated by a background check-
point. When the checkpoint finishes successfully, this becomes the new
SDBcur.
TSK the list of attributes defining the sort key of table T.
7.3 MinMax Maintenance
The min-max index horizontally partitions a table into SID ranges of equal
size (see Section 4.4.4), and maintains minimum and maximum values for each
attribute within each range.
7.3.1 Update Handling
To keep min-max information accurate, it needs to be maintained under updates.
In Vectorwise we choose to only widen min-max ranges during insert and modify
updates, and to ignore narrowing of ranges during delete. During insert and
modify, we have the relevant attribute values at hand, but we have to locate the
relevant SID range within the min-max index. After adding an update entry
to the trans-PDT, based on RID, we can convert that RID into a storage-level
SID of the updated table using Algorithm 11. This algorithm successively calls
Algorithm 10 to perform rid-to-sid translation through all three layers of PDTs,
using the SID returned by each call as a RID input to the next lower-level PDT,
until we end up with a storage-level SID. This final SID can be used to find the
containing range within the min-max index, and widen minimum or maximum
values for that range if needed.
Algorithm 10 PDT.RidToSid(rid)
PDT.RidToSidLo(rid)
Finds the SID associated with the currently visible tuple identified by given RID. Note
that this mapping is always unique, as long as we ignore ghost tuples. The relevant
tuple is always at the end of a RID-conflicting delete chain, if that exists.
Version that finds the lowest SID (i.e. the SID of the first ghost tuple under given
RID) is omitted. It uses FindLeftLeafByRid and returns the SID of the leftmost leaf
entry with matching RID.
1: (leaf, δ)← this.FindRightLeafByRid(rid)
2: (pos, δ)← this.SearchLeafForRid(leaf, rid, δ)
3: while leaf.sid[pos] + δ ≡ rid and leaf.type[pos] ≡ DEL do {Skip delete-chain}
4: pos← pos+ 1
5: δ ← δ − 1
6: end while
7: return rid− δ
This simple approach to min-max maintenance avoids manipulation of tuple
positions in the index, as we retain the static partitioning based on storage
SIDs. During min-max maintenance, we only manipulate the in-memory min-
max structures. When pushing down a selection, the updated min-max will
include all SID ranges that contain relevant data, irrespective whether that
comes from the PDT or from stable storage. MergeScan then makes sure to
merge in all relevant tuples within that range. There are some downsides to
this approach, which we discuss next.
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Algorithm 11 Table.RidToSid(rid)
Table.RidToSidLo(rid)
Finds the highest storage SID for a given RID.
Version that finds the lowest storage SID uses RidToSidLo and is omitted.
1: sid← this.tpdt.RidToSid(rid)
2: sid← this.wpdt.RidToSid(sid)
3: sid← this.rpdt.RidToSid(sid)
4: return sid
First of all, the SID based partitioning into tuple ranges is fixed, meaning
that every insert increases the number of tuples covered by the target range.
This can result in skew in the index, which, in general, results in more tuples en-
tering the operator pipeline when scanning ranges with many inserts. The novel
tuples are scanned from memory though, so no additional I/O is introduced with
respect to the situation where we already scan the range.
However, both inserts and modifies may potentially introduce additional I/O
during scans, as the min-max index is not able to distinguish between attribute
values that reside on disk and those from a PDT. This can only happen after a
min-max range actually got widened, which is relatively rare. In case a selection
predicate could be satisfied accessing only the in-memory deltas, specifically
those responsible for widening the min-max value range, the entire SID range
of such min-max entry will still be added to the scan, so that all storage tuples
in that range are scanned along, even if none of them satisfies the predicate.
For example, if we insert a tuple that increases the max value for attribute x
in min-max range R from ’m’ to ’n’, we end up scanning the full SID range R,
even for queries with a selection predicate like x ≥ ’n’.
We do not narrow min-max value or SID ranges under deletion, which might
lead to false positive tuple ranges during selection push-down. Adding such func-
tionality would severely hamper the Delete operator, as it calls for all columns
to be scanned, rather than only those in the delete predicate. For every such
column, we would then need to analyze the entire tuple range, to check whether
either the minimum or maximum value was impacted. Note that, given the
large number of tuples in a (logical) min-max range, it is not likely that minor
narrowing of such a range would result in actual I/O benefits, as range bound-
aries typically do not align with page boundaries on disk. Only long sequences
of consecutive deleted tuples, that cover one or more SID ranges in min-max,
could result in needless I/Os, as selection push-down will still add those ranges
to a scan, even if their tuples later turn out to be deleted by a PDT. This is
something that is optimized during a MergeScan though, as it skips over ranges
of deleted tuples, avoiding I/Os for pages that are skipped entirely.
Finally, we deal with transactionality of min-max updates in an optimistic
way. All transactions simply update the global min-max structure in real-time,
protected by a mutex. If a transaction aborts, we can not roll back its changes.
This is another source of potential false positives that we accept.
7.3.2 Example
To illustrate min-max maintenance, consider the example accounts table and
associated min-max from Figure 4.11. Figure 7.1 shows the effect of executing
the following mix of updates:
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Accounts
SID acctno name balance
00 019 Isabella 269.38
01 038 Jackson 914.11
02 072 Lucas 146.61
03 153 Sophia 266.55
04 156 Mason 850.90
05 282 Ethan 521.60
06 302 Emily 647.38
07 314 Lily 119.40
08 200 Jason 449.12
08 332 Chloe 526.08
09 389 Emma 497.19
10 533 Aiden 22.03
11 592 Ava 140.67
12 808 Mia 383.69
13 896 Jacob 899.41
Accounts.MinMax
bucket SID
acctno name balance
min max min max min max
0 00 019 153 Isabella Sophia 146.61 914.11
1 04 156 314 Emily Mason 119.40 850.90
2 08 200 592 Aiden Jason 22.03 526.08
3 12 808 896 Mia Jacob 383.69 899.41
Figure 7.1: MinMax index for accounts table after updates
UPDATE accounts SET balance = balance - 200 WHERE acctno = 72
DELETE FROM accounts where acctno > 155 AND acctno < 325
INSERT INTO accounts VALUES (200, Jason, 449.12)
Modified or new values are shown in boldface, deleted tuples are grayed out. We
see that the SQL UPDATE changed the min value in the lowest min-max tuple
range (i.e. bucket 0). The DELETE removed all tuples in bucket 1, but did not
change anything in min-max. The final INSERT is interesting, in that it is an
“out-of-order” insert, ending up right before the tuple with acctno 332, where
it belongs, but after the chain of deletes. Based on the ordering on acctno, the
tuple should belong to bucket 1. But because of the chain of deletes, it now
ends up in bucket 2, changing the min value for acctno in that bucket. Over
time, even min-max buckets of a sort attribute might start to overlap.
Rerunning the earlier SELECT * FROM accounts WHERE name > ’Lara’ AND
balance < 200 from Section 4.4.4, the min-max now tells us that buckets 0, 1
and 2 all qualify, so we end up scanning the range [0, 12), which boils down to
scanning all 12 I/O blocks from Figure 4.10.
This example shows how min-max can get polluted over time, and what the
impact on query processing can be. Such negative effects are eliminated by a
checkpoint, when the disk resident image of a table, and its min-max index, are
rebuilt. In reality, with larger tables and millions of tuples per bucket, things
do not deteriorate as rapidly as in this small example. For example, during
TPC-H update stress tests, discussed later in Section 7.7, we did not measure
any additional I/O caused by min-max pollution.
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7.3.3 Range Scans
Min-max can be used to restrict scans to relevant ranges of a table. However,
it only gives us SID ranges. To map these SID ranges to (SID, RID) ranges,
which are required to unambiguously initiate scan positions within a PDT, we
still need mechanisms to convert SIDs to RIDs. SIDs are not guaranteed to
be unique, as PDT inserts share the SID with the tuple before which they got
inserted. As with rid-to-sid conversion, we therefore create “low” and “high”
variants of sid-to-rid conversion, that return the first and last RID associated
with a SID chain, respectively, as shown in Algorithm 12. Repeated application
of this algorithm through the read-, write- and trans-PDT can then be used to
convert storage level SIDs to top level RIDs, as outlined in Algorithm 13.
Algorithm 12 PDT.SidToRid(sid)
PDT.SidToRidLo(sid)
Finds the RID belonging to the original tuple (non-PDT-insert) with given SID. This
is always the tuple at the end of a potential SID-conflicting insert chain, and could
actually be a ghost, in case the original tuple is deleted.
Version that finds the lowest RID (i.e. the RID of the first PDT insert under given
SID, if any) is omitted. It uses FindLeftLeafBySid and returns the RID of the leftmost
leaf entry with matching SID.
1: (leaf, δ)← this.FindRightLeafBySid(sid)
2: (pos, δ)← this.SearchLeafForSid(leaf, sid, δ)
3: while leaf.sid[pos] ≡ sid and leaf.type[pos] ≡ INS do {Skip insert-chain}
4: pos← pos+ 1
5: δ ← δ + 1
6: end while
7: return sid+ δ
Algorithm 13 Table.SidToRid(sid)
Table.SidToRidLo(sid)
Finds the highest RID for a given storage SID.
Version that finds the lowest RID uses SidToRidLo and is omitted.
1: rid← this.rpdt.SidToRid(sid)
2: rid← this.wpdt.SidToRid(rid)
3: rid← this.tpdt.SidToRid(rid)
4: return rid
To guarantee correctness of min-max range lookups, we have to make sure
that all relevant tuples are present in a range R. That is, both the stable tuples
from R, together with all PDT resident updates applicable to R. We therefore
convert SID-range R to its widest possible corresponding RID range, to avoid
false negatives, by using SidToRidLo to convert the low end of R, and SidToRid
on the high end.
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Figure 7.2: Compressed join index connecting a parent table (P) and a child
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7.4 Join Index Maintenance
7.4.1 An Updateable Join Index Representation
The clustered, positional join index (JI) employed by Vectorwise was described
in Section 4.4.4, and depicted in Figure 4.12. The layout proposed there is
inconvenient and inefficient to maintain under updates to either of the related
tables. For example, inserting or deleting a tuple in the ordered sequence of
either the child or the parent table would require half the join index entries to
be shifted, on average, to accommodate for an inserted or deleted JI entry, and
invalidates all positional references below that entry.
Figure 7.2 represents a more compact and update-friendly representation of a
join index, where it is reduced to a single column, labeled JI, with an arity equal
to that of the parent table, P. Recall that P has two columns, with SK being
used as the sort key, and JK being used as the “join key”, which is referenced by
the foreign key attribute FK in child table C. The child is organized according
to the sort order of the parent, i.e. clustered, through the FK relationship. It
has a second attribute, SK2, which acts as a secondary sort attribute. Overall,
it is therefore sorted on (P.SK, C.SK2) 1. The SID, FSID and LSID columns
are virtual columns that are not stored. Treatment of the join index summary
JIS structure is deferred to Section 7.4.3.
The virtual FSID, or foreign SID column contains for each child tuple the
SID of the matching parent tuple. We use LSID, or local SID to refer to regular
child-side SIDs, emphasizing the difference from FSID. The JI column is simply
a run length encoded (RLE) representation of FSID, where we store at offset (or
1The fact that a child table is sorted on parent attribute(s) is the main reason we decided to
drop storage of SK values for ghost tuples from our original design [HZN+10], rather accepting
the fact that inserts might be out-of-order with respect to deleted tuples (see Section 6.4.7).
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Figure 7.3: Example of join index maintenance caused by updates to both the
parent (PTPDT) and child (CTPDT) side. For simplicity, we consider the read-
and write-PDT to be empty, but the idea extends to stacked PDTs.
SID) i, the number of occurrences of i in FSID. I.e. JI encodes 2 instances of
0, 0 instances of 1, 3 instances of 2, 1 instance of 3, and 2 instances of 4, which
matches exactly the sequence in FSID. One can also interpret JI to contain, for
each parent tuple, the number of referencing child tuples, i.e. a reference count.
This correspondence is crucial to understanding our approach to join index
maintenance, as child side inserts or deletes boil down to proper adjustments of
these reference counts. If we treat the JI column as a special column of table P,
insertion of a new tuple into the PDT of P sets the initial JI count for that tuple
to 0, while during deletion we can use the count to enforce referential integrity,
requiring the count of a deleted parent tuple to be 0.
7.4.2 Join Index Updates
Now that we added the join index (JI) as a special column to parent table P 2,
we can handle join index updates through the PDTs of P. The initial JI column
is filled when child C is bulk-loaded with stable data. We extend the PDT of
P with a new type of update, a modify join index (MJI). Such an MJI update
is similar to a regular modify, except it does not replace the original value,
but rather increments an integer column with a given amount, as specified by
the MJI update value. This way, we can alter the counts in the JI column by
manipulating increments in the parents trans-PDT.
Figure 7.3 shows an example of updates involving the join index. In the
(simplified) PDT of the parent, PTPDT, we see three updates of type MJI, and
the SID they apply to. With each MJI update, we associate two value columns
(in value space), +JI and -JI, containing a positive and a negative increment
to the join index, respectively. The reason we split increments into a positive
and a negative component will be given in Section 7.6.3. For now, it suffices
to know that the +JI of parent tuple τ is incremented by one for each inserted
child tuple referencing τ , while -JI is decremented by one for each deleted child
tuple referencing τ . The current JI counts can then be obtained by adding both
2It is possible to have multiple JI columns in a parent table, one per incoming join index.
A child table can only have a single outgoing (clustered) join index, as it enforces an ordering
of the child.
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+JI and -JI to the stable JI entries from disk. We extend our Merge operator
(Algorithm 3) to handle updates of type MJI in such an incremental way.
Looking at the child PDT, CTPDT, in Figure 7.3, we see a DEL of SID=1,
which refers to JK=’M’ in the parent. Therefore, the tuple at SID=0 in the
parent has its -JI field decremented by 1. Similarly, the INS at SID=2, con-
tributes 1 to the increment of +JI for the parent tuple with JK=’X’. After this,
we have two deletes, involving the foreign tuples with JK ’X’ and ’O’, respec-
tively, decrementing their -JI by 1. The following insert is interesting, as it is an
“out-of-order” insert, with respect to the ordering of the earlier deleted tuples.
It refers back to the parent tuple with JK=’X’, which we already touched during
the previous insert, completing its +JI of 2 that we observe. The final insert
refers to a new parent tuple that was inserted in the same transaction, with
JK=’A’. This parent tuple defaults to an initial JI count of zero, which can be
altered through the +JI and -JI increments.
The up-to-date join index produces current foreign-RID (FRID) and local-
RID (LRID) pairs, rather than (FSID, LSID). To reconstruct it, we extend our
Merge algorithm from Algorithm 3 to support incremental MJI updates. When
scanning P.JI, MergeScan first uses Merge against all three layers of PDTs,
providing an up-to-date version of the compressed join index, which stores at
offset (or parent RID) i the number of occurrences C of i in the child’s virtual
FRID column. In a second phase, MergeScan can decompress the counts into
C.FRID, by outputting C instances of i. For our example in Figure 7.3, the
up-to-date JI counts would be 1, 0, 4, 0, 1, 2. Decompressing it gives an FRID
sequence of 0, 2, 2, 2, 2, 4, 5, 5. The corresponding child-side LRIDs are simply
the enumeration of this sequence, 0, 1, . . . , 7.
7.4.3 Join Index Summary (JIS)
To find the foreign-RID (FRID) belonging to an arbitrary child-side tuple at
LRID=i, we need to sequentially scan and decompress the parent-side JI column
from the start, until we reach the i’th decompressed value (counting from 0),
or, alternatively, sum the JI counts until we find the bucket that covers i. For
range scans, this is undesirable. The join index summary (JIS), already depicted
in Figure 7.2, alleviates this problem by providing a clustered, sparse index
on (FSID, LSID), i.e. the uncompressed image of the the stable part of the
JI column, thereby providing sync points for the decompression process. JIS
partitions the SID space of table C into SID ranges, in such a way that the start
of a partition coincides with a change of value in C’s foreign key column, C.FK,
which we call a cluster head.
cluster head refers to the first child tuple, in terms of sort key ordering, within
a cluster of child tuples that match on foreign key.
sync point is a special (FSID, LSID) pair that marks the start of a JIS par-
tition, with the requirement that LSID refers to a cluster head. A con-
sequence is that parent tuples that are not referenced by any stable child
tuple, and therefore have a stale P.JI count of 0, are never used as a sync
point.
For each partition, JIS stores LSID, as SID_C, and the corresponding FSID,
as SID_P, which can be used to match the count in P.JI to its first child-side
reference, allowing us to initiate decompression of the join index.
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Figure 7.4: PDT inserts, shown in gray, that share the SID of a sync point
(dashed line). Note that the join index column (JI), shows up-to-date values.
Unfortunately, we can not always rely on a sync point to provide a valid
offset to start a scan. The reason being that JIS indexes SIDs, and SIDs are not
guaranteed to be unique as soon as PDT inserts are involved This might lead to
FSID references crossing the boundary defined by a sync point, rendering that
sync point invalid. In Figure 7.4 we see a minimal example of such a scenario.
Figure 7.4 shows two distinct inserts into the child table, both ending up at
the same child position, at LSID=1. We do not show the entire JIS structure,
but restrict ourselves to a single partition boundary, assumed to be defined in
the JIS, but here only marked by the dashed line. This corresponds to a sync
point of (FSID=1, LSID=1), meaning that both child inserts share their LSID
with the sync point.
The crucial difference between the inserts (shown in gray) in Figure 7.4a
and 7.4b is that they refer to different tuples in the parent. Both (’O’, 1) and
(’X’, 7) sort directly before the (’O’, 2) sync point. However, the (’O’, 1) tuple
belongs to the same FK cluster as the stable (’O’, 2) tuple, in fact introducing a
new cluster head, one that shares its SID with the former (’O’, 2) cluster head.
Given that the (’O’, 1) insert also increments the JI count of the parent-side
sync point, at FSID=1, this sync point remains valid, or stable.
The (’X’, 7) insert, on the contrary, is the new tail of the ’X’ cluster that
originates in the preceding partition, as indicated by its reference to FSID=0.
We can not avoid this tuple from acquiring an LSID of 1, by definition of the
way we handle inserts, and have to accept that updates can cause an FK-cluster
to overlap a sync point. This scenario renders a sync point invalid, or dirty. A
dirty sync point can not be used to initiate decompression, as the (’X’, 7) tuple
would contribute towards the JI count of the parent-side sync point, at FSID=1,
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which would corrupt the decompression.
For completeness, note that one scenario is lacking from Figure 7.4: a sce-
nario where a child-side tuple, γ, in some partition Pi, refers to a parent tuple,
π, in a succeeding partition, Pi+1. Assuming that insertion of child-side tuples
respects the joint sort-key ordering, such a situation can only arise in case the
parent-side sync point of Pi+1, say tuple σ, is marked deleted, with π being the
first visible parent tuple directly after that deletion. Now assume that in such a
scenario we could insert tuple γ, which refers to π, into Pi. This would require
all tuples referring to σ to still be present in the child, to force γ into Pi in
terms of sort ordering. However, due to referential integrity, such a scenario can
not occur, as all tuples referring to σ need to be deleted before we can delete σ.
This forces γ to the end of the corresponding delete chain in the child, moving
γ into π’s partition, Pi+1. (Recall that parent tuples that are not referenced,
i.e. with a stable JI count of 0, are ignored in the construction of sync points
in the JIS).
JIS Maintenance and Lookup
Given that PDT updates can render a sync point invalid, we need a JIS main-
tenance mechanism that marks dirty sync points, together with lookup mecha-
nisms that avoid usage of them. This is why we have a third field, MIN_P, in
the JIS layout of Figure 7.2. For each JIS partition, MIN_P holds the current
minimum parent SID referenced by child tuples in that partition, and is the
only field in JIS that can change under updates. SID_P and SID_C are kept
stable.
MIN_P starts out with a value equal to SID_P. As soon asMINP < SIDP ,
the sync point for given partition is invalid. Note that MIN_P can only become
smaller than SID_P, as we learned in Section 7.4.3 that child-side FK references
in partition Pj can only refer to partitions Pi such that i ≤ j. Also note that,
in general, i can indeed be smaller than j − 1, meaning that child tuples can
refer to parent tuples in any preceding partition 3. This happens if a block of
consecutive child-side tuples that covers more than one sync point is deleted,
after which new child-side inserts that sort within the deleted range end up as
PDT inserts at the tail of that delete chain. Such an out-of-order insert renders
all the sync points in the deleted range invalid, by updating their MIN_P field
to the FSID of the newly inserted tuple.
A JIS index can be maintained by passing it an (FRID, LRID) pair for
every child-side insert. Such a pair represents the RID of the parent tuple
being referenced, FRID, together with the child-side insert position, LRID. It
is generated during a (very efficient) 4 join between the parent and child table,
required to find the correct insert position within the clustered child. After
converting (FRID, LRID) into (FSID, LSID), using RidToSid (Algorithm 11),
we locate the JIS partition LSID falls into, and update MIN_P in case it is
bigger than FSID.
When performing a JIS lookup, the goal is to, given either an FSID or an
LSID, locate the nearest preceding stable sync point, which allows us to initiate
3Which is the reason for maintaining MIN_P SIDs for every sync point, rather than a
simple “dirty bit”.
4This join can be computed by a linear scan of the parent- and child-side sort key attributes,
together with a decompressed scan of the current join index.
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Algorithm 14 JIS.findSyncPoint(fsid)
For an arbitrary parent SID, fsid, this routine searches backwards through
the partitions in a JIS, until a non-dirty sync point is found, and returns the
corresponding stable sync point, (SIDP , SIDC).
1: sidP ← 0
2: sidC ← 0
3: for i← this.size()− 1; i >= 0; i← i− 1 do
4: sidP ← partition[i].SIDP
5: sidC ← partition[i].SIDC
6: if partition[i].MINP ≤ fsid then
7: break {Note that MINP is unique due to FK clustering}
8: end if
9: end for
10: while i > 0 and partition[i].SIDP 6= partition[i].MINP do
11: i← i− 1
12: sidP ← partition[i].SIDP
13: sidC ← partition[i].SIDC
14: end while{Search backwards for nearest non-dirty sync-point}
15: return (sidP, sidC)
a range scan. For a given FSID, this process is outlined in Algorithm 14. The
algorithm first searches the JIS for the partition that covers fsid, and returns
the nearest non-dirty sync point it finds. In case of a child-side LSID, we first
locate the partition it falls into, and use the MIN_P field of that partition as
an input to Algorithm 14.
7.4.4 Range Propagation
We now have the basic ingredients to implement range propagation, both from
parent to child and from child to parent. Range propagation can either stem
from a SID range, as introduced, for example, by selection push-down using a
min-max index, or from RID ranges, as introduced by range partitioning on the
current table count during parallelization of query plans. The resulting parent
and child ranges respect the original clustering, allowing us to employ highly
efficient merge-based join plans.
We restrict our discussion to the most complex, and interesting, range prop-
agation scenario: from a child-side RID range to the corresponding parent RID
range. Our goal is to generate the virtual FRID column for a given child-side
range, i.e. for each child tuple in the range, fill in the RID of the matching tuple
in the parent, without performing a join. This requires range propagation to
find the corresponding range in the parent, as that is where the JI column and
its updates are stored. Furthermore, the start of the parent range gives us a JI
count, but we likely have to start decompressing at a certain offset within that
count, as the corresponding child tuple is not necessarily the first in its cluster.
The process is outlined in Algorithm 15, where we restrict ourselves to the start
offset of the RID range, ridC, as the end is simply a matter of counting.
Algorithm 15 takes as input a child RID, ridC, which it first converts to
the SID associated with that tuple, sidC. At line 2, we then convert this child
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Algorithm 15 JI.initializeDecompressedScan(ridC)
Initialize a scan over a virtual FRID column, starting from an arbitrary LRID
in the child, provided as ridC.
1: sidC ← child.RidToSid(ridC)
2: minP ← JIS.childLoToParentLo(sidC)
3: (sidPsync, sidCsync)← JIS.findSyncPoint(minP )
4: ridPsync ← parent.SidToRidLo(sidPsync)
5: ridCsync ← child.SidToRidLo(sidCsync)
6: skipC ← ridC − ridCsync
7: this.initScan(ridPsync)
8: this.skipScan(skipC)
9: return
SID to a parent SID. For this, we use JIS.childLoToParentLo(sidC) 5 , which
finds the partition sidC falls into, and returns the current value of the MIN_P
field in the corresponding JIS entry, which is a guaranteed lower-bound for the
parent-side SID we are searching for. We then use Algorithm 14 to convert this
(potentially dirty) minP SID to the nearest stable sync point.
Now that we have a stable SID sync-point, we need to convert it to a con-
servative RID sync point, by including any PDT inserts that reside at sidPsync
in the parent or sidCsync in the child. Note that the fact that the sync point is
stable, guarantees us that none of the child inserts refers to an earlier partition,
so that the first of them is a cluster head, either for the original parent-side sync
tuple, or for a newly inserted one (at sidPsync).
Given the pessimistic RID sync point, at line 6 we compute how many tuples
we can skip to reach our ridC of interest. We then initiate a (decompressing)
join index scan from the safe sync RID. The skipScan routine then performs
a Merge of the JI column, producing up-to-date counts, discarding the first
skipC worth of cumulative counts. Now the join index scan is positioned at the
destination ridC, and we are ready to produce uncompressed FRIDs.
7.5 Update Operators
Now that we know how to add updates to a PDT and the impact they might
have on indexing structures, we are ready to provide a high-level outline of the
full update operators, Insert, Delete and Modify.
7.5.1 Insert
The Insert operator adds a batch of tuples to a table. The batch should be sorted
according to the sort key ordering of the destination table, and enumerated by
the RID positions to insert each tuple at. The RID positions can be obtained by
MergeFindInsertRID (see Section 6.4.6), the output of which can be fed directly
into Insert. If we insert into the child side of a join index association, each new
tuple should furthermore be annotated with the parent-side RID (FRID) of the
5 The naming of this routine indicates that we are converting the low end of the child-side
range, and wish to convert this to a conservative (safe) lower bound in the parent. Similar
routines exist for high ends, and also for the inverse direction, from parent to child.
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tuple it refers to. These FRIDs are obtained from a foreign-key join between
the insert batch and the parent table.
Algorithm 16 Table.Insert(tuples, rids)
Inserts an ordered batch of tuples into a Table (this) at the RID positions given
in rids. The batch should be ordered on the sort key of the destination table,
which implies that rids is non-decreasing. If this acts as the referencing side
in a join index relationship, each tuple must be annotated with FRID, the
parent-side RID of the tuple being referenced.
1: i← 0
2: for (tuple, rid) in (tuples, rids) do
3: rid← rid+ i
4: tpdt.AddInsert(rid, tuple)
5: sid← this.RidToSid(rid)
6: minmax.updateAll(sid, tuple)
7: if isJoinParent(this) then
8: tpdt.InitJoinIndexCounts(rid)
9: end if
10: if isJoinChild(this) then
11: frid← tuple[”FRID”]
12: ji.parent.tpdt.IncrementJoinCount(frid, 1)
13: fsid← ji.parent.RidToSid(frid)
14: lsid← this.RidToSid(rid)
15: ji.jis.T estAndSetMinForeignSid(fsid, lsid)
16: end if
17: i← i+ 1
18: end for
Algorithm 17 JIS.TestAndSetMinForeignSid(fsid, lsid)
Checks whether we should update the MIN_P field of the JIS partition lsid
falls into. If fsid is smaller than the current MIN_P value, we update it to
fsid.
.
1: partitionIdx← lsid/this.partitionSize
2: mutex_lock(this.mutex)
3: if fsid < this.partition[partitionIdx].MINP then
4: this.partition[partitionIdx].MINP ← fsid
5: end if
6: mutex_unlock(this.mutex)
The Insert operator itself is outlined in Algorithm 16, where we iterate over
the tuples in the insert batch. We add each tuple to the PDT, adjusting the
insert-RID by i to accommodate for the shift introduced by tuples inserted
during earlier iterations. The next step finds the corresponding SID, and uses
it to update the global min-max index of the destination table (using a mutex
for protection from concurrent modifications).
If the destination table participates as a parent in one or more join index as-
sociations, we initialize the join index (JI) counts to zero. For child-side inserts,
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we increment the +JI field of the referenced parent tuple, at FRID, by one, to ac-
count for the new reference. Finally, we convert both FRID and the local insert
RID, rid, to (FSID, LSID), which we pass to the JIS.TestAndSetMinForeignSid
routine (Algorithm 17) to maintain MIN_P of the JIS partition LSID falls into
6. As with min-max, the JIS index is maintained “optimistically”, meaning that
we directly manipulate the global data structure, accepting potential pollution
in case a transaction happens to abort.
7.5.2 Delete
Delete is similar to Insert in that we need to manipulate join index counts.
However, we do not perform maintenance on min-max and JIS indices. When
deleting from the parent table in a join index association, we should ensure that
referential integrity constraints are not violated. I.e. a parent tuple may not
have any child-side references at the time we try to delete it. Given the reference
counts in the JI column, we can easily verify that the current count is 0, as is
done for all incoming join indices in Algorithm 18.
Algorithm 18 Table.Delete(rids, frids)
Deletes the tuples at RID positions given in rids from a table (this). The
optional frids argument must be provided in case we delete from the referencing
(i.e. child) side in a join index association, and should contain, for each deleted
tuple, the parent-side RID of the tuple being referenced.
1: qpdt = pdt_create()
2: for (rid, frid) in (rids, frids) do
3: if isJoinParent(this) then
4: for jiColumn← this.NextJoinIndexColumn() do
5: if jiColumn.GetJoinCount(rid) 6= 0 then
6: return “ERROR: referential integrity violation”
7: end if
8: end for
9: end if
10: if isJoinChild(this) then
11: ji.parent.tpdt.DecrementJoinCount(frid, 1)
12: end if
13: qpdt.AddDeleteBySid(rid)
14: end for
15: tpdt.Propagate(qpdt)
16: qpdt.destroy()
When deleting from a child-side table, for every deleted tuple we also need
to know the foreign-RID (FRID) that identifies the referenced tuple in the par-
ent. Those FRIDS can be readily obtained by scanning along the up-to-date
and decompressed join index in a Delete plan. They are used in the call to
DecrementJoinCount to decrement the -JI field of the referenced tuple in the
parents trans-PDT.
6 In a real-world “vectorized” implementation, we first gather a batch of (FSID, LSID)
pairs to amortize the locking overhead associated with updating the global JIS structure.
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Algorithm 18 also shows the usage of a fourth PDT layer, the query-PDT,
identified by qpdt. It starts out empty, and contains updates with respect to
the RID image produced by the current trans-PDT, i.e. the SIDs in qpdt, refer
to the RID enumeration generated by a merge of the trans-PDT. The purpose
of the query-PDT is to provide a query-local isolation layer to effectively sort
an arbitrary (i.e. unordered) sequence in rids on the fly. Recall that for Insert,
where new tuples either come in sort-key order, or are appended to the end
of a table, we had to adjust the destination RID to compensate for previously
inserted tuples, allowing in-place modification of the trans-PDT. If such an
ordering can not be assumed, we avoid direct manipulation of the trans-PDT,
and treat input rids as SIDs of the query-PDT, as illustrated by our use of
AddDeleteBySid. When all input RIDs are processed, we use Propagate to
migrate the updates from the query-PDT into the trans-PDT.
7.5.3 Modify
All we need to do in case of Modify, is to add a PDT update for each attribute
being altered, and to inform the min-max index about the changes to relevant
columns, so that it can check for changes to minimum or maximum attribute
values in the relevant SID range. The process is summarized in Algorithm 19.
Modify never changes the SID or RID enumeration of tuples, and modifications
of sort key attributes are rewritten into Delete followed by Insert.
Algorithm 19 Table.Modify(colnos, valueLists, rids)
Updates a list of attributes identified by colnos, for all tuples at positions in
rids with the corresponding attribute values from valueLists.
1: for (valueList, rid) in (valueLists, rids) do
2: for i = 0; i < colnos.size(); i = i+ 1 do
3: tpdt.AddModify(rid, colnos[i], valueList[i])
4: sid← this.RidToSid(rid)
5: minmax.updateColumn(sid, colnos[i], valueList[i])
6: end for
7: end for
7.6 Concurrency Issues
In Section 7.5 we described optimistic maintenance of the global min-max and
JIS indices belonging to a table, where we used simple mutual exclusion mech-
anisms to avoid corruptions caused by concurrent updates. There are, however,
more subtle concurrency issues that are semantic in nature, as they are caused
by the inherent volatility of positional information under updates. Section 7.6.2
discusses the issue of maintaining indices in a second database image, as gener-
ated during a background checkpointing transaction. In Section 7.6.3 we discuss
obstacles during serialization of trans-PDTs from the child-side of a join index
association. Solutions to both problems rely on a generic solution to the prob-
lem of matching child-side PDT inserts to the (volatile!) foreign-RID of the
parent tuple they reference, at any moment in time, without performing a join.
Therefore, Section 7.6.1 first presents a solution to that problem.
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7.6.1 Computing FRID for Child-PDT Inserts
Given a child-side PDT, CPDTtatb , together with a parent-side PDT of the table
being referenced, PPDTtctd , we can compute the FRID associated with each
CPDT insert at any moment in time, say tn, as long as we have that ta ≡ tc
and tb ≡ td ≡ tn, i.e. both PDTs hold updates from exactly the same time
interval. As long as this requirement is satisfied, the +JI and -JI counts of a
tuple τ in the PPDT give us the exact number of inserts and deletes that refer to
τ from CPDT. Combining this with the clustering property of our join indices,
i.e. the child being ordered according to the sort key ordering of the parent, we
can reconstruct the FRID of each CPDT insert by means of an iterative process,
performing a left-to-right traversal through the leaves of both the PPDT and
CPDT, in a lock-step fashion. To iterate the parent-side join index updates
(MJI), we introduce a JiIncrementsIterator. Once initialized, we iterate through
the updates in the leaves of CPDT, and notify the JiIncrementsIterator after we
encounter a child-side insert. This allows the JiIncrementsIterator to progress
along, providing access to both SID and RID of the matching parent tuple, for
every child-side insert we encounter. The logic for this is shown in Algorithm 20.
Algorithm 20 JiIncrementsIterator.nextChildInsert()
Advances this parent PDT iterator after encountering an insert in the corre-
sponding child PDT.
Require: Iterator class variables should have been properly initialized to a
state where pos has been advanced from 0 until the first parent PDT (ppdt)
entry with a non-zero +JI field (using a loop similar to the one below).
1: insCount← insCount+ 1
2: while insCount ≡ jiIncrement do {find next non-zero +JI entry}
3: if ppdt.type[pos] ≡ INS then
4: δ ← δ + 1
5: else if ppdt.type[pos] ≡ DEL then
6: δ ← δ − 1
7: end if
8: pos← pos+ 1
9: if pos ≡ ppdt.count() then
10: return false
11: end if
12: insCount← 0
13: curFSID ← ppdt.sid[pos]
14: curFRID ← curFSID + δ
15: jiIncrement← ppdt.getJoinCountIncrement(curFRID)
16: end while
17: return true
Ensure: insCount ≤ jiIncrement
A call to Algorithm 20 after a CPDT insert increments insCount, which is
then compared to the total number of referring inserts, jiIncrement, for the
current parent tuple. Once those referring inserts are accounted for, insCount is
reset to zero, and the parent-side cursor is advanced to the next tuple with one or
more referring child-side inserts, i.e. a non-zero +JI field, updating jiIncrement
accordingly, and keeping track of the running delta. The current parent-side SID
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and RID are maintained as curFSID and curFRID, respectively, allowing the
child to retrieve those values whenever needed.
Running this algorithm over the CTPDT from our earlier example in Fig-
ure 7.3, we see three inserts, two that refer to the parent tuple with JI=’X’, and
one that refers to JK=’A’. Looking solely at the CTPDT information, there
is no way of deducing the corresponding foreign-RIDs. However, using the Ji-
IncrementsIterator, we can correlate those inserts with the two non-zero +JI
entries in PTPDT. The first two inserts are accounted for by the parent tuple
at FRID=FSID=2, due to its +JI increment of 2. The JK=’X’ matches the
child side foreign keys, FK=’X’. After those two inserts, the JiIncrementsIter-
ator advances to the parent tuple at FRID=FSID=4; the newly inserted par-
ent tuple with JI=’A’. Again, the child tuple has a matching FK. We now
have FRID/FSID information for each child-side insert, deduced from memory-
resident information only, i.e. there is no need to access disk resident attribute
values, as would be required by a foreign-key join.
This example also motivates our choice to split the PDT-resident increments
associated with a modify-join-index (MJI) update into a separate +JI and -JI
field. If we would rather maintain a single JIδ field, to be incremented on child-
side inserts and decremented on child-side deletes, we loose the necessary detail
to efficiently correlate child-side inserts with their parent-side counterpart. For
example, in Figure 7.3, if we would sum +JI and -JI, the resulting JIδ of -1 at
parent SID=0 could match either only the first child-side delete, or the initial
child-side DEL-INS-DEL sequence. Both add up to -1, and recovering from a
bad choice at a later moment would be complex and inefficient.
7.6.2 Deferred Index Maintenance
The first use case of Algorithm 20 is related to background checkpointing trans-
actions. Recall that during a checkpoint (Section 6.6), where we rebuild the
current stable database (SDBcur), plus updates from locked down read-PDTs,
into a new disk resident database image (SDBnew), we allow concurrent up-
date transactions to start or commit. Update transactions that overlap with
a checkpoint update the global min-max and JIS indices in SDBcur directly.
However, their changes also need to be reflected in SDBnew, a requirement that
is complicated by the fact that the new indices are based on a changed SID
enumeration, and that they might not even have been rebuilt yet at time of
update.
The time line in Figure 7.5 summarizes the potential overlap scenarios be-
tween a background checkpoint and a concurrently executing transaction. In
the first scenario, tx1 is already running when CP starts, and commits while the
checkpoint is still running. Any inserts to a join child table in tx1 will directly
update the corresponding JIS in SDBcur, by passing every matching (FSID,
LSID) pair to JIS.TestAndSetMinForeignSid (Algorithm 17). In case another
transaction commits between start(tx1) and start(CP ), the SIDs in tx1 are
not valid in SDBnew, so we can not generally apply the updates from tx1 to
SDBnew when the checkpoint finishes at commit(CP ). The second scenario,
where tx2 is fully overlapped by the checkpoint, suffers from a similar problem,
except that its trans-PDT updates are, in general, against a database image
that is newer than what is being checkpointed. This is the case if one or more
transactions committed between start(CP ) and start(tx2).
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CP
tx1
tx2
tx3
tx4
Figure 7.5: Time line showing overlap scenarios of transactions with a concur-
rent background checkpoint (CP)
For both tx1 and tx2, we have to delay maintenance of any JIS indices
till checkpoint commit, at commit(CP ), and make sure that all (FSID, LSID)
pairs are relative to the checkpointed SID image at commit(CP ). Recall that
all updates that commit during a checkpoint, are gathered in the write-PDTs
of respective tables, and that propagation of write-PDT updates into the read-
PDT is blocked as long as a checkpoint is running (Figure 6.7). This guaran-
tees us that, on commit(CP ), for every checkpointed table, we have a write-
PDT that holds all updates committed between start(CP ) and commit(CP ).
Furthermore, the SIDs in those write-PDTs are compatible with the SIDs in
SDBnew. Therefore, we can use Algorithm 20 to correlate child and parent
SIDs from respective write-PDTs, and pass the resulting (FSID, LSID) pairs
to JIS.TestAndSetMinForeignSid in SDBnew at time commit(CP ). We update
min-max indices of SDBnew at this same moment, but now using (SID, value)
for every insert and modify update from those write-PDTs.
This approach does not work for the scenarios of tx3 and tx4, as they are still
running at commit(CP ). Transaction tx3 started during the checkpoint, which
means that the SID image of its trans-PDT updates is either equal to SDBnew
or newer. The latter is the case if anything committed between start(CP ) and
start(tx3). Note, however, that if anything committed in this time frame, it is
exactly what is contained in tx3’s write-PDTs at start(tx3). At commit(tx3),
we can therefore extract update SIDs from committing trans-PDTs, and use
WPDT.RidToSid (i.e. Algorithm 10) to convert those trans-PDT SIDs to write-
PDT SIDs, which are compatible with SDBnew and can be used to perform both
min-max and JIS maintenance.
Note that this solution assumes that committing trans-PDTs are still non-
serialized, i.e. they are not “rolled forward” yet. We could employ an alternate
strategy, in which we first serialize committing trans-PDTs with trans-PDTs
that committed between start(tx3) and commit(tx3), which makes them con-
secutive to the global write-PDTs of time commit(tx3). The advantage of such
an approach is that, in case serialization fails due to detection of a conflict, we
do not needlessly pollute the min-max and JIS indices in SDBnew. Further-
more, this approach is also applicable to our fourth case, tx4, making it the
preferred strategy. After serializing committing trans-PDTs at commit(tx3) or
commit(tx4), the update SIDs in those trans-PDTs have become RIDs in the
current global database state. Converting those RIDs through the global write-
and read-PDTs at commit (using Table.RidToSid, Algorithm 11), we end up
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Figure 7.6: Concurrent join index updates
with SIDs that are in the SID domain of SDBnew, which can be used to update
both min-max and JIS.
The strategy for tx3 and tx4 assumes trans-PDT serialization (i.e. Algo-
rithm 8) to work. However, for child PDTs in a join index association, such
serialization introduces additional challenges, which we discuss next.
7.6.3 Serializing Child-PDT Inserts
When serializing a committing trans-PDT (TPDT2) with an earlier committed
trans-PDT (TPDT1), we resolve an INS-INS conflict, where both transactions
insert a tuple at the same SID, by comparing and ordering those conflicting
tuples on their sort key attribute values (see Serialize, Algorithm 8, line 14).
Child tables in a clustered join index association, however, have their primary
sort key attribute(s) in the respective parent table. Therefore, relevant sort
key attribute values are not present in a child-side trans-PDT, and often not
even in the corresponding parent-side trans-PDT, which complicates this conflict
resolution mechanism.
Figure 7.6 illustrates the problem. It represents two transactions, tx1 and
tx2, with conflicting child-side PDT inserts, respectively in CTPDT1 and CT-
PDT2. Both child PDTs insert (twice) at conflicting SID=2. The relevant
changes to the parent-side PDTs are shown in PTPDT1 and PTPDT2, where,
for simplicity, we only display +JI and -JI changes, together with a pointer
to the stable JI count they apply to. During serialization of child-side trans-
PDTs, we use this parent-side information, in conjunction with our earlier Ji-
IncrementsIterator (Algorithm 20), to determine correct ordering of conflicting
inserts, rather than comparing their (P.SK, C.SK2) sort key values. Sequen-
tially walking through the +JI increments in both PTPDTs, and correlating
them with their respective CTPDT inserts, we can easily see that the (’M’, 4)
tuple from tx1, which references parent tuple at SID=0, comes before (’D’, 1)
from tx2, which references the next parent tuple at SID=1. The (’X’, 3) and
(’X’, 1) child inserts refer to the same parent tuple, as indicated by a +JI count
of 1 for the parent tuple at SID=2 in both PTPDTs. Therefore, this conflict
should be resolved by looking at C.SK2, putting (’X’, 1) before (’X’, 3).
To come to a formal procedure, assume that one of the transactions, tx1,
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PTPDT1 INS PTPDT1 MJI
PTPDT2 INS 1 1
PTPDT2 MJI -1 0
Table 7.1: Comparison matrix for same position updates (either insert (INS) or
modify join index (MJI)) in committing PTPDT2 and committed PTPDT1.
committed successfully while tx2 was still running. When tx2 tries to commit
next, CTPDT2 is still aligned with CTPDT1. To be able to commit CTPDT2,
we have to make it consecutive to the already committed CTPDT1 by serializing
it. This means that we have to transpose the insert SIDs in CTPDT2 so that
they are relative to the table image after merging updates from CTPDT1. To
accomplish this, we need to determine where the inserts in CTPDT2 will end
up with respect to those in CTPDT1. We can not deduce this by looking at the
child inserts only, as they do not contain complete sort attribute information.
All we have is the foreign key field, C.FK, which only gives us information about
tuple clustering. To resolve actual ordering, we could compare the P.SK values
of the parent tuple each child insert refers to.
Rather than comparing P.SK values, however, we can also use the vir-
tual C.FRID column, as parent-side RIDs enumerate parent tuples precisely
in sort key ordering. Given that a parent- and child-side trans-PDT from the
same transaction are guaranteed to contain updates from the same time inter-
val, we can use the JiIncrementsIterator from Algorithm 20 to compute the
FRIDs and FSIDs for each insert we encounter during serialization of a CT-
PDT. We extend Serialize (Algorithm 8), which iterates over two trans-PDTs,
a committed and a committing one, to employ two JiIncrementsIterator objects,
committedParentIter over the already committed (PTPDT1, CTPDT1), and
committingParentIter over (PTPDT2, CTPDT2). Here, PTPDT2 should al-
ready have been serialized against PTPDT1, to guarantee that it is free of con-
flicts, and that a correct ordering of parent inserts has already been established
in case of INS-INS conflicts.
The committedParentIter and committingParentIter are advanced in lock-
step with Serialize’s iterations over both CTPDTs, using calls to committedPar-
entIter.nextChildInsert() or committingParentIter.nextChildInsert() after con-
suming a child-side insert from CTPDT1 or CTPDT2 respectively. The result is,
that for every CTPDT insert we encounter, the corresponding JiIncrementsIt-
erator always refers to the matching PTPDT tuple. Whenever Serialize detects
a pair of SID-conflicting inserts, rather than relying on a simple value based SK
comparison, we employ the Compare routine from Algorithm 21.
Algorithm 21 uses positional information from committedParentIter and
committingParentIter to determine the relative ordering of the tuples under
their cursor. Because we assume PTPDT2 to be consecutive to PTPDT1 (i.e.
it has already been serialized), we compare SIDs from PTPDT2 with RIDs from
PTPDT1. If these differ, resolving the comparison is trivial. If, however, the
PTPDT2 SID is equal to the PTPDT1 RID, we enter the more complex logic
at line 9.
This logic is based on the comparison matrix in Table 7.1. Recall that the
parent-side JiIncrementsIterator only inspects tuples with a non-zero +JI field,
which can only be insert (INS) or modify join index (MJI) updates. With the
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Algorithm 21 Compare(committedParentIter, committingParentIter)
Given two JiIncrementsIterator objects over two consecutive trans-PDTs from
the same parent table, this routine gives an answer to the question how the tuples
pointed to by each iterator compare (in terms of sort key order). If iterator
committedParentIter indexes the smaller tuple, we return -1, 1 if larger, and
0 in case of equality.
Require: committingParentIter consecutive to committedParentIter.
1: committedRid← committedParentIter.curFRID
2: committingSid← committingParentIter.curFSID
3: committedType← committedParentIter.getCurUpdateType()
4: committingType← committingParentIter.getCurUpdateType()
5: if committedRid < committingSid then
6: return −1
7: else if committedRid > committingSid then
8: return 1
9: else {Position does not give resolution}
10: if committingType ≡ INS then {Insert goes before existing tuple}
11: return 1
12: else if committedType ≡ INS then {Committed Insert goes first}
13: return −1
14: else {Same-SID MJI updates, resolve using child-side SK}
15: return 0
16: end if
17: end if
SID domain of PTPDT2 being consecutive to PTPDT1, an insert SID from
PTPDT2 indicates that the new tuple should go before the existing tuple at
the equal PTPDT1 RID. This means that a PTPDT2 insert always compares
smaller, so we return 1. In case we do not have an insert in PTPDT2, it must
be a MJI update of the join index column. Such an MJI, due to isolation, can
never be with respect to an insert that got committed while the committing
transaction was still running. Therefore, if PTPDT1 points to an INS, that
insert goes before the stable tuple being modified by the MJI in PTPDT2, so
that the MJI compares to be the bigger value, and we return -1. If, on the
other hand, PTPDT1 also points to an MJI update, both refer to the same
underlying tuple, and we return 0 to indicate equal comparison. In this latter
scenario, we might still be able to resolve the conflict by comparing secondary
sort key attributes in the child table (i.e. C.SK2 in our example). If these do
not exist, or compare equal as well, we have a real sort key conflict, and should
abort.
Example
We end this discussion by walking through the more complex example from
Figure 7.7, where we assume tx1 to be committed, and tx2 is about to commit,
but has already serialized PTPDT2. PTPDT2 is shown to the right of PTPDT1,
to indicate that it is consecutive to the result of merging Table P and PTPDT1.
CTPDT1 and CTPDT2 are drawn below each other, to indicate that they are
still both consecutive to the SID image of Table C, i.e. they are aligned. If
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Step CTPDT1 CTPDT2 PTPDT1 PTPDT2 Compare
entry (entry, SIDnew) (SID, δ, RID) (SID)
1 2,(’M’,4) 2,(’D’,1), - 0,0,0 1 -1
2 6,(’O’,3) 2,(’D’,1), 3 3,-1,2 1 -
3 6,(’O’,3) 5,(’O’,1), 6 3,-1,2 2 -
4 6,(’O’,3) 6,(’N’,1), - 3,-1,2 3 -1
5 6,(’A’,1) 6,(’N’,1), 8 4,-1,3 3 1
6 6,(’A’,1) - 4,-1,3 - -
Table 7.2: Serialization steps for CTPDT2 from Figure 7.7. The CTPDT2 col-
umn shows both the current SID and the transposed SIDnew, which is assigned
only on steps where the CTPDT2 cursor is advanced. Note that only steps 1, 4
and 5 require Compare, as those are the only steps with a SID conflict between
CTPDT1 and CTPDT2.
serialization succeeds, CTPDT2 will be consecutive to the result of merging
Table C with CTPDT1.
We start out iterating CTPDT1 and CTPDT2, for both of which we maintain
a JiIncrementsIterator, committedIter and committingIter respectively. The
committedIter points to the first row in PTPDT1 initially, as this contains a
’modify join index’ (MJI) type update, with a non-zero +JI. The committingIter
points to the first row in PTPDT2, again a join index modification, but with a
larger SID. The child side iteration starts at the top rows of both child PDTs.
This initial state is summarized in Step 1 of Table 7.2. The table shows the
state of both child cursors and both parent cursors as they gradually progress
through the serialization process.
On the first row, Step 1, we see that both CTPDT cursors point to an
insert at SID=2 (all example CTPDT updates are inserts, so we leave out the
update type). The corresponding PTPDT1 RID=0 compares smaller than the
PTPDT2 SID=1, which results in Compare returning -1, as indicated in the
final column. After this, both PTPDT1 and CTPDT1 cursors advance, using
the lock-step JiIncrementsIterator. Note that the PTPDT1 cursor forwards to
the next non-zero +JI bucket. Therefore, it skips the DEL at SID=2, which
contributes a δ of −1.
In Step 2, the CTPDT SIDs are not equal, so no need to resolve a con-
flict with Compare. The smaller SID simply goes next in sequence, which
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is SID=2 from CTPDT2. Before we advance the CTPDT2 cursor, we incre-
ment the SID=2 currently under the cursor to SIDnew=3, to reflect the se-
rialization against the CTPDT1 insert from Step 1. Using JiIncrementsIter-
ator.nextChildInsert(), the PTPDT2 cursor advances along to SID=2. Note,
however, that this jumps over the PTPDT2 INS at SID=2, as that has a zero
+JI count. The next step, Step 3, is similar to Step 2, as CTPDT2 SID=5 still
compares smaller than CTPDT1 SID=6, so that we again advance the PTPDT2
and CTPDT2 cursors (to their final entries), taking care to serialize SID=5 into
its shifted value of SIDnew=6 in CTPDT2.
At Step 4, we again reach a conflict, as both CTPDT cursors point at SID=6.
Comparing PTPDT1 RID=2 and PTPDT2 SID=3, the PTPDT1 insert goes
first. Therefore, we advance both PTPDT1 and CTPDT1 (now also to their
final entries), which brings us to Step 5. In Step 5, we again have a conflict, still
at SID=6. This time, however, PTPDT1 RID=3 compares equal to PTPDT2
SID=3. Both PTPDT1 and PTPDT2 cursors point to an INS update, which,
by definition of the way we treat inserts, means that the PTPDT2 INS goes
before the PTPDT1 INS. Therefore, Compare returns 1 (at line 11), so that
we advance PTPDT2 and CTPDT2 cursors. This time, however, we serialize
SID=6 into SIDnew=8, i.e. a shift by two, to accommodate for the two PTPDT1
inserts that we processed up to this point. In Step 6, we are done, as we reached
the end of CTPDT2, which is the one being serialized.
7.7 Experiments and Optimizations
The aim of this section is to evaluate Vectorwise’s performance under heavy up-
date loads, i.e. “stress tests”, pushing PDT memory consumption to its limits.
The result is a workload where update queries, background checkpoints, and
regular analytic queries compete for resources. For this benchmark, we perform
repeated TPC-H SF=100 power and throughput runs, under various configu-
rations and optimizations, making a case for a clustered (i.e. with clustered
join indices) rather than a non-clustered (heap) table layout. We also discuss
performance bottlenecks we encounter, and analyze the impact of optimizations
that aim to alleviate those bottlenecks.
7.7.1 Setup
All following experiments were conducted on a machine with two Intel Xeon
E5-2650 CPUs, each with eight physical (and hyper-threaded) cores, resulting
in a total of 16 physical and 32 virtual cores. The machine contains 256GB
RAM and a three hard-disk raid-5. Fedora 20 (Linux 3.12.10-300.fc20.x86_64)
was used as the operating system.
The TPC-H benchmark mimics a data warehouse that keeps an inventory
of items and their order history. It defines 22 (read-only) analytic queries, and
two refresh functions (RF), which periodically update the database by either
adding a batch of new orders (RF1) or deleting a batch of existing orders (RF2).
The refresh functions modify the two largest tables, orders and lineitem, where
an order consists of multiple line-items, implemented by means of a foreign-
key reference from lineitems to their respective order. In a power run the 22
analytic queries are executed sequentially, followed by a single batch of both
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RF1 and RF2. A throughput run, on the other hand, executes N concurrent
query streams, each of which runs the 22 analytic queries in a distinct order,
and a separate, concurrent refresh stream, which performs N batches of RF1
and RF2 each. In case of our scale-factor 100 benchmark, N equals 5.
The experiments in the following sections consist of 30 TPC-H iterations,
with each iteration first performing a TPC-H power run, followed by a through-
put run. To ease comparison of power runs, we deviated slightly from the
specification 7 by always executing the 22 analytic queries in the same order,
followed by RF1 and RF2. A single batch of RF1 or RF2 respectively inserts or
deletes 0.1% into/from the lineitem and orders tables. For our SF=100 setup,
this boils down to (roughly) 150000 orders tuples and 600000 lineitem tuples
being inserted or deleted. Furthermore, tuples that were inserted during RF1
are never the target of deletion by RF2. Over multiple iterations, total table
counts therefore stay constant, keeping comparison of execution times meaning-
ful. For PDT-based updates, this means we always delete stable tuples, never
previous inserts “in-place”, so that the number of PDT update entries is always
in sync with the total sum of inserted and deleted tuples.
The number of concurrent streams for a throughput run is determined by
the size of the data set. For our SF=100 setup, TPC-H dictates 5 query streams
and 1 refresh stream. Every throughput thread executes the 22 analytic queries
in a different order. The refresh stream performs 10 independent update trans-
actions: RF1 followed by RF2, repeated 5 times, with each RF using fresh
data and performing its own commit 8. Overall, each throughput run therefore
touches around 1% of tuples in both orders and lineitem tables.
The raw SF-100 data consumes around 100GB. The Vectorwise server was
configured to use 16-way intra-query parallelism and to employ automatically
calibrated compression. This results in a database of roughly 30GB. For runs
with checkpointing enabled, a background checkpoint is triggered automatically
once a table reaches an update ratio of 2%. For the 128GB main-memory
setup, 32GB is dedicated to the buffer pool, and 64GB for auxiliary memory
allocations, up to half of which can be claimed for PDT updates. A 256GB
setup doubles these numbers to 64GB buffer pool and 128GB auxiliary. Unless
stated otherwise, a 128GB configuration is used as the default.
7.7.2 Explanation of Graphs
Each graph shows 30 iterations along the x-axis. However, each iteration shows
an average of five repetitions. The left y-axis corresponds to the histogram bars
and shows time in seconds. Each bar is subdivided into time spent on read-
only analytic queries, RF1 execution, RF1 commit, RF2 execution and RF2
commit. The digit within each bar shows the number of repetitions (out of
5) that had either partial or full overlap with a background checkpoint. The
number can differ from 0 or 5 as start and completion times of a checkpoint
are not deterministic. The right y-axis holds the scale for the line plot, which
represents PDT memory consumption in gigabytes.
7Officially, query execution order should change every power run.
8These commits put extra stress on the Vectorwise server, as the TPC-H specification
leaves the transaction boundaries to be chosen freely. I.e. a single commit after all 10 refresh
batches would be allowed as well.
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7.7.3 Non-Clustered Baseline
The results in this section were obtained using a non-clustered table layout,
where each table is an unordered heap, no join indices are created to connect
tables related by a foreign-key, and hash-join is typically used to evaluate queries
with joins.
Without Checkpointing
Figure 7.8a shows initial results for power runs on a non-clustered (i.e. heap)
table layout, without checkpointing. The graph clearly shows that query times
keep rising until run 14, and that commit times, most notably for RF1, keep
increasing consistently. We also see an outlier in run 25. Ignoring this outlier,
total times (i.e. including RF times) for a power run degrade from 60s in the
first run to 92s in run 30. During this time, PDT memory consumption grows
from 0 to roughly 18GB. Note, however, that most of those updates come from
the throughput runs, that are run immediately after each power run. A single
power run adds 0.1% inserts and also deletes 0.1%, which results in roughly
105MB of PDT update data.
The read-only query times (i.e. queries 1-22, ignoring RF functions) increase
from 51s to 64s over the first 14 runs, at which they flatten out. This is caused
by PDT inserts ending up at the tail of the unordered orders and lineitem tables,
introducing skew in the distribution of PDT updates over parallel threads (which
use range partitioning). In general, the higher the ratio of updates within the
output vector of a scan, the worse the performance, as merging of PDT inserts
requires logic that resembles tuple-at-a-time processing. In this scenario, where
inserts end up in the final parallel partitions (based on range partitioning), scan
performance degrades from 0.7 cycles per tuple to 2.5. Once the tail partition
is saturated with PDT updates, around run 14, further degradation of query
times stops. PDT memory consumption, however, keeps growing linearly, as
indicated by the line plot (with scale on the right y-axis). This is caused by
checkpointing being disabled for this experiment.
Figure 7.8a also shows a considerable degradation of transaction commit
times for RF1. This can be attributed to two factors: write-PDT to read-
PDT propagation on every commit, and increasing costs for generating snapshot
copies of the growing read-PDTs. Both issues are relatively easy to optimize.
The initial default behavior of Vectorwise was to trigger write-to-read prop-
agation once the write-PDT exceeds a configurable, fixed threshold. In this
experiment, this threshold was set to 4MB (i.e. in the order of the cache size),
which happened to get exceeded on every commit. Write-to-read propagation
is relatively expensive, as it generates a snapshot copy of the read-PDT, so that
write-PDT updates can be migrated into an isolated copy. We concluded that
reducing the number of write-to-read propagations is more important than keep-
ing the write-PDT strictly in the cache, and changed the trigger to be based on
a dynamic threshold, i.e. a fraction (f) of the current read-PDT size. The effect
is that, assuming fixed size commits, write-to-read propagation is (eventually)
only called once every 1/f ’th commit.
Besides the number of read-PDT snapshot copies made, the copying process
itself turned out to be expensive as well. Not only does it copy the PDT tree
structure, but also the full value-space (i.e. all insert tuple data). Observing
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Figure 7.8: Non-clustered TPC-H power runs without automatic checkpointing.
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the difference between commit times for RF1 and RF2, which holds only deletes
that do not store anything in value-space, we can even conclude that copying
and migrating value-space data constitutes the bulk of the RF1 commit cost.
Copying the PDT tree structure makes sense, as it is relatively small and sub-
ject to scattered changes. Snapshot-copying the value-space data, however, is
often needless, as this is an append-only data structure, stored in pre-allocated
memory buffers. These buffers are subject to re-sizing, and often end up with
unused space in the tail. Therefore, if the write-PDT value-space data fits in
the unused memory area of the read-PDT value-space, we simply append the
write-PDT data directly into the global read-PDT, avoiding a snapshot copy of
the value-space part of the read-PDT. This is safe as long as only one commit
can be active at any moment in time, which is the situation in Vectorwise.
After implementing both optimizations, using a write-to-read propagation
threshold of 0.1× size(read-PDT), RF1 commit times improve considerably, as
shown in Figure 7.8b. The only exception is run 25, where we see a spike that
can be attributed to increased RF1 commit times. Recall that each bar in the
graph represents the average of 5 runs. Closer inspection of server logs showed
that the spikes are actually being caused by an outlier in only one of those
5 runs, where RF1 commit suddenly takes 90s instead of the 20-25s observed
for the remaining 4 runs (in the baseline experiment). The additional time
is spent migrating write-PDT value-space data to the read-PDT. All memory
allocations were verified to be properly aligned and the issue failed to occur with
profiling enabled. The most likely explanation therefore remains that it has to
do with an oddity around memory copies on the NUMA architecture, maybe in
combination with Vectorwise’s own memory manager.
With Checkpointing
To avoid PDT memory consumption from growing out of bounds, we enable
checkpointing to rebuild tables in the background. Figure 7.9a shows the effect
of enabling automatic checkpoints, which results in both orders and lineitem
tables being rebuilt independently of each other once they reach an update
ratio of 2%. We can clearly observe the positive effect of those checkpoints on
PDT memory consumption, which now fluctuates around a constant average
value. However, we also see regular spikes in execution times, which were not
present in earlier runs without checkpointing. Inspection of logs and profiles
revealed that the higher peaks (i.e. runs 5, 10, 12, 17, 22 and 29 happen to
overlap with the final half of the time-frame where a background checkpoint
of the (larger) lineitem table is running and committing. After the commit of
such a checkpoint, queries suffer from I/O misses, as the checkpointing process
of the large lineitem table evicted some blocks from the buffer manager, while
the compressed TPC-H data-set just about fits the 32GB buffer manager space.
Doubling the buffer manager memory makes those I/O misses disappear, as
illustrated by the benchmark results in Figure 7.9b, where the impact of a
background checkpoint is reduced to a slight CPU overhead in the form of a
single thread that scans and recompresses a checkpointed table.
The overall trend of both graphs is that, on average, query times, commit
times and PDT memory consumption all stay flat. Checkpointing successfully
prevents the amount of PDT updates in memory from growing out of bounds,
thereby reducing both the negative effect of PDT updates on scan performance
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Figure 7.9: Non-clustered TPC-H power runs with automatic checkpointing.
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and expensive PDT snapshotting times during commit.
7.7.4 Clustered Table Layout
In this section, we show TPC-H results on a clustered table layout, where tables
with a foreign key may be ordered on the sort key of the referenced parent table
and connected by means of a join index. This allows clustering of data to be
exploited, which results in reduced scan ranges (and data volume) that can be
propagated over to connected tables. Besides, clustering allows merge-join to be
used for evaluating plans with joins, which is typically less CPU and memory
intensive than the typical hash-join used on an unordered heap table.
Figure 7.10a depicts clustered results without automatic checkpointing, and
shows a clear improvement in execution time over non-clustered runs. The read-
only query times improve by roughly a factor 2, degrading from 25s in run 1
to 28s in run 30, and do not exhibit the skew where PDT updates end up in
the tail parallel partition(s), which caused non-clustered runs to degrade much
worse, from 51s to 64s. In terms of total time, including refresh routines, the
benefit becomes slightly less than a factor two, 35-40s for clustered, versus 63-
79s (ignoring the outlier in run 25) for non-clustered, as both layouts require
similar time to perform both RF1 and RF2, around 12s on average. Still, we can
conclude that a clustered layout shows significant benefits over a non-clustered
layout in terms of query evaluation performance, without introducing negative
effects in terms of update performance.
With automatic checkpointing enabled, Figure 7.10b first illustrates what
happens without the deferred index maintenance support described in Sec-
tion 7.6.2. What we see is that runs 3 to 22 are continuously overlapped by
a background checkpoint, but that PDT memory consumption keeps rising. In
fact, we are dealing with four background checkpoints rather than one. How-
ever, each of those checkpoints fails to commit, due to concurrent updates to the
join index summary (JIS), which used to result in a conflict. The initial policy
of Vectorwise was to abort the checkpointing transaction upon such a conflict,
retrying up to three times. Clearly, all subsequent efforts fail as well, resulting
in wasted resources only.
With the deferred JIS maintenance from Section 7.6.2 in place, PDT in-
serts into the lineitem table that occurred during a background checkpoint are
properly applied to the newly checkpointed image once the checkpoint commits,
eliminating the need to abort with a conflict. After adding this functionality, the
drops in PDT memory consumption in Figure 7.11a indicate that checkpoints
commit successfully now. Overall, however, PDT memory consumption stays
considerably higher than in the non-clustered scenario. The reason is twofold.
First of all, rebuilding a clustered layout is more complex and expensive, as
updates are scattered over the item and lineitem tables. Therefore, both tables
have to be rebuilt in their entirety. Also, connected tables within a cluster need
to be rebuilt in one go, using merge-joins to rebuild the join indices between
parent and child tables. Non-clustered heap tables, on the other hand, have
most updates in the tail, and can be checkpointed independently of each other.
The second reason for higher PDT memory consumption is that, while a
checkpoint takes longer to complete, the arrival rate of new updates during such
a checkpoint is about a factor two higher, simply because query throughput on
the clustered layout is roughly twice as high. This could be remedied by using
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Figure 7.10: Clustered TPC-H power runs.
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Figure 7.11: Clustered TPC-H power runs with automatic checkpointing.
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a storage subsystem that is more in balance with the processing power of our
16-core 256GB NUMA machine. The three-way HDD RAID in this platform
is rather unfortunate, as reading and rebuilding the TPC-H database consumes
around 5 minutes I/O-wise.
Poor I/O performance is not the only reason for slow clustered checkpoint-
ing. In Figure 7.11a we also note several high spikes in execution time. These
spikes correspond to runs that overlap a committing background checkpoint,
after which we switch to the new table images. A fraction of those spikes can
be attributed to an increase in the read-only “queries” component. As in the
non-clustered case, this is caused by I/O misses due to evicted blocks after
the switch. This time, however, doubling the server memory does eliminate
most of the I/O misses, as indicated by the queries component in the bars of
Figure 7.11b, but fails to eliminate the spikes entirely.
Analysis of execution profiles revealed that the remaining spikes are caused
by checkpoint commit taking excessively long, often around 270-370 seconds.
These commits reuse Vectorwise’s general transaction commit routine, which is
guarded by a global mutex. Therefore, this mutex is also used to start, abort, or
commit a regular transaction, meaning that, as long as a checkpoint (or regular
transaction) is committing, no other transaction can start or finish. We will not
go into much technical details on this, but a brief discussion of where time is
spent during checkpoint commit aids in reaching our final conclusion.
In our clustered benchmarks, a typical checkpoint commit iterates a list of
roughly 150 trans-PDTs, from transactions that committed during the check-
points lifetime. Each refresh function generates two trans-PDTs, one for orders,
one for lineitem. So, overall, we are dealing with 75 transactions, containing
around 4GB of PDT data, the bulk of which is consumed by roughly 22 million
lineitem inserts and 5.5 million inserts into orders. First of all, these PDTs are
iterated in commit order, and propagated into two fresh (write-) PDTs, which
eventually become the initial read-PDTs in the newly checkpointed image. As
these propagations reuse the trans-to-write propagation of regular transaction
commits, a copy-on-write snapshotting mechanism was triggered on every prop-
agation into this ever growing write-PDT. Given that we did not switch to the
checkpointed image yet, this write-PDT is still free from concurrent readers,
making this snapshotting a needless waste of CPU time.
Next, both these initial read-PDTs are used to perform deferred index main-
tenance for the orders and lineitem tables. This involves iterating over the
inserts in these PDTs and calling min-max and JIS maintenance routines. Es-
pecially the min-max update routine turned out to be highly inefficient for such
bulk updates, involving a function call per update (i.e. per PDT insert tuple),
where each tuple triggers two “compare” calls per attribute, to compare against
the current min and max values. Overall, this took more than a minute to han-
dle our 27.5 million insert updates. One can easily envision a “bulk” algorithm
that should be capable to perform these updates in a few seconds. For example,
given that the min-max SID-based partitioning is known, one could turn the
process around: passing SID ranges to the PDT and letting it return min and
max attribute values for the inserts found in each SID range. This could even
be parallelized based on the SID partitioning.
Finally, the entire 4GB PDT data, together with the catalog changes for
newly rebuilt tables, are being written to the WAL. Such “object serialization”
involves a lot of byte-level work, and is therefore very slow, taking around 70
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Figure 7.12: Clustered TPC-H power runs with improved checkpoint commit
times.
seconds. If checkpointing starts a fresh, private WAL, there is no need to do
such serialization while holding the global mutex. If checkpointing updates the
current WAL, there should not even be a need to serialize the PDT data, as
that has already been done when the transactions committed originally. This
logic should be carefully analyzed and improved within Vectorwise.
To conclude, most of the checkpoint commit work can be further optimized
and should be moved outside the commit mutex wherever possible. This in-
volves a significant overhaul of the commit infrastructure, which, due to limited
time and research interest, is considered future work for Vectorwise. Disabling
the copy-on-write snapshotting for the newly built “checkpoint” PDTs is the
only issue that could be improved with relative ease. The final results with
that optimization in place are shown in Figure 7.12. With a properly optimized
implementation of checkpoint commit, however, (in-memory) results with check-
pointing enabled should match, or even beat, the results without checkpointing
from Figure 7.10a.
7.7.5 Throughput and Total Times
Until now we have only focused on the power runs of our TPC-H stress tests.
After each power run, however, we also ran the throughput test, with five con-
current query streams and a refresh stream consisting of a five times heavier
update load. The graphs for these runs are much less informative, as these
do not have detailed profiling information. Therefore, we only show the final
results, with checkpointing enabled, for both the non-clustered and clustered
scenarios, in Figures 7.13a and 7.13b, respectively. The total length of each bar
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Configuration non-clustered clustered
without checkpointing 8771 4989
with checkpointing 8293 4880
Table 7.3: Total execution times of 30 SF-100 TPC-H power and throughput
runs
represents the average query-stream completion time, while the RF component
of each bar represents completion time for the single refresh thread.
As with the power results, we see a difference of almost a factor 2 improve-
ment of clustered over non-clustered. Due to the concurrent workload, however,
a single query stream takes around four times as long to complete, compared to
the “stand-alone” power runs. Given the level of concurrency, with five query
streams, an update stream and a background checkpoint transaction, this super-
linear degradation in performance can be considered satisfactory.
Another interesting observation can be made from Table 7.3, which lists the
total execution time to complete the full experiment of 30 power and throughput
runs (averaged over 5 repetitions). Here, we see that experiments with check-
pointing achieve higher overall throughput than without checkpointing. With a
proper implementation of checkpoint commit, which should remove the spikes
from our graphs, and a faster I/O subsystem, which lets checkpoints complete
faster, the advantage should be even more profound. However, even given the
suboptimalities, we see the advantage of running regular checkpoints, as they
free up PDT memory to query processing and speed up merging of updates
during scans due to a reduced update ratio. The latter especially holds for the
non-clustered scenario, where we saw significant degradation of query times due
to the skewed distribution of inserts over parallel partitions.
7.8 Summary and Conclusions
This chapter discussed how Vectorwise’s position-based indices, the min-max
index and join index, can be maintained under updates. We proposed a com-
pressed, but updateable, representation for join indices, and discussed compli-
cations involving PDT inserts into the referencing table of a join index relation-
ship. All these complications involve the maintenance of the auxiliary join index
summary (JIS) structure, especially under concurrent update loads or during
a background checkpoint. Solutions to all these problems were provided, and
TPC-H benchmark results were used to illustrate the benefits of a clustered
table layout, as enabled by the use of join indices.
However, support for an updateable clustered table layout severely compli-
cates the system. The design and implementation were far from trivial, allowing
subtle bugs to slip in. It is therefore a valid question whether a performance
improvement of “only” a factor two justifies all this added complexity. Note,
however, that this factor two was on TPC-H only, and that on other, more
selective workloads, the benefits of clustering may be higher. With most of
the dirty work being done, it is nice to have freedom in deciding whether the
complexity added by supporting clustered tables is worth the effort in terms of
implementation and testing overhead.
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Figure 7.13: TPC-H throughput results with automatic checkpointing.
Chapter 8
Conclusion
The following sections summarize the core contributions of this thesis and ana-
lyze their impact. They also provide angles for potential future research.
8.1 Vectorwise
By no means is this section intended to be a claim that this thesis contributes
the Vectorwise DBMS in its entirety. The work presented here did, however,
play a significant role in Vectorwise becoming what it is today: one of the worlds
fastest analytic databases.
Vectorwise is a column-oriented database system designed and built from
scratch, with high-performance analytics on large data sets as a main goal. Its
vectorized execution engine was designed to achieve high performance on deeply
pipelined, super-scalar CPUs, and written in a way that allows compilers to
produce efficient, low-level code automatically. Furthermore, Vectorwise has a
strong focus on data access patterns that fit the performance characteristics of
a hierarchical memory layout, trying to keep as much relevant data as close to
the CPU as possible.
In both these areas, the use of a columnar storage layout (DSM) plays an
important role. Tight “vectorized” loops over arrays of attribute values provide
a sequential access pattern and are easy targets for optimization by a compiler.
On disk, a columnar storage layout helps reduce scan volume by only reading
relevant attribute data from disk. This is important in fighting the growing
discrepancy between CPU power on one hand, and data access bandwidth and
latency on the other. However, even with the use of DSM and sharing of scans by
concurrent queries, I/O bandwidth can become a bottleneck, given the computa-
tional power of a vectorized execution engine. Therefore, the work in this thesis
first focused on utilizing compression to further improve scan performance.
To qualify as a proper DBMS, however, it should also be possible to make
transactional changes to the data being stored. In a column-oriented system that
is heavily optimized towards scan- and compute-intensive workloads, doing this
without compromising its analytic performance is a major challenge. The second
focus of this thesis was therefore on the integration of real-time, transactional
updates into the Vectorwise architecture.
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8.2 Light-weight Column Compression
8.2.1 Contributions
We propose to use data compression as a means to speed up I/O-bound queries,
by increasing the effective disk bandwidth of column scans. By reading com-
pressed data from disk into memory, and decompress it on-demand at a minimal
cost, we can achieve a perceived I/O bandwidth that is equal to the physical
I/O bandwidth times the compression ratio. Therefore, a good compression
ratio is important, but it is even more important that compression algorithms
operate at low CPU overhead, to leave sufficient CPU cycles for further query
evaluation and minimize negative impact on CPU-bound queries in general. To
achieve our goal of low-overhead decompression, we propose the use of light-
weight, super-scalar algorithms, together with into-cache decompression.
Additionally, data compression can be used to increase the effective caching
capacity of a buffer manager. For a fixed system configuration, this allows more
data to be kept close to the CPU, improving overall system throughput.
Super-scalar algorithms. We contribute three new compression schemes,
PFOR, PFOR-DELTA and PDICT, that are specifically designed for the super-
scalar capabilities of modern CPUs. These algorithms are kept simple and
light-weight by utilizing the knowledge that attribute values within a column
are from the same domain and of equal type. Therefore, (de)compression can be
implemented as CPU-efficient loops over vectors of column values. We focus on
optimizing such loops by avoiding if-then-else constructs and data dependencies
in loop bodies, so that compilers can produce code with sufficient instruction
level parallelism (ILP) to achieve high instructions per cycle (IPC) on mod-
ern out-of-order, wide-issue CPUs. The result is that PFOR, PFOR-DELTA
and PDICT compress data at more than a GB/s, and decompress a multitude
of that, which makes them more than 10 times faster than other speed-tuned
compression algorithms at the time. This allows them to improve I/O band-
width even on HDD RAID and SSD drives that read and write data at rates of
hundreds of MB/s.
Into-cache decompression. We propose to cache pages in the buffer manager
(i.e. in RAM) in compressed form, and decompress data on the the boundary
between RAM and CPU cache. This can be achieved by decompressing only
fragments of a compressed page, that fit the CPU cache, in an on-demand
fashion, just before the query processor needs them. By avoiding materialization
of decompressed pages in RAM, we minimize main memory traffic, reducing the
likelihood of memory bandwidth becoming a bottleneck.
Improved Compression Ratios PDICT and PFOR are generalizations of re-
spectively dictionary and Frame-Of-Reference (FOR) or prefix-suppression (PS)
compression, that were proposed previously [Ter, GRS98, WKHM00]. In con-
trast to these schemes, our compression methods can gracefully handle data
distributions with outliers, allowing for better compression ratios on such data.
The way we handle outliers adheres the super-scalar nature of our algorithms,
as we treat them as exceptions, to be dealt with in a separate “patching” loop,
outside the core decompression loop.
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PFOR-DELTA is our super-scalar implementation of differential coding, also
called delta coding, extended with patching for outliers. Differential coding
encodes the differences, or deltas, between subsequent integer values, and is
therefore well suited for compression of sorted sequences. This makes PFOR-
DELTA applicable to areas other than the compression of sorted table columns,
for example to compress inverted files, or postings lists, that occur in text search
engines. We have shown that PFOR-DELTA compares favorably, in terms of
both compression ratio and speed, to custom compression methods from the
information retrieval community.
Decompression of a random, delta-coded value requires computing the sum
of all preceding values, i.e. the prefix sum, which can be costly. We therefore
propose the insertion of fine-grained access points, entry points from which we
can start decompression, at fixed intervals.
8.2.2 Research Impact
Our compression work was published already some time ago, at ICDE’06. Since
then, a lot of related and follow-up research has been done, not only within
our research group at CWI, but also by unaffiliated database and information
retrieval (IR) researchers.
Within the database community, column compression trade-offs have been
researched in [HRSD07], while improvements to string dictionary compression
can be found in [BHF09]. The authors of [AMF06] focus on compression aware
query evaluation, i.e. operating directly on compressed data, an idea that is
implemented in both SAP HANA [FML+12] and IBM’s DB2 with BLU accel-
eration [RAB+13].
In the IR community, where fast inverted file (de)compression is being used
as a mechanism to improve both query throughput and memory caching capac-
ity [BC07], PFOR-DELTA has had a particularly strong impact, and is still be-
ing referenced as a performance baseline to beat [ZLS08, LB13]. PFOR-DELTA
has also been implemented in the open-source Apache Lucene text search en-
gine [Apac], and researched in the context of Unicorn, a graph search system
from Facebook [CBB+13]. Improvements to the PFOR-DELTA algorithm are
proposed in [YDS09], where NewPFD aims to get rid of compulsory exceptions,
which become too expensive at lower code word sizes, while OptPFD further im-
proves the compression ratio by adding the capability to encode each 128-entry
segment with a separate, optimal code word size. Interestingly, the authors do
include our original PFOR-DELTA in their experiments that show the improve-
ment of NewPFD and OptPFD in terms of compression ratio/decompression
speed trade off, but neglect to include it in experiments that measure raw de-
compression speed.
Luckily, the authors of [LB13] provide a very thorough overview of the state-
of-the-art in high-performance list compression techniques. They evaluate all
the recent proposals, and show PFOR-DELTA to still be the faster one compared
to NewPFD and OptPFD. Furthermore, they propose FastPFOR and Simple-
PFOR as improved implementations of NewPFD and OptPFD that come closer
to the speed of PFOR-DELTA, while still obtaining improved compression ra-
tios. Most importantly, they present novel SIMD compression algorithms, one
of which, SIMD-FastPFOR, is based on our original PFOR, that beat our al-
gorithms by almost a factor two in terms of decoding speed. They also present
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SIMD versions of our code to pack/unpack arbitrary bit-width code words.
Within our own group, we used the MonetDB/X100 prototype to participate
in the official 2006 TREC Terabyte Track (TREC-TB), a terabyte scale text
retrieval contest [BCS06]. We implemented common IR indexing, ranking and
optimization techniques on top of our relational engine, and managed to score
results that compete with leading, customized IR systems from that time, both
in terms of efficiency and effectiveness [HZdVB06]. We showed that, by using
a hardware-conscious DBMS architecture, together with our novel compression
techniques, general purpose relational technology can be used to implement
large-scale information retrieval tasks flexibly and effectively. For the interested
reader, both the methods we used and the results of the 2006 TREC-TB contest
are included as Appendix A at the end of this thesis.
A more recent effort to bring column-store DBMSs and IR research closer
together can be found in [MSLdV14], where the Vectorwise DBMS is shown to
compete on-par with current IR systems on the ClueWeb12 data set. Further-
more, parts of our TREC-TB work were extended and formalized into a generic
array database system, named SRAM [CHZ+08], which provides an implemen-
tation of the matrix framework for IR [RTK06].
8.2.3 Future Work
Advances in hardware may shift the focus of work around compression. With
CPU power improving at a higher rate than memory bandwidth, the focus may
shift towards improving perceived memory bandwidth, a standpoint already ad-
vocated in [LB13] The compression techniques from this thesis were also shown
to increase query throughput on memory resident workloads in combination
with a multi-core CPU in [Żuk09], but more research opportunities may exist
in this area.
The wide availability of high bandwidth SSD RAIDs may also call for faster
decompression speeds. With CPU clock speed stagnating, and computational
power becoming available mostly through additional cores, it may be beneficial
to fully dedicate one or more cores to decompression only. Such an approach
might also open doors for slightly heavier compression techniques, which could
be interesting for compression of more complex data, like “free form” (i.e. non-
dictionary) strings or floating point numbers.
8.3 Positional Differential Updates
To provide transactional update functionality on top of a scan-optimized, colum-
nar storage, we propose the use of differential update mechanisms based on
tuple positions. Differential updates, maintained in an update-friendly write-
store, are widely accepted as the preferred alternative to in-place updates for
column-stores [CK85, Sto05], due to the latter’s I/O cost being proportional to
the number of attributes. We contribute new positional update maintenance
methods that better match the read-optimized nature of both column-oriented
storage and vectorized execution.
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8.3.1 Contributions
This thesis makes the following contributions towards a fully positional and
transactional update infrastructure.
PDT data structure. We contribute a novel tree data structure, the positional
delta tree, that maintains differential updates, i.e. insert/delete/modify, against
an immutable “stable” table on disk. Within the leaves of its tree structure, the
PDT holds update entries, organized sequentially by a stable ID (SID), i.e. the
unique offset of a stable tuple within a stored table, which marks the position
where each update entry applies to. The result is that updates encountered
during a walk through the PDT leaves can be merged into a sequential scan of
its stable table in linear time. Such a merge produces the current table image
as output, in which we enumerate tuples sequentially with a unique record ID
(RID). Due to inserts and deletes at arbitrary positions in a table, the RID of
a tuple is highly volatile. However, the strength of the PDT data structure is
that new updates, with respect to RID positions within the current table image,
can be added to the PDT in logarithmic time, while still keeping them sorted
on SID to retain the linear merging complexity.
Efficient positional merging. We demonstrate that positional merging of
updates is more efficient than its value-based alternative, where updates are
merged (and organized) by their value(s) on one or more (sort) key attributes,
in terms of both I/O and CPU costs. First of all, in a column-oriented DBMS,
value-based merging may introduce additional I/O, as it requires sort-key at-
tributes to be always scanned along for identification of update positions, even
if a query has no further interest in these attributes. Furthermore, value-based
merging induces a higher CPU overhead, as update positions need to be de-
termined at run-time by comparing key attributes of update tuples against
those in the scanned stream. With positional merging, on the other hand,
we have precomputed positions available, and can skip forward to the next up-
date at no additional cost. Positional merging involves simple integer arithmetic
only, while value-based merging may require comparison of multi-attribute keys
and/or more complex data types, like strings, both of which add to the CPU
cost of merging. For these reasons, we believe positional updates to be a better
fit for high-performance column-oriented systems.
Stacked PDTs for effective transaction management. We propose the
use of three layers of “stacked” PDTs on top of a stable table, where each PDT
contains differential updates with respect to the merge output of the layer di-
rectly below. Uncommitted updates go into a top-level trans-PDT, which holds
transaction local changes that are not visible to concurrently executing trans-
actions. This way, the trans-PDT provides lock-free isolation, and avoids the
need to use timestamping mechanisms, as, for example, proposed for the single,
global write-store architecture of [Sto05]. Furthermore, each trans-PDT cap-
tures exactly the write-set of a transaction, which we use for efficient, positional
conflict resolution (or easy rollback) at time of commit.
The bottom-most layer is a read-PDT (i.e. for “read mostly”), which is
a global PDT that contains the bulk of committed updates. In between the
two, we propose to add another global layer, the write-PDT (or “write-mostly”),
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where transaction PDTs commit into. Such a middle layer has several advan-
tages. First of all, the idea is that the layering of PDTs mimics the hierarchical
nature of a memory layout, where the write-PDT is kept “small and fast”, i.e.
within the CPUs caches, while the read-PDT may become “large and slow”,
growing as long as main memory allows it.
When a transaction commits its trans-PDT updates into a global PDT, a
snapshot copy of the destination PDT needs to be made for proper isolation.
The smaller write-PDT therefore acts as a buffer layer that is kept cheap to copy,
while gathering sufficient updates to amortize the costs of snapshot copying the
larger read-PDT (i.e. when propagating updates from the write-PDT into the
read-PDT).
Finally, the write-PDT layer also increases the level of concurrency of the
entire update architecture, as it allows transactions to keep committing while a
background checkpoint, which rebuilds a new version of a table from the merge
of its stable data with the (locked-down) read-PDT, is running.
Compact and updateable join index. We showed that a clustered table
layout, where a child table that references a parent table through a foreign key
is kept sorted on some attribute in the parent table and connected through a
(clustering) join index, can considerably improve query execution times. To
allow such a “rigid” storage layout to still be updated efficiently, we propose
the use of a single-column, compressed join index representation that can only
be updated through differential PDT updates. Basically, we extend the parent
table with a special (immutable) stored column, that, for each parent tuple,
stores a reference count of the number of child tuples referring to it. On child
side updates, this reference count can be manipulated through special “incre-
mental modify” PDT updates, and the stored join index column is only rebuilt
during a checkpoint, just like regular table columns. The result is a join index
representation with all the transactional benefits of stacked PDT updates.
8.3.2 Discussion and Future Work
Although the departure from the “one size fits all” paradigm has led to increased
research and industry interest into read-optimized analytic systems, there re-
mains a strong demand for on-line transaction support within such systems, re-
sulting in a domain often termed (near) real-time business intelligence (RTBI).
In practice, this translates into a desire to have the freshest data and high-
est update performance achievable on a system that is optimized for analytics.
Within this context, the work presented in this thesis shows that positional dif-
ferential update techniques can be used to satisfy the requirements associated
with real-time analytics. In this section, we position this work against common
architectural designs in the area of column-store updates and discuss poten-
tial future improvements. We focus on Vertica [LFV+12] and Microsoft SQL
Server [LCH+11, LCF+13], both of which employ compressed, column-oriented
storage, in combination with a vectorized execution model, and were discussed
in Section 6.9. Vertica also has its roots in an academic prototype (i.e. C-
store [Sto05]) from the same year as MonetDB/X100 (2005), while SQL Server
is one of Vectorwise’s strongest competitors in the single-node TPC-H rankings
and has a well documented architecture.
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Compared to the common “hybrid” architecture, with a column-oriented,
compressed read-store (RS) and an updateable write-store (WS), consisting of
a row-oriented structure, INS, for new tuples (e.g. a B+-tree), and a separate
structure, DEL, for deletion markers (e.g. a bit map or deletion vector), we
believe that an architecture with stacked PDTs has several benefits. First of
all, PDT updates have the benefit of efficiently handling Modify (i.e. SQL UP-
DATE). The “standard” method of implementing Modify as a deletion of the
original tuple followed by re-insertion of that tuple with one or more attributes
modified, is rather wasteful, both in terms of execution time and storage. It re-
quires all attributes of the tuple being modified to be retrieved from disk, which
is notoriously column-store unfriendly, while most of the retrieved attribute
values are added back to the write-store unmodified, clogging it up needlessly.
PDTs, on the other hand, allow a Modify query to be evaluated accessing only
the columns of attributes involved in the Modify query plan, and only store
attribute values that were actually modified in the differential structure.
Second, updates to separate, global INS and DEL structures call for locking
and/or timestamping mechanisms, and may induce I/O to write changes to disk.
Locking may lead to lock-contention, while both timestamping and deletion
markers induce per-tuple storage and run-time overheads, where tuple “alive-
ness” needs to be verified during every scan. Besides, with update information
being distributed over distinct data structures, conflict detection/resolution and
recovery can become complex to manage. By capturing transaction updates (i.e.
the write-set) in private, memory- resident trans-PDTs, which are only written
to the WAL during commit, and combining that with multiversion concurrency
control, we avoid above issues, and allow read queries to always operate on the
most recent snapshot, transparently, at a negligible cost.
Finally, a stacked PDT approach also allows for a transparent and fully
concurrent implementation of checkpointing operations (also referred to as tuple
mover or mergeout in the literature). By locking down the read-PDT, but still
allowing concurrent transactions to commit into the write-PDT, we can safely
rebuild a table in the background, while concurrent updates gathered in the
write-PDT remain compatible with the new table image after the checkpoint
completes. Only post-checkpoint index maintenance requires some additional
work, for which we provide efficient solutions that only need to analyze updates
contained in concurrently built PDTs. SQL Server employs multiple write-
store deltas, the oldest of which are locked down for tuple movement, while
newer ones can be inserted into concurrently. However, deletion (and therefore
also modify) is not supported during tuple movement, as the global bit map is
locked down. In Vertica, tuple movement relies on relatively complex locking
and timestamping mechanisms, which also prohibit delete and modify while
a “tuple mover” lock is being held. Both SQL Server and Vertica do allow
partial rebuilding of tables, while Vectorwise almost always performs a linear
(i.e. scan-based) table rebuild. During this process, pages without updates are
re-linked on disk, to avoid needless reads and writes during this process. We did
not evaluate table checkpointing in much depth, as it depends heavily on the
I/O configuration and workload characteristics. In this area, we do, however,
benefit from the fact that we designed both compression and decompression to
be highly CPU efficient. Recent work in the area of compressed table rebuilds
can be found in the context of SAP Hyrise in [KKG+11].
Until a checkpoint operation is run, query evaluation performance of all
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column-stores with differential updates will degrade over time (assuming up-
dates keep coming in). For Vectorwise, this mostly manifests itself as increased
memory pressure from PDT deltas, combined with somewhat slower scans due
to higher update ratios. In case of disk-resident, row-oriented deltas, memory
pressure is less of an issue, but deltas need to be read from disk during a scan,
inducing additional I/O, and, in case of ordered tables, be merged in using
(slow) value-based techniques. Therefore, over time, this approach will degrade
towards traditional row-store scan performance, where all attributes are always
scanned from disk. In our experiments involving value-based merging, we did
not even factor such full tuple retrieval costs into account (those depend heavily
on tuple width), focusing only on the I/O penalty due to retrieval of the sort
key columns that are needed to perform value-based merging of deltas that are
considered to be memory resident. In this context, it is also worth considering
the dangers of implementing modify as a delete followed by insert. In the worst
case, when modifying all values in a single column, the “hybrid” architecture
would result in the entire table being rewritten into row-store format! While,
in Vectorwise, the Modify executes using the scan of only the modified column,
plus the memory cost of storing the new values. In such a scenario, Vectorwise
could benefit from per-column checkpointing techniques, which is still an area
of future work.
Although automatic checkpoints will free up PDT memory regularly, during
times of high system load it may be beneficial to delay such a checkpoint. As
memory is finite, it can not be delayed indefinitely, however. Because a check-
point has a relatively long running time, we plan to investigate the addition of
one or more PDT layers on solid state disk (SSD), which sits in between main
memory and hard disk storage in terms of access bandwidth, latency, and storage
capacity. Such a PDT layer could enable fast propagation of memory resident
(read-)PDT updates to SSD, without performing a checkpoint operation, but
with the benefit of freeing up the bulk of PDT memory. We could either add a
single PDT layer below the read-PDT, subject to the same copy-on-write and
update propagation mechanisms as the global write- and read-PDTs, or simply
flush a read-PDT into an immutable “run” of updates on SSD (allowing multiple
runs to be generated), in combination with an N-way merging process during
MergeScan, akin to the ideas presented in Vertica and MaSM [ACA+11] (which
focuses on SSDs), but rather positionally.
We also believe that PDT updates may be interesting in the context of row-
oriented OLTP systems. Although in a row-store system we do not get the
I/O advantages associated with positional merging in a column-store, we can
still get the CPU benefits. More importantly, however, PDTs could be used to
implement a lock-free transactional layer, which could be combined with partial
checkpointing techniques, where only those regions of (committed) read-PDT
updates are checkpointed that exceed a certain per-page update ratio. Such
fine-grained checkpointing is something that suits a row-wise slotted page layout
much better than a columnar storage layout. This way, PDTs may be used as a
light-weight transactional layer, with the aim of avoiding the dangers associated
with “heavy-weight” in-place updates, against which Jim Gray already warned
long ago [Gra81].
Another area where differential updates using PDTs may be of interest is
within the Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS) [Apaa], due to its append-only
nature (i.e. no in-place update support). HDFS supports multiple underlying
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file formats, which may contain objects, or rows, with multivalued (i.e. “com-
plex”), attributes, represented as an arbitrary size array or a map (i.e. two
aligned key-value columns). One of the more recent formats is the optimized
record columnar file (ORC File), employed by Apache Hive [Apab, HCG+14],
a SQL-like data warehousing solution on top of Hadoop. In ORC file, object
attribute data is stored in a compressed columnar format. For multivalued
attributes, however, the attribute column contains pointers to a (dense) tuple
range in an additional column, containing the multi-valued attribute data. Such
a layout resembles the clustering table layout that is available in Vectorwise
through the use of join indices. Apache Hive developers are currently undertak-
ing steps to add value-based differential update and transaction support. We
believe that the positional update techniques outlined in this thesis may provide
a more efficient alternative, but research in this area is still needed. Steps in this
direction are being taken by Actian’s Vector in Hadoop1, also known as “Project
Vortex”, which aims to extend Vectorwise’s high-performance relational engine
to a distributed HDFS setting.
Finally, a couple of recent works borrow from our ideas around PDTs. In
[MG12], a count index is described, which can be used to efficiently insert,
delete and modify run-length encoded sequences, using techniques that are sim-
ilar to what we use to update our RLE compressed join indices. Furthermore,
according to [FKN12], the HyPer system [KN11] also makes use of a PDT-
like structure, but restricts it to organize offsets (and ranges) of deleted tuples
only. HyPer belongs to a new class of in-memory hybrid OLTP and OLAP
database systems, to which SAP HANA [FML+12] also belongs. It uses hard-
ware assisted “page shadowing” techniques to implement ACID properties using
snapshot isolation, where the virtual memory manager is used to maintain con-
sistent snapshot copies of a database. The concept of “page temperature” is
introduced to classify pages based on update frequency, using hot, cooling, cold
and frozen labels. Updates can only go to hot and cooling pages, while frozen
pages are compressed to save memory and speed-up analytic workloads. Al-
though HyPer’s architecture differs heavily from traditional RDBMS designs,
this shows some resemblance to a distinction between a read-optimized and a
write-optimized component, where updates to read-optimized pages are never
performed in-place, but rather buffered and delayed to amortize their high cost.
It is encouraging to see PDTs being used (for tuple deletion) in the context of
this highly innovative and fast main memory DBMS.
1Vectorwise has been recently renamed to Vector
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Appendix A
Information Retrieval using
Vectorwise
A.1 Introduction
Requirements of database management (DB) and information retrieval (IR)
systems overlap more and more. Database systems are being applied to scenarios
where features such as text search and similarity scoring on multiple attributes
become crucial. Many information retrieval systems are being extended beyond
plain text, to rank semi-structured documents marked up in XML, or maintain
ontologies or thesauri. In both areas, these new features are usually implemented
using specialized solutions limited in their features and performance.
Full integration of DB and IR has been considered highly desirable, see e.g.
[CRW05, AY05]. Yet, none of the attempts into this direction has been very
successful. The explanation can be sought in what has been termed the ‘struc-
ture chasm’ [HED+03]: database research builds upon the idea that all data
should satisfy a pre-defined schema, and the natural language text documents
of concern to information retrieval do not match this database application sce-
nario. Still, the structure chasm does not explain why IR systems do not use
database technology to alleviate their data management tasks during index con-
struction and document ranking. In practice however, custom-built information
retrieval engines have always outperformed generic database technology, espe-
cially when also taking into account the trade-off between run-time performance
and resources needed.
A.1.1 Contributions
The aim of this chapter is twofold. First, it demonstrates the advantage, in
terms of flexibility, of using standard relational algebra to formulate IR retrieval
models. Secondly, it shows that, by employing a hardware-conscious DBMS
architecture, it is possible to achieve performance, both in terms of efficiency
and effectiveness, that can compete with leading, customized IR systems. To
prove this, we use Vectorwise to participate in the 2006 TREC Terabyte Track
(TREC-TB) [BCS06], a terabyte-scale information retrieval benchmarking task,
obtaining competitive results. Running TREC-TB on top of a DBMS efficiently,
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is something that has never been demonstrated to be realizable before, and
could therefore be seen as a step towards closing the gap between DBMS and
IR systems.
A.1.2 Outline
In Section A.2 we provide an overview of the TREC-TB benchmark and the
table layout we use to index its document collection. In Section A.3 we describe
a relational approach to keyword search, together with several commonly applied
IR optimizations and benchmark results. To evaluate the performance of our
system with respect to custom built IR systems, we provide results of our 2006
TREC-TB submission in Section A.4. We discuss related work in Section A.5,
before concluding in Section A.6
A.2 TREC-TB Setup
A.2.1 Overview
From 2004 to 2006, the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) organized a “Ter-
aByte Track” [CSS05] as a large-scale text retrieval testbed. The TeraByte Track
(TREC-TB) consists of the GOV2 document collection, together with ad-hoc
retrieval tasks to evaluate system performance in terms of both effectiveness
and efficiency. The data set consists of 25 million web documents, crawled from
the .gov domain, with a total size of 426GB. System efficiency is measured by
total execution time of 50,000 keyword-search queries. Effectiveness is evaluated
by early precision (p@20) on a subset of 50 preselected queries for which rele-
vance judgments are available. Table A.1 shows the performance of the leading
systems on the 2005 TREC-TB efficiency task.
Run p@20 CPUs Time per
query (ms)
MU05TBy3 0.5550 8 24
uwmtEwteD10 0.3900 2 27
MU05TBy1 0.5620 8 42
zetdist 0.5300 8 58
pisaEff4 0.3420 23 143
Table A.1: Top results for TREC-TB 2005
We ran the 2005 TREC-TB on top of Vectorwise, using a single 3GHz Pen-
tium Xeon CPU, 4GB of RAM, and a software RAID system consisting of 12
disks. For the distributed experiments in Section A.3.3, we used a LAN of 8
machines, equipped with dual-core, 2GHz Athlon64X2 CPUs and 2GB RAM.
A.2.2 Indexing
Indexing the TREC-TB document collection entails three main phases: pars-
ing, constructing an inverted index structure using relational tables, and index
compression. Parsing is done using an external program, that scans the col-
lection and filters out markup and stop words. For the remaining text, the
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parser returns (docid, term) pairs (DT ) for each term it encounters, with terms
being stemmed using a Porter stemmer [Por80], converted to lowercase, and
scrambled into 64bit integers. Our scrambling function produces a one-to-one
mapping from its input string to its integer representation, as long as no other
input string has the same thirteen character long prefix. This is achieved by
iterating over the input string, and on each iteration multiplying the current
integer result by twenty-seven and adding the i’th characters offset from the
character ’a’ + 1. Furthermore, the parser generates a unique docid identifier
for each document encountered, and outputs it, together with the documents
name and length (in number of terms).
To index the data, we used an inverted list data-structure (see Section 3.3.3),
represented by a relational table. To build this index from the DT output of
the parser, the following relational query, which sorts and then aggregates on
(term, docid) pairs, was used:
# TD computation using DT
Aggr(
Sort(
Scan(DT, [docid, term] ),
[ term, docid ] ),
[ term, docid ],
[ tf = count() ] )
The [term,docid,tf ] (TD) table, holds for each term, the IDs of the documents
the term appears in (docid), and the number of times the term occurs within
a given document (tf). The table is ordered on (term,docid), which allows the
term column to be replaced by a range index onto [docid,tf ], and allows the
occurrence lists of two arbitrary terms to be combined efficiently using merge-
join. Additionally, per-document information is kept in a separate [docid, name,
length] document table D, and per term information [term, ftd] in table T . The
relational table layout, together with the amount of storage each field occupies,
is summarized in table A.2.
Compression
As Table A.2 shows, the full index (the D, T and TD tables), occupies ap-
proximately 29 GB uncompressed when we ignore the term column in TD,
and replace it with a range index of negligible size. We applied Vectorwise’s
PFOR and PFOR-DELTA light-weight column compression algorithms from
Section 5.3 to reduce the total size of this index to roughly 9GB. The benefit
of this is twofold. First of all, due to the minimal decompression overhead of
the compression algorithms, I/O bandwidth utilization is improved, as the data
gets decompressed only when it is used, upon crossing the RAM-CPU Cache
boundary. Second, the compressed index requires less memory to make it fully
main-memory resident. Even if it does not fit fully, more data can be cached in
RAM in compressed form, improving overall performance.
A.3 Querying
A.3.1 Keyword Search Using Relational Algebra
Keyword search in a DBMS boils down to retrieving all the documents in which
some or all of the query terms occur. Such a boolean retrieval approach can be
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symbol column semantic sorted compression
name type scheme bits
DT – 12.3 Gtuples, output of parsing
D docid document id int Y none 32
T term term code long N none 64
TD – 3.5 Gtuples, document-level index
T term term code long Y PFDb=1 2.13
D docid document id int Y PFDb=8 11.98
fD,T tf frequency of T in D int N PFb=5 5.91
ωD,T score score of T in D float N none 32
ω
′
D,T
scoreQ quantized score int N PFb=8 8.00
D – 25 Mtuples, output of parsing, per-document information
D docid document id int Y none 32
docname document name str Y none 88
|D| doclen document length int N none 32
T – 12 Mtuples, per-term information
T term term code long Y none 64
fT,D ftd #documents with T int N none 32
Global constants
k1 k1 BM25 parameter (0.8)
b b BM25 parameter (0.3)
fD numdocs number of documents (25M)
avgdl avgdoclen average document length (491)
compression: PF=PFOR, PFD=PFOR-DELTA, all with base=0
Table A.2: Database tables and constants used
formulated in relational algebra as a series of join operations over inverted lists,
with boolean AND and OR mapping to Join and OuterJoin respectively. For
example, a query “information AND (storing OR retrieval)” can be translated
to:
MergeJoin(
ScanSelect( TD1=TD, TD1.term="information" ),
MergeOuterJoin(
ScanSelect( TD2=TD, TD2.term="storing" ),
ScanSelect( TD3=TD, TD3.term="retrieval" )))
As the results for the runs BoolAND and BoolOR from Table A.3 show,
simple boolean queries without ranking result in very low precision. To address
the low effectiveness, we present results with the Okapi BM25 [RWB98] retrieval
model. The document score of a given query is expressed as:
S
(D)
BM25 =
|Q|∑
i=1
ωD,Ti (A.1)
ωD,T = log(
fD
fT,D
) ·
(k1 + 1) · fD,T
fD,T + k1 · ((1− b) + b ·
|D|
avgdl )
(A.2)
Given a query with |Q| terms, the score of each document S(D)BM25 is a sum
of scores of each query term for this document ωD,T . The per-term document
scores ωD,T are computed as a function of the total number of documents (fD),
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the number of documents containing term T (fT,D), the frequency of T within
D (fD,T ), the document length (|D|), and the average document length (avgdl)
over the whole collection. Variables k1 and b represent two predefined constants.
A relational query that finds the top 20 documents using this formula for a 2-
term query could look like:
TopN(
Project(
MergeJoin(
MergeOuterJoin(
ScanSelect( TD1=TD, TD1.term=t1_term ),
ScanSelect( TD2=TD, TD2.term=t2_term ),
TD1.docid=TD2.docid),
Scan( D ),
D.docid=MAX(TD1.docid,TD2.docid))
[ D.docname, score=BM25(TD1.tf,D.doclen,t1_ftd)
+BM25(TD2.tf,D.doclen,t2_ftd) ]),
[ score DESC ], 20)
where score=BM25(TD2.tf,D.doclen,t2_ftd) is used as a shorthand, the
real query contains the full BM25 formula.
Running above BM25 query requires a significant amount of processing time,
as run BM25 in Table A.3 illustrates. This is not strange, however, considering
that the average length of the 50.000 TREC-TB queries is 2.3 terms, with each
term occurring in 775 thousand documents on average. There is, however, still
room for improvement in terms of average query execution time.
A.3.2 Performance Optimizations
Run name p@20 Avg.query Avg.query
(+ added feature) time (ms), time (ms),
cold data hot data
BoolAND 0.0130 76 12
BoolOR 0.0000 133 80
BM25 0.5460 440 342
BM25T (+Two-pass) 0.5470 198 72
BM25TC (+Compression) 0.5470 158 73
BM25TCM (+Materialization) 0.5470 155 29
BM25TCMQ8 (+Quant.8-bit) 0.5490 118 28
Table A.3: Vectorwise TREC-TB Experiments
In this section we show a set of representative IR optimization techniques
that allowed Vectorwise to be competitive with the leading TREC participants.
First of all, The BM25 retrieval model scores each document, regardless
the number of matching query terms. Given the observation that we are only
interested in the top-N most relevant documents, we can refrain from computing
the score for documents that are highly unlikely to make it into the top-N.
Relying on a heuristic that documents that contain more query terms are likely
to obtain a better score [BCH+03], we can obtain a significant performance
improvement by following a two-pass strategy. In the first pass, we retrieve
only the documents that contain all query terms, using a conventionalMergeJoin
instead of a MergeOuterJoin. Only if the first pass does not return enough
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results, we execute a second pass using the less restrictive MergeOuterJoin.
Run BM25T in table A.3 illustrates the performance gain, where roughly 15%
of the 50.000 queries required a second pass.
Second, a large part of the cost of processing inverted lists is related to
reading these from disk. Most IR systems use data compression to reduce this
time. Using Vectorwise’s built in compression, we were able to reduce the
sizes of the docid and tf columns, which constitute the major part of total I/O,
from 32 to 11.98 and 5.98 bits per tuple, respectively. To compress the partially
ordered docid column, we used PFOR-DELTA compression with a code word
size of 8 bits. For the small integer tf values, we used PFOR, with a 5-bit
code word size. The BM25TC run in Table A.3 shows that this significantly
improves the cold run, where all data needs to be read from disk. The time of
the hot run did not change significantly, thanks to the high performance of the
decompression routines implemented in Vectorwise.
The BM25 retrieval model aggregates the ωD,T scores, which are query in-
dependent (see Eq. A.1 and A.2). Once its tuning parameters k1 and b have
been fixed, ωD,T values may be precomputed, and can be stored as a separate
score column in the TD table. This score materialization not only saves
the cost of computing the per-term document score, it additionally allows us
to perform a join with the document table only for the top-n documents, since
the per-document properties are not needed for score computation anymore,
only to retrieve the names of the top-ranked documents. As the results of
the BM25TCM run show, this reduces the in-memory processing time signifi-
cantly. However, the cold run did not improve, since the I/O overhead increased,
as we now read 32-bit floating point ωD,T values instead of compressed 5.98-bit
term frequencies fD,T . We were able to quantize the range of floating point
scores into 8-bit integer score ranks [AM05a], without loss of precision, using
the following linear Global-By-Value quantization
ω
′
D,T =
⌊
q ·
ωD,T − L
U − L+ ǫ
⌋
+ 1,
where L and U are the minimum and maximum values of ωD,T in the entire
collection. This produces integer values between 1 and q. We used a value of
q = 256, significantly reducing the data size, and therefore the amount of I/O,
which resulted in the performance results labeled BM25TCMQ8.
A.3.3 Distributed Execution
Text retrieval lends itself well for distributed execution, as we can easily split up
the document collection into N partitions, and let each partition be indexed by
its own server node. An incoming query can then be broadcast to all indexing
nodes, with each of them returning its local top-N documents for that query.
These per-node results can then be merged into a global top-N to produce the
final result.
To investigate the scalability of our system, we ran distributed experiments
on our LAN, using 8 partitions, each indexed by a separate machine. Queries are
submitted to a broker program, which broadcasts each query to all eight nodes,
and merges the local document rankings returned by each node into a global
ranking. Thanks to Vectorwise’s data compression, the whole index (9GB),
could be kept in RAM, so that I/O is eliminated as a performance factor.
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Average Average per-query
query time server response time
(ms) (ms)
absolute amortized min average max
Full TREC-TB run (hot data)
Sequential 23.1
8 servers 11.26 5.50 6.39 11.00
Using less servers (1 stream, fixed partition size)
4 servers 9.21 5.92 6.78 9.06
2 servers 7.30 6.46 6.83 7.20
1 server 7.41 7.34 7.34 7.34
Increasing the concurrency (8 servers)
1 stream 11.24 11.26 5.50 6.39 11.00
2 streams 9.61 4.86 5.56 6.92 9.36
4 streams 14.30 3.64 5.81 8.56 13.99
8 streams 25.46 3.26 6.21 12.28 25.07
Table A.4: Performance of the distributed runs
However, as the results in A.4 show, the speedup using 8 machines is far from
perfect (it decreases from 23.1 only to 11.26 msec). The main cause for the
non-linear speedup is load imbalance, as is shown in the right half of Table A.4:
with increased number of database servers, the average per-server running times
start to vary significantly. With 8 servers, the slowest one (which determines the
overall query latency) takes twice as long as the fastest (11 vs. 5.5 msec). In a
real IR system, however, such load imbalance affects latency but not throughput,
as the system will be handling multiple queries continuously and differences
even out. This is currently modeled in the TREC terabyte efficiency track by
submitting a limited number of concurrent query “streams” to the system. The
lower part of Table A.4 shows that with an increased amount of concurrency,
latency deteriorates much less than linear (i.e. throughput improves). As a
result, throughput does scale linearly, as 8 servers are able to process more than
300 queries per second, taking an amortized 3.26 msec per query only (vs. 23
msec for one server).
A.4 TREC-TB Results
Our TREC-TB setup was used to participate in the last official Terabyte Track
[BCS06] in 2006. For this benchmark, only the set of topics, i.e. the queries,
changed. The document collection, and our mapping of it to relational ta-
bles, remained the same. Besides our distributed setup, as described in Sec-
tion A.3.3, we also submitted runs a single node “hot” run, i.e. where the entire
index was preloaded into the main memory of a single machine. For this, we
used a relatively old SMP machine (even at that time), containing four 1.4GHz
AMD Opteron CPUs and 16GB of RAM. The official results from [BCS06] are
replicated in Table A.5, where the two rows starting with CWI06, represent
Vectorwise’s best results in terms of query latency and precision, respectively.
Vectorwise is the winner in terms of query latency and throughput. However,
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CWI06DIST8 16 6,400 4 13 211 85 185.5 11.6 29.0 0.4680 0.181
CWI06MEM4 4 10,000 4 80 322 805 48.7 12.2 4.9 0.4720 0.190
humTE06i3 1 5,000 1 1,680 1,680 8,400 0.6 0.6 0.1 0.3690 0.123
humTE06v2 1 5,000 1 4,630 4,630 23,150 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.4290 0.373
mpiiotopk2p 2 5,000 4 29 57 143 35.0 17.5 7.0 0.4330 0.280
mpiiotopkpar 2 5,000 4 74 148 369 13.6 6.8 2.7 0.4280 0.291
MU06TBy6 1 500 4 55 55 28 18.2 18.2 36.4 0.4890 0.271
MU06TBy2 1 500 1 229 229 114 4.4 4.4 8.8 0.5050 0.256
p6tbep8 1 1,400 1 109 109 153 9.1 9.1 6.5 0.3890 0.254
p6tbeb 1 1,400 1 167 167 234 6.0 6.0 4.3 0.4540 0.244
rmit06effic 2 4,000 1 2,202 4,404 8,808 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.4650 0.258
THUTeraEff02 4 2,000 1 534 2,136 1,068 1.9 0.5 0.9 0.1500 0.222
THUTeraEff01 4 2,000 1 808 3.232 1,616 1.2 0.3 0.6 0.3920 0.246
uwmtFdcp03 1 1,800 1 13 13 23 80.0 80.0 44.4 0.4110 0.164
uwmtFdcp12 1 1,800 1 32 32 58 31.4 31.4 17.4 0.4790 0.219
Table A.5: 2006 TREC-TB efficiency results, showing fastest run (according
to avg. query latency) and best run (according to precision, P@20) for each
participating group. Source: [BCS06]
our submission also has the highest CPU count and system cost, which renders
comparison of absolute numbers unfair. In an effort to address this, TREC
computed latency and throughput numbers normalized to both the number
of CPUs and system cost. Although not perfect, this does allow for fairer
comparisons.
Looking at the efficiency results (i.e. the top row of each group) CPU-
normalized latency is where our CWI06DIST8 run performs worst, achieving a
fifth place overall. Our score of 211 ms/query is still significantly better than the
1208ms average of the remaining seven systems though. For CPU-normalized
throughput, we do somewhat better, scoring fourth. However, now our 11.6
queries/s is worse than the average of 18.0. Looking at the cost-normalized
numbers, CWI06DIST8 scores a third spot, both for latency and throughput.
We also beat the average in both cases: 85 versus 2660 for latency, and 29 versus
13.6 for throughput. An interesting observation is that most systems that beat
us consistently on the normalized scores, i.e. mpiiotopk2p, MU06TBy6 and
uwmtFdep03, perform considerably worse in terms of precision (P@20). The
exception to this is MU06TBy6, with very solid scores overall.
Looking at the effectiveness scores, we see precision (P@20), which represents
the fraction of top-20 documents that is considered relevant, andmean reciprocal
rank (MRR), where the reciprocal rank of a single query response is defined as
the inverse of the rank (1/rank) of the first correct answer, with correctness
judged by a jury. For example, an MRR of 0.2 means that, on average, the
first correct answer is in fifth spot in the ranking. Note that the two CWI runs
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score very similar, even though we used the same BM25 ranking formula in both
scenarios. The difference can be explained by the fact that in the distributed
runs each node submits a local top-20 to the broker, which then merges them
into a global top-20. In case of ties in the score, the ordering of results can vary
arbitrarily. Because the effects are very small, and the CWI06DIST8 run beats
the CWI06MEM4 run in all other respects, the latter can safely be ignored.
Most other groups submitted different configurations for both the efficiency and
effectiveness runs, in general sacrificing one in favor of the other.
Comparing our effectiveness scores with the second rows of the other groups,
we see that Vectorwise scores very decently in terms of precision, achieving a
third place. In terms of mean reciprocal rank (MRR) we score worse than most
other systems. We did not have the means to investigate this further, but we
suspect it to be caused by relative imprecision of our quantized scores (8-bit
integers) and/or their potential for unresolvable collisions.
A.5 Related work
Integration of DB and IR processing has recently been discussed in [CRW05].
The authors present a set of motivating examples, discuss different approaches
of combining area-specific processing techniques, and propose an extension to
the relational algebra that provides various IR features, e.g. a top-k operator.
They also discuss the new challenges this algebra brings for relational query
optimizers.
A good summary of the DB-community view on integration with IR tech-
nology was presented during the recent SIGMOD panel [AY05]. While most
researchers discuss DB and IR integration within a DBMS, our approach is to
rather provide IR applications with features necessary for the efficient execu-
tion of their tasks. In this sense it is similar to [GFHR97], where the authors
store inverted lists in a Microsoft SQL Server and use SQL queries for keyword
search. Similarly, in [GBS04] the data is distributed over a PC cluster, and
an analysis of the impact of concurrent updates is provided. Our approach
extends this previous work, by showing how a much wider series of IR optimiza-
tion techniques can be translated to database queries. These techniques and
their effectiveness/performance trade-off are further demonstrated on a much
larger collection (500GB TeraByte TREC vs. 500MB in [GBS04]) and show
significantly faster retrieval performance.
In the TREC benchmark there were a few attempts to use database technol-
ogy, e.g. [MKD99]. However, most of these systems used a DBMS for effective-
ness tasks only, where the system efficiency was not an issue. Only one TeraByte
TREC submission used a system built on top of the MySQL DBMS [CCS04],
but its precision and speed (5 sec per query) were disappointing compared to
other participants.
There still is a large group of IR efficiency optimization techniques not dis-
cussed in this paper. For example, Buckley [BL85] presented an optimization
technique in which, during term-at-a-time top-r search, execution stops when
the score difference of the r-th and r+1-th document is larger than the sum of
the maximum scores of the remaining attributes. Another pruning approach is
the well-known Fagin algorithm [FLN01], recently extended with probabilistic
pruning [TWS04]. The final interesting group of optimizations exploit word
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positions for improved retrieval effectiveness (e.g. [MC05]). We believe all these
methods can be implemented on top of a DBMS using techniques similar to the
ones presented in this paper.
A.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we have shown that it is possible to run terabyte-scale infor-
mation retrieval tasks on top of a relational database engine. Furthermore,
we have shown that we can easily implement several standard IR optimization
techniques, and that these techniques allow us to rival customized IR systems in
terms of performance. This work presents a step towards the integration of DB
and IR systems, with some of the key ingredients needed to achieve this result
being: Vectorwise’s raw speed, light-weight data compression, and distributed
execution.
Considering recent advances in hardware, especially increased memory sizes
and bandwidth, together with higher levels of parallelism in multi-core CPUs,
one could envision running the distributed experiments – i.e. using a partitioned
document collection – on a single machine. This would eliminate network la-
tency, and significantly reduce system costs. However, scalability is at risk, with
memory bandwidth as the likely bottleneck. It would be interesting to see how
far a NUMA architecture could be pushed on such a workload.
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Summary
Updating compressed column-stores
Our modern society is relying more and more on information technology to
manage both data and everyday activities. Over the years, this has resulted
in an exponential growth in the amount of information being processed and
stored by computer systems. Since the 1970’s, database management systems
(DBMS) have been used to organize, query and manipulate digital information
in a structured way. Early database systems focused mainly on transaction
processing, which deals with retrieving and manipulating data items, like, for
example, the balance of a bank account, or address information of a customer.
With time, the rapidly growing volume of data being gathered by organizations
has sparkled a desire to gain more high-level insight into such data, for the
purpose of providing, for example, historical or predictive views of business
operation. This novel, analytic kind of data processing is often termed business
intelligence, and is characterized by an “ad-hoc” query style, often involving
large volumes of data, combined with a competitive or economic advantage if
queries complete rapidly.
The growth in data volume has been accompanied by exponential improve-
ments in certain areas of computer hardware, most notably CPU processing
power and storage capacity of both main memory and disk. However, devel-
opments in data access latency and data transfer bandwidth have been lagging
behind this exponential trend. The consequence being, that software developers
have to deal with a widening gap between processing power on one hand, and
data access cost on the other. Furthermore, the block-oriented access mech-
anisms provided by storage devices increasingly favor sequential over random
access patterns, as latency improvements are falling behind advances in transfer
bandwidth.
For analytic database workloads, which typically process large amounts of
data, these trends have led to the wide adoption of so-called column-oriented
storage layouts. Most database systems implement the relational model, where
data is stored in two-dimensional tables, consisting of rows and columns. Each
row, or tuple represents some entity, while each column represents an attribute
of each entity. In a column-oriented, or decomposed storage model (DSM), tables
are partitioned vertically on disk, meaning that attribute values from a single
column are stored contiguously within fixed sized pages – the unit of transfer –
on disk. The advantage being, that for queries requiring access to only a subset
of table columns, it suffices to scan only the relevant attribute pages from disk,
resulting in considerable I/O bandwidth savings compared to a row-oriented,
or N-ary storage model (NSM), where a page always contains a sequence of
complete tuples.
But column-oriented storage also provides benefits in terms of data pro-
cessing efficiency within the CPU. By reading small fragments, or vectors, of
attribute values, from a page in memory into the CPU cache, we make optimal
use of cache-lines – the unit of transfer between memory and CPU – exposing
comparable bandwidth savings as obtained by reading column-oriented pages
from disk. Furthermore, database primitives, responsible for performing actual
computations on vectors of data, can be implemented as simple and efficient
loops over arrays that are kept free of function calls and branching logic, en-
abling compilers to produce highly CPU-efficient code. Research around this
vectorized execution model has resulted in the column-oriented MonetDB/X100
DBMS, which was later commercialized under the name Vectorwise.
The work in this thesis provides solutions to two problems that may arise in a
column-oriented and vectorized database engine like Vectorwise: (i) the danger
of I/O bandwidth bottlenecks, which may occur even when using DSM, and (ii)
how to provide efficient transactional update support on a storage layout that
is notoriously unfriendly to in-place updates.
Given the growing gap between CPU power and disk transfer bandwidth,
it may be impossible to deliver raw data from disk at a rate that matches the
computational power of a vectorized engine. We show that data compression
can be used to significantly alleviate such I/O bottlenecks, on both analytic and
information retrieval workloads. The idea is to read compressed pages from disk,
and decompress them at a minimal CPU cost, so that perceived I/O bandwidth
can be improved, at most by a factor equal to the compression ratio. Here,
we trade CPU processing power, which evolves favorably, for perceived disk
bandwidth, which is scarce.
For such techniques to be effective even on high-performance disk systems,
like RAID or SSD, it is important for (de)compression methods to be light-
weight. We contribute three new compression schemes, PFOR, PFOR-DELTA
and PDICT, that are specifically designed for the super-scalar capabilities of
modern CPUs. These algorithms exploit the fact that attribute values within a
column are from the same domain and of equal type, allowing (de)compression
to be kept simple but fast (i.e. gigabytes per second). Furthermore, we show
that by decompressing compressed pages in memory only at small granularity,
in an on-demand fashion, directly into the CPU cache, we can eliminate the
danger of memory bandwidth becoming a bottleneck.
To add transactional update support to a column-store DBMS, we consider
in-place updates to be out of question, due to I/O costs that are proportional to
the number of table attributes, and the fact that tables are often stored sorted
and compressed. Rather, we focus on differential update techniques, where delta
changes against otherwise immutable tables from a scan-optimized “read-store”
are maintained in a memory-resident, update-friendly “write-store”. During a
scan, write-store updates are merged with the read-store table to produce an
up-to-date table image. The idea is to sacrifice main-memory storage, which
evolves favorably, to reduce I/O accesses, which are expensive, both in terms of
latency and bandwidth.
We propose to organize delta updates against a read-store table by update
position, or tuple offset, in a novel index structure called positional delta tree
(PDT). Alternatively, one could organize update tuples by their (sort) key at-
tribute values, for example in a B+-tree-like structure. We show that positional
update maintenance has several advantages over a value-based approach, most
notably in the area of merging efficiency during a table scan. Furthermore, PDTs
allow efficient encoding of attribute level modifications (i.e. SQL UPDATE),
and can be stacked on top of each other, allowing for a clean implementation of
snapshot isolation to support transactions.
Samenvatting
Wijzigingen aanbrengen in gecomprimeerde kolom-opslag
De hedendaagse maatschappij vertrouwt steeds vaker op informatietechnolo-
gie om zowel gegevens als dagelijkse activiteiten te beheren. Door de jaren heen
heeft dit geleid tot een exponentiële groei in de hoeveelheid informatie die wordt
verwerkt en opgeslagen door computers. Sinds 1970 zijn database management
systemen (DBMS) gebruikt om digitale informatie op gestructureerde wijze te
organiseren, uit te vragen en te manipuleren. Vroege databasesystemen richtten
zich hoofdzakelijk op transactie verwerking, dat zich bezigt met het ophalen en
manipuleren van data items, zoals, bijvoorbeeld, het saldo op een bankrekening
of adresgegevens van een klant. Met de tijd heeft het snel groeiende volume van
door organisaties verzamelde gegevens een behoefte aangewakkerd om een meer
globaal inzicht te krijgen in dergelijke gegevens, met als doel het verstrekken van,
bijvoorbeeld, historische of voorspellende inzichten aangaande de bedrijfsvoer-
ing. Deze nieuwe, analytische manier van data verwerken wordt vaak business
intelligence genoemd, en wordt gekarakteriseerd door een “ad-hoc” query (vraag)
patroon, vaak over grote hoeveelheden data, in combinatie met een competitief
of economisch voordeel indien deze vragen snel beantwoord worden.
De groei in datavolume is gepaard gegaan met een exponentiële vooruitgang
binnen bepaalde eigenschappen van computerhardware, met name verwerkings-
kracht van processoren (CPUs) en opslagcapaciteit van zowel werkgeheugen als
schijfopslag. Echter, zowel de responstijd ten aanzien van data verzoeken als
de bandbreedte voor het transport van de data zijn bij deze exponentiële trend
achtergebleven. Het gevolg is dat softwareontwikkelaars geconfronteerd worden
met een groeiende discrepantie tussen verwerkingskracht aan de ene kant, en
trage toegang tot data aan de andere. Voorts bevoordelen de blok-geörienteerde
toegangsmethoden, die opslag-electonica verstrekken, in toenemende mate se-
quentiële boven lukrake toegangspatronen, aangezien ontwikkelingen in respons-
tijd achterblijven bij ontwikkelingen rond bandbreedte.
Voor analytische database toepassingen, die over het algemeen grote hoe-
veelheden data verwerken, hebben deze trends geleid tot brede acceptatie van
zogenaamde kolom-georiënteerde opslagtechnieken. De meeste databasesyste-
men hanteren een relationeel model, waarbinnen gegevens worden opgeslagen in
tweedimensionale tabellen, bestaande uit rijen en kolommen. Elke rij, of tuple,
vertegenwoordigt een zekere entiteit, waarbij elke kolom een attribuut, of eigen-
schap, van die entiteit voorstelt. In een kolom-geörienteerd opslagmodel, het
zogeheten decomposed storage model (DSM), worden tabellen verticaal geparti-
tioneerd opgeslagen, wat inhoudt dat attribuutwaarden uit een enkele kolom
aaneengesloten worden opgeslagen binnen een pagina – de transporteenheid
tussen schijf en geheugen – van vaste grootte. Het voordeel is dat voor vragen
die slechts toegang tot een deelverzameling van kolommen in een tabel nodig
hebben, het volstaat om alleen de pagina’s van relevante kolommen van schijf
te lezen, wat kan leiden tot een substantiële besparing van schijfbandbreedte
ten opzichte van een rij-georiënteerd opslagmodel, het zogeheten N-ary storage
model (NSM), waar een pagina altijd een reeks volledige tuples bevat.
Maar kolom-georiënteerde opslag biedt ook voordelen op het gebied van
dataverwerkingsefficiëntie binnen de processor. Door kleine fragmenten, of vec-
toren, met attribuutwaarden uit een pagina binnen het geheugen direct naar de
CPU-cache te lezen, wordt optimaal gebruik gemaakt van cachelijnen (de trans-
porteenheid tussen geheugen en CPU), waarmee vergelijkbare bandbreedtebe-
sparingen kunnen worden behaald als bij het lezen van kolom-georiënteerde
pagina’s van disk. Tevens kunnen database primitieven, verantwoordelijk voor
het uitvoeren van de uiteindelijke berekeningen over vectoren met data, worden
geïmplementeerd als simpele en efficiënte lussen (loops) over reeksen (arrays),
die vrij zijn van functieaanroepen en vertakkingen, wat compilers in staat stelt
om CPU-efficiënte code te genereren. Onderzoek omtrent dit gevectoriseerde
uitvoerings model heeft geresulteerd in het kolom-georiënteerde MonetDB/X100
DBMS, dat later is gecommercialiseerd onder de noemer Vectorwise.
Het werk in deze dissertatie biedt oplossingen voor twee problemen die kun-
nen voorkomen bij kolom-georiënteerde en gevectoriseerde databasesystemen
zoals Vectorwise: (i) een gevaar voor knelpunten aangaande input/output (I/O)
bandbreedte, die zelfs bij gebruik van DSM nog kunnen voorkomen, en (ii)
hoe te voorzien in functionaliteit die het mogelijk maakt om op efficiënte wijze
transactionele wijzigingen aan te brengen binnen een opslagstructuur die uiterst
ongeschikt is voor het aanbrengen van lokale wijzigingen.
Gegeven de groeiende discrepantie tussen processorkracht enerzijds en schijf-
bandbreedte anderzijds, is het soms onmogelijk om ruwe data vanaf schijf aan
te leveren met een snelheid die overeenkomt met de verwerkingskracht van een
gevectoriseerde databasekern. We tonen aan dat datacompressie gebruikt kan
worden om dergelijke knelpunten significant te verlichten, zowel bij analytische
als IR (information retrieval) toepassingen. Het idee is om gecomprimeerde pa-
gina’s van schijf te lezen, en onder minimale CPU-belasting te decomprimeren,
zodat de waargenomen I/O-bandbreedte verbeterd kan worden, met maximaal
een factor gelijk aan de compressie ratio. We verruilen hier CPU-rekenkracht,
hetgeen zich gunstig ontwikkelt, tegen waargenomen schijfbandbreedte, hetgeen
schaars is.
Om dergelijke technieken ook op snelle schijfsystemen, zoals RAID (redun-
dant array of independent disks) of SSD (solid-state drive), te laten werken, is
het van belang dat (de)compressiemethoden lichtgewicht zijn. We dragen drie
nieuwe compressie schema’s bij, PFOR, PFOR-DELTA en PDICT, die specifiek
zijn ontworpen voor de superscalaire infrastructuur van moderne CPUs. Deze
algoritmen maken gebruik van de observatie dat waarden binnen een kolom
allen uit hetzelfde domein afkomstig zijn en hetzelfde datatype hebben, wat ons
in staat stelt om (de)compressie simpel en snel – gigabytes per seconde – te
houden. Tevens tonen we aan dat door gecomprimeerde pagina’s binnen het
werkgeheugen slechts met lage granulariteit, naar behoefte, te decomprimeren,
direct naar de CPU-cache, we kunnen voorkomen dat geheugenbandbreedte een
knelpunt wordt.
Om transactionele wijzigingen aan te brengen binnen een kolom-opslag DBMS,
beschouwen we het lokaal aanbrengen van wijzigingen als niet afdoende, vanwege
het gegeven dat de I/O kosten proportioneel stijgen met het aantal attributen
van een tabel. Liever richten wij ons tot differentiële wijzigingstechnieken, waar
wijzigingen ten opzichte van anderszins onveranderlijke tabellen in een voor
scans geoptimaliseerde “lees-opslag”, worden bijgehouden in een makkelijk te
wijzigen “schrijf-opslag” in het werkgeheugen. Tijdens een scan worden wijzig-
ingen uit de schrijf-opslag vervlochten met de tabel uit lees-opslag om de huidige
toestand van de tabel te reproduceren. Het idee is om werkgeheugencapaciteit,
hetgeen zich gunstig ontwikkelt, te verruilen voor een reductie in het aantal I/O
operaties, die kostbaar zijn, zowel in termen van responstijd als bandbreedte.
We stellen voor om differentiële wijzigingen ten opzichte van een tabel in
lees-opslag bij te houden op basis van tuple positie, in een nieuwe boomvormige
indexstructuur genaamd positional delta tree (PDT). Alternatief zou men wij-
zigingen kunnen bijhouden en rangschikken op basis van de waarde van (sorteer)
sleutelattributen. We tonen aan dat het positioneel bijhouden van wijzigingen
voordelen biedt ten opzichte van een op waarden gebaseerde aanpak, met name
bij het vervlechten van wijzigingen tijdens een scan. Tevens maken PDTs een
efficiënte encodering van modificatie (SQL UPDATE) mogelijk, en kunnen zij
boven op elkaar gestapeld worden, wat een overzichtelijke implementatie van mo-
mentopname isolatie (snapshot isolation) levert om te voorzien in transacties.
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